Mission
The USAWA was formed to continue the long standing tradition of old-time weightlifters like Eugen Sandow,
Louis Cyr, Arthur Saxon, Hermann Goerner, Warren Lincoln Travis, and many others. We strive to preserve the
history of the original forms of weightlifting, which in the past has been referred to as ―odd lifting‖. Many of
the lifts we perform are based on stage acts or challenge lifts of old-time strongmen.

History
The USAWA was organized in 1987 and was a charter member of the International All-Round Weightlifting
Association. The USAWA has over 150 recognized lifts and 8000 plus records, so any strength athlete can find
their niche. We have a drug testing program to encourage drug free lifting. Numerous local meets and a
National competition are held each year to find true ―all-round‖ weightlifters.
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2010 USAWA Membership Roster
(list includes Club Affiliation and Date Joined)
Arnold, Chris (Clark‘s Gym) – October 27th
Barnett, Orie (Christstrength Gym) – February 7th
Barnhart, Darren (Dino Gym) – January 16th
Beversdorf, David (Clark‘s Gym) – June 14th
Beath, Ernie (Ambridge BBC) – March 13th
Bletscher, Rudy (Dino Gym) – January 16th
Bryan, Barry (Habecker‘s Gym) – June 26th
Ciavattone Jr., Frank (Frank‘s Barbell Club) – February 15th
Ciavattone, Frank III (Frank‘s Barbell Club) – June 26th
Ciavattone, Jonathan (Joe‘s Gym) – January 10th
Ciavattone Jr., Joseph (Joe‘s Gym) – January 10th
Ciavattone Sr., Joseph (Joe‘s Gym) – January 10th
Clark, Bill (Clark‘s Gym) – January 1st
Clark, Casey (Clark‘s Gym) – January 1st
Conner, John (Dino Gym) – August 28th
Cookson, Bill (Dino Gym) – March 15th
Cookson, Chuck (Dino Gym) – August 15th
Crozier, Bill (Old and Done) – April 3rd
Doster, Matthew – April 2nd
Durniat, Andrew (Durniat Strength) – February 13th
Edwards, Ben (Dino Gym) – January 12th
Friesz, Dale – January 1st
Garcia, Joe (Clark‘s Gym) – March 28th

Glasgow, Amber (Ledaig Heavy Athletics) – July 18th
Glasgow, David (Ledaig Heavy Athletics) – January 3rd
Habecker, Denny (Habecker‘s Gym) – January 1st
Habecker, Judy (Habecker‘s Gym) – January 1st
Hess, Andrew (Habecker‘s Gym) – August 24th
Hess, Kohl (Habecker‘s Gym) – January 1st
Hettinger, Josh (JWC) – September 1st
Kahn, Helen (Randy‘s Gym) – July 19th
Landes, Jesse (Dino Gym) – March 23rd
Malloy, Jim – January 1st
McKean, John (Ambridge BBC) – March 13th
Miller, Wilbur – January 16th
Mitchell, Dennis – January 1st
Mitchell, Mark (Dino Gym) – February 13th
Montini, Art (Ambridge BBC) – January 4th
Murdock, Mike – July 18th
Myers, Al (Dino Gym) – January 1st
Myers, LaVerne (Dino Gym) – February 13th
Myers, Molly (Dino Gym) – February 14th
O‘Brien, John (JWC) – September 1st
O‘Brien, Michael (Joe‘s Gym) – January 10th
Payne, Jason – February 13th
Ridout, Mitch (JWC) – October 25th
Santangelo, Stephen R. – July 19th
Schmidt, Scott (Schmidt Barbell Club) – March 13th
Schmidt, Steve (Clark‘s Gym) – February 1st

Scott, Charles – August 1st
Smith, Randy (Randy‘s Gym) – April 24th
Spiegelberg, Bruce (East Coast Gold) – January 13th
Springs, Al (Clark‘s Gym) – August 6th
Traub, Larry (Ledaig Heavy Athletics) – February 8th
Tully, Scott (Dino Gym) – March 23rd
Ullom, Chad (Dino Gym) – January 16th
Van Vleck, Dalton (JWC) – October 25th
Van Vleck, Morgan (JWC) – October 25th
Van Vleck, Thom (JWC) – January 25th
Wilkens, Kurt – February 28th
Wilmot, John – January 1st

Member Clubs
edit page
There are several clubs registered as club members of the USAWA. The following is a list of current active
clubs registered for 2010.

Current Clubs:
Al’s Dino Gym – (2003-2011)
Location: Abilene, Kansas
Contact: Al Myers
Ambridge VFW Barbell Club – (1993-2010)
Location: Ambridge, Pennsylvania
Contact: Art Montini
Clark’s Championship Gym – (1989-2010)
Location: Columbia, Missouri
Contact: Bill Clark

Frank’s Barbell Club – (2010-2011)
Location: Walpole, Massachusetts
Contact: Frank Ciavattone Jr.
Habecker’s Gym – (2010-2011)
Location: Lebanon, Pennsylvania
Contact: Denny Habecker
Heartland Armwrestling – (2009-2010)
Location: Omaha, Nebraska
Contact: Mary McConnaughey
M & D Gym – (2011)
Location: Fairfax Station, Virginia
Contact: Dale Friesz
Jackson Weightlifting Club – (2009-2011)
Location: Kirksville, Missouri
Contact: Thom Van Vleck
Joe’s Gym – (2002, 2010)
Location: Norwood, Massachusetts
Contact: Joe Ciavattone Sr.
Ledaig Heavy Athletics – (2010)
Location: Winfield, Kansas
Contact: Dave Glasgow
Schmidt Barbell Club – (2010)
Location: Westlake, Ohio
Contact: Scott Schmidt

Club of the Year Award Winners
2009 Club of the Year – Dino Gym
2009 Club of the Year Runner Up – Ambridge VFW BBC
Past Clubs:
Bob‘s Lifting News – (1997-2003)
Braveheart WLC – (2000-2003)
Jump Stretch – (2002-2003)
New England All-Rounders -(1993-1999, 2004-2007)
Olympic Health Club Cleveland – (2001)
Powerzone – (2000-2007)
Prechtel‘s AC – (1991-2004)
SE Pennsylvania – (2005)
Valley Forge WLC – (1989-1995)

Officials
edit page
The following is a list of all current USAWA Certified Officials. All competitions or events require a certified
official in order for records to be set or broken.

Level 2 – These officials have passed the USAWA Rules Test AND have the experience of
officiating in 25 or more competitions.
Denny Habecker – Lifetime Certification
Bill Clark – Lifetime Certification
Joe Garcia – Lifetime Certification
Kerry Clark – Lifetime Certification
Dennis Mitchell – Lifetime Certification
Dale Friesz – Lifetime Certification
Frank Ciavattone Jr. – Lifetime Certification

Al Myers – Lifetime Certification
Jim Malloy – Lifetime Certification
Barry Bryan – Lifetime Certification
Joe Ciavattone Sr. – Lifetime Certification

Level 1 – These officials have passed the USAWA Rule Test OR have the experience of
officiating in 25 or more competitions.
Level 1 – Test Qualified
Darren Barnhart – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Kurt Wilkens - Certification expires June 26, 2013
Mark Mitchell - Certification expires June 26, 2013
Scott Tully – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Thom Van Vleck – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Chad Ullom – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Mary McConnoughey – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Randy Smith – Certification expires June 26, 2013
James Foster – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Eric Todd – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Mike McBride – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Ben Edwards – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Dave Glasgow – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Mike Murdock – Certification expires July 23rd, 2013
Level 1 – Experience Qualified
Steve Schmidt – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Art Montini – Certification expires June 26, 2013
John McKean – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Scott Schmidt – Certification expires June 26, 2013

John Monk – Certification expires June 26, 2013
John Vernacchio – Certification expires June 26, 2013
Mike O‘Brien – Certification expires June 26, 2013
If you are interested in becoming an USAWA Official, the first step is to pass the Rules Test. This is an open
book exam over the rules in the Rule Book. There is no time limit in taking the test or limit on the number of
times you may take the test. You must have a score over 90% to pass. The following is the Rules Test in
different formats.
PDF: RULES TEST
Word Document (New): RULES TEST
Word Document (97-03): RULES TEST
Text: RULES TEST
Joe Garcia is the USAWA Official‘s Chairman. All completed Rules Tests are to be sent to him for grading.
The completed rules test may be mailed or emailed to Joe. If you pass, Joe will issue you an Official‘s Card and
notify me to list you on the Website as a current official.
Joe Garcia
20051 Old Hwy 63 North
Sturgeon, Missouri 65284
email: jgarcia@usawa.com

Interview with Bob Moore – Part 1
January 6, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit
by Al Myers
I recently had the opportunity to interview one of the early pioneers of the USAWA, Bob Moore. Bob competed
in the early 1990‘s and was one of the top heavyweight USAWA lifters at the time. I have seen his name in the
USAWA Record List for years (we‘re about in the same class) and was always tremendously impressed with
some of his records. Now after this interview I am even more impressed with him. He is a man of great
character, and has used his extraordinary strength for several benefit causes. This says a lot about a weightlifter
– using his God given ability to help out the less fortunate. Bob had to overcome severe physical hardships in
becoming a top level weightlifter which shows the amount of determination and desire that he has in his heart.
He was also involved in the USAWA as a Meet Director – thus demonstrating his leadership abilities by giving
back lifting opportunities to others in the USAWA. Now lets get on to the Interview!

Bob Moore still holds the top ALL-TIME Zercher Lift in the USAWA, with a lift of 529#, set at the 1992
USAWA National Championships in Walpole, Massachusetts.
Al: Bob, please tell me about yourself and how you got started lifting weights?
Bob: I live in Norton, MA with my wife of 21 years and 2 children, Caroline, 16, and Robert Jr, 11. I am
employed by a major Wall Street firm as Senior Vice President of Institutional Sales and Trading. My exposure
to lifting weights started when I was about 12 years old. I purchased a plastic set of weights in response to the
daily beatings I took at school. I continued to lift in high school until I suffered a serious football injury. The
result was a broken back that required a spinal fusion of my L2,L3 and L4 vertebrae. After a couple of years of
rehab I was back to playing sports. All that ended after I was in a serious car accident that resulted in the rebreaking of my back, broken bones and hundreds of stitches and plastic surgery to my face. This time I was told
my luck had run out and my only goal should be to walk again. Fast forward a few more years and I was
walking and started lifting very light weights to strengthen my back. It seemed the more weight I put on the bar
the better my back felt. About a year later I entered a local powerlifting meet where I totaled 1,300.
Al: When and why did you get involved with the USAWA?
Bob: I had been enjoying a successful powerlifting career when I met Frank Ciavattone in 1991. Frank invited
me over to his house to train together. Knowing his reputation and accomplishments I gladly accepted, and what
I learned was a turning point in my lifting career. While I was doing squats, he was hooking up a belt and chain
to a bar on the ground then hoisting up a couple of thousand pounds. I was blown away. I racked the weights
and asked him if he could teach me how to do it. I was hooked! It was a perfect way to change up my
powerlifting workouts. It also taught me not to fear big numbers when I was powerlifting.
Interview will be continued tomorrow.
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Interview with Bob Moore – Part 2

January 7, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

by Al Myers

Bob Moore doing a Hip Lift at a benefit fundraiser, in which money was raised to help a young boy with
cancer.
Al: I had no idea that you underwent that many physical hardships before your distinguished lifting career. That
must have took tremendous courage and willpower. I know Frank had to be a major influence on your AllRound Lifting. Along with Frank, who inspired you to take up weightlifting and compete in the USAWA?
Bob: As a young boy, a weightlifting or strongman competition on Wide World of Sports was a must see. I
remember watching Bill Kazmier and Vasili Alexeyev dominate their respective strength sports. After watching
those shows I would go outside and lift weights. I recall the time that I was outside lifting and my dear dad said
―I don‘t care what you want to be in life, just make sure you are the best you can be.‖ Those words have stuck
with me ever since. My dad inspired me to be the best at what I loved, powerlifter and strongman.
Al: What was your favorite All-Round lifts? I know the Zercher Lift had to be one since you still hold the AllTime USAWA record in the Zercher Lift with a lift of 529#.
Bob: The Zercher lift was indeed my favorite. Although my highest official lift was 529, my best gym lift was
585. I had to stop doing them at the gym after dropping that 585 on the floor- the third floor of an old
warehouse. I am still in shock that the floor didn‘t collapse! My other favorites are the hip lift, hack lift and the
straddle lift. I never had the chance to do the back lift in the USAWA but you will see me back on the platform
in an attempt to break the all time record late in 2010.
Al: Please tell me about some of your accomplishments in All-Round weightlifting that you are the most proud
of.
Bob: When I look back, I am most proud of the opportunities that the All-Round Weightlifting gave me to help
others. My talents on the platform eventually led to the creation of my foundation, Lift For Life. While
attending a fundraiser for a young boy with cancer, I observed a group of former pro athletes donating their time

signing autographs to raise money for the cause. I thought to myself ―Your autograph is worth less than the
paper its written on, but you do have a talent in weightlifting.‖ A couple of weeks later there was a home show.
The World‘s Gym in Foxboro, MA, who was kind enough to sponsor me, had rented booth space at the show. I
came up with the idea of getting people to sponsor me for each pound I was able to lift. World‘s Gym did a
terrific job in getting their members to sponsor me, and we raised over $6,000 for the young boy, who sadly lost
his battle with the disease shortly thereafter. However, the idea caught on and I was approached by others to do
events for their children. I will never forget the time that I did a 2,000+ pound hip lift to benefit a boy with
cancer. The day of the event, I lifted and did several other feats of strength; afterwards, I was exhausted. While
packing up for the day, unknown to me, the boy and his mother arrived (she had gone to get him from the
hospital to witness the hip lift). I knew I couldn‘t let him down, so I loaded the bar back up and did a 2,200+
pound lift (2 reps) for him. That was the best I had done at that time and it was also the most rewarding. Other
moments of pride in strength sports include traveling to Russia and winning two gold medals for powerlifting,
taking home a bundle of cash at a pro strongman competition in Canada, and of course, winning my division at
the IAWA in London.
Interview will be continued tomorrow.
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Interview with Bob Moore – Part 3
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by Al Myers

Bob Moore squatting at a fundraiser for a young girl with cancer. His efforts raised over $4000.
Al: I know you were involved in several big meet promotions. Could you tell me a little about the meets that
you directed.
Bob: I had the opportunity to direct several large, successful USAWA and powerlifting meets, one being the
1992 USAWA National Championships. If I recall correctly, it was one of the first USAWA meets to secure
major sponsors (Budweiser, PepsiCo, etc). The site for the meet was a great location, and the local hotel we
worked with had a great nightclub for everyone‘s enjoyment. Town officials even got involved and handed out
the trophies during the awards ceremony. Other meets I directed involved a bench press meet at a nightclub; we
had a huge turnout and a lively environment. I also co-promoted several meets with a close friend, Howie

Waldron. Knowing that a strong support staff can make or break a meet, we worked with the Warrior
Weightlifting Team, which consisted mainly of Coyle Cassidy High School powerlifters. One particular meet
was held in a huge grand ballroom – with state of the art equipment, food and drink for the lifters, and huge
trophies for the winners. The meet netted thousands of dollars, which in turn was donated to the Warrior team,
which enabled them to take the trip to the Teenage National Championships.
Al: I am glad to hear that you will be making a ―comeback‖ into All-Round Weightlifting. The USAWA needs
individuals like you involved in our sport. Do you have any views on the future of the USAWA?
Bob: I believe there is tremendous growth potential, maybe more than any other sport, for the USAWA.
However, the USAWA and IAWA need to make a concerted effort in bringing the sport to the public. Efforts
should be made to recruit more lifters, and to make it more of a mainstream sport. Powerlifting and Olympic
lifting are known by just about everyone who sets foot in a gym. When I was training for USAWA events, my
training would naturally draw questions and interest from other gym members. When it came to presenting to
Corporate Sponsors, I found they loved the idea and eagerly wanted to get involved. How many other sports can
you find a 13 year old and an 80 year old competing side by side? A few suggestions would be to have trained
persons work in a public relations role to make the equipment, lifts, etc, more widely know by a bigger audience
than currently exists. There should be a ―core‖ set of lifts that are familiar to the public; lesser known lifts can
be introduced at a later time. Demonstrations prior to powerlifting meets would be both informative and
entertaining. More head to head competition would also give the sport a needed boost, whether done by weight
class or age. With a great set of records in the books, the USAWA and IAWA need to make sure these records,
as well as new ones are challenged in dynamic and creative ways.
Strength sports in general have always been divided by drugs, big egos, and equipment. The future of all
strength sports is dependent on the credibility of their respective organizations. The USAWA has major
advantages over other strength sports; it does not have any splinter organizations, we have one set of record
books, strict drug testing rules are in place and there is no equipment that affects lifts. It is my hope that the
USAWA can take advantage of the huge opportunities that lie ahead of the organization.
Al: Bob, thank you very much for doing this interview. As a final question – What advice would you have for a
new weightlifter that is interested in All-Round Weightlifting?
Bob: Don‘t be afraid to ask questions! Weightlifters love to talk! They would love a new set of ears to talk to,
don‘t be afraid to talk to them. The key to success in any area of your life is knowledge. When I needed help
with my back lift I called the king of all back lifters, Paul Anderson. Who better to ask? He turned out to be a
wonderful source of information, as well as a nice, kind individual. He also became my role model later in my
lifting career, and life. To this day I still donate to the Paul Anderson Youth Home (www.payh.org).
Young lifters should surround themselves with successful, dedicated, positive, knowledgeable lifters; there is no
room for doubt or negativity when you are training. Failure is not an option. As weightlifting is an art form,
young lifters also need to study the mechanics of the lifts they are going to be performing. Just because
someone can lift a lot of weight does not mean they are doing lifts in the most effective way. Minor changes in
hand, foot, knee or shoulder position can lead to major gains. There is no ―one size fits all‖ when it comes to the
All-Rounds or strength sports as everyone has different proportions, strengths and weaknesses. My 17 year old
brother, Ryan, has broken several long standing teen and high school powerlifting records with techniques that
are slightly different than my own. His squat and deadlifts are both well over 600, and his bench is going over
400 now at a bodyweight of 242. His body is different than mine so we made the proper adjustments in his
training.
If I may say one more thing before this interview ends, all the talent in the world is of little to no value if you do
not use it to help others. Use your God given talents to help others! Go out and make a difference in the world!

Bob Moore lifting a car at a fundraiser sponsored by Venture Sports on Founder's Day in Mansfield, MA. The
weight of the car was 3430 pounds!
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Mr. Deadlift – John Robert Peoples
January 9, 2010 | Authored by Dennis Mitchell | Edit

by Dennis Mitchell

Bob Peoples with his amazing deadlift.
Bob Peoples was born Aug. 2nd, 1910 in Northern Tennessee. He stated that no one in particular started him
lifting, and that he always admired men who were strong and that his father was locally noted for his strength.
He started lifting his father‘s 50 pound dumbbell and anything else that would give him a challenge. He lived on
a farm and trained outside or in one of the out buildings. Eventually he moved to his own house and had a gym

in his basement that was referred to as ―The Dungeon‖. Other than lifting, Bob‘s favorite sport was horse back
riding and he spent many hours riding the mountain trails.
Bob was quite strong and was never a 97 pound weakling. When he started lifting he could deadlift 350 pounds
and clean and jerk 160 pounds. At first he followed no set system of training as he was unaware that there were
actual training systems. Later he followed the advice given in the different lifting magazines.
Much of his equipment was home made, although he did have a Milo Duplex Barbell set. He would use 50
gallon drums that he would fill with rocks. Later he added a Jackson International Olympic set with plenty of
extra plates. He was unhappy with his progress in the Olympic lifts. As a middle weight in 1937 he did a 150
pound press, a 160 pound snatch and a 205 pound clean and jerk. It was at this time he started to experiment
with different training ideas and is credited with making the first power rack.
Bob‘s most outstanding lift was the deadlift, and in 1940 after winning the Tennessee State Olympic Lifting
meet he made an official deadlift of 600 pounds, which was a ―Southern‖ record.
Bob‘s progress was interrupted by some health problems and during the war years the demands on farmers
limited his training. However by the time of the Tennessee State championships in 1946, Bob was doing quite
well and won the light heavy weight division with a deadlift of 651.25 pounds at a bodyweight of 175 pounds,
which was a world record, beating Jack Hope‘s record of 624.25 pounds. Later that same year at a show put on
by Bob Hise, Bob lifted 700 pounds, only to find out when the bar was weighed it was 699 pounds. The
newspaper photographer missed photographing the lift so Bob did it again so he could get the photograph. Later
that year he did break the 700 pound barrier with a lift of 710 pounds. He did not get official credit for this lift
as it was not weighed, as was the rules at that time.
Bob‘s top deadlift was 728 pounds at a body weight of 178 pounds. He did all his lifts with an overhand grip,
and of course at that time there were no power suits.
Other outstanding lifts that he made included deadlifting 500 pounds 20 times, a deadlift off of high blocks of
900 pounds, a 530 pound full squat, a 300 pound bench press, alternate standing press with a pair of 130 pound
dumbbells, and cleaning a pair of 110 pound dumbbells for 10 reps.
He is in the U. S. Power lifting Hall of Fame, the Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame, and the Upper East Tennessee
Sports Hall of Fame. He was also very active in local civic and political issues.
Bob was married for 53 years to Junta Wills People. They had one daughter. Two grand daughters and one great
grand daughter. Bob passed away in 1992.
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The Reeves Deadlift
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by Al Myers

Steve Reeves demonstrating the lift named after him. Notice the wide-flange plates turned outwards, to help
with the grip. Steve used York Deep Dish 45# plates as his gripping plates.
The USAWA Discussion Forum always stimulates new topics for me to include in the Daily News. Recently,
the Reeves Deadlift has been among one of the hottest discussed threads, resulting in several forum members
issuing challenges to one another. For those that are not familiar with this unusual All-Round Lift, it is named
after the late great bodybuilder Steve Reeves. Steve Reeves is a former Mr. World, Mr. America, and Mr.
Universe Champion. During the 50‘s and 60‘s he starred in several movies, and became a movie star with his
movie rolls playing Hercules. Steve Reeves used this exercise as an upper back exercise, and maybe it helped
him in developing his stunning lat spread. It has been reported that he was capable of 400# in this lift! I have
found the limiting factor in this lift is the ability to hold the grip on the plates – so it is also a great grip exercise.
It helps if you have long arms. The Reeves Deadlift is also known as the Rim Lift, and goes by that name in the
IAWA(UK). The rules for the Reeves Deadlift are pretty straight forward:

USAWA Rule for the Reeves Deadlift:
“The rules of the Deadlift apply with these exceptions. The lift starts by the lifter gripping one plate on each
side of the bar. The flanges of the plates may be turned outwards to provide a better gripping surface. A
regulation bar of legal length must be used. There are no width specifications of the flanges of the lifting plates.
Weight is added to the bar with smaller diameter plates so the lifter always has just one plate per side to grip.”
Coming tomorrow – the list of the USAWA Record Class Holders in the Reeves Deadlift.
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USAWA Record Holders in the Reeves Deadlift
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by Al Myers

Mark Mitchell, of the Dino Gym, has the ALL-TIME USAWA Record in the Reeves Deadlift with a record lift
of 400#. His record matches the best performance of the legendary Steve Reeves. In this picture, Mark is setting
a Dino Gym record in the Reeves Deadlift with a lift of 455#! Mark is planning on entering a record day soon to
increase his USAWA record in the Reeves Deadlift.
The following are the overall USAWA records for the Reeves Deadlift per weight class. Records are listed for
women and men.
Lift

Sex Wt.Cls

Record

Lifter

DEADLIFT,
ALLF 70
REEVES

2005
McConnaughey,
Goerner
65
12/10/2005
Deadlift
Amber
Doz

DEADLIFT,
ALLF 75
REEVES

155Paul, Andrea

2003
Goerner
12/14/2003
Deadlift
Doz

135Fritz, Misty

2005
Goerner
12/10/2005
Deadlift
Doz

DEADLIFT,
ALLF 80
REEVES

2001
DEADLIFT,
McConnaughey,
Goerner
ALLF 125+215
12/9/2001
Deadlift
REEVES
Mary
Dz

Date

Location

DEADLIFT,
ALLM90
REEVES

2001
Goerner
275Holcomb, Seth 12/9/2001
Deadlift
Dz

DEADLIFT,
ALLM95
REEVES

2001
Goerner
12/9/2001
Deadlift
Dz

275Hart, James

2002
DEADLIFT,
ALLM100 225Bletscher, Rudy 12/15/2002Hermann
REEVES
Goerner

DEADLIFT,
ALLM105 325Burks, Joe
REEVES

2001
Goerner
12/9/2001
Deadlift
Dz

DEADLIFT,
ALLM110 225Clark, Bill
REEVES

2002
12/15/2002Hermann
Goerner

DEADLIFT,
ALLM115 300Myers, Al
REEVES

2008
Goerner
12/6/2008
Dino
Gym

DEADLIFT,
ALLM120 335Myers, Al
REEVES

2009
12/6/2009 Goerner
Deadlift

DEADLIFT,
ALLM125 335Fulton, Kevin
REEVES

2001
Goerner
12/9/2001
Deadlift
Dz

2002
DEADLIFT,
ALLM125+400Mitchell, Mark 12/15/2002Hermann
REEVES
Goerner

Do you want to see a BIG Reeves Deadlift in action?
Then check out this YouTube Video of Ben Edwards successfully lifting 352# in Reeves Deadlift!

Meeting Bill Kazmaier

January 13, 2010 | Authored by Ben Edwards | Edit

by Ben Edwards

Ben Edwards shaking hands with Bill Kazmaier
I‘ve been fascinated by Bill Kazmaier since I was old enough to realize just how incredibly strong he was. I was
only 8 when Kaz won his 3rd World‘s Strongest Man contest. But even then it was quite apparent that he was
almost superhuman in his strength and athletic abilities.
I found out on the KC Strongman forum that Kaz was going to be speaking in Parsons, Kansas on December
15th. I jumped at the chance to finally get to meet him! Got off early that day from work. I must‘ve sounded
like a star-struck kid when I explained to my supervisor who I was going to meet. Of course it also helped that
Kaz is very well known among anyone who lifts weights. And luckily, my supervisor is definitely a guy who
has spent time under the bar.

Ben "leaning" on Kaz for support

My wife offered to go with me, solely to take pictures of me with Kaz. That was a great offer, but I wanted to
go alone so that if I embarrassed anyone – it would only be me. I was a nervous wreck by the time I got to the
building where he was speaking. It didn‘t really feel ―real‖ until I got out of the car and walked by a big
window where I saw Kaz standing in the middle of a room that was packed with people there to see him speak.
Good thing I hadn‘t eaten very much before driving to Parsons. Because I puked right there in the grass outside
the building! Puking might not have been such a bad thing because after that I felt much more relaxed than I
had even on the 90-minute drive to Parsons. I mingled with the crowd and picked a spot near the back of the
room – but one with an unimpeded view of Kaz – so I could take photographs while he spoke.
Kaz gave a great introduction to the youngsters in the audience who may not have known who he was. Most of
the people in the crowd knew exactly who he was though. He was humble, genuine, friendly, charming, and the
list goes on! I was extremely impressed with his 15-minute talk about the decline in the health and fitness of
today‘s youth. I don‘t want to call it a ―speech‖ because it didn‘t seem rehearsed or like he was reading it from a
cue card.
The event was ran in a very tasteful manner. There was no money exchanged before the speech, during the
speech, or afterwards. Signing autographs was free, and the event staff even handed out free health and fitness
items, such as pedometers and low-calorie cookbooks to anyone in the audience that wanted them.
I was second-to-last in line to get Kaz‘s autograph. I already have four items signed by Kaz, thanks to my wife
– who bought some items from Kaz on Ebay about 5 years ago and then asked him to sign them. One more
signed item is always a good thing, so I brought up a photo that event staff was handing out to get it signed and
add it to my collection.
Throughout his speech I took a good number of photos and got a few of him rolling up frying pans and then
signing them and choosing someone from the audience to give them to. He also brought a few guys out of the
audience and gave them a short lesson on how to roll the frying pan. Then he coached them through starting the
bend to finishing it. It was really neat watching him really rooting for the guys he picked to come to the front
with him! He was a true gentleman the entire time and even started the bend for one of the guys who couldn‘t
get it started. I also believe that he had several different types of frying pans, of varying difficulties, and that he
specifically chose which frying pan to give to each guy – based on their physical appearance.
I was impressed that it wasn‘t just a show about Bill Kazmaier. It was about helping someone else feel like a
strongman in front of the audience (and their families) for a day. I didn‘t volunteer to bend a frying pan,
although I‘m sure I could‘ve bent anything he brought with him since I‘ve bent a good number of them in the
past few years. I reminded myself that it also wasn‘t a show about what I could do. Everybody came to see Kaz
perform and they were not disappointed!
By the time the line moved along and I made it up there to shake Kaz‘s hand, I thought I had talked myself out
of being nervous. Nothing could‘ve been farther from the truth! I managed to shake his hand and say how glad I
was to meet him. Then I froze up a bit when someone took our photo. All I could think to do was just lean on
him awkwardly! He was a great sport and even has a friendly grin on his face in that picture. The photographer
gently suggested that I just shake his hand on the next picture, haha! That turned out to be a much better picture
than the first one.
Anyone who has seen Will Ferrell in the movie Talladega Nights will appreciate the first photo where I leaned
on Kaz. I remember it was kind of like the scene where Will Ferrell is being interviewed on TV and he keeps
saying ―I don‘t know what to do with my hands‖ – while his hands are inexplicably rising into the frame.
The drive home felt like no time at all. My mind was still racing even days later. One thing I didn‘t mention is
how solid his handshake was. That wasn‘t a surprise of course. With forearms like his, I figure he could

probably crush most normal hands. His hand was also as solid as a brick. My workouts since meeting him have
been more intense because I know there is a lot more I can get out of this body.
For the record, I cleaned up my puke before driving home! It‘s handy to have doggie-doo bags in your coat
pocket.
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by Al Myers

The most famous picture of Arthur Saxon - performing a Two Hands Anyhow.
Don‘t forget this coming weekend the Dino Gym is presenting the Arthur Saxon Pentathlon. This meet was
designed to honor the great German weightlifter, Arthur Saxon. I have always respected the great lifts of Saxon
– he was well-rounded with his lifting ability and showed the world that you could be athletic and still a great
weightlifter. He performed with his brothers, Kurt and Hermann, making up the Saxon Trio. Their strongman
act was based on weightlifting, and not gimmicky stunts which a lot of their contemporaries performed in their
shows at the time. For this meet I selected Five of Arthur Saxon‘s best lifts in setting up this challenge. A
couple of them are difficult to perform, and aren‘t contested very often in the USAWA, so this will give
everyone a chance to do something different. These are the five lifts and Saxon‘s best mark in them:

Swing – Dumbbell, One Arm 187 pounds
Bent Press – with bar
371 pounds
Two Hands Anyhow
448 pounds
Arthur Lift
386 pounds
Plank Support
3200 pounds
Arthur Saxon was 5′10″ and weighed around 210 pounds at his prime.
I haven‘t had a Quiz of the Week for a while now – so here is a question.

What was Arthur Saxon’s real name?
The winner will receive a USAWA patch. Rules: First correct answer emailed to me wins, and only one answer
per day.

Dave Glasgow of Winfield, Kansas has already provided the correct answer to the Quiz, with
Saxon‘s given name being Arthur Hennig. Dave is a seasoned Highland Game athlete and is
entering his first All-Round Weightlifting Meet this weekend, at the Arthur Saxon Pentathlon.
Welcome Dave to the All-Rounds!!
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What it feels like to lift 150 pounds with one hand
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by Arthur Saxon

Arthur Saxon demonstrating the proper technique for the Bent Press.
I have often been asked what it feels like to press 350 lbs. with one hand, and perhaps to my readers the
different sensations experienced will be interesting. In the first place, immediately I start to press the weight
away from the shoulder I become perfectly oblivious to everything except the weight that I am lifting. The
spectators are obliterated from my mind by the effort of intense concentration which is necessary to enable me
to press the weight. I immediately engage myself in a terrific struggle in which the weight and I are competitors,
and only one can win, either the weight must be lifted or else I fail. This concentration is, of course, one of the
secrets of success in lifting. It enables me to bring forward the last ounce of pushing power, and for the time
being to exert strength beyond that normally possessed.
As the weight steadily rises aloft, perhaps half way it wavers, the balance alters, and I have immediately, yet
very carefully and quietly, to adjust my position to the altered balance of the bar. Then I proceed with the press,
my body gradually falling lower towards the left knee, my eyes fixed all the time upon the ponderous weight
balanced over my head, ready to fall at a moment‘s notice should I weaken or place myself in a false position,
and should at this moment anyone shout out, it might startle me, make me waver, and cause the weight to fall.
Therefore, if I am attempting a world‘s record in this position, I generally ask for complete silence until I have
either failed or succeeded, and I might mention here that to think of failure is to fail, and always tell myself all
the time that I am certain to succeed even though I am attempting a weight more than I have hitherto lifted.
Eventually, my arm is straight, and before coming to an upright position I engage in another tussle with the
enormous barbell, in which I have to exert all my will power to hold together the flagging powers of tired
muscles, which have been strained by the tremendous pressure which 350 lbs. brings on to them in the effort of
pressing aloft. By supreme effort of the will I fix the bell in a good position and then stand upright. Often the
bar will roll on to the fingers instead of being directly over the wrist, in which case severe pain is inflicted, and I
have to persevere with the lift under doubly hard conditions, or else drop the weight and try again.
Credit: The Development of Physical Power by Arthur Saxon
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Results of the National Postal Championships
by Al Myers

Defending 2008 National Postal Champion Chad Ullom wins Best Overall Lifter in the Men's Open Division
this year.
Yesterday I received the results of the USAWA National Postal Championships which was held in December,
2009. I was pleased with the participation, which matched the same number of entries as this past year‘s
National Championships. John Wilmot was the Meet Director for this Postal Championships for the second
straight year, which culminates his postal series of four postal meets throughout the year. The Best Lifters for
this years Championships are as follows:
Women Juniors – Molly Myers
Men Juniors – Joe Ciavattone Jr.
Master 40-44 Age Group – Al Myers
Master 45-49 Age Group – Orie Barnett
Master 55-59 Age Group – Dennis Vandermark
Master 60-64 Age Group – John Wilmot
Master 65-69 Age Group – Denny Habecker
Master 80-84 Age Group – Art Montini
Men Overall Open – Chad Ullom
Men Overall Master – Al Myers
Men Overall – Al Myers
Congratulations to this year‘s winners!
FULL MEET RESULTS:
2009 National Postal Championships
December 1st – 30th
Meet Director: John Wilmot
Some used the three official system while others used the one official system:
Art Montini – Officials: Denny Habecker, Scott Schmidt, and John McKean
Denny Habecker – Officials: Art Montini, Scott Schmidt, and John McKean
Kohl Hess – Officials: Art Montini, Scott Schmidt, and John McKean
Molly Myers – Official: Al Myers
Al Myers – Official: Chad Ullom
Dennis Vandermark – Official: John Monk Jr.
John Monk Jr. – Official: No certified official used
Joe Ciavattone Jr. – Official: Mike O‘Brien
Jonathan Ciavattone – Official: Joe Ciavattone Sr.
Joe Ciavattone Sr. – Official: Mike O‘Brien

Orie Barnett – Official: No certified official used
John Wilmot – Official: No certified official used
Lifts: Clean and Push Press, Zercher Lift, Deadlift – Ciavattone Grip
Results:
Women
Lifter

Age

BWT

Wt Cls

Push Press

Zercher

Deadlift

Total

Points

Molly Myers

11

128

60

60

85

175

320

506.59

Men
Lifter

Age

BWT

Wt Cls

Push Press

Zercher

Deadlift

Total

Points

Al Myers

43

257

120

264.5

407.7

462.7

1134.9

923.58

Chad Ullom

38

237

110

253.5

407.7

440.7

1101.9

898.60

Joe Ciavattone Jr.

16

207

95

200

325

365

890

858.19

Orie Barnett

48

228.6

105

188

330

415

933

845.10

John Monk Jr.

44

175

80

205

325

275

805

816.17

Joe Ciavattone Sr.

41

245

115

220

325

425

970

793.00

Denny Habecker

67

200

95

148

215

290

653

746.99

John Wilmot

62

212

100

135

205

335

675

718.25

Jonathan Ciavattone

15

207

95

145

230

300

675

680.46

Dennis Vandermark

56

206

95

95

225

285

605

621.99

Art Montini

82

181

85

80

158

200

438

592.83

Kohl Hess

15

264

120

130

215

290

635

563.75

―BWT‖ is bodyweight in pounds. ―Wt Cls‖ is kilogram weight class. ―Total‖ is total pounds lifted. ―Points‖ is
bodyweight and age adjusted points.
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The Arthur Saxon Pentathlon
by Al Myers

Chad Ullom demonstrates how to do a 258# Arthur Lift. (And YES - That's the bar going UP the back)
Chad Ullom captured his third straight overall best lifter title this past weekend at the Dino Gym Challenge, by
winning this year‘s Arthur Saxon Pentathlon. Chad showed complete dominance in all of Arthur‘s lifts,
demonstrating flexibility that most lifters lack. He put up big marks in the One Arm Dumbbell Swing (150
pounds) and the Arthur Lift (258 pounds). An exhibition lift, which I called the Plank Lift, was the last lift of
the meet and despite Chad‘s dominance in the previous four lifts when meets include a lift like this, in which a
large amount of weight can be lifted compared to the other lifts, things are never ―in the bag‖ until the meet is
over. I had the disadvantage of being before Chad ―in the order of call‖ so he used good strategy in matching
my attempts in the Plank Lift. I tried to ―put the pressure on him‖ by calling for 2050# for my last attempt, but it
is only good strategy if you get the lift! That was just a little over my strength abilities, but making a small jump
wasn‘t going to overtake him. Congratulations Chad on the win!! Dave Glasgow made his USAWA debut in
this meet, and looked and lifted like a veteran. Dave has been around the iron game a long time, and has been
one of the top Highland Games throwers in the country in his age class for several years. Dave is very athletic
and had no problems with the lifts in this difficult meet. I was very impressed with his Two Hands Anyhow,
when he went ―old school‖ and did the lift with two KETTLEBELLS. My father-in-law Rudy Bletscher came in
fourth. Rudy really enjoys competing against guys much younger than him, and constantly surprises me when
he puts up a great mark in a lift he never tried before. Most guys his age could not even come close to doing a
Bent Press, but he managed to post a successful lift in this extremely difficult lift. We held to the TRUE RULES
of the Bent Press and did not allow any side press. That is the reason our Bent Press poundages are not as high
as you would expect. When you are not very proficient at the Bent Press it is very easy to CHEAT and try to
side press the weight – but we held TRUE and performed the Bent Press the proper way. Arthur Saxon would
have been proud of us (but probably amused by all of our obvious lack of ability in this lift compared to him!).
Darren Barnhart was a surprise entry for me. Darren is a ―regular‖ at the Dino Gym and just showed up to the
gym to help judge and load, but I persuaded him into competing. Darren is a real trooper and gave all the lifts a
try despite his lack of training them or even seeing them done before! This is the main ingredient in what it
takes to be an All-Rounder – no fear of any lift. I was extremely impressed by Darren and his effort he put forth
in this meet – he ―almost‖ had a record in the Arthur Lift at 203#, and after struggling to get the bar to his

shoulders which required much exertion he ―double pumped‖ his Jerk, causing him to get red lighted. These are
the red lights that are the hardest to give – but as an official you have to ―call it like it is‖. I hope Darren will
come to my record day in February and get that record – he is more than capable of it.

Dave Glasgow and his 150# Two Hands Anyhow using a pair of heavy Kettlebells.
I was very happy that I had five participants in this meet. I knew that the lifts I selected were probably not
anyone‘s favorites, and was prepared for a low turnout. But part of the excitement of All-Round Weightlifting is
trying new things, and learning how to do some of the lifts that the Old-Time Weightlifters performed. I want to
thank everyone who showed up to participate. I also want to thank Wilbur Miller for AGAIN coming to my
meet to help out and give encouragement. Wilbur is a true inspiration and lifting hero to us at the Dino Gym!
Wilbur was entering All-Round Weightlifting Meets as far back as the early 1960‘s, when hardly anyone
competed in the All-Rounds and there was no USAWA. Lifters like him are the reason we have All-Round
Weightlifting today – so we need to give credit where credit is due. Thanks Wilbur for everything you have
done for our sport!
Afterwards, my wife Leslie prepared a huge German Feast for everyone. I figured since we were celebrating the
lifting of Arthur Saxon – this would only seem appropriate. Lots of Brats, Kraut and German Potato Salad was
consumed!!! A few of us even celebrated with some German Dark Beer (Warsteiners) afterwards!! A day like
this doesn‘t happen every day so we made the most of it. When we finished eating, I ―challenged‖ the group to
consuming an Arthur Saxon Health Drink, which Arthur would drink every morning to start the day. It consists
of one Dark Beer, 2 shots Gin, one raw egg, and 2 big spoons of sugar. Of course, Chad ―jumped‖ right on this
challenge with Dave not far behind! We again ―toasted‖ to Arthur and the great fun that was had by all.

Toasting to Arthur Saxon with a Saxon Health Drink

2010 Dino Challenge Group Picture Front Row (left to right): Chad Ullom, Al Myers Back Row (left to Right):
Darren Barnhart, Wilbur Miller, Dave Glasgow, Rudy Bletscher
FULL MEET RESULTS:
Dino Gym Challenge
Arthur Saxon Pentathlon
Dino Gym, Abilene, Kansas
January 16th, 2010
Meet Director: Al Myers
Officials (1 official system used): Al Myers, Chad Ullom, and Darren Barnhart
Lifts: Swing – Dumbbell, One Arm, Bent Press – With Bar, Two Hands Anyhow, Arthur Lift, and Plank
Support (Foot Press)

Results:
Lifter

Age

BWT

Swing

Bent

Anyhow

Arthur

Foot

Total

Points

Chad Ullom

38

236

150 R

85 R

220

258

1450

2163

1767.39

Al Myers

43

257

140 R

75 R

180

132

1450

1977

1608.88

Dave Glasgow

56

257

95 R

85 L

150

132

1050

1512

1384.27

Rudy Bletscher

74

219

60 R

30 R

90

45

850

1075

1233.42

Darren Barnhart

42

296

110 R

75 R

160

132

1050

1527

1148.78

All lifts recorded in pounds. BWT is bodyweight in pounds. Total is total pounds lifted. Points are bodyweight and age adjusted.
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by Al Myers

New Officers
With the new year comes a change in leadership within the USAWA. The newly elected officers took office on
January 1st. Denny Habecker will remain as our President, Chad Ullom will be the new Vice President, and I
will take over the position of Secretary/Treasurer, a position that has been held by Bill Clark since the inception
of the USAWA.

Membership Dues
With the coming of a new year comes the time that everyone needs to renew their USAWA membership dues.
There are some changes in how this will be done. The USAWA will no longer issue membership cards with
membership. Instead, I will maintain a Membership Roster on the website of all current members. This
Membership Roster is kept in the Members Section. The Members Section is only visible for viewing if you are
registered for the website and are logged in to the site. There is no cost associated with being a member of the
website, and you can be a member of the website and not a USAWA member. Also located in the Members
Section is the USAWA Discussion Forum. Please send your USAWA Membership dues to me for
processing. Membership forms can be found under ―Forms & Applications‖.

Video Page
The USAWA Video Page is still under construction. I am hoping later this month I will have enough videos on
it to make it viewable. If anyone has videos of All-Round lifts and would like to contribute to this please contact

me. I have set up a USAWA YouTube account that videos can be directly placed on. Contact me if you want
the password for this account.

Facebook Page
Chad Ullom has put alot of work into the USAWA Facebook Page. If you have a Facebook Account, you will
want to join this group. This page contains lots of pictures of USAWA events – way more than you get to see
here on the website.

Drug Testing
There will be some changes this year with drug testing. We will continue to be very aggressive in our drug
testing approach, but have to make some changes due to economic reasons. Last year the USAWA only tested
at two events – the National Championships and the World Championships. But in both of these events, several
competitors were tested. At Nationals 77% of the competitors were tested and at Worlds 38% were tested. This
year more competitions will be tested but fewer will be selected for testing at each meet. Not all meets will be
announced that testing will occur so be prepared to be tested at ANY event! However, I will give you the heads
up on this one – the next meet testing will happen at will be the Dino Grip Challenge, held next month.

Year in Review
I have finished a Year in Review publication of all news that has happened in the USAWA this past year
(2009). This document contains all Daily News articles, all 2009 meet results, Hall of Fame Bios, and pretty
much everything else that has been put on the website this past year. It is all in one neat document. I am going
to take it to the printer soon so if anyone wants a copy please let me know. I am going to have it bound. All I
ask for payment is to cover the costs of copying and binding. However, the document is over 200 pages long
and over 100,000 words. I am not sure what this might cost – but I would predict 40$ – $50. Or if you just
want a copy of it in digital format I‘ll email it to you free of charge. Let me know soon so I know how many to
have printed.

Writers for the Daily News
I am always looking for people to contribute to the Daily News. If you like to write and see your words in print,
maybe writing for the Daily News is for you!! It doesn‘t pay much (actually nothing) but the satisfaction you
will get from contributing to our great organization will make it all worthwhile! Again, please send any story or
article to me.

National Postal Meet Winners
Today I sent out Championship medals to all class winners of the 2009 National Postal Meet, hosted by John Wilmot. The awards
were sponsored by the USAWA. Congratulations to all participants and be expecting your award for your accomplishments soon!

Welcome Back Joe‘s Gym
USAWA Hall of Famer Joe Ciavattone just renewed his club, Joe‘s Gym, as a Member Club in the USAWA. Joe‘s Gym was a club
member in 2002. Along with paying the club dues, I received individual memberships from 4 Joe‘s Gym members. This includes
Joe Ciavattone Sr., Joe Ciavattone Jr., Jonathan Ciavattone, and Mike O‘Brien. Hopefully, everyone will follow the great example set
by Joe‘s Gym and get your memberships in early this year.
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Hair Lifting by the Mighty Atom
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by Al Myers

The Mighty Atom breaking chains with chest expansion.
Joe ―The Mighty Atom‖ Greenstein really knew how to make a name for himself, and was one of the last true
carnival strongmen in the United States. He was not a big man at all, weighing only 140 pounds, and did
strength feats that other strongmen wanted no part of! He was from the Bronx in New York, and did strongman
shows for over 30 years, both in the United States and in Europe.
I recently came across this YouTube Video of a man performing various stunts using his HAIR. I am pretty
sure this is the Mighty Atom himself – as he looks exactly like him and it is from the right years that the Mighty
Atom was performing. However, the video doesn‘t identify the person in the video as the Mighty Atom. If
someone disagrees with this, please send me the correct information and I will print a retraction! The lifts (or
stunts) that he did is this video are definitely beyond the capabilities of me or Chad (it would take both of us a
few years to grow our hair out that long to even try), but maybe there‘s someone who would like to give hair
lifting a try!

During my trip last fall to the York Barbell Museum, I took this picture of a display showing a nail bitten in two
pieces and a horseshoe bent by hand, both courtesy of the Mighty Atom.
Among the ―other‖ strength stunts that were performed by the Mighty Atom were:
- Breaking chains by chest expansion
- Bending bars and horseshoes with his teeth
- Biting nails in half
- Breaking coins with his teeth
- Driving spikes into metal-covered wood with his hands
The Mighty Atom had several incidents during his lifetime in which he almost died, but each time he survived
and regained his strength. He died from old age at the age of 84, in 1977.
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by Dennis Mitchell

Louis Cyr
Cyprien Noe Cyr was born October 10, 1863 in Saint Cyprien Napierville Canada ( now Quebec ). He was the
second child of seventeen children born to Pierre and Philomene Berger Cyr. He was never a frail or slight child
as he weighed 18 pounds at birth. His father was quite strong and worked as a lumberjack and farmer. However
Cyprien Noe inherited his exceptional physical power from his mother who stood 6′ 1″ tall and weighed 265
pounds, and could toss around 100 pound sacks with ease. At the age of 8 years, it is reported that he carried a
calf in from the field when it did not want to return to the barn. He went to school from age 9 to 12 years, and
then went to work in the lumber camps in the winter, and on the farm in the summer. Though gentle by nature,
he soon had the admiration of his fellow workers for his unusual strength. Legion has it his mother decided he
should let his hair grow long like Sampson in the Bible, and was said to curl it regularly. In 1878 the Cyr family
moved to the United States in hopes of greater financial gains. It was at this time that Cyprien Noe changed his
name for a more American of Louis. By age 17 he weighed 230 pounds, liked to play the violin, dance and
work out with weights. In spite of his size and strength, his chubby pink cheeks and long blond curls gave him a
babyish look, and made him the butt of jokes and teasing. At the age of 18 he entered his first strongman contest
in Boston where he lifted a full grown horse off the ground. The horse stood on a platform that had two handles
attached. The total weight was three quarters of a ton. There were no more jokes or teasing. His family moved
back to Quebec in 1882. He was married that year to Meline Comptois and for a while worked as a lumberjack.
From there he and his wife moved to Saint-Helene, where his parents had moved to. They soon organized ―The
Troupe Cyr‖ and performed through out the province with great success. For about two years he worked as a
policeman, and for a short time owned a tavern. But soon organized another troupe of wrestlers, boxers, and
weightlifters. He later defeated Canadian strongman David Michaud in one hand lifting and by lifting 2,371

pounds on his back. He also worked for Ringling Brothers Circus for a year and then with Horace Barre opened
their own circus, with jugglers, strongmen, and acrobats. They performed for five years. In 1900 Cyr‘s health
started to fail. His over eating and large size and the onset of Brights disease put an end to competition and
performing. He died at his daughter‘s home November 10, 1912 at the age of 49. Dr. Dudley Sargent of
Harvard University measured Cyr when he was 32 years old. He measured him at 5′8.5″, neck 20″, biceps 20″,
forearms 16.3″, wrists 8.2″, chest 55.2″(expanded 60″) waist 47.4″, thighs 28.5″, and calfs 19.2″. His weight at
that time was 291 pounds. He did reach the weight of 365 pounds later. Some of his bests lifts were: 500 pound
one finger lift, back lift 4,337 pounds, bent press (more of a side press) 273 pounds, hand and thigh 1897
pounds, crucifix 94 pounds right , 88 pounds left, one hand dead lift with 1.5″ bar 525 pounds, and a ―Platform‖
squat of 2,371 pounds.
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The Unsupported Leg Press
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by Thom Van Vleck

Ed Zercher performing an Unsupported Leg Press. In 1952, Ed Zercher did 200 reps with 250 pounds in 7
minutes, 30 seconds. In 1962, Ed Zercher did 10 reps with 605 pounds.
Recently I did a story on the ―Zercher Lift‖ and ―Zercher Squat‖ for Milo Magazine. I had been looking for a
good picture of Ed Zercher doing a Zercher lift when I came across this photo (supplied to me by Al Myers). It
is really quite a picture and you will find it in the rule book illustrating how to do the ―Leg Press-Unsupported‖.
If you go into the average gym today and ask about the leg press, you will likely be pointed towards the ―leg
sled‖ or some variation of it which involves using the legs to press a sled loaded with weights at what is
typically a 45 degree angle. Maybe, just maybe, you‘ll find a leg press that is vertical where you lay under it and
press the weight straight up in the air. But by USAWA standards, these lifts are not a true LEG PRESS!!!!
The rule book lists the rules as such:

D19. Leg Press – Unsupported
The lifter will lay on the platform, with the back, shoulders, and buttocks flat on the lifting surface. Padding,
such as a towel or mat, may be placed under the lifter‟s body, but must not exceed one-half inch in thickness.
The bar will then be placed on the lifter‟s feet by spotters, with the legs straight and the legs positioned at a 90
degree angle to the platform. Boots with heels are allowed to be worn. The spotters must not touch the lifter‟s
legs, the bar, or plates during the lift. Once the bar is motionless and under control, an official will give a
command to start the lift. The lifter will bend the knees to lower the bar until the top of the thighs touch the
torso, and will then recover and straighten the legs. The hands must not be braced or touching the legs during
the lift. The lift ends on command. The bar may be removed from the lifter‟s feet by spotters.
I recall doing these as part of my early training program in the late 70‘s when I was a teen. I did these in a
power rack, lying in the rack and taking the weight out like you would for a standing press out of the
rack…..just with my feet! I did them with the pins in so I wouldn‘t drop the weight on my self and close enough
to the rack itself that if I lost my balance I‘d drive the bar into the rack and press it up against the uprights for
leverage (not really good on the bar and it‘s always a must the power rack is secured to the floor if you are
going to attempt this!). I didn‘t do them because I was ―old school‖, I did them because I had no leg press to use
in the first place. I learned them from my Uncle Wayne who learned them from Wilbur Miller.
I fell the unsupported Leg Press can have a lot of added benefits. First, you have the ―feel‖ of a free weight. I‘ve
always felt the balance involved in a free weight lift makes one more athletic than any machine type lift.
Second, you won‘t likely use more weight than you can handle. Third, it will hit your legs more than your
hips….at least it did mine. And finally, fourth, you will be familiar with the lift should you go to a USAWA
meet that contests it some time.
There is also a variation on the Leg Press in the USAWA rule book called the Leg Press – Self Loaded. The
rules of the Leg Press – Unsupported apply except the bar must be loaded onto the feet from the platform by the
lifter only. The lifter may do so in any manner, but must not be assisted. I‘ve never tried this one, but it sounds
interesting and difficult….which could explain why I can‘t find a single record on it! Like everything in the
USAWA….it‘s not the easy way!
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Dave Glasgow lifting over 1000# in the Foot Press at the Dino Gym Challenge
Recently at the Dino Gym Challenge we performed an ―exhibition lift‖ that was a very popular Old Time
Strongman performance feat. I initially termed it the ―Plank Support‖, but the proper name for the lift we did in
the meet should be the ―Foot Press‖. This lift has never been contested before (in modern times at least) so I had
some uncertainty in how the event would go. The difference between a Plank Support and a Foot Press is this –
in the Plank Support the legs are already locked as weight is added to the feet while with the Foot Press the
weight is pushed up with the legs/hip to lockout. Both of these were favorites of Arthur Saxon, and it is reported
that he did 3200# in both. Saxon would lay on his back while a heavy plank was placed on his feet in which
weight (often in the form of people) was loaded onto the plank. He did ―a little extra‖ with his act in that once
the weight was loaded and supported he would slightly unlock his knees and then leg press it out again. So in a
sense he was doing both a Plank Support and Foot Press at the same time! Other strongman didn‘t unlock their
legs when doing this stunt. He also didn‘t use any hand supports, thus maintaining balance with his feet only!
The rules for the Foot Press as was done at the Dino Gym Challenge is as follows:

Rules for Foot Press
An apparatus is used in which weight is loaded onto the feet only while the lifter is laying on his/her back on the
floor/platform with the legs vertical and perpendicular to the floor. The apparatus used must allow the weight
to rise without providing any leverage to the lift, but may be guided in a tract. It is also acceptable to use a
plank resting on support platforms. The lift starts at the lifter‟s discretion. Hands may be placed on the legs or
any part of the apparatus, but must not be used to push directly against the weight being lifted. The weight lifted
must clear the supports and be held motionless, at which time an official will give a command to end the lift.
The following is a story told and written by Sig Klein, ―When Arthur Saxon came to this country to fill an
engagement with the Ringling Brothers Circus, weightlifters in and around New York thought here was the
athlete for Warren Lincoln Travis to meet in competition. For reasons never made clear to me, this match never
materialized, although Travis trained for the match that was being talked about. He told me that he could never

hope to equal Saxon in the Bent Press or on the Foot Press, but he trained on these lifts nonetheless. Travis
spoke to Saxon about the Foot Press and I will tell you what transpired regarding this lift. Travis asked Saxon if
a contest was to be arranged and the Foot Press was one of the tests, if he, Saxon, would agree to allow Travis
to do his lift with the plank resting on two trestles and iron placed on the plank. Saxon, who had his two
brothers trained and a group of men who were placed on this plank in perfect order by the brothers, agreed to
allow Travis to do anything that he desired. Travis said that this was the way Saxon acted about most any lift.
He was very fair and would agree to most any kind of arrangements for a contest as long as Saxon could get a
contest. Travis had the greatest respect for Arthur Saxon and told me that in an overhead weightlifting contest
Saxon could beat him but that Travis hoped to defeat Saxon on the Back and Harness and Finger Lifts.‖
I was very impressed with this lift and everyone at the meet seemed to enjoy it. It is a lift that can be done in
almost any gym. All it takes is a Vertical Leg Press Machine or a Power Rack in which a plank could be placed
across the supports. The Foot Press is the Heavy Lift version of the Leg Press. There are a couple of Leg Press
Lifts as official USAWA lifts, but they are full range of motion lifts and nothing like the Foot Press. I am going
to present this lift to the USAWA Executive Board for new lift approval so hopefully, the next time the Foot
Press is done it can be ―official‖ and records can be set in it.
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Gold Cup Date is Announced
by Al Myers

2010 Gold Cup Meet Director Frank Ciavattone
The date for the 2010 Gold Cup has been announced. It will be held on November 6th, 2010 in Walpole,
Massachusetts. Longtime USAWA promoter and top All-Time All-Round Heavyweight Frank Ciavattone will
be the meet director. It is great to have Frank promote another prestigious meet. Frank has promoted two
National Championships (1996 and 1998) and knows how to put on a great meet. The USAWA membership
needs to really support the Gold Cup when it is in the United States – so put this date on your calendar
now! Frank has given us more than enough notice on this so lets not let him down.

2010 GOLD CUP CLASSIC INVITATIONS
2010 GOLD CUP ENTRY FORM
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by John McKean

Statue of Louis Cyr in Montreal
While attending the 1987 Master‘s Pan Am weightlifting championships ( I believe I was 41 at the time and had
trimmed down to 132 # -too much aerobics!), my friend & driver John Harrison and I got slightly lost in the
suburb of Montreal between the meet venue and our hotel. This was the third or fourth time we had become lost
in that sprawling city during that exciting weekend! Since the hotel was only about 2 miles away, we knew we
couldn‘t be that far off course! Another group of lifters were following us back and, of course, they didn‘t know
exactly where we were either. So we pulled off beside a tiny park to check the map. As we got out of the cars
some one pointed over and exclaimed ―Look at that!! Isn‘t that Louis Cyr?!‖ We all eyeballed the massive, well
weathered statue and couldn‘t miss the inscription! We lifters were like school kids over this find! Was this the
neighborhood that Cyr himself once roamed?

In case anyone is not sure, Cyr is the big one in the background and the tiny figure in the bottom right in a
similar pose (I think at that bodyweight I had the advantage in shape & definition over ole Louie for this poseoff!!) is yours truly! I captioned the photo as ‖ Louis Cyr asking John for All-Round training advice!‖
Later we asked our Canadian hosts ( who did one heck of a job in hosting this big event) about the statue and
they seemed completely mystified, not knowing of its existence. Since that time, in fact, NO ONE who I‘ve
ever heard of has seen this really cool statue! We couldn‘t even locate it again ourselves when describing it to
other lifters back at the hotel. Thank goodness we took the photo! I thought it would be neat to display this since
the recent article appeared in a recent Daily News below.( the pic since has inspired me to bulk up!!).
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by Thom Van Vleck

Phil Pfister and Thom Van Vleck
I first met Phil Pfister in 2002 in St. Louis. Phil is, of course, the 2006 winner of the World‘s Strongest man. I
was there helping Randy Richey and his Omega Force Strongman Evangelism Team. The team was serving as a
sort of ―half time‖ entertainment between events along with John Brookfield. Evidently, Phil had done some
strongman evangelism work with Randy and he came over and hung out with us a couple of times. When we
first met, he shook my hand and I actually felt his thumb and fingers meet on the back of my hand! His hands
are enormous! I got to write a small piece in MILO on that meet and complimented Phil on not only winning
two events, but how he donated the individual event bonus of $100 to the children‘s charity the event was
benefitting.

The next year, Omega Force was an even bigger part of the show and so was I. The final day ended up in the
Family Arena with some 3,000 spectators and Fox Sports Midwest recording the show. It was as big a
production as I can recall ever being a part of and I was allowed full access as I was part of it. Phil hung around
with us as he knew Randy and we got to visit between events and we cheered him on when he took his turn. At
one point, before we did our show, Phil came and joined our prayer circle and as he stepped in he laid his arm
around me and it was then I first noticed how big he really is, his size is deceptive on television. He seems much
bigger in real life and I think he‘s taller than his listed 6‘6‖. Later, he walked up behind me and put his hand on
my shoulder and it literally felt like a baseball glove enveloping my shoulder.
It was not until this year that I got to see Phil again. It was at the Arnold Expo in Columbus, Ohio and again I
was with Randy Richey and Omega Force. Again, when Phil was free he came over and hung out with us. At
one point he brought Mark Henry with him. They stayed and watched one of our performances. Randy has an
800lb log he lifts in his shows. At one point Randy asked Phil to autograph his log. Phil took a pen, traced his
baseball mitt sized hand on the log and signed it.
Phil is obviously a little bit of an introvert that tries very hard to be outgoing. The result is that he can seem a
little stand-offish as he gazes away and avoids direct eye contact. This, combined with his intimidating size (I‘m
6‘3 and 300lbs and he makes me feel little) can sometimes make people feel a little put off. But the reality is
Phil has a huge heart and after you are around him a little you realize he just wants to fit in….but it‘s hard to fit
in when you are so BIG! Phil is a great guy and I‘m proud to call him my friend!
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by Al Myers

The most famous picture of Chuck Ahrens, from "The Super Athletes" by David Willoughby. In this picture
Chuck Ahrens is muscling out a 75 pound girl on one arm at Muscle Beach, California, on August 1957.
Word has come to me that the great Muscle Beach legend Chuck Ahrens has passed away earlier this month.
This was reported on the IronMind Website by David Shaw. I have not been able to find an obituary, and don‘t
even know what day he died on. But I want today‘s story to be about REMEMBERING Chuck Ahrens and
what he has done to promote weightlifting. During the late 1950‘s Chuck was a mainstay on Muscle Beach, and
created a mysterious legend of super strength without ever competing in a competition. He was a huge man –
with very wide shoulders measuring 26 5/8″ across. Some people said he had a bigger upper body than Paul
Anderson. He often wore long sleeve shirts and long pants when working out and very RARELY ever displayed
his huge 20 inch plus arms. He didn‘t like his picture to be taken. Chuck didn‘t train much on legs, and spent
most of his time training his arms, shoulders and chest. In researching this piece on his lifting accomplishments
– I found so many differing reports about what he lifted that it is hard for me to report anything with accuracy.
So instead, I am going to list some of these ―reports‖ that you may take any way you want:
- Triceps Press with 345 pounds
- Crucifix with pair of 150# Dumbbells
- One arm dumbbell press with 320#

- Bench Press 400# for 28 reps
- Clean and Press pair of 205# Dumbbells
Chuck Ahrens left the muscle scene by the early 1960‘s. It has been reported that he hurt his shoulder and
discontinued weight training after that injury. Not much has been reported on him since. But he did something
very few others did – he created a legacy with his strength feats that other lifters would talk about and debate in
their gyms for years to come. Thom Van Vleck told me that he remembers his Uncles discussing Chuck‘s lifts
in the early JWC Club – both skeptical and in awe of him. Chuck Ahrens inspired many lifters to ―take on the
impossible‖ and get stronger. As Thom said, ―Ahrens was probably the most famous lifter that never actually
lifted in a meet.‖ From what I have read about Chuck Ahrens, it is obvious to me that he was a very humble and
private man and most of his ―lifting stories‖ were propagated by others, who had the privilege first hand of
getting to see him lift amazing poundages. Chuck Ahrens will go down in history as a HERO in the
weightlifting world and stories of him, hopefully, will continue to be told.
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by Al Myers

2010 National Meet Director Denny Habecker
Our USAWA President and this year‘s National Meet Director Denny Habecker has announced plans for this
year‘s Championships. Denny has planned a two day National Championship, like it used to be several years
ago, on June 26th and June 27th, 2010. It will be held in Lebanon, PA at the same venue site as this past
year‘s World Championship. This is an outstanding venue site that has plenty of room for lifting and warming
up. Denny continues to be the driving force in the USAWA, as this is his THIRD National Championships he
has promoted since 2000. He has picked a GREAT selection of lifts for this meet, with a little something for
everyone.
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Bill and Dolores Clark Awarded the Columbia Value
Diversity Award
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by Al Myers

Bill Clark
Recently, Bill and Dolores Clark were awarded by the city of Columbia the Columbia Values Diversity
Award. This is a great honor for Bill and Dolores, and a well earned award. In a recent column in the
Columbia Daily Tribune by Janese Heavin, in which she writes about this prestigious award she said, ―Bill
Clark doesn‘t necessarily set out to promote diversity when he writes his columns for the Tribune. No, Ol‘
Clark just tells it like it is, even if that ruffles some feathers.‖ Her column can be read here. Mayor Darwin
Hindman used Bill‘s own words from his acceptance of the Peacemaker Award in 2004 to make the Values
Diversity Award, ―I have long followed the personal philosophy that conflict resolution must begin with
communication. Once communication is achieved, only then can there be understanding. With understanding
comes compromise and peaceful resolution. It works in sports officiating, in politics, in government, in
business, in marriage, and in life.‖
If there was a Values Diversity Award for weightlifting, Bill would be the first one to receive it. Bill broke the
gender barrier when he first introduced women‘s weightlifting. This was at a time when weightlifting was a
MAN‘S sport and the public opinion was that women shouldn‘t be lifting weights. Bill was also very integral in
bringing Masters weightlifting to the forefront. He promoted some of the first Master‘s Weightlifting Meets at a
time when most lifters thought the old guys should just give it up, as weightlifting should only be for the young,
strong lifters. Bill Clark went against the grain, and in return, has given thousands of athletes lifting
opportunities they might not have had. Bill Clark has always been ahead of the pack as a humanitarian, and is
greatly deserving of this award.
Bill‘s Columbia Daily Tribune Column in recognition of this award
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by Al Myers
Last weekend at the Zercher Meet in Columbia, Missouri, Teeth Lifting Superstar Steve Schmidt found
ANOTHER Teeth Lifting record to break. This one was a Guinness World Record for repetition Teeth
Lifting. Steve did 50 reps with 100 kilograms (220 pounds) in one minute. His record performance was judged
by Bill Clark. The previous record was 24 reps, set on August 22nd, 2005 by Georges Christen of Benodet,
France. Every repetition was lifted a minimum of six inches, which was confirmed by the weight touching a
rope positioned at this height.
Steve holds all the best Teeth Lifting records in the USAWA – both with his hands supported on his legs and
with his hands behind his back. He uses a leather bit attached to a chain that attaches to the weights. Steve also
has pulled heavy trucks and trains with his teeth. Bill Clark wrote a column about Steve‘s amazing record
yesterday in the Columbia Tribune. Bill summarized this event way better than I can – so Click Here to read it.
Below are links to a couple of other newspaper articles covering this momentous occasion. And by the way
Steve, the USAWA is very proud of you!

KOMU Article Columbia Tribune
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Ben Edwards – Meet Director of the Dino Grip
Challenge
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by Al Myers

Ben Edwards, of the Dino Gym, FINALLY closes the Dino Gym's OLD #3 COC Gripper. This was one of the
very early COC grippers and noticeably much harder than other #3 Grippers. Ben was certified as closing the #3
COC gripper in May of 2005, and has been working on closing this #3 gripper since. He held the handles
together for several seconds. He is only the third person to ever close this gripper - and many have tried.
Congratulations Ben!!
When Ben Edwards asked me several months ago if he could sanction a USAWA Grip Meet at the gym, I
didn‘t hesitate in answering YES. It has been a few years since the USAWA has had a grip competition on the
schedule – with the last one being the Supergrip Challenge hosted by Kevin Fulton 5 years ago. The
USAWA is loaded with grip events, several of which never get contested in competition. I really feel the
beauty of the USAWA is with the great diversity of lifts – and ANY lifter should be able to find a niche. Meets
like this exposes new lifters to the USAWA who might not have otherwise.
Ben has picked a good lineup of lifts – from the Weaver Stick to the Inch Dumbbell Deadlift. From what I have
heard, this meet may have a GREAT turnout. Ben is still taking entries so get your entry sent in to him! Over
the next week I will be running stories on the lifts that will be contested at the Grip Challenge.
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by Al Myers

Dale Friesz at the 2009 Heavy Event Nationals
Thanks to the work of the unofficial USAWA Historian Dale Friesz, the website now contains the history of the
past officers of the USAWA. Dale has been a very active lifter since the beginning of the USAWA, and has

been an integral part of past USAWA National Meetings. Dale deserves a pat on the back from the USAWA for
taking time during his vacation to get this project finished. Thanks Dale! Below is the listing of the Past
USAWA Officers since the origin of the USAWA in 1987, courtesy of Dale Friesz.
Effective January 1st, 2010 (elected 6/20/2009)
PRESIDENT: Denny Habacker, PA
VICE PRESIDENT: Chad Ullom, KS
SECRETARY/TREASURER: Al Myers, KS
————————————————————Effective July 7th, 2007 (elected 7/7/2007)
PRESIDENT: Denny Habecker, PA
VICE PRESIDENT: Al Myers, KS
SECRETARY/TREASURER: Bill Clark, MO
—————————————————————
Effective January 1st, 1993 (elected 11/27/1992)
PRESIDENT: Howard Prechtel, OH
VICE PRESIDENTS: Steve Schmidt, MO
Frank Ciavattone, MA
Art Montini, PA
SECRETARY/TREASURER: Bill Clark, MO
————————————————————–
Effective January 1st, 1989 (elected 1/22/1989)
PRESIDENT: John Vernacchio, PA
VICE PRESIDENT: Art Montini, PA
SECRETARY/TREASURER: Bill Clark, MO
————————————————————–
Effective January 1st, 1987 (appointed 11/29/1986)
PRESIDENT: John Carr, MO

REGISTAR: Joe McCoy, TX
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by Steve Gardner, IAWA President

Meet Announcement
World Team Postal 2010
I have announced plans for the World Team Postal Event, and following on last years success hopes to increase
the numbers taking part this year. REMEMBER: Although it is a Team Postal, Individual Lifters can still post
their totals for inclusion in the World Postal Rankings! Lifts to be completed by End of September. Entry forms
will go out in the July Journal (or Download Entry Form).
Lifts:
Snatch – One Arm
Pinch Grip – Two Hands
Bench Press – Feet in Air
Deadlift – Ciavattone Grip
Following the success of the 2009 Team Postal event (33 lifters and ten teams took part) I am going to try and
double this years participation. In 2009 we had teams from Australia, USA, and England, and this year we hope
to build on that, this year already Spain have asked to take part! I will distribute score sheets via the various
Newsletters and Journals. The lifts will be: The One Hand Barbell Snatch (indicate which hand used), The Two
Hands Pinch Grip Lift, The Bench Press Feet in the Air, The Ciavattone Deadlift. The tournament is being run
as a team match where teams will consist of three lifters, they may be Juniors, Open Lifters, Masters or Ladies
or any combination of the afore mentioned, as all lifters results will be age and body weight amended etc. The
lifts can be performed any time in 2010 BEFORE the end of September. The lifts must be performed before at
least two IAWA Officials, who MUST also sign the score sheet. The competition will be run as a usual IAWA
event with a rising bar. Teams or Groups can enter any number of lifters into the competition, and the top three
amended scores will formulate a first team etc. Any individual members left will still have their totals
configured into the results which will also be produced to give individual rankings on all lifts and totals, and all
divisions and body weights.Lifters who are not members of a group, team or club can still submit their results
so long as they can get their lifts officiated, and all results will form the rankings as described in the above
paragraph.The score sheets should be completed using kilos where possible, but the organiser will convert
pounds to kilos if needs be, BUT please make sure all sheets are completed accurately and legibly. You will

notice there are four boxes per lift to correspond with 4 attempts per lift if required, the best lift of the 4 should
be circled.If lifters require certificates, please affix an e mail address in the appropriate box on the score sheet,
and these will be submitted by e mail for you to print off. The score sheet can be copied off as many times as
you wish to submit as many teams or lifters as you wish. There is no fee attached to this competition. There are
five lines on a score sheet to accommodate a team of three plus two others, if there are six lifters, use two score
sheets with one team on each etc. When the lifts are completed please submit without delay:
Entry Form – PostalEntryForm
Steve Gardner – 18 Holly Road, Barton, Staffs. England DE13 8LP or by E Mail to: steve-g@powerful.co.uk
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by Al Myers

Ben Edwards, the Dino Grip Challenge Meet Director, set the All-Time Record in the Deadlift - No Thumb,
One Arm with a lift of 275 pounds at Clark's Gym Record Day last November.
This week I‘m going to run stories describing the lifts that will be in this coming weekend‘s Dino Grip
Challenge. Like I said earlier, the USAWA has several lifts that are grip oriented, but not necessary traditional
grip events that are held in other grip competitions. All of the events in the Dino Grip Challenge are official
USAWA events. Ben Edwards has picked a good variety of lifts. The competition will be scored according to
USAWA format. This means that the weight lifted in each event will be added up for total weight lifted, and
then adjusted for bodyweight using the Lynch Formula followed by age adjustment. Age adjustment starts at
the age of 40, with 1% being added per year. There are two divisions in this competition in which awards will
be given – under 200 pounds bodyweight and over 200 pounds bodyweight.

Rules for the Deadlift – No Thumb, One Arm
“The rules of the Deadlift – One Arm apply except that the thumb of the lifting hand must not be covering the bar. The thumb may lie
alongside and touch the index finger and bar under the bar or be held in the air not touching the bar. The thumb must not be touching
the top of the bar.”

The bar must be raised to a point where both ends of the bar are above knee level, and then held motionless
until the lifter receives the down command. This lift tests the strength of the fingers‘ flexor tendons and the
ability to hold the fingers in a ―locked‖ position on the bar. My advice on this lift is to pick your attempts
wisely, because this lift goes from being easy to missing the lift by sometimes as little as a 5 pound jump.
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by Al Myers

Matt Graham performing a deadlift with an Inch Dumbbell Replica in EACH HAND at the 2005 Dino Gym
Challenge. Will this be matched at the Grip Challenge this coming weekend?

The name of this lift is slightly misleading. At first glance, one might think that ―2 Inch‖ refers to one
dumbbell with a 2″ diameter handle. But what it really refers to is TWO dumbbells that have handle diameters
the same as the famous Thomas Inch Dumbbell. This lift was introduced to the USAWA at the 2005 Dino Gym
Challenge. Several years ago IronMind Enterprises sold an Inch Dumbbell Replica. This replica dumbbell had
a handle diameter of 2.47″ and weighed 172 pounds, with spherical iron heads. The handle is smooth (no
knurling). Anyone who can pick up the Inch Dumbbell with only one hand has WORLD CLASS grip. The
Dino Gym has one of these replicas, so come prepared to ―Give it a Try‖. I will have the camera ready if
anyone actually gets it picked up.

The Rules for the Deadlift – 2 Inch Dumbbells
“The rules of the Deadlift – 2 Dumbbells apply except the dumbbells used must have handles of 2 1/2” in
diameter. No knurling is allowed on the handles. The plates must be firmly attached by collars so no rotation of
the plates will occur during the lift. The maximum diameter of the plates used is 11 inches.”
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by Al Myers

Ben Edwards doing a 235 pound Vertical Bar Deadlift - 1 Bar, 2", One Hand. This is the top All-Time record in
the USAWA.
This lift was introduced to the USAWA several years ago by John McKean of the Ambridge Barbell
Club. Initially it was performed with a 2″ Vertical Bar in each hand, with the lifter completing the lift by
standing up with the weight like a normal deadlift. The first recorded meet this lift was done in was 1998, at
Art‘s Birthday Bash. John McKean first introduced it as a One Hand Lift in 2003 at the Jump Stretch Record
Day. Since then the popularity of the 2″ One Handed VB Lift has grown. The first big meet it was held in was
the 2004 National Championships, in Youngstown, Ohio. The Vertical Bar has a length limit of 18 inches. The
reason this became the USAWA standard length was because the original VB was the sleeve off of an Olympic
Bar, measuring just under 18 inches. The USAWA rules on Vertical Bar lifting are quite different than other
grip competitions. The big thing to remember is the bar must become completely motionless at the completion
of the lift, including any rotation. Another USAWA rule I want to clarify is that in any One Handed lift the
same hand must be used throughout all of your attempts. You can‘t save ―thy strong hand‖ for ―thy hard lift‖.

Rules for the Vertical Bar Deadlift
H18. Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 Bar, 1”, One Hand
The setup for this lift requires a Vertical Bar, which is a bar of one inch diameter with a maximum length of 18 inches. A collar or
plate must be tightly fastened or welded to the bottom so plates may be added to the bar. No knurling is allowed on the bar. The lifter
may straddle the weight or have it placed to the lifter‟s side. Width of feet placement is optional, but the feet must be in line with the
torso. Feet must not move during the lift, but the heels and toes may rise. The bar may be gripped by any grip with only one hand near
the top of the vertical bar. The forearm is not allowed to touch the bar. The lifting hand must not touch the body during the lift, but
the weight may accidentally touch the legs provided it does not aid in the lift. The non-lifting hand may be braced on the leg or body
during the lift, but must be free from the body at the completion of the lift. The lift begins at the lifter‟s discretion. The body must then
straighten, lifting the Vertical Bar from the
platform. The legs must be straight and knees locked at the completion of the lift, but the shoulders and body do not need to be erect.
The lifting hand must be above the level of mid-thighs at the completion of the lift. Any rotation of the bar must be completely stopped.
Once the weight is motionless, an official will give a command to end the lift.
H19. Vertical Bar Deadlift -1 Bar, 2”, One Hand
The rules of the Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1Bar, 1”, One Hand apply except a two inch diameter Vertical Bar is used.
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The Deadlift – Fingers, Little
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by Al Myers

I pulled 155# in the Little Fingers Deadlift at the last Goerner Meet. Notice I have my eyes shut as I'm focusing
on "pleasant things".
You can‘t have a USAWA grip competition without at least one finger lift in it! The USAWA has two types of
finger lifting events. One type is using individual fingers of one hand, and by use of a ring attached to a loader,
lift the weight from the platform utilizing just ONE FINGER. The second type, which is type being contested
in this competition, is using the same finger of each hand and deadlifting a bar from the platform. TWO
FINGERS are used in this lift. Ben picked the most sensitive fingers of the hand, the little fingers, to be
contested in the Dino Grip Challenge. The rules for this lift are very straightforward.

Rule for the Deadlift – Fingers, Little
“The rules of the Deadlift apply except only the little fingers of both hands may be used. The little fingers of
both hands may grip the bar in an alternate manner.”
I wish I had some compelling advice on this lift – but I don‘t. It will hurt and you will probably tear flesh or
injure a flexor tendon. This lift requires MIND over BODY – and it is best to just ―block out‖ the excruciating
pain of the lift by focusing on ―pleasant things‖. The Little Fingers Deadlift hurts more than ALL of the other
finger lifts. I have theorized it is because all of the weight is focused on such a small area. It hurts like hitting
your finger with a hammer, but the pain lasts longer. Last year on the Discussion Forum it was voted as one of
the most painful lifts in the USAWA. But All-Round Weightlifting is NOT for sissies – so come to the Dino
Grip Challenge and take on the Little Fingers Deadlift!!
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by Al Myers
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Ben Edwards training the Weaver Stick.
I saved the most interesting lift for this last story covering the lifts that are in this weekend‘s upcoming Dino
Gym Grip Challenge. The Weaver Stick is one of the most perplexing and misunderstood lifts in the USAWA
lineup of lifts. Bill Clark once told me that ―judging the Weaver Stick is more subjective than judging depth in
a squat.‖ I definitely agree! I will be the Official Judge in this competition, and I will make sure that
everything is done right and all competitors will be judged equally and fair. The most subjective part of judging
the Weaver Stick is making sure that the lifting arm remains straight at the side with elbow locked. With just a
little bend at the elbow, other muscles can be pulled in to play, and much more weight can be lifted. The
Weaver Stick is a leverage lift that tests the ligament and tendon strength of the wrist, primarily above the
thumb. It is surprising how little weight can be supported this way. John Grimek many years ago set the
World Record in the Weaver Stick at 11 3/4 pounds.
The Weaver Stick is named after George Weaver of Brooklyn, who popularized it in the early 1940‘s.
However he didn‘t really invent it. Many years before this Paul Von Boeckmann of New York City found that
he had a ―special knack‖ for this type of lifting and had a early version of the Weaver Stick made out of a
broom handle. He won several bets with his ability to lift it with weight attached by a rope on the end of
it. George Weaver based the measurements of the Weaver Stick from Von Boeckmann‘s broom handle, and the
regulation Weaver Stick length of 36 inches was born. By the way, Paul Von Boeckmann was VERY GOOD
with the Weaver Stick and is credited with a forward lift of 11 1/2 pounds. When he was over 60 years of age he
could still do 9 1/2 pounds!! The Weaver Stick has also been contested backwards – meaning you face away
from the Weaver Stick. Slightly more weight can be lifted this way. However, at this meet you must perform
the Weaver Stick in the forward manner. I would say a great lift is anything over 6 pounds, with most lifters
capable of between 4 and 6 pounds if done correctly. Occasionally in the gym we have pulled out the Weaver
Stick to ―play around‖ at the end of workouts. I am always surprised by what guys lift. You can never
predict. I don‘t think there is any correlation between overall body strength and ability with the Weaver
Stick. It is a humbling feeling to fail with 5 pounds when you can deadlift over 500 pounds. The great Warren
Lincoln Travis is said to have been only able to do 4 1/4 pounds with the Weaver Stick. The top lift ever done
with the Weaver Stick in the USAWA is 7 pounds. This was accomplished by two lifters – Tom Ryan and
Mark Mitchell.

The Rules for the Weaver Stick
“A Weaver Stick is used for this lift. The Weaver Stick utilizes a wooden broomstick with these dimensions. The
handle is 5 ½ inches in length. The junction of the handle and the rest of the Weaver Stick may be marked with
tape, or with any material that is raised to provide a distinct separation between the handle and the rest of the
stick. This marking is ½ inch in length. At a point exactly 36 inches from the end of the marking, or 42 inches

from the end of the handle, a notch is made in the stick to allow a cord to be attached to it. This cord may be of
any length. Weight is tied onto the end of the cord. The Weaver Stick must rest on a flat lifting surface with the
weight hanging free. The lift will begin at the lifter‟s discretion. The lifter will take a position alongside the
Weaver Stick, and grip the handle of the Weaver Stick by one hand, facing the length of the stick. The lifting
hand and arm must remain straight with elbow fully locked, and must not be in contact with the body during the
lift. The lifting arm must remain at the lifter‟s side throughout the lift. The heel of the hand must remain on top
of the Weaver Stick. If the hand twists under the stick during the lift, it is a disqualification. The non-lifting hand
must not touch the lifting arm, lifting hand, or Weaver Stick during the lift. The lifter‟s body must be upright
with legs straight at the completion of the lift, but the legs may bend when picking up the stick. The Weaver
Stick must be lifted entirely clear from the lifting surface while maintaining the stick parallel to the floor. If the
end of the stick containing the weight dips to any degree, it is a disqualification. If the lifting hand moves to a
position in front of the handle marking during the lift, it is a disqualification. Once the Weaver Stick is
motionless, an official will give a command to end the lift. Records are also kept for the Weaver Stick with the
lifter facing backwards, away from the length of the stick.”
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by Al Myers

Group Picture of the athletes at the Grip Challenge Front Left to Right: Chad Ullom, Larry Traub, Ben
Edwards, Jason Payne Back Left to Right: LaVerne Myers, Dave Glasgow, Andrew Durniat, Rudy Bletscher

I knew this meet had the potential of being a major ―grip showdown‖ – but the record lifts that were done even
exceeded my predictions. Andrew Durniat, of Wooster, Ohio made his comeback to the USAWA and lived up
to the hype by not only winning every event but setting ALL-TIME USAWA records in 4 of the 5 events.
Andrew has competed once before in the USAWA, at the 2008 USAWA National Championships in Columbus,
Ohio. It was at that meet that his great gripping ability became known. In the One Arm Deadlift, he did 440
pounds with his left and 429 pounds with his right to set overall weight class records! Andrew is the 2009 US
Grip Champion and by his performance today, he left no doubters as to why he is the best! A quick run-down of
his highlights today – first he did 250 pounds in the one handed 2″ Vertical Bar Deadlift, followed by 308
pounds in the One Armed No Thumbs Deadlift. If this wasn‘t enough he broke the UNTOUCHABLE record in
the Inch Dumbbell Deadlift of 344 pounds held by Matt Graham, by lifting TWO Inch Dumbbells weighing 180
pounds apiece, for a total weight of 360 pounds. Next up was taking out Kevin Fulton‘s ALL-TIME record in
the Little Fingers Deadlift by becoming the first USAWA lifter to lift 200 pounds. Andy has been invited to lift
in a major grip competition next month held at the Arnold Classic. In this competition he will be going up
against TEN of the best grip men in the World.

Meet Director Ben Edwards Awards Andrew Durniat his Cash Prize
Pulling in a surprising second place was USAWA newcomer Larry Traub of Georgetown, Indiana. Larry is a
member of the newest club in the USAWA, the Ledaig Heavy Athletics. Larry has had a story book career as a
drug free powerlifter, and has won several National Championships. Larry is 56 years old, but doesn‘t look
much over 40. I‘m hoping that he has caught the ―All-Round Bug‖ and we will see more of him again in the
future. Larry is a fabulous deadlifter, and I can only imagine how great he would do in a more traditional AllRound meet.
Third place was held down by the Meet Director Ben Edwards. Ben put in solid lifts in every event. On top of
this, he ran one of the most organized All-Round meets that I have seen. From start to finish the meet was done
in three hours, and it started ON TIME. Ben gave back all of the entry fee money and then some in prize
money. First place received $100, second place $50, and third place $50. Being the great guy Ben is – he
forfeited his winnings and passed them along to the fourth place finisher Chad Ullom. Chad had a great meet.

He left two BIG extra attempt records off the scorecard – 212 lbs. in the VB and 165 lbs. in the Little Finger
Deadlift. These two lifts would have given him 60 more pounds on his total. Fifth place overall went to my
father, LaVerne Myers, in his very first weightlifting meet. In the last event, he tied Andy for the best lift of the
day in Weaver Stick with a lift of 6 pounds. Dave Glasgow made it to his second All-Round Meet in less than
30 days, and was very consistent in all the lifts. Rudy Bletscher was the oldest competitor in the meet, but
pushed hard on all the events. I was glad to see Jason Payne make it to another All-Round meet. Jason saved his
BEST performances for after the meet. He did some HUGE hub lifting and block pinching after the meet was
over. He even demonstrated his kettlebell routine that involves ―tossing‖ a 70 pound kettlebell and catching it
over and over.
This was a great competition. It is exciting to see new faces in the All-Rounds. I want to thank Mark Mitchell
and Scott Tully who helped me judge. By the success of today‘s meet, I‘m sure Ben will want to host this meet
again next year.
FULL MEET RESULTS:
Dino Gym Grip Challenge
Dino Gym, Abilene, Kansas
February 13th, 2010
Meet Director: Ben Edwards
Officials (3 official system used): Al Myers, Mark Mitchell, Scott Tully
Loaders: Scott Tully and Mark Mitchell
Lifts: Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 2,‖ 1 hand; Deadlift – No Thumb, One Arm; Deadlift – 2 ―Inch‖
Dumbbells; Deadlift – Fingers, Little; Weaver Stick – Forward
Results:
Lifter

BWT

Age

2″VB

DL-NT

Inch DL

DL-LF

Weaver

Total

Points

Adj Pts

Andrew Durniat

225

31

250 R

308 L

360

165

6R

1089

912.36

912.36

Larry Traub

205

56

187 R

203 R

230

110

4R

734

646.87

756.84

Ben Edwards

220

34

230 L

220 R

240

175

5R

870

737.85

737.85

Chad Ullom

235

38

182 R

209 R

240

135

4R

770

630.71

630.71

LaVerne Myers

244

65

177 L

176 R

180

80

5R

618

496.43

625.51

Dave Glasgow

252

56

157 R

209 R

200

70

5R

641

506.65

592.78

Rudy Bletscher

222

74

112 R

154 R

140

70

2R

478

403.43

544.63

Jason Payne

252

44

182 R

176 R

200

60

3R

621

490.84

515.38

BWT is bodyweight in pounds. Total is total pounds lifted. Points are bodyweight adjusted Lynch Points. Adj Pts are adjusted points
for age correction.

Extra Attempts for records:
Chad Ullom Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 2″, one hand: 212 lbs. R
Chad Ullom Deadlift – Fingers, Little: 165 lbs.
Andrew Durniat Deadlift – Fingers, Little: 200 lbs.
LaVerne Myers Weaver Stick – Forward: 6 lbs. L
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by Al Myers

Dave Brown becomes ONLY the fourth person to ever pick up the Dino Gym's Inch Dumbbell Replica.
This past week the Dino Gym had a surprise visitor for our Tuesday night workout. It was my old friend Dave
Brown, who was on vacation and decided to ―stop by‖ and pay me a visit. He picked a good day – because
Tuesday is our BIG NIGHT in the gym. This a big DEAL for the Dino Gym – having a STRENGTH
CELEBRITY join us for a workout. It has been a few years since I have seen Dave – but he is still as big and

strong as he used to be. Dave stands 6′3″ and weighs a little over 350 pounds – but carries his weight very well.
His build reminds me of Paul Anderson when Paul was in his younger days. Dave has been a top level
professional Highland Game athlete for 15 years. Before this, he was a record setting amateur athlete with the
28# and 56# weights for distance. Dave now resides in Redding, California and works as an engineer for a
timber company. He is married to Shauna, and they have two children, a son Taylor (10 years old) and a
daughter Arabella (2 years old).
Dave currently holds the WORLD RECORD in the 56# weight for height with a toss of 20′1″, which he set in
2006. I remember when I started throwing in the Highland Games (over 20 years ago) and athletes would ―talk
about 20 feet‖ in the WOB with anticipation that maybe someday someone would top that mark. Much like
Olympic Lifters talking about a 600 pound Clean and Jerk. It seemed like an impossibility at the time, but the
hope was always there that a SUPERMAN would come along and make the impossible happen. Well, that
SUPERMAN is Dave Brown. Yet, Dave is as modest as they come. I have known him for close to 20 years and
he is the same guy now as when he first started throwing. I remember many years ago when Dave was a 19 year
old kid living in Tulsa, Oklahoma and was just starting in the games. Dan DeWelt commissioned me to ―come
down to Tulsa‖ to put on a Highland Games Clinic for new throwers, as I was the only Highland Games Pro
around in the Midwest in those days. That was the first time I met Dave, and when we got to the weight over
bar and he was matching me throw for throw – I knew he was going to be something special someday in the
Highland Games. For a couple of years Dave would drive to my place so we could train together. He started
going to more games. It wasn‘t long before Dave turned professional and we were seeing and competing with
each other several weekends a summer. And then it wasn‘t long before Dave was far surpassing ALL of my
throwing distances!!

I introduced Dave to an All-Round lift I knew he would excel with - the One Arm Barbell Snatch. In his first
workout ever he snatched an unbelievable 170 pounds!!
Dave is a ―student of the game‖, and when mixed with his amazing genetic ability and work ethic, has
accomplished things that others just dream of. I really believe if Dave had decided on focusing on another sport
besides the

Dave has tremendous squatting ability. Here he breaks a Dino Gym record in the Zercher Harness Squat to a
15" box with a lift of 515 pounds.
Highland Games he would have been just as successful. In 1998, he tried Strongman Competition and with
minimal implement training won the NAS Heavyweight Championships! And this was against seasoned
Strongmen. I wonder what his Strongman career could have been if THAT was his focus? Dave also has a
WORLD CLASS grip without working on it much. Many years ago at a Pro Highland Games in Arlington,
Texas I will never forget him closing the #3 COC grippers with ease. This was in the days when that was a BIG
DEAL! Carl Braun brought along a #3 gripper to ―Challenge‖ Dave over our noon lunch break. I don‘t even
know if Dave had ever seen one before – but while he was sitting there with a sandwich in one hand and the
gripper in the other he SMASHED it shut! Then he switched hands with the sandwich and #3 gripper – and did
it again with his other hand! I‘ll never forget how nonchalantly he did this! It just wasn‘t that big of deal to him
at the time. World renowned Strength Historian Dale Harder has been measuring athletes grips with a Baseline
Dynamometer to get a very accurate reading of gripping strength. He has done this for over ten years now and
has tested 1000‘s of athletes. To date, Dave has the HIGHEST Dynamometer reading of ALL-TIME with a
squeeze of 122 kilograms. Now THAT‘S a firm handshake! It‘s a shame Dave never gave football a try. With
his size and agility I‘m sure he would have had a lucrative pro career as an Offensive Guard in the NFL.
I only wish Dave would have planned his vacation so he could have made it to today‘s Dino Grip Challenge. He
would have been a MAJOR FORCE in the gifted lineup of grip-masters that are entered in this meet. Hopefully,
the USAWA will see more of Dave Brown in the future.
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Records Fall at Dino Record Day
by Al Myers

Dino Gym Record Day Participants Front left to right: Chad Ullom, Molly Myers, Al Myers Back left to right:
Dave Glasgow, Darren Barnhart
This past weekend was the weekend for the Dino Gym‘s double header – the Grip Challenge on Saturday and
the Record Day on Sunday. Five lifters made it to the Record Day yesterday – two of which competed the day
before, Dave Glasgow and Chad Ullom. The youngest lifter to compete was my youngest daughter Molly. She
picked a diverse group of lifts to set records in – from dumbbell lifts to squats and deadlifts. Her highlight was
pulling a 185# Trap Bar Deadlift. Chad Ullom came with his eyes set on upping his One Arm Deadlift Records.
He accomplished his goals – 413 pounds with the left and 419 pounds with the right. Darren Barnhart did some
great One Arm Dumbbell Deadlifts and also put up the highest mark of ALL-TIME in the Rectangular Fix at
132 pounds. He had more in him! Darren and I went head to head in the Dumbbell Walk – with him edging me
out 100 pounds to 95 pounds. Both of our marks exceeded the previous Dino Gym Record. My highlight was
finally getting an official Roman Chair Benchpress of 200 pounds. Dave Glasgow made it to his first record day
– and did he go to work! He first demonstrated his great flexibility by doing a DEEP Overhead Squat of 160
pounds. He mixed in some overhead lifting with One Arm Clean and Jerks and One Arm Snatches. Dave is
willing to try any lift in the USAWA. He picks up on the lifts very quickly. His years of throwing in the
Highland Games obviously help him tremendously – as Dave is very athletic for a 50 year old. As Dave often
says, ―I lift to throw, not throw to lift.‖
Overall, this has been a great weekend of competitions. I want to thank everyone who took the time out of their
busy schedules to lift this weekend at the Dino Gym.
FULL MEET RESULTS:
Dino Gym Record Day

Dino Gym, Abilene, Kansas
February 14th, 2010
Meet Director: Al Myers
Officials (3 officials used): Al Myers, Chad Ullom, and Darren Barnhart
Results:
Molly Myers (Female, 11 years old, 130 pounds bodyweight)
Snatch – Dumbbell, Right Arm 30#
Snatch – Dumbbell, Left Arm 30#
Swing – Dumbbell, Right Arm 30#
Swing – Dumbbell, Left Arm 30#
Squat – 12″ Base 100#
Deadlift – Trap Bar 185#
Chad Ullom (38 years old, 240 pounds bodyweight)
Deadlift – Left Arm 413#
Deadlift – Right Arm 419#
Miller Clean and Jerk 121#
Scott Lift 254#
Rectangular Fix 100#
Good Morning 230#
Gardner – Full 100#
Darren Barnhart (42 years old, 295 pounds bodyweight)
Deadlift – Dumbbell, Right Arm 305#
Deadlift – Dumbbell, Left Arm 305#
Dumbbell Walk 100#
Rectangular Fix 132#
Al Myers (43 years old, 253 pounds bodyweight)

Deadlift – Fulton Bar, Right Arm 175#
Deadlift – Fulton Bar, Left Arm 165#
Dumbbell Walk 95#
Scott Lift 254#
Rectangular Fix 100#
Bench Press – Roman Chair 200#
Dave Glasgow (56 years old, 251 pounds bodyweight
Deadlift – No Thumb, Left Arm 198#
Squat – Overhead 160#
Squat – Front 265#
Steinborn Squat 242#
Clean and Push Press 176#
Clean and Push Press – Fulton Bar 198#
Scott Lift 154#
Maxey Press 170#
Push Press – From Rack 210#
Good Morning 135#
Clean and Jerk – Left Arm 100#
Snatch – Left Arm 100#
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by Ben Edwards
The 2010 Dino Grip Challenge started on time, as Al mentioned already, and it ended 3 hours later – which is
an unofficial record as far as I know for grip contests. Most that I have competed in have been anywhere from 5
hours to nearly 8! A shorter contest is much more competitor-friendly and allows more time to do after-contest
feats and record attempts. And more time to drive back to wherever the competitors call home.

Before listing who the competitors were, I want to mention the competitors who had planned on competing, but
couldn‘t make it for various reasons. Kevin Fulton, Mary McConnaughey, Nick Zinna, and Josh Dale. You
were all sorely missed!
I‘m going to list some thoughts and observations on each competitor, starting with 1st place and working my
way to 8th place. The placings were age-adjusted and also used the Lynch formula, as is standard in USAWA
competitions. I like the age adjustment and use of the Lynch formula in competitions because it lets many
different ages and weights compete against each other on what I believe is fair footing.
1st Place: Andrew Durniat is fast becoming a legend in the grip strength world. His accomplishments are too
numerous for this meet report. Simply put, he is the 2009 Grip Champion and the US Kettlebell Champion.
He stayed the night before the contest with me and my wife, Carrie. I really enjoyed getting to chat with him
and pick his brain on everything that I had planned on asking him – and a few other things that popped into my
head as we spoke. He‘s very friendly, has a quiet demeanor, is extremely humble and generous with his time
and help, and he pays close attention to the relevant details of anything relating to strength.
I expected a mindblowing performance from Andrew and was definitely not disappointed! He won every event
except for the Deadlift – Fingers, Little. He went on to pull 25lbs over my event-winning performance on an
extra record attempt! His loss in that event was only due to inexperience with choosing his attempts on a lift that
he had never even attempted before the contest.
With all due respect to my fellow competitors, it quickly became apparent to me that this contest was really a
case of who was going to be 2nd after Andrew! He won $100 cash for his 1st place finish!
Andrew did so many record-breaking lifts that it‘s hard to pick the one that most impressed me. One that really
strikes me as unbelievably strong is his 308lb Deadlift – No Thumb, One Arm! That lift was 33lbs over the
previous all-time record that Al Myers and I co-owned. Andrew also pulled it to full lockout – in front of his
body, which I always found to be harder than straddle style – and then paused it with plenty of strength to spare.
Phenomenal lift!
Andrew is an incredible addition to the USAWA membership pool. He brings a passion for strength sports and
a vast in-the-trenches knowledge of many training methodologies from his personal training experience. He also
generously gave out some of his great personalized shirts after the meet. I love collecting shirts from contests
and from strength friends, so thanks Andrew!
2nd Place: Larry Traub was an unknown to me. He turned out to be a ―sleeper‖ in this competition. Someone
who most competitors probably wouldn‘t have predicted would get 2nd place since it was his first grip contest.
It definitely wasn‘t Larry‘s first strength competition though! He is an elite powerlifter with terrific deadlifting
strength. Larry put that hard-earned horsepower to work and plowed through some heavy lifts. Along the way
he set many age-group and weight class records. Larry is in very good shape and Al can attest to the fact that I
had no idea Larry was 56 years old. I was very surprised since I thought he was somewhere around 48-50 years
old.
He was a joy to talk to and a quick learner on the grip lifts! His homemade wine that he generously set out as an
after-contest refreshment was well received. I liked the picture of Larry and his wife on the label too. Larry won
$50 cash for his 2nd place finish!
Larry‘s 203lb Deadlift – No Thumb, One Arm was really an exceptional lift! His bodyweight was only 2lbs
more than that. And it was his first time doing the lift! He has an incredible future in USAWA competitions.

3rd Place: I won 3rd place after age and bodyweight adjustments were calculated. My performances
consistently netted me 2nd place in each event, sometimes tied with others, and one 1st place. My Deadlift – No
Thumb, One Arm performance really let me down, but I was very pleased to pull 175lbs on the Deadlift –
Fingers, Little. An attempt at 200lbs on that lift left me with a sore tendon for my effort. I forfeited the $50 cash
prize to the 4th place finisher.
I enjoyed showing a few competitors with no experience with the Deadlift – Fingers, Little how to efficiently
set their fingers on the bar and what to do with their other fingers and wrist position to maximize their
poundage. I think I was the only one there that had consistently trained that lift. I needed all the experience I
could get because Andrew and Chad pushed me all the way to the 3rd attempt.
4th Place: Chad Ullom is a great all-round lifter and Highland Games competitor who I‘ve competed with
before this contest. His hand strength on the Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 2,‖ was much higher than he
anticipated. And that‘s an understatement! I heard him say that he might open with 120lbs. I told him that I
estimated he would pull around the 200lb mark. He surprised himself by lifting an outstanding 212lbs on an
extra record attempt! Someone coined the nickname, ―Chad – I Don‘t Train Grip – Ullom,‖ since Chad
remarked during the first part of the contest that he doesn‘t train grip. I think it rolls off the tongue nicely!
Chad is always very entertaining and quick to share tips or knowledge on any lift that he‘s familiar with.
5th Place: LaVerne Myers is Al Myers‘s dad. LaVerne (and Rudy!) has a great sense of humor and endured my
wife‘s comical remarks and catcalls throughout the 3 hours of competition. He has big, strong ―farm hands.‖ I
used to work for some farmers and they all had the same type of powerful hands that LaVerne has.
He had some really solid lifts but I was most impressed by his fantastic 6lb Weaver Stick – Forward! That
performance (although LaVerne‘s was an extra record attempt) tied Andrew‘s event-winning performance!
6th Place: Dave Glasow performed very well and seemed to enjoy the grip lifts even though he had little
experience with them. His 209lb Deadlift – No Thumb, One Arm was the 3rd highest (tied with Chad) of the
contest! I wish I had more time to talk to Dave and Larry about lifting in general. They are both very
knowledgeable and have a knack for picking up very quickly on any new lifts.
7th Place: Rudy Bletscher is incredibly nice and my wife had a great time teasing and harassing him throughout
the contest. We both enjoy talking to Rudy and have seen him at several contests since 2005.
He always seems to perform better than he thinks he will. I enjoyed seeing him do some lifts that he didn‘t think
he was going to get initially. In particular, the Deadlift – Fingers, Little was one that he really had to grit
through the discomfort to pull the solid 70lbs that he worked up to! He originally thought that the 44lb bar
would be his max on this lift. He added quite a bit to that original estimate. During everyone‘s attempts he
good-naturedly teased me and asked why I picked this lift to be in the contest. I jokingly replied that it was
because I hated everyone! I think some of the guys probably thought that was true, but of course it wasn‘t. I just
thought it would be a good test of pain tolerance and grip at the same time.
8th Place: Jason Payne is a friend of mine who is a very strong armwrestler. He hasn‘t trained grip specifically
for a long time and has lost a lot of weight, but gained a lot of fitness in the process. He‘s always bull-strong
regardless of how much he weighs. He was inexperienced with a few of the lifts, but quickly figured them out
and dialed his form in for the next attempts.
His 176lb Deadlift – No Thumb, One Arm was very impressive since it was a lift he had never done before. It
takes great balance and a strong grip to get that bar to come up evenly and then hold it at the top before the bar
peels the fingers back and races back to the platform.

Jason really shined in the after-contest feats demonstration and record breaking session. He really excels at
kettlebell feats and it was entertaining to watch him do flips and other exercises that required great control,
strength, timing, and dexterity.
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by Thom Van Vleck

Yes, it was cold!!!!!
On February 13, 2010 I plunged into the icy waters of Thousand Hills Lake as part of the Polar Bear Plunge
Charity Fundraiser. The Lake was iced over with 12‖ to 14‖ of ice and they had to clear it out with a backhoe
just so we could swim. The temperature was in the 20‘s and with all the ice and snow….I felt like a polar bear,
only I didn‘t have a nice, warm, fur coat!
The fundraiser was part of a school effort. A.T. Still University fielded a team and we raised over $4000, part of
$25,000 raised overall for Special Olympics. A.T. Still is an Osteopathic Medicine school with a history of
―whole person‖ health. The Polar Bear Plunge was fitting as it has a history not as some masochistic ritual, but
for health benefits.
The event reminded me of Vic Boff and the Iceberg Athletic Club in New York City. I first heard of Vic from
my grandfather and about their ―Polar Bear Club‖. I also read about Vic when I was a kid in the 60‘s and 70‘s
when I perused my Uncle Wayne‘s Ironman Magazine collection. I recall an article or two that mentioned Vic
and the Iceberg Athletic club taking their winter dip in the ice cold Atlantic Ocean on the beaches of Coney
Island. They would then lie around in the snow touting the health benefits of ice cold bathing.
You might think that there would only be one group that would take a winter plunge in icy waters. But you
would be wrong. There were several in the New York area and their history is as murky as the cold Atlantic and
often bitter feuds have come over beach turf and who‘s been around the longest. There were major groups
fighting over turf in the 90‘s: the Coney Island Polar Bear Club, the Arctic Ice Bears, the Arctic Icebreakers,
and the Iceberg Athletic Club.

The slowpoke at the left is me.....I took my time!
Bernarr Macfadden was a physical culturist who started the ritual of ―winter bathing‖ on Coney Island. Around
1903 Macfadden started the ―Coney Island Polar Bear Club‖. He believed that a swim in the ocean in winter
had great health benefits. However, the club I remember most is the fabled Coney Island Iceberg Athletic Club.
By most accounts it was organized in 1918. This was the one I remembered my grandfather talk of and perhaps
its most famous member was Vic Boff. They are the only club that actually has a physical address. It is 3046 W.
22nd St. Brooklyn, New York, but a phone number I found is now disconnected. I have since found out they are
no longer….or are they. I‘m researching as you read this as they might still be hanging in there! I have
contacted several people who are telling these wonderful, rich stories of a ―sport‖.
I am in the process of researching this interesting topic. There were numerous clubs I have found, some have
been around nearly 100 years, such as the L Street Brownies in Boston. I hope to put a comprehensive story
together on this topic. The fact is, it is a part of weightlifting and strongman lore. Now, I have taken the plunge
and I feel a part of the legacy. I can say this; whether it is good for you or not, it will definitely wake you up!
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by Al Myers

Multi-talented John McKean loves to fish when he's not lifting. He even wears weightlifting T-Shirts for good
luck!
John McKean, of the Ambridge VFW BBC, has announced a new, exciting meet for this year – the USAWA
Club Challenge. It will be held on March 13th, at the Ambridge Barbell Club. It seems very appropriate that one
of the oldest USAWA Clubs (the Ambridge BBC have been a registered USAWA Club since 1993) is hosting
this Club Challenge. In the recent years club membership in the USAWA has declined, but at one time club
membership was the backbone of the USAWA. The early USAWA bylaws even had stipulations in them that
changes in the USAWA would only happen by votes of the clubs, with each club having a voting representative
at the National Meeting.
John McKean has always been a ―major player‖ in the USAWA. His resume of involvement goes on and on. He
has been a National Meet promoter, a USAWA Hall of Famer, multiple National and World Champion,
distinguished writer of numerous articles promoting All-Round Weightlifting, and a foremost leader in the
USAWA. Now, he is taking on the challenge of rejuvenating the Club Membership program in the USAWA. I
feel club membership is the ―secret‖ to stimulating growth in membership in the USAWA. One of the problems
we face in attracting new members to our organization is the understanding of the multiple lifts. Potential new
lifters look at all of our lifts with confusion. We have over 200 lifts to learn while Olympic Lifting has only two
and Powerlifting has three. But by being part of a club, new lifters have the opportunity to learn from the
experienced All-Rounders. A club environment gives new lifters confidence to give All-Round Lifting a try.
This only starts by those ―who have been around‖ being leaders, and inviting new potential lifters to be part of
their group. I would like to see the day return where lifters are proud of their club, and when they compete they
wear their club‘s T-shirt with pride.
This meet will be a club challenge – with each club having three members compete together side by side with
their total points being added up for a Team Score. This meet is not about individual scores, and individual
rankings will not be recorded. Clubs that enter need to be registered with the USAWA, but at only $10 per year
to register as a club, it is truly just a token membership fee. Clubs may register the day of the meet. There is no
entry form or entry fee, but each club must contact John ahead of time to enter. The details of this can be found
on the event calendar.
This is one of the most exciting new events that has happened in the USAWA in recent years. Let‘s all join
together and make this Club Challenge a great success so that it will continue for years to come – and THANKS
to John McKean for making it happen!!!
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by Dave Glasgow

Dave Glasgow and Larry Traub represented their new USAWA Club, the Ledaig Heavy Athletics, at the Grip
Challenge last weekend.
Al wanted me to write a history of my club. I told him that the history of my club would be more like a readers
digest version as I have just put the ‗club‘ aspect of it together. I will try not to bore you all too much.
I started on the iron hi-way when I was in high school. While in college, I really got interested in weight
training with my buddy and roommate, Larry Traub. We both got married and moved on, but both continued
with the weights.
In 1976, I bought a set of York Olympic weights. (as a side note, this was the largest purchase my wife and i
had made up until that time) Now friends, how many wives would have sit still for that kind of deal?? What a
girl I have. She has always been supportive of my lifting and throwing endeavors. (thanks, Gunner!!) I set up
shop in my great uncles basement and that was the start of the ―club‖. I have had NUMEROUS training partners
over the years, none that stuck to it very long. The location for the weights have moved SEVERAL times and
now resides at our farm, which, following a trip to Scotland, I named LEDAIG, which is Scottish Gaelic for
―safe haven/harbor‖. At the urging of my great friend and confidant, Thom Van Vleck, I just recently named my
training facility the LEDAIG HEAVY ATHLETICS. The ‗heavy athletics‘ being due to the fact that I am
HEAVILY involved in the highland games. (I lift to throw, not lift to lift.)
However, the one constant over these past 35 years has been the relationship with my ‗bestest friend‘, Larry
Traub. We would see each other about once a year and do our ‗obligatory‘ yearly workout together. But, from
the outset, it was clear that he was a much more accomplished lifter than I. Regardless, any time we got
together, the majority of the conversation was about lifting. So, when I told him about the USAWA, he was
immediately interested!
So, there it is!! We are a two man club! We live eleven hours away from each other, but because of the
―brotherhood of the iron‖, and the wonders of modern communication, we will compete together as we did as
college kids decades before.
SLAINTE!!
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World Team Postal Competition
―IAWA World Open Team All Round Weightlifting Challenge 2010″

USAWA President Denny Habecker and IAWA President Steve Gardner at the 2009 IAWA World
Championships.
by Al Myers
Our IAWA President Steve Gardner has just released the details of the World Team Postal Competition. Last
year it was a great success – with 10 teams and 33 individuals entering! Steve has picked new lifts for this years
competition. The lifts this year are – One Arm Barbell Snatch, Two Hands Pinch Grip, Feet in the Air Bench
Press, and the Ciavattone Grip Deadlift. I always felt one of the reasons lifters lost interest in the prior World
Postal Championships (before it was hosted by Steve Gardner) was because the same lifts were contested year
after year. However, I competed in it every year to show my support. But one of the main things that attracted
me to the All Rounds was the variety of lifts and I was starting to get bored with this meet because it was the
same meet year after year. So I‘m glad to see Steve ―mixing things up‖ with the lifts in this new World Postal
Meet. It also changes the dynamics of the meet – because different lifters are stronger in different lifts. When
the same lifts are done every year, the same lifters win every year. Changing the lifts every year will enhance
the excitement of the outcome of this World Postal Championships!
There is no entry fee for this meet. Everything is done over email and the website, with practically no expenses
incurred. Another problem with the prior World Postal Meet was the expense of sending everything through the
postal service, and the money spent on medals and plaques for the winners. There was never enough income
through entry fees to offset the expense of hosting it. Steve sends nice certificates to the winners via email,
allowing the recipients to print them out if they wish at their own expense. This is a great opportunity to

compete in a ―World Meet‖ without ever leaving the confines of your own gym. Steve has done a great job
putting this meet together, and has organized it in a way that should have continual success. One thing I want to
point out is this is an IAWA competition – thus THREE OFFICIALS are required instead of one. These
officials must be Certified USAWA Officials. The information page and the entry form for this meet are
available on the Website Event Calendar. Steve has given plenty of notice on this meet – so put the dates on
your calendar, organize your team, and get ready to TAKE ON THE WORLD!
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by Al Myers
One of the exciting things about the membership voting to pass the new rulebook at last years National Meeting
was the development of an USAWA Certified Officials Program which was included in the new rulebook. The
USAWA has never really had an system for certifying officials before this. Several things have been tried
through the years to develop an Officials Program but nothing ever took hold. Mainly it consisted of anyone
who wanted to judge a meet was considered an official. Sure, at the 2006 National Meeting, the membership
voted to develop a test that must be passed in order to be an official. But this turned out to be an optional
requirement because meets were still being contested and records being set with Officials who didn‘t take or
pass the test. Only a handful of people took the test. Nothing really changed. A few years before this, a system
was developed where there would be regional official‘s chairpersons, who had the ―duties‘ of certifying
officials in their area. But again, no guidelines were given to the Chairpersons in how to go about implementing
this so it died about as quick as it was started.
Why didn‘t any of these previous Official‘s Programs work?
My opinion is this. They were either too extensive and time demanding that it wasn‘t worth it for someone to go
―through the program‖, or the program didn‘t have any backbone. What I mean by this is that having a program
is all fine and dandy, but if there are not repercussions for NOT going through the program, why do it? Afterall,
if you can still be an official and not go through the program, what good is the program?
I don‘t think anyone would argue with me about the importance of having a system in place of certifying
officials versus not having one. Everyone wants their lifts to mean something in competition, and having a
certified official in competition passing your lifts lends to credibility. Now what people will argue about is what
is required in an Official‘s Program, or how it is implemented. Luckily this has all been sorted out by the
membership agreeing on our current Officials Program, by voting in favor of it, at the last National Meeting.
The new Official‘s Program is far from perfect, but at least it is something to start with. I think it is best to start
small and grow, rather than start big and fail. There are obvious things that need to be added to it as it develops
through time, but those hurdles can be jumped as we come to them.
I know one of the arguments against this new Official‘s Program is ―passing a test does not make you a good
official‖. I absolutely agree. It is only part of being a good official. I think THREE things make up a good
official: 1. Knowledge of the rules, 2. Experience, and 3. Judgement Skills. (and their importance is probably in
that order). Passing a rules test only tests your knowledge of the rules. Experience only comes with hours of
sitting in a judges chair and learning from your mistakes. This can be somewhat measured by the number of
meets one has officiated. Judgement skills is the hardest to evaluate, but is a very important characteristic of a
good judge. It can truly only be evaluated by a practical exam in which a master official ―judges‖ a judge. Many

other larger lifting organizations require this in their Official‘s Programs. We are far from that! We all know
each other and it is hard enough to be impartial judging each other lifting, let alone finding someone to judge
our judges in a practical exam. That person would have to be someone with a very thick skin who didn‘t care in
having any friends after wards. Practical exams would never work at this time – it is hard enough just talking
individuals into taking the short 100 question rules test!
I want to highlight some of the requirements of the Officials Program.
All of these come from the Rule Book.
VII.8. There will be two levels of certified USAWA Officials
Level 1 – The official has passed the USAWA Rules Test OR has the experience of officiating in 25 or more
competitions or events.
Level 2 – The official has passed the USAWA Rules Test AND has the experience of officiating in 25 or more
competitions or events.
VII. 10. The USAWA Rules Test will consist of 100 open book questions regarding rules within this rulebook.
To pass the test, an applicant must score over 90 percent.
VII. 11. All sanctioned USAWA events must use certified officials, and the officials must be willing to sign a
meet document proving their involvement in the competition or event as an official.
V. 4. Records may be established in any USAWA sanctioned competition or event provided that one certified
USAWA official is present to officiate and approve the lift. If three USAWA officials are used to judge the lift,
the lifter must receive approval of two.
The authority of a Level 1 Official is the same as that of a Level 2 Official. Nothing in the rules say otherwise.
It is only a designation that shows that Level 2 Officials have achieved both of the criteria required. The
experience criteria is the USAWA way of having a ―Grandfather Clause‖ to allow those older, seasoned
officials not to be asked to take the test. But to maintain integrity in our program the 25 meet experience
requirement must be adhered to. I would hope that even those meeting the experience criteria would still take
the Rules Test, and by doing so, would show support to this new Official‘s Program and set a good example for
others to take the test. Rule V.4. will be adhered to from now on – so if you want a record in the future you must
have a certified Official judge you. You may notice that there are not any time limits imposed on Officials to recertify. This is one thing that will need to be looked at by the membership in the future.
The Rules Test has been rewritten this past year and is much shorter in length. If you have ANY understanding
of the rules you should be able to complete it in 2-3 hours. All of the essay questions have been removed. The
test is open book and ALL answers can be found in the Rule Book. All the test really achieves is guaranteeing
that a Official has LOOKED at the Rule Book, and hopefully will know where to go to find the answers to any
judging question. This system couldn‘t be any easier – so to say it is too hard to become an USAWA Official is
just not true. If someone doesn‘t have three hours to give to take this test only tells me that they are not really
that interested in becoming an official. You don‘t even have to be an experienced lifter to take and pass the
exam! Maybe someday our organization will grow to a point where we can have Level 3 Officials, whereas a
Practical Exam would be required, but for today I would just hope that everyone would support the program
that is in place – so we can TRUTHFULLY say that we have a Certified Official‘s Program in the USAWA.
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2010 World Championships
Entry Information
by Al Myers

2009 World Meet Promoter Denny Habecker (on left) presenting a 2009 World Championship Medal to 2010
World Meet Promoter George Dick (on right).
The 2010 IAWA World Championships will be held on October 2nd and 3rd. The entry information for the
2010 IAWA World Championships has been added to the Event Calendar. It will be directed by George Dick
of the Castlemilk Gym Club. The Castlemilk Club last hosted the World Championships in 2006. The meet
will be held at the Castlemilk Club in Glasgow, Scotland. If you want a ―trip of a lifetime‖ – make it to Scotland
for this meet. George and the Castlemilk Club will put on a TOP QUALITY MEET – that is for certain. On top
of this – the meet can be combined with a vacation. There are several historic sites to see in and around
Glasgow.
Entry Form (pdf) – 2010WorldIAWA
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by Dennis Mitchell

One of the very few pictures of George Barker Windship, MD (Courtesy of the Massachusetts Historical
Society)
George Barker Windship was born in 1834 in Roxbury, Massachusetts, and entered Harvard University at age
16. He stood five feet tall and weighed one hundred pounds. Because of his small size he was constantly teased
and tormented by his classmates. He started practicing gymnastics at the Harvard gym in an effort to build
himself up. He spent some time every evening after classes at the gym doing chins, dips, and working on the
rings and various bars. By the time he graduated he was well known for his strength. He could chin twelve
times with one arm, and do a one arm chin with either arm using just his little finger.
On a trip to Rochester New York, he saw a lifting machine and lifted 420 pounds in what was similar to a Hand
and Thigh Lift. After returning home he made his own hand and thigh apparatus, lifting a barrel that he would
fill with rocks and sand. He became a dedicated weight lifter.
He returned to Harvard University and following in his father‘s, grandfather‘s, and great grandfather‘s foot
steps entered medical school. However, he stated that his main reason for medical school was to learn about the
human body in order to improve his lifting.
He graduated in 1857, and had increased his Hand and Thigh Lift to 1208 pounds. He also fashioned a yoke
type apparatus similar to the Harness Lift and could lift 2200 pounds. At this time he also added dumbbells to
his training and in time could press a pair of 100 pound dumbbells. He also added barbell lifting with a globe
barbell that he could vary the weight from 141 pounds to 180 pounds by adding shot to the globes. He was
never a very big man reaching the height of 5′7″ and weighing 147 pounds.

This is a lifting apparatus designed and built by George Barker Windship, MD. It was patented in 1893, and is a
forerunner of the Universal Machine.
Dr. Windship had his gym next to his medical office, and would tell his clients that if they would spend more
time in his gym they would spend less time in his medical office. Dr. Dudley Sargent, the head of the Harvard
Physical Education Department, after watching Dr. Windship work out, stated that, ―he was exceeding strong
and that he used very heavy weights in a number of different movements and angles with both weights and on
machines that he invented‖.
Dr. Windship gave many lectures on the health benefits that would come from being strong, and would end his
lectures with a demonstration of his strength. He preached that heavy lifting was a form of medical therapy.
He had patents on various equipment. He made a dumbbell that could be adjusted in half pound increments
from eight pounds to one hundred and one pounds. He invented the forerunner of the Universal Machine, and
invented a leg and hip machine. his training methods were quite modern and he stressed very heavy short
workouts with ample rest between training sessions. One of his patents in 1870 was for a machine that used
compressed air in a piston for resistance in a rowing machine and a cable apparatus used for working the chest.
On September 12th, 1876, at the age of just 42, Dr. Windship died of a massive stroke. There were those who
were against heavy lifting stating that it was dangerous, and used Dr. Windship‘s death as proof. It did have a
negative affect on lifting and for some years lifting was looked on as being dangerous.
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2010 USAWA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

June 26th and 27th, 2010
Note: You must be a current USAWA member to compete
Closing Date : May 26, 2010
NAME__________________________________________
ADDRESS______________________________________
CITY_____________________STATE_____ ZIP_______
TELEPHONE____________________________________
E-MAIL_________________________________________
AGE__________

DATE OF BIRTH_____________

USAWA MEMBER: Yes / No
SHIRT SIZE___________________________
WEIGHT CLASS_________________________________
DIVISION ENTERING [age group: i.e. open & 40+]_____________________________
In consideration of your accepting my entry, I hereby release all claims for damages, losses, and injuries that I
may hold against the USAWA., the Lebanon Senior Center, Meet Directors, all officials and assistants while
taking part in the 2010 USAWA Championships Also I fully understand the USAWA drug testing policy and
will fully avail myself if selected and not hinder the officials in the execution of their duties.
SIGNATURE______________________________
PARENT‘S SIGNATURE [if under 18 years of age] _________________________
WILL YOU BE ATTENDING THE BANQUET? ______
IF YES – NUMBER ATTENDING ___________
The Banquet will be a picnic in Habecker’s back yard. Donations accepted.
Mail entry to Denny Habecker, 637 N. 11TH Ave., Lebanon, Pa. 17046
Schedule of Events
Venue :

Lebanon Senior Center , 710 Maple St. Lebanon, Pa.

Weigh-ins :

7:30 A.M. to 8:30 A.M. –Saturday and Sunday

Lifting starts :

9:30 A.M.

Lifts :
Saturday – June 26, 2010
Vertical Bar Lift – 1 Bar, 2”, One Hand
Pullover and Push
Clean and Jerk – One Arm
Deadlift – Trap Bar
Sunday – June 27, 2010
Snatch – From Hang
Deadlift – One Arm
Clean and Press
Zercher Lift
Entry Fee – $50.00 [ $70.00 for 2 Divisions]
T-Shirt Included
Awards: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in each weight class and
Age divisions for Masters, Juniors, and Women,
Based on total poundage lifted.
Best Lifter Awards for each age group in Masters,
Juniors, Senior [20-39], and Women by Formula
Entry Form pdf: 2010 USAWA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
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by Al Myers

Dino Gym member Ryan Batchman demonstrating the proper way to do a Rounded Back Platform Deadlift.
We have our ―Big Workout Night‖ at the Dino Gym on Tuesday night, and usually have a large turnout of
lifters. Everyone has their own workout, but it is the night to go heavy so most exercises trained involve the
back and legs. Lots of squats and deadlifts! We start at 6:00 and sometimes don‘t finish until 10:00 or
11:00. The last part of the workout usually involves doing exercises that help with recovery or flexibility, or
more commonly referred to as ―accessory exercises‖. I am a firm believer in training heavy to get stronger, but
at the same time don‘t overlook lighter exercises as a way to supplement your heavy work. We constantly
change these exercises from workout to workout as this is our way of ―winding down‖ a hard workout. We have
several back accessory exercises we do but I want to explain one that is not well known, which we call the
Rounded Back Platform Deadlift. This exercise could be a great addition to your back training program.
The Rounded Back Platform Deadlift is done is this manner. First, you place a foot on two different raised
platforms, and place the weight on a loader in front of you between your feet. It is best to have a loader that a
handle can be attached to so weight can be added. The height of the handle should be just above the level of the
feet, but not as high up on the lower leg as a loaded bar on a lifting platform. Use an overhand grip when
picking up the weight, and with a bend of the knees allow the lower back to round over. When rising, stand and
come to a complete lockout. Lower the weight as low as possible without allowing the weights to touch or rest
on the floor. Keep constant tension on the body at all times. Perform the repetitions at a controlled pace, paying
attention to keeping the proper form of rounding the back when rising up with the weight. We perform sets of
10 reps, adding weight to each subsequent set. Usually we will do between 4 and 6 sets. We rotate quickly
between us and try to keep the rest minimal. This exercise is not about maximum exertion – but rather about
stimulating blood flow to the lower back and legs. You will feel ―the burn‖ in your hamstrings after performing
this exercise.
The Rounded Back Platform Deadlift improves flexibility because the weight has a deep pickup that requires a
good stretch. The cross-over benefits to an All-Rounder is that it will help with rounded back type lifts, such as
the Zercher Lift or Hack Lift. It is also a very good exercise for Strongmen to help build strength for Stone
Lifting, which is also a rounded back type of lifting.
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by Al Myers

Garcia wins Zercher
On February 5-6, 2000, Joe Garcia wins his first Zercher Strength Classic at Clark‘s Gym. Fellow gym
members Mike McBride took second place while James Foster came in third. Seven lifters participated in this
13 lift meet which occurred over two days. Garcia dominated the Chain Lifts – with lifts of 1600# in the Hand
and Thigh, 2300# in the Harness Lift, and 1805# in the Hip Lift. This meet also included the comeback of John
Carter, who had been sidelined for two years with two knee surgeries.

Postal League
Four registered clubs (Clark‘s Gym, Prechtel Athletic Club, Ambridge VFW Barbell Club and Frystown Power
Zone) have entered the Postal League. The first leg of this year long competition was completed.

Nebraskaland Strength Classic
Meet director Kevin Fulton won the Nebraskaland Strength Classic, barely edging out Elijah Kucera. Fulton
put up big lifts in the Jerk-Behind Neck (305 pounds) and the Deadlift – Fulton Bar (505 pounds) to secure the
win over 17 year old Kucera.

Deanna Springs Memorial
Josh Pemberton won the Deanna Springs Meet, beating Abe Smith and Al Springs. The meet was very close,
with Josh slipping past Abe by only 13 points! A highlight of the meet was having two old JWC lifters in
attendance – Wayne Smith and Wayne Jackson. Smith had developed a reputation by being a one arm pullup
champion, and on this day he performed a record in the Pinch Grip with a lift of 90 pounds.

Buckeye Record Breaker
This record day was promoted by USAWA President Howard Prechtel on March 4th. An amazing 16 lifters
took part! The list of those competing: Noi Phumchaona, Anna Holter, Jim Loewer, Dennis Stahnke, Chris
Waterman, Bob McKenzie, Lee Gesbeck, Dennis Mitchell, Bob Cox, John McKean, Art Montini, Bob Hirsh,
Walter Moss, Bill Crozier, Bob Geib, and Scott Schmidt.
Courtesy of The Strength Journal published by Bill Clark.
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by Al Myers
I was thinking the other day about the history of the number of records set in the USAWA throughout the
years. Joe Garcia has been the Official Records Chairman since the beginning of the USAWA, and has
entered THOUSANDS of records into our Record List. Joe‘s efforts on this has been impressive and the
USAWA owes him a lot of thanks for all the work he has done in giving us a 20 plus year Record List. The list
is now approaching 10,000 line items in length. But, what years have the most records been set in? This can‘t
possible be answered because records are continually broken and the list updated, so an absolute count is about
impossible for any year except the most current year. However, we can count the records that are STILL on the
books from previous years. Well, I did this and found the results interesting so I am going to share my research
with you!

Year

Records

Year

Records

1987

38

1999

453

1988

114

2000

586

1989

154

2001

422

1990

250

2002

682

1991

307

2003

538

1992

294

2004

474

1993

291

2005

702

1994

346

2006

566

1995

468

2007

367

1996

425

2008

360

1997

427

2009

475

1998

433

2010

103

As you can see, 2005 was the year that resulted in the MOST records. The last three years there has been a
drop-off. But it appears 2010 is off to a good start – maybe THIS YEAR will be the year the most records are
set??

Congratulations to Dave Glasgow for passing the Official‘s Test and
becoming an USAWA Official!
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by Al Myers

I'm performing a 130# One Arm Dumbbell Snatch with my shot loaded dumbbell.
I have always been intrigued by shot loaded globe barbells and shot loaded dumbbells. These were very
common training implements of the Old-Time Strongmen, and at one time every professional strongman or
circus strongman had one they would use in their performances. Today shot loaded equipment is not very
available commercially, so I decided I would just build my own shot loaded dumbbell. My design requirements
were very simple: make a dumbbell that could be shot loaded to around 200 pounds full, very durable if
dropped, and have a handle that would be optimum for lifting. I was very pleased how my project turned out,
until I had to go buy lead shot and discovered how much it has increased in price since my days of reloading
shotgun shells 20 years ago!
Years ago they even allowed shot loaded barbells to be used in the Olympic Games. The last Olympic
Weightlifting Games that allowed this was in 1924, in Paris, France. Only one lifter took advantage of this, and
that athlete was the famous Old-Time French weightlifter Charles Rigoulot. He ended up winning the Gold
Medal in the Heavyweight class that year. In the early 1900‘s Alan Calvert, owner of the Milo Barbell
Company, marketed shot filled barbells and dumbbells. There was a good market for shot loaded equipment
then because metal plates were not readily available and a lifter could get by with just one piece of lifting
equipment that could be ―filled‖ to the weight of a lifter‘s choosing. One of the most popular shot loaded

dumbbells is the one owned by Louis Cyr, which now resides at the York Barbell Museum. Cyr‘s shot loaded
dumbbell weighed 202# empty and 273# fully loaded.

The Dino Gym's Shot Loaded Dumbbell
I love training one arm dumbbell swings and snatches – and these were the first exercises I tried out my new
dumbbell with. An obvious advantage with the shot loaded dumbbell is that the weight is more ―compact‖ when
it is loaded heavy compared to a traditional dumbbell loaded with 10# plates. However, I soon found out that
unless the dumbbell is loaded full the lead shot will ―shift‖ and create balance issues when put overhead. This is
very noticeable when doing swings with it compared to a plate loaded dumbbell. Another problem is that you
got to remember what you loaded it to last. I have changed the weight of mine, forgot I did, only to be
―shocked‖ when lifting it the next time thinking it was loaded lighter. After all, it looks the same at 100 pounds
as 200 pounds! I really can‘t see shot loaded dumbbells making a comeback in today‘s lifting world. They are a
mess to fill and empty – even with a funnel you get shot everywhere. Most people nowadays have great fear of
lead toxicity, with due cause, so precautions need to be taken in handling the lead shot. But all of this is worth it
to an old weightlifter like myself – because when lifting a shot loaded dumbbell you feel like you are in the
company of the great Old Time Strongmen like Louis Cyr, Charles Rigoulot and Eugen Sandow.
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USAWA News Updates
by Al Myers

Meets this Month
This is a big month for meets in the USAWA. This coming weekend (March 13th) will be the Club Challenge,
hosted by the John McKean and the Ambridge Barbell Club. Entries must consist of three lifter teams – since
scoring will be done by adding up individual adjusted points for a team score. March 28 is the day for the

Deanna Springs Meet, hosted by Bill Clark in Columbia, Missouri. Bill has hosted this meet for many years in
memory of Deanna Springs. Also, don‘t forget the Postal Meet hosted by John Wilmot. Lifts must be done and
turned in by the end of this month.

History of Gold Cup
Thanks to Dale Friesz, the history of dates, locations and meet directors of past Gold Cups has finally been
completed. Dale has worked hard doing the research for this going back to the FIRST Gold Cup. This coming
year will be the 20th year for the Gold Cup, which was started in 1991 by Howard Prechtel. All of Dale‘s
research on this can be found in the Past Champions Section. Thanks again Dale for finishing this project I
started several months ago. It might never have got finished without you.

Drug Testing
The USAWA is making some changes in drug testing this year. Our new USAWA Vice President Chad Ullom
has assumed the role of the USAWA Drug Enforcement Director. We have had a very good drug testing
program in the past, but Chad has some ideas to even make it better. This year we will test at more meets, but
with less tests done per meet. Hopefully, this will save the USAWA some money and make our drug testing
program even better.

Club Memberships
This so far has been a great year for club memberships. Registered USAWA Clubs for 2010 stand at 7. This
has only been topped by 8 registered clubs in 2002 and 2003. The longest standing Club Membership belongs
to Clark‘s Championship Gym, which has been a registered club since 1989. That was the first year club
memberships were issued.

Individual Memberships
Individual memberships in the USAWA are $25, and must now be sent to me instead of Bill Clark. Don‘t
forget to sign and date the drug waiver when sending in your membership application. Memberships are for the
current year, from the first day of January to the last day of December. They are required in order to compete in
any USAWA meet or event. Once I receive your membership money with the completed application, I will
immediately put your name on the membership roster. Membership cards will NO LONGER be issued.

USAWA Discussion Forum
The website contains a discussion forum, but is only available to those who have registered for the
website. This can be done in the Website Registration Section. There is no fee for this and has nothing to do
with membership in the USAWA. You must be logged in to the website in order to see the Members Section
which contains the discussion forum. I do have to approve your website registration so it may take a while, but
I check it daily so it won‘t be longer than that. This discussion forum is a great place to discuss current lifting
events or just interact with others interested in All-Round Weightlifting.
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Tribute to Andy Goddard
by Steve Gardner

Andy Goddard performing one of his favorite lifts - the Bench Press
It will be a year on March 26th since I said goodbye to my friend Andy. The Gym has not been the same
without him, but we carry on with Andy always in our thoughts.
I have decided to run a postal competition as a tribute to Andy Goddard. The lifts will be simple and contain
two of his favorites: the Bench Press and the Two Hands Deadlift.
I am inviting friends of Andys, and all IAWA members in general, to take part in this ‗Tribute Lift for Andy‘.
Lifts are to be completed by the end of March. One referee will be ok for the tribute lifts, but if you want the
lifts to be considered for record purposes they must be clearly marked as refereed by two officials.
Remember – it doesn‘t matter how much you lift or whether you are not fully training or injured. Just submit
token results if you can‘t do more, just to be a part of our ‗Tribute to Andy‘.
There will be an Andy Goddard Trophy kept at the Powerhouse Gym and the overall Winners name will go on
that trophy!
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by Al Myers

Dino Gym member Casey Barten performing a Block Bar Curl.
Would you like to try an exercise that works the grip, forearm muscles and the upper arm in one exercise? Then
try the Block Bar Curl! This is a very simple exercise – but does require a piece of specialized equipment. I
initially made this Block Bar for grip training, but the guys in the gym have found many other uses for it. It has
the same gripping dimensions as the IronMind Pinch Grip Block (3″ by 6″) and is painted with the same slick
gloss paint finish. The Block Bar is 36 inches long and weighs 45 pounds empty. I am really surprised no one
has marketed a bar like this (at least I haven‘t seen one). Really anyone could make one without even having
shop skills. All it would take is two 2×6s nailed together, with a bolt on each end to bolt weight to.
It is very difficult to do curls with it, as all the arm muscles need to be contracting in unison to be able to
execute the curl. You will find this exercise is great for developing wrist strength and stability. Surprisingly,
you will ―feel‖ it in the biceps even with the much smaller amount of weight used versus a regular bar curl. I
think the reason for this is because of the added demands the Block Bar Curl places on the forearm muscles, and
the forearm muscles must be in contraction at the same time as the upper arm muscles. This exercise has to be
performed with good technique and under control or the grip on the block will be lost. The sets and reps we do
with this Bar are pretty typical - 3 to 4 sets of 8-10 reps and adding weight with each set.
The Block Bar Curl is a very practical exercise, and the strength it develops in the hands and arms will carry
over to work applications. Casey is a Veterinarian, and doing Large Animal Veterinary work requires strength
in the hands and arms to perform some procedures. Much of his training is geared to increase the strength in his
hands, arms and shoulders. His training is not just about getting stronger, but about making his work
easier! You have to remember weight training can accomplish different things for different people.

Coming tomorrow Casey‘s favorite weight training exercise for fishing!
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by Al Myers

Dino Gym member Casey Barten put his weight training to good use in landing this 75 pound paddlefish.

Use an over the top grip
As promised yesterday, today I am going to present an exercise to you that will show that weight training
virtually helps EVERYTHING. Most people would think fishing was a relaxing low effort sport – but that
depends on the type of fishing you do! For the past several years Casey and I have taken part in snagging for
paddlefish (also known asspoonbills) during the Missouri season. Paddlefish are one of America‘s largest
freshwater fish, and can grow to weights of over 100 pounds. Every spring, paddlefish will make their
―spawning runs‖ and migrate into the upstream rivers from the reservoirs. However, there is one big problem
with catching paddlefish – they are filter feeders and won‘t bite on a baited hook! So we use a much more
strenuous method of ―catching them‖ – we snag them! (All of this is legal by the way). I was introduced to this
unique way of catching fish by a good friend, outdoor enthusiast Kevin Yaeger, and I was immediately
HOOKED (or you could say snagged)! It is by far the most physically draining type of fishing I have ever done.
It is done like this – you allow the heavy pound and half sinker on the end of your line to touch bottom, at
which time you give a hard pull on the rod, fighting the water resistance of the three big treble hooks on your
line. If you don‘t snag anything – you do it again and again at the rate of one pull every 5 seconds. The harder
you work at it – the greater chances you will have success. Reeling in a 75 pound paddlefish is the easy part. It
is the thousands of ―pulls‖ you do before you snag the big paddlefish that wears you out.

Lift the kettlebell straight up
So what does this have to do with weight lifting?
Well, after the first year I went snaggin‘ I was somewhat embarrassed by how I was ―worn out‖ afterwards. I
don‘t train for endurance! Casey and I decided that prior to the next season we had to get ourselves in shape for
snaggin‘! This is what lead to the Snaggin‘ Curl. Many years ago I was introduced to this exercise by
armwrestler Jason Payne. He told me it was an exercise that the armwrestlers loved – and they called it the
Cobra Curl. I‘m always up to try something new so I gave it a try and found that it worked the EXACT same
muscles that are required in pulling back on a fishing pole – thus Casey and I renamed it the Snaggin‘ Curl!!
This exercise is very easy to do. You can use a dumbbell, but I prefer a kettlebell. Sit on a seat and place the
kettlebell between your feet. Place your elbow of the lifting arm against your leg, and grab the handle of the
kettlebell with an over the top grip. Lift the kettlebell straight up from the floor until the wrist is turned over and
you can‘t go any higher. At the top position hold the kettlebell for a slight pause, at which time you lower the
kettlebell slow back to the floor and repeat the motion. I am not usually a high reps lifter but we will go up to 50
reps per set with this exercise – all in a slow and controlled motion. Do several sets. When finished your
forearms are BLASTED! Rest a minute and then do them with your other arm – after all I rotate arms when
snaggin‘ and I don‘t one to be my weak link.

The top position of the Snaggin' Curl (notice the flexed wrist)
Casey and I are now a month away from snaggin‘. We are training the Snaggin‘ Curl hard – hoping that our
training will pay off and we will snag a BIG ONE this year!!
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By Thom Van Vleck

Thom Van Vleck laying on the Bed of Nails
The first time I ever remember the ―Bed of Nails‖ feat was hearing my Uncle‘s talk about it after a JWC trip to
a lifting meet where Ed Zercher performed the feat. I remember being amazed at it and how only someone
―special‖ could withstand the nails without being punctured. Now I realize it is a trick of physics and virtually
anyone could do it, but not everyone WOULD do it! And if they did it once, they might not want to do it again!
It is currently a regular feature in the JWC Christian Strongman Shows and I am always the guy on the bottom.
Why? Because one time I wasn‘t able to make it and Brian Kerby did it and swore he‘d never do it again. No
blood was drawn, he just found it so painful and mentally challenging that he refuses to do it again!
I was introduced to the ―Bed of Nails‖ when I first performed with Randy Richey‘s Omegaforce Christian
Strongman team. We were setting up the script for the show and Randy said, ―Who wants to lay on the bed of
nails?‖ Interestingly, there were no takers! That should have been my first clue. I then volunteered and that
night found myself on a bed of 500 sixty penny nails with another guy on top bench pressing a 440lb engine
block for 10 reps! After that, I built my own ―bed‖ and it became a regular feature in the JWC strongman shows
as it is a real crowd pleaser….although I honestly don‘t think of it as a real feat of strength.
At an ―after contest‖ get together at my place, I got the Bed of Nails out and only Chad Ullom wanted to give it
a try. Chad was able to handle everything we put on him. I think this is partly because Chad is a top notch
strength athlete and his pain tolerance is amazingly high. But it also may be a comment on his (and my own)
mental state!
If you have ever wondered, here is what it ―feels‖ like. When you first lay on the nails, they hurt surprisingly
bad. I have lots of people lay on the bed after shows, but none go beyond that because of the pain. The funny
thing is, they never hurt worse than that! The compression is what gets you worse. Usually, I try to get my self
as flat as possible. Then we usually will put my 150lb anvil on my stomach and pound it with hammers. Believe
it or not, that hurts worse than what is to come. I think it‘s because the hammer pounding drives straight thru the
anvil and drives me into the nails. But as the weight gets put on, you ―flatten‖ out on the nails and the weight
gets distributed. Then, we usually break blocks, which the worst thing is pieces hitting you in the face so we
usually use a shield to block my face. Finally, we will have someone lay on me, then someone will climb on top
of them. Usually, Brian will lay on me and Brett Kerby or John O‘Brien will stand on Brian‘s stomach and bend
a nail or rip a license plate in half. Sometimes we‘ll put a large board on me and invite people to come and stand
on me and I‘ve had well over 1000lbs of people on top.
I do a couple of ―tricks‖ to help. One, is I try to keep the weight more on my hips than my chest. Second, I then
grab the board on top of me and ―bench press‖ it to try and get some room for my chest to breath. Because with
all that weight, you really CAN‘T BREATH and that‘s the thing that got Brian that time he tried it. You feel
like you are drowning and you really have to keep your cool! The compression coupled with the pain make for a
miserable, helpless combination. You are literally trapped on there until everyone gets off! If you start to panic
and try to move, you will get yourself cut up fast! Another final ―trick‖ is that you need to flatten yourself out,
not like you are going for a bench press, but you are trying to ―roll‖ your back onto the bench and make every
inch of contact you possibly can. One final comment is that I usually feel better after the feat, I think it‘s
because of the endorphins released by my body caused by the pain and the immense relief at it being over!
That‘s the ―Bed of Nails‖ and if you come to the JWC sometime, ask me and I‘ll pull it out for you to try! Just
sign the waiver first……just kidding!!!!
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by Al Myers

Meet Announcement
Art’s 20th Annual BIRTHDAY BASH
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2010
AMBRIDGE V.F.W. BBC GYM
1098 DUSS AVENUE
AMBRIDGE, PA 15003
SANCTIONED BY: U.S.A.W.A.
ENTRY FEE: Donations to help pay for insurance
LIFTS: Your choice of FIVE.
SET or BREAK existing records
WEIGH IN: 8:00 AM
FOR ENTRY CLIP & RETURN TO:
ART MONTINI
194 RAVINE ST.
ALIQUIPPA, PA 15001
OR PHONE:
724-375-2052
Entry Form -Art‘s Birthday Bash 2010
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USAWA Club Challenge

Tags: Meet Announcement

by John McKean

Group Picture from the 2010 USAWA Club Challenge
It started as a rainy day, but with snow freshly gone, temperatures up, daylight savings about to begin (the
promise of longer fun-filled days!), and lifters traveling in from Kansas, Ohio, Maryland, and Lebanon (the
town, not the country!), we couldn‘t help but begin the morning on a real high! Art & I got things opened up
early and prepared at the VFW dungeon, after which Art drove the short distance across the bridge over a rising
& fast moving Ohio River to his home to arouse the still slumbering Kansas contingent of Al, Chad, and Rudy!
Meanwhile Big Ernie Beath & his folks popped out of their motor home, parked right outside the VFW, and
prepared for an early record assault! The long drive from Maryland the night before, through pounding rain,
didn‘t give ole Ern the best rest, but he looked all of his 400# worth of awesome power! He warmed up, and
when officials arrived, he started the morning with an awesome push press, which unfortunately didn‘t hit the
groove, but sure woke everyone up when the 410# hit the floor! Passing the reload, Ern went to a few ―easy‖
french presses (tricep extension, standing), ending with a strict, phenomenal 201 pounds! Now EVERYONE
was psyched to begin lifting!!
Plates were loaded and we began our ―round robin‖ (first ―robin‖ of Spring? Sorry, couldn‘t resist saying that!)
approach to the challenge lifts of the 2 bar (2 inches thick) vertical lift,one arm dumbbell snatch, reflex clean &
push press, and thick bar straddle lift. As Al noted, these particular lifts are not often contested and gave us all a
chance to go for personal bests & records! And we discovered quickly that vertical bar lifts can be slippery on
humid early mornings, though Chad offered a unique approach by lifting only his right vertical bar on the heavy
attempts – maybe a new lift to be introduced will be his new ―see-saw vertical bar lift‖!!
Old Art Montini, at the high end of the age groups, was his usual efficient self – as astounded contestants noted
―the ole man never missed an attempt!‖ He rarely does – a habit acquired from always training at 4 AM every
morning & not wanting to wake everyone up! At the young end of the spectrum was Denny Habecker‘s 15year-old phenomenon, Kohl, who had his brother drive him cross state, starting at 4 that morning! Kohl made
Denny proud (Denny couldn‘t make the meet, being hampered with bronchial pneunomia and with strict orders
from his doctor – and Judy(!!!!) – not to travel.) with new records in most of the events & especially impressive
flair for the quick lifts. His explosive one arm snatch with long hair flying was a meet highlight for me (maybe
if I trained that lift as well as Kohl, my own hair – all 3 strands of it – would regrow!!!). Talk about a young
―Samson‖!!

Man, was it neat to meet Rudy! This 70-some ―youngster‖ really has the enthusiasm to lift and kept us all
energetic with his passion for the sport! From what I hear, Rudy hasn‘t been away from his wide open spaces of
home much, so spending time in the crowded, old former steel towns of Ambridge/ Aliquippa must have
reminded him ―You ain‘t in Kansas anymore!.‖ But his strength & form were awe inspiring!
Of course the old vets of olympic and powerlifting, Scott Schmidt from Cleveland and Big Al, did their usual
efficient jobs with peak weights! Each captained their groups to team wins -Scott (and Kohl) took the 2- man
team award (yeah, entering a 3-man team challenge with two people is like showing up at a gunfight with a
knife!) and Al led the Kansas men to the overall 3-man challenge title!
The lifting concluded, the Ambridge & Kansas guys, who didn‘t have to travel home right away, enjoyed the
home cooking of Ambridge‘s famed Maple Restaurant to ravenously devour the renowned roast beef. I believe
Al & Chad set a new restaurant record, or would have liked to, on consuming their secret beef gravy! As we all
said our goodbyes, they were still talking lifting, fishing, basketball, and looking just ahead to the ice cream
store next where Art was leading them!
Results:
USAWA Club Challenge
Ambridge VFW BBC
Ambridge, Pennsylvania
March 13th, 2010
Meet Director: John McKean
Officials – 3 officials used on all lifts: Art Montini, John McKean, Scott Schmidt, Al Myers, Chad Ullom
Lifts: Snatch – One Arm, Dumbbell, Reflex Clean and Push Press, Vertical Bar Deadlift – 2 bars, 2″, Jefferson
Lift – Fulton Bar
Results:
1. Dino Gym – 2715.08 adjusted points
Lifter

Age

BWT

DB Snatch

Reflex C&PP

VB DL

Jefferson

Al Myers

43

252

146 (R)

224

338

533

Chad Ullom

38

239

136 (R)

245

338

453

Rudy Bletscher

74

221

50 (R)

88

258

255

2. Ambridge VFW Barbell Club – 2368.66 adjusted points
Lifter

Age

BWT

DB Snatch

Reflex C&PP

VB DL

Jefferson

John McKean

64

174

51 (R)

103

283

353

Art Montini

82

174

35 (L)

65

178

210

Ernie Beath

28

400

121 (R)

251

338

323

3. Habecker’s Gym – 1709.41 adjusted points
Lifter

Age

BWT

DB Snatch

Reflex C&PP

VB DL

Jefferson

Scott Schmidt

57

259

92 (R)

198

358

303

Kohl Hess

15

272

96 (R)

138

313

407

BWT is bodyweight. All lifts recorded in pounds.
Extra Attempts for Records:
Ernie Beath – French Press 201 pounds
Chad Ullom – Reflex Clean and Push Press 265 pounds
John McKean – One Arm Dumbbell Snatch 67 pounds (Right)
Al Myers – Reflex Clean and Push Press 250 pounds
Art Montini – Reflex Clean and Push Press 75 pounds
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by Al Myers

Kohl "the Young Samson" Hess set the most USAWA Records at the Club Challenge with seven.

An amazing 38 new USAWA Records were broken or set at the most recent Club Challenge in Ambridge. The
Kohl “Young Samson” Hess lead the way with 7 records. Kohl has made great strength gains since I last seen
him lift at Worlds in October, undoubtedly the result of hard work and good coaching from Denny Habecker.
Kohl is only 15 – but weighing a solid 272 pounds he is built like a grown man.
A few more meets like this and this will be a RECORD YEAR for records. Records that impressed me the most
were these: Kohl Hess and his 407# Jefferson Lift with the Fulton Bar, John McKean and his 353# Jefferson
Lift with the Fulton Bar (more than he did over 20 years ago at the 1988 Nationals with a regular bar), Ernie
Beath and his HUGE 201 pound French Press (he had no problem touching his neck since Big Ernie‘s neck
goes to his ears), Chad Ullom doing 265# in the Reflex Clean and Push Press, Art “the Man of Steel”
Montini benching 135# in the Andy Goddard Postal (and he INSISTED on keeping his feet up even though that
is not required for this meet), and Scott Schmidt doing 358# on the 2″ 2 Bar Vertical Bar Deadlift (the TOPS of
the meet and the bars were VERY slick!).
The RECORDS RACE between Art and Denny is heating up, with Art taking advantage of Denny‘s absence at
this meet due to illness. Art has increase his TOTAL NUMBER of USAWA records to 353, which is one more
than Denny had after Worlds, but Denny still has the lead with 361 TOTAL RECORDS.
An interesting lift we did at this meet was the Reflex Clean and Push Press. This lift was introduced many
years ago by John Schubert (and is also known unofficially as the Schubert Clean and Push Press). It is like a
normal Clean and Push Press but the bar must not come to a stop after the clean, and must be immediately put
over head with a push press. This adds great difficulty to the lift as the lifter can not ―collect himself‖ after the
clean to prepare for the Push Press. Also, since you can‘t move your feet during a push press you must have
your feet in good position after the clean. Scott Schmidt is a very experienced Olympic Lifter and great presser
so this lift came very natural for him. Scott had just competed at the Arnold in the Master‘s Olympic Meet and
didn‘t even prepare for this lift, but still put up a big lift. Check out this YouTube Video of Scott showing how
to properly do the Reflex Clean and Push Press.
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THE ZERCHER STRENGTH CLASSIC
America’s Oldest All-Round Weightlifting Contest
by Dale Friesz

The concept of the ZERCHER STRENGTH CLASSIC originated with the founder of the United States AllRound Weightlifting Association, Bill Clark. The first ZERCHER STRENGTH CLASSIC was held in 1982,
six years before the first USAWA National Championships became a reality. The meet was created to honor Ed
Zercher Sr., the famous St. Louis Missouri Strongman who performed at an extremely high level for over
sixty-five years in all areas of the strength games.

MALE CHAMPIONS

YEAR

WINNER

AGE/BWT

# LIFTS

TOTAL

POINTS

2010 – 1/30

ABE SMITH

28/180

13

8105

7698.90

2009 – 1/31

ABE SMITH

27/180

13

8370

7950.66

2008 – 1/26

JOE GARCIA

54/226

13

8020

7635.38

2007 – 2/03

JOE GARCIA

53/233

13

8135

7635.20

2006 – 1/21

ABE SMITH

24/172

13

7897.5

7708.75

2005 – 1/29

JOE GARCIA

51/242

13

8085

7304.83

2004 – 1/31

JOE GARCIA

50/240

13

8190

7364.64

2003 – 2/01

BILL CLARK

70/238

13

5180

5523.64

2002 – 2/02

ABE SMITH

20/169

13

7790

7684.84

2001 – 2/03

JOE GARCIA

47/241

13

8050

7029.97

2000 – 2/05-06

JOE GARCIA

46/239

13

8792.5

7654.33

1999 – 1/30

DAVE DEFOREST

38/185

13

6765

6321.90

1998 – 1/31-2/01

JOHN CARTER

40/224.5

13

10080

8542.71

1997 – 2/01-02

JOHN CARTER

39/227.5

13

9895

8243.50

1996 – 2/02-04

JOHN CARTER

38/225

13

10645

8918.30

1995 – 2/04-05

JOHN CARTER

37/218.5

13

9790

8334.23

1994 – 2/05-06

JOHN CARTER

36/211.5

13

9345

8097.44

1993 – 2/06-07

STEVE SCHMIDT

37/215.5

13

10470

8975.93

1992 – 1/18-19

STEVE SCHMIDT

36/223

13

10250

8628.45

1991 – 1/19-20

STEVE SCHMIDT

35/227

13

10380

8656.92

1990 – 1/20-21

STEVE SCHMIDT

34/225

10

6430

5387.06

1989 – 1/21-22

STEVE SCHMIDT

33/212

14

8285

7189.72

1988 – 1/23-24

STEVE SCHMIDT

32/215

18

12260

10568.12

1987 – 1/24-25

STEVE SCHMIDT

31/215

16

10955

6139.18

1986 – 1/25-26

SID LITTLETON

30/161

16

9345

6672.33

1985 – N/A

SID LITTLETON

29/165

20

8320

5969.29

1984 – 1/21-22

SID LITTLETON

28/-

17

N/A

N/A

1983 – 1/22-23

STEVE SCHMIDT

27/-

18

N/A

N/A

1982 – 1/23-24

SID LITTLETON

26/-

16

N/A

N/A

FEMALE CHAMPIONS

YEAR

WINNER

AGE/BWT

# LIFTS

TOTAL

POINTS

2003 – 2/01

AMORKOR OLLENNUKING

40/165

13

6165

6226.65

2001 – 2/03

AMORKOR OLLENNUKING

38/158

13

6355

6538.66

1999 – 1/30

ANGELA McBRIDE

19/136

13

3740

4235.37

1998 – 1/31-2/01

AMY BURKS

19/124

13

3470

4235.83

1997 – 2/01-02

AMORKOR OLLENNUKING

34/171

13

6070

5897.00

1996 – 2/03-04

AMORKOR OLLENNUKING

33/176

13

5920

5699.30

1995 – 2/04-05

KERRY CLARK

30/171

13

4565

4473.24

1994 – 2/05-06

KERRY CLARK

29/165

13

4695

4702.98

1993 – 2/06-07

KERRY CLARK

28/163

13

4660

4794.67

1989 – 1/21-22

DORIS De La ROSA

29/147

14

3420

3687.79

1988 – 1/23-24

DORIS De La ROSA

28/142

18

4395

4880.65

CHAMPIONS RECAP: MALE
STEVE SCHMIDT – (8) – 1983, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993
JOE GARCIA – (6) – 2000, 2001, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008
JOHN CARTER – (5) – 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998
SID LITTLETON – (4) – 1982, 1984, 1985, 1986
ABE SMITH – (4) – 2002, 2006, 2009, 2010
DAVE DEFOREST – (1) – 1999
BILL CLARK – (1) – 2003
CHAMPIONS RECAP: FEMALE
AMORKOR OLLENNUKING – (4) – 1996, 1997, 2001, 2003
KERRY CLARK – (3) – 1993, 1994, 1995
DORIS De La ROSA – (2) – 1988, 1989
AMY BURKS – (1) – 1998
ANGELA McBRIDE – (1) – 1999

MEET SITES:
MISSOURI STATE PENITENTIARY (Jefferson City, MO) – 1982, 1983, 1984, 1986
MISSOURI TRAINING CENTER FOR MEN (Moberly, MO) – 1985, 1987
CLARK‘S CHAMPIONSHIP GYM (Columbia, MO) – 1988 to 2010
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Trap Bar Training
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by Al Myers

Dino Gym member Chuck Cookson set a new Dino Gym Record in the High Trap Bar Deadlift this week, with
a lift of 800 pounds.
The Trap Bar Deadlift has been contested in the USAWA since 1996. I think this is one piece of equipment that
every gym should have. The original Trap Bar was the Gerard Trap Bar developed by Al Gerard, a powerlifter
from North Carolina, over 20 years ago. Since then several other companies have developed Trap Bars that are
very similar, but with minor design changes, getting around the original patent held by Al Gerard. For those not
familiar with a Trap Bar, it is an apparatus that contains a frame around the lifter, and has parallel handles
located at the lifter‘s side for gripping.
Trap Bar training is beneficial and supplemental to deadlift training for several reasons. First of all, it gives a
―different line of pull‖ than deadlifting with a straight bar. By having your arms to your sides, the hips and legs
are engaged much more than a bar deadlift, with less demands being placed on the lower back. It is easier to
maintain good lifting technique in keeping the shoulders up and the back curved (instead of rounded). More

weight can be lifted with the Trap Bar than a straight bar, unless you are a very experienced deadlifter. The grip
is easier to maintain. Also, unlike a traditional deadlift where bad technique can lead to ―hitching‖, it is
impossible to ―hitch‖ a Trap Bar Deadlift. I have in the past trained young kids in weight training during the
summer, and I always include the Trap Bar Deadlift as one of their key exercises. It is very safe for young kids
to do as long as you limit the maximum you allow them to lift. I have a rule that I only allow them to lift up to
150% of their maximum squat set with the Trap Bar. So if they want to improve their Trap Bar Deadlift – they
better be improving their squat! I once started training a young girl on the Trap Bar Deadlift, and immediately
she complained about the ―rough knurling‖ on the handles. Well, at the end of the week when I was reviewing
the kid‘s training logs, I noticed she had written the name of this lift as ―the Death Grip‖. Apparently she
misheard me call it ―the Dead Lift‖, and innocently named it what she thought it should be called!

The "Hex" Trap Bar

The "Hex" High Trap Bar

The Baier Trap Bar

I am not going into set and rep schemes done with the Trap Bar. There are several good programs that can be
done -and in the gym we have tried them all. Describing all of these programs would take more space than I
have for this story. We also have a couple of other types of Trap Bars in the gym – one with 3″ elevated handles
(only regular handles are allowed in USAWA competition) and one very unique Trap Bar given to the Dino
Gym by Shawn Baier, which we call the Baier Trap Bar. It has three adjustable handles with diameters of 1″,
1.5″ and 2″. The height of the pick is 12 inches from the floor (a normal Trap Bar pick is 9″). The use of these
High Trap Bars is great for giving variety to Trap Bar Training. We will often add chains to the Trap Bar in
order to increase the difficulties at the top of the lift. Chains really help in developing a quicker pull, as less
weight is on the bar at the bottom position. I even like to do Trap Bar training in the same workout as straight
bar pulls. I find I can do them after regular deadlifting and still able to workout heavy on them.
The Trap Bar Deadlift is going to be a big part of All-Round competition this year. It is in the USAWA
National Championships and in the IAWA World Championships. This seems like reason enough to get one for
yourself – if you haven‘t already. You won‘t regret it – and the progress you will make with it will pay off in
overall strength gains.
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by Dennis Mitchell

Siegmund "Zisha" Breitbarth
Siegmund ―Zisha‖ Breitbarth was born in Starwieschtch, City of Lodz, Poland in 1883 in an orthodox Jewish
family. He was the second of seven children. His father was a blacksmith. The first evidence of his strength was
at age three. While playing in his father‘s shop, a heavy bar fell on him and he was able to lift it off and free
himself. By age four he was helping his father with his work. He was a bit of a trouble maker and was expelled
from several religious school for demonstrating his strength on his fellow students.
During the first World War he served in the Russian army and was a prisoner of war in Germany. After the war
he remained in Germany and made his living by performing as a strongman in the market place. It was there
that he was spotted by the manager of ―Circus Bush‖, the largest circus in the world at that time. He traveled
with the circus performing as a clown, acrobat, and as a strong man, and was featured as the opening act. From
the circus he went into vaudeville, performing in Vienna. At that time political events were quite unsettled. The
emerging Nazi Party was active as a result of France‘s occupation of the Rue. There were many bloody
confrontations. Even with the anti-Semitism, hostility, and prejudice at a post war high, Siegmund was very
popular in Vienna, more than any other entertainer or sports figure at that time.
In 1923 he emigrated to the Unite States, and in 1924 became a citizen. He continued to work in vaudeville and
was reported to be earning $7,000 a week, an unbelievable amount of money in the 1920s. His act consisted of
bending iron bars (that‘s where he got the name ―Ironking‖), breaking horse shoes, pulling a wagon full of
people with his teeth, supporting an elephant in the event known as the ―Tomb of Hercules‖, and carrying a
baby elephant up a ladder. He would support a car full of people on his chest while lying on his back. He could
drive a spike through a thick plank with his bare hands.
He wrote a book called Muscle Power, and also sold a mail order body building course. He thought of himself
as a modern day Samson, and wanted to train an army of strongmen in order to free Palestine from British rule.
While touring Europe he pierced his leg with a rusty spike while driving it through a plank with his hand. He
developed blood poisoning, and in spite of two surgeries, died in Berlin Germany Oct. 12th, 1925 at the age of
forty-two.
At the age of thirty-one he had the following measurements: Chest 50″, neck 19″, arms 15.5″, waist 35″, and
calf 17″. There are no records of what Siegmund could lift with either barbells or dumbbells. He said that the
audiences were more interested in his supporting events and bar bending.
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by John McKean

John McKean and Art Montini of the Ambridge VFW Barbell Club
Earlier this year the Ambridge VFW Barbell Club celebrated its 50th anniversary ! It was jointly founded by the
USAWA‘s own Art Montini and his long time friend, Harry McCoy, who went on to serve many terms as
Western Pennsylvania‘s Chairman of Olympic weightlifting. It was neat to see both men in attendance at the
recent USAWA 3 man challenge meet!
Since the early 1960s the Ambridge club has been a hotbed of weightlifting competition. At one time or
another, most of the top dogs in the Eastern US in olympic and power lifting, and physique competitors
attended these exciting contests. Remember Phil Grippaldi, Tony Fratto, Hugh Cassidy, Frank Remschell, Mr
America past 40 Jim Karas, Bob Weaver, George Crawford, Cal Shake, Roger Estep,etc,etc? -all attended VFW
meets! Later, with Art, Bill DiCioccio, and me getting into the initial USAWA meets, it was just a natural to
host annual all-round contests along with several nationals. Heck, Art‘s birthday meet alone has gone on longer
than most clubs last these days!
Part of the charm of the Ambridge gym is its old style ―hardcore‖ decor -mostly older olympic sets and pegs
chock full of plates, solid iron dumbbells, sturdy racks & benches, and multiple lifting platforms. Yes, there are
a few heavy duty machines in the lower part of the gym, but even these ―bodybuilding devises‖ only got in by
heated screaming matches during rather wild club meetings!! Training here has always been geared to huge
strength and lifting competition, so the well used barbells show more wear and tear than do lat machines seen in
most health spas!
A key feature of many of the racks, supports, and odd gear seen in the gym is that they were mostly homemade,
and one-of-a-kind. That is, during the 60s the local steel mills were thriving and most of the members were
steelworkers – these guys were terrific at welding together all manner of heavy duty structures that would
withstand an A-bomb! No one ever asked about the limits of a stairladder squat rack, for instance, because one

look at it would quickly convince any user that its support limits would outdo even Paul Anderson‘s top
weights! If a member feels a piece of steel looks damaged or somehow unsturdy, or just needs modification,
almost as his concern is expressed, ole Art Montini has his welding mask on and torch aflame! Believe me, it
can make for a unique training session when sparks and superheated metal are flying around -even the rats run
for cover (just kiddin‘ , never saw a rat during my 43 year membership ,tho Art early in the morning and
unshaven is close!).
All members dues,always quite reasonable, have been continually invested in new equipment. It may have been
rather Spartan in 1960 when Art and Harry first pooled their own barbells and plates, but quickly evolved into a
barbell club that would easily satisfy a healthy roomful of dedicated iron men. Regular clean-up and
maintenance crews keep things tidy yet rugged looking. I well remember attending my first power meet at the
VFW -it was the most impressive, well equipped ―dungeon‖ I‘d ever been in ; even the extensive solid
dumbbells on the long rack had been freshly painted a neat shade of dark blue just for that contest! I
immediately promised myself that right after graduating from college I was gonna join this group who took
such pride in their facility!
I have to fondly recall the many big olympic, power, all-round, and physique meets held upstairs from the gym.
This was in the large ―dance hall‖ and stage behind the VFW‘s bar on the main floor. Meets would begin at 9
am in the good old days, and last well past midnight! The place was packed with spectators, and even was often
stacked 3 deep in the surrounding overhead balcony, and had all the noisy atmosphere that a big sporting event
SHOULD have! Great food was sold (and sold OUT!) by the ladies auxillary upstairs, and the ―occasional‖
lifter or official would sometimes sneak out to the front bar for a quick beer! The only problem was dressing
downstairs in the locker room just below the lifting platform -when the olympic lifters dropped a big one the
lights& rafters always threatened to bury those down below (never actually happened,though!)!
Nowadays, some of the old time trainees have departed, but current competitors, new barbell buffs, and student
athletes still frequent this friendly old pit ! If you haven‘t visited already, be sure to attend one of the upcoming
USAWA meets that we‘re planning!
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by George Jowett

Carl Moerke, the West Haven, Connecticut German in a feat that is as unusual as it is extraordinary.
Carl Moerke, reminds me of Cyr, in build, except that Cyr was a much bigger man. Carl is only five feet two
inches and weighs two hundred and twenty pounds, but his bulk for his height can be compared with Cyr‘s.
Moerke is also tremendously strong. If you want to give yourself an idea of what his capabilities are, ask
yourself what you could do with one of the steel rails that lie on a railway track. Perhaps you do not know
much about them, but the next time you see the men laying railroad rails, see how many men it takes to carry
one. A long rail weighs about one thousand pounds. On one occasion, Moerke carried one of these rails in his
hands, with the rail balanced across his abdomen, to its resting place on the track. No wonder he can do a deep
knee bend with nearly six hundred pounds. When he was visiting me, I saw him snatch a bar bell of one
hundred and sixty pounds overhead with one finger. Not off the floor as you might imagine. First he stood
erect with the weight hanging at arms‘ length on his finger, then with a quick knee bend he took the weight to
arms‘ length overhead. He is not lacking in the real stuff, and I have often had the pleasure of seeing this for
myself.
Credit: The Key to Might and Muscle by George Jowett
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by Al Myers
Name these two lifters from the ―Golden Era of Weightlifting‖. The first correct answer emailed to me wins.
You may only give one answer per day. The winner will receive a USAWA patch.
Scott Schmidt, of Westlake Ohio, provided the correct answer. Scott gave the ―fastest answer‖ yet to the Quiz
of the Week, with me receiving the answer ONLY 1.5 hours after putting the Quiz up!!! Way to go Scott!!

A pair of the best lifters of all time. On the left is STEVE STANKO who officially snatched 310 1/2 pounds and
officially clean and jerked 385 pounds. STEVE STANKO was the first man to total over 1000 pounds. On the
right is JOHN GRIMEK, who weighing only 180 pounds officially pressed 285 pounds in National
Competition. Credit: Strength and Health, March 1947
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By Thom Van Vleck

John Godina and Thom Van Vleck at the Godina World Throws Center
I recently had the pleasure of visiting Athletes Performance in Phoenix, Arizona. It is a world class training
facility that is home to the John Godina World Throws Center. I was there to do an interview with Mr. Godina
for a publication I write for.
I really like throwing as a sport (shot, discus, Scottish Highland Games) and I especially like John Godina
because he just may be the greatest drug free thrower of all time. He has adamantly spoke out against
performance drugs and made no secret where he stands on them and those who use them.
As for the Center, well, it was quite a place. I have been to Clark‘s gym, Big Al‘s Dino Gym, and of course, the
Jackson Weightlifting Club. I have heard about other USAWA clubs and there seems to be a theme. That
theme is perhaps best described as ―Old School‖ or maybe ―Dungeon‖ might be a better word.

If you are like me, that‘s how you like it. Godina‘s digs were of a different nature. They had a kitchen that
specially prepared food for each athlete, there was training room with massage available, there was a snack bar
that only had healthy foods and drinks, a film room to study films on your sport, and of course, a pretty amazing
gym.
I‘m not talking a ―Gold‘s Gym‖ or one of the fancy pants gyms that most of us would probably
agree….well…they SUCK! But the Throws Center had lifting platforms to do pulls from the floor, heavy
Dumbbells and kettlebells, and a row of power racks that stretched the length of the gym. There were all kinds
of equipment, but none of them focused on biceps! This was a place to lift and get strong, explosive, and
powerful. Not a place to admire yourself in the mirror!
I still prefer old school, and to be honest, I don‘t think I could ever afford Godina‘s place, but still, it was quite
an experience. John Godina was a genuinely nice guy and I‘m excited to be doing a story on him, and his
training facility blew away the Olympic training center in quality all the way around. Quite a place and one that
I think any USAWA‘er could enjoy.
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Get Out and Compete in the USAWA
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by Al Myers

Dr. Charlie Scott, at age 74, competed in his first USAWA National Championships last year. Dr. Scott was
previously an Olympic Lifter and Gymnast, and now a great addition to the USAWA!
I have often heard this answer in the gym when I have asked guys if they compete or not, “I‟m not strong
enough yet to enter a competition”. It‘s amazing how this time never comes for them. It seems the
expectations of what they want to lift in order to enter a competition is not EVER enough – and in the mean
time they lose out on having enjoyable experiences challenging themselves in a competitive meet
environment. That is one of the great things about weightlifting – your competition is the bar and weights
laying in front of you on the platform. You have full control on whether you are successful or not. It‘s not like
boxing or the UFC, where you may be at the top of your game, and the ―other guy‖ is just better than you, and
you end up with your face smashed in! I would understand it, if in those sports, someone says they are not

ready for competition! But competitive All-Round Weightlifting – give me a break! The challenges are always
there to get stronger, or maybe just get better at a lift no matter what your age is. I have come to the conclusion
and accepted that I have probably reached (or passed) my physical peak. At age 43, I know my best years are
behind me. But I still enjoy training and ―giving it all I have‖ in competition. All-Round Weightlifting has
been a blessing for me – the multitude of different lifts provide unique opportunities to get better at lifts for a
long time. I am constantly learning new techniques in particular lifts that make me better. Just at this past
World Championships, Frank Ciavattone gave me a tip that put 20 pounds on my Ciavattone Deadlift
immediately! Last year at the Heavy Events National Championship, Dale Friesz and Art Montini told me
―the secret‖ on the Neck Lift which has translated into over a 100# increase in my Neck Lift. Bill Clark has
given me numerous training advice through the years that has helped me tremendously – which I only got
because I went to the meets that he hosts. Joe Garcia has helped me in the Hand and Thigh Lift – I was doing
it totally wrong until Joe showed me the correct technique. Now if I was staying home training by myself
waiting for the day to enter a competition, would I have learned these things? Not much of a chance.
For those of you that have never tried a weightlifting competition, or just want to try something different – give
the USAWA a try! You will find out that the competition is fun. The lifters involved in the USAWA are a
special breed – everyone involved is down to earth and just enjoys challenging themselves with weights.
Everyone is very helpful and supportive to each other at meets. They are no EGOS in this organization – mainly
because everyone involves knows that even though there may be lifts that you can excel in, there are also ones
that humble you. But even with those lifts – if you work at them you will improve. Don‘t be one of those gym
lifters that really would like to compete – but just doesn‘t.
Give All-Round Weightlifting a try – and Get Out and Compete in the USAWA.
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The Theft of the Championship Belt
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by George Jowett

The Championship Belt of Warren Lincoln Travis, which now resides at the York Barbell Museum.

Talking about getting sore, can you imagine the even-tempered Warren Lincoln Travis getting sore? He did
once. He was giving an exhibition down in New England, and at the entrance of the show he had his diamond
belt and some other trophies on display. He had hired a man to watch them but Warren forgot to hire somebody
else to watch the watcher. The result was, the caretaker of the trophies beat it with the whole outfit, which is
worth a snug fortune. Did Warren camp on that guy‘s trail? OH! boy, he didn‘t wait for a train. The spirit of
Achilles was in his heels, and he was traveling faster than any train. But, the best Travis could do was to locate
the pawn shop where the smart boy had hocked the goods. Warren wept for joy when he grabbed his cherished
possessions, but the thief got away. Luckily for him, for if Travis had ever got his hands on him, it would have
been the parting of the ways, as Warren would have distributed him to the four winds. However, Warren still
remembers it and is willing to laugh with you over the escapade.
Credit: The Key to Might and Muscle by George Jowett
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Garcia Wins Deanna Springs Memorial Meet
by Al Myers

Deanna Meet Participants (left to right) in front of the Heavy Bar Al Myers, Joe Garcia and Thom Van Vleck
A slimmed down Joe Garcia still shows he has the mastery of the Heavy Lifts, and won this year‘s Deanna
Springs Memorial Meet. Joe has won this meet hosted annually by Bill Clark numerous times in the past. He

had two challengers – Thom Van Vleck of the JWC and myself of the Dino Gym. The meet was about canceled
this year due to lack of entries, but when Bill found out there were interested participants he graciously opened
his gym up to another year of the challenging lifts contested in the ―Deanna Meet‖. Missing this year was Al
Springs, who often attends in memory of Deanna.
Joe has been busy with starting his new business, but it was obvious he hasn‘t let his training slack and looked
in great shape. This was Thom‘s first exposure to the Chain Lifts and did quite well his first time out – and with
time no doubt will become very proficient in them. The meet started out with the Crucifix and I had the top lift,
matching my personal best of 90 pounds. The next event was the Cheat Curl and Thom ended up with the top
Cheat Curl at 195 pounds. I usually consider these first two events as warmups because at this point the Heavy
Lifts start – and it‘s time to get serious. The next event is the Deanna Lift – which was invented and named after
Deanna Springs. It is the meet‘s signature event – and has never been contested outside of this meet. It
combines two of Deanna‘s favorite lifts – the Zercher Lift and the Hand and Thigh Lift. This lift is very painful
as it involves the Hand and Thigh bar positioned on the arms like a Zercher Lift, but with MUCH more weight
involved. I had the top lift at 775 pounds.
The fourth event was the Hand and Thigh Lift. It is always a great privilege to compete in this event against the
ALL-TIME record holder Joe Garcia. Everything I know about the Hand and Thigh Lift I have learned from
Joe. Well, the years of tutelage finally paid off for me as I put it all together in this lift and broke 1500 pounds
for the first time. My final lift was 1505 pounds, which broke Joe‘s overall record in the 115K class. Joe was a
class act about me breaking one of his Hand and Thigh records (not that he doesn‘t have many others!!!) and
sincerely congratulated me on my efforts. This meant a lot to me, and even more when Joe said, ―this is the first
time in 20 years that I have been beaten in a meet in the Hand and Thigh and I am glad that it is by you‖. He
then reminded me that he was at his Hand and Thigh peak when he was 43 years old (the same age I am now)!
I‘m still trying to figure out what he meant by that – but regardless, thanks Joe for all the help you have been to
me in this lift!!
The meet ended with the Hip Lift. Thom got an easy 1205# lift (and had MUCH more in him) and Joe and I
both ended at 1685 pounds. We were both capable of much more, but I made a huge jump on my last attempt as
a strategic move to put the pressure on Joe for the overall. He made the jump with me but this big jump was just
too much for both of us on this day. When it comes to a meet like this, that includes an assortment of Heavy
Lifts, Joe is about impossible to beat. I was just glad to be able to push him a little on this day – something I
haven‘t done in previous Deanna Meets.
We concluded the day by filling up on the buffet at the Golden Corral – a Clark‘s Gym post meet tradition. I
also want to mention the All-Round celebrity guest we had in attendance – Wayne Jackson. Wayne is Thom‘s
Uncle, and one of the founders of the Jackson Weightlifting Club. Wayne told me that he first met Bill in 1962
while attending a meet hosted by Bill. They both enjoyed ―reminiscing about the old days‖. I want thank Bill
for putting this meet on – EVERYONE had a great time!!
Below is the full meet results:
Deanna Springs Memorial Meet
Clark‘s Gym, Columbia, Missouri
March 28th, 2010
Meet Director: Bill Clark
Official (one used): Bill Clark
Lifts: Crucifix, Cheat Curl, Deanna Lift, Hand and Thigh Lift, and Hip Lift

Results:
Lifter

Age

BWT

Crucifix

Curl

Deanna

H&T

Hip

Total

Adj. Points

Joe Garcia

56

215

70

155

575

1285

1685

3770

3611.64

Al Myers

43

251

90

175

775

1505

1685

4230

3487.68

Thom Van Vleck

45

299

80

195

485

885

1205

2850

2196.57

BWT is bodyweight in pounds. Total is total pounds lifted. Adj. Points is adjusted Lynch Points for age and bodyweight.
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Top Ten Lessons I Have Learned “The Hard Way”
During My 25 Years of Lifting Weights
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(and NONE of these lessons were funny to me when they happened!)

by Al Myers

1. It is best to use collars in lifts where the bar may tilt. (as demonstrated by the tears in the carpet by my squat
cage)
2. Always check for small plates on the bar when pulling off a 45# plate. (It only takes a 2.5# plate to break a
toe)
3. Stay away from open grips when pressing. (caused me a fractured cervical vertebra when I was in my early
20s)
4. Low blood sugar and 20 rep squats don‘t mix.
5. Always keep your calluses trimmed off or a big deadlift will rip them off.
6. Keep a puke bucket within reach of the squat cage.
7. Don‘t rehydrate after weigh-ins with apple juice.
8. Don‘t wipe the sweat off your face when you still have rubbing liniment on your hands.
9. Always unload the bar EVENLY!

10. It is best to skip a squat workout if you have been battling intestinal flu!
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Thom Van Vleck’s Top Ten Lessons Learned
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by Thom Van Vleck












1. Wash your hands thoroughly after using liniment before going to the bathroom (especially before putting on a
squat suit).
2. Make sure your spotter is paying attention (and not “spotting” the hot girl stretching across the gym) as you
can’t talk much when you are pinned in a full squat position with 500lbs on your back.
3. Not only do you want to make sure you unload the bar evenly, you want to make sure anyone else around
you is unloading evenly….especially your brother.
4. Tall guys with long legs can’t sumo deadlift….your feet will be directly under the weight when you drop it.
5. If you are tall and you are going to do overhead presses or jerks, make sure there is enough room for you, the
bar, and the plates. Also, if you push press a bar into a rafter, it will come directly back down and hit you in the
head.
6. If you are deadlifting on the second floor, make sure there is not a suspended ceiling underneath….it will fall
and the person sitting under it will be upset.
7. Make sure you have plenty of room to run up under a jerk…..or it will go out the window…..seriously….and
you will have a lot of explaining to do to the owner of the garage.
8. Don’t try and use old, tight jeans in lieu of a squat suit…..you will be left with the worst blood blisters of your
life.
9. If you don’t work a body part often or for awhile, work into it slowly. Don’t do 20 sets the first workout or you
may be really, really sore….and your mother may want to take you to the ER. Especially Calves and Abs.
10. Finally, If you training partner asks you to “hit me” to pump him up for a workout and you hit him too hard,
he will hit back.

Bonus: Don‘t take supplements on an empty stomach….especially a lot of supplements, you will waste your
money.
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All-Round Weightlifting in Egypt
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by Bill Cookson

Picture left to right: Major General Ludvigsen, First Lieutenant Kevin Farrell, SSG Jared Allen, and Bill "Doc"
Cookson
My newest military journey started in December of 2007 and after prayer and consideration with my family I
swore an oath to God and Country on January 24, 2008 and was again a proud member of The Kansas Army
National Guard at the tender age of 43. During training in Ft. Riley about 60 days later I learned our Battalion
would be deployed to Egypt. The mission here is a peace keeping mission between Egypt and Israel started by
President Jimmy Carter and employs several different militaries from around the world to operate it. You can
learn more at mfo.org.
I had some work to do before getting back in. At 5‘9‖ I weighed around 240. The Army‘s max weight for my
height and age is 186 lbs. Fortunately the Army recognizes that we‘re all built different and therefore has a body
fat calculation test. We call it the tape test. I was too thick in the middle so I worked my way down to 222 with
lots of stair running at the hospital parking garage, made tape, and passed my over 40 physical. Why is it that
the skinniest doctors have fingers as big as bananas? The older guys can explain that one to the younger
generation. Anyhow I got the green light and started again.

Bill training One Arm Dumbbell Bench Presses in Egypt.
I joined Charlie Battery out of Abilene and became a member of the Fire Direction Center for Multiple Launch
Rocket Systems. In January 2009 my Operations Sergeant told me we needed a Medic for the deployment and
asked if I was interested. So I went to school and became a medic. I continued to work full time for our unit

when I returned from medic school. So I‘ve been active duty since January 2009. Training balance is tough to
manage. I‘ve been back in the Guard for a little over 2 years and have had to modify the way I train. Fitness
training for the Army and maximum strength training do not go hand in hand, so you sacrifice a little of each to
be better in both. However weight training is and always will be a staple in any program I use. The iron always
pays great wages for the toil the lifter endures. That‘s a fact not an opinion.
This journey started back at the end of June when we had 3 weeks of pre-mobilization training at Salina. Most
of it was combat occupation oriented. We left for Ft. Lewis, WA on 23 July for mission specific training. At Ft.
Lewis we had shots, health screenings, and death by PowerPoint because we had more briefings than we care to
remember. We were quartered at North Ft. Lewis which is where the old fort is situated. The post there is
mostly WWII vintage but is all still fully functional. They really need new beds though. I thought my back was
broke a couple of times. They have a real nice fitness center though with plenty of weight and a couple of power
racks. The worst thing is those silly octagon plates. They aren‘t deadlifter friendly. We moved to the
neighboring McChord Air Force Base on 9 September where we were welcomed by the USO and some staff
well wishers before our departure. I really appreciated the Chaplain. He shared Eph. 5:15-16 with us. He
cautioned us to walk circumspectly for the days are evil. In other words, be careful and watchful because there
are things and people around that can cause us harm. We boarded a DC-10, and flew from there straight to
Bangor, Maine refueled then to Shannon Ireland refueled then on to Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt.

A remote training facility in Egypt
The people who drive here make aggressive drivers back home look like school girls. There‘s no traffic
enforcement here like at home either, really frustrating for an old cop. Driving is the most dangerous activity
here. The locals are like kamikaze pilots on the road.
With this mission being in effect for about 30 years there are decent accommodations here at our main camp
with a fully functional training facility known as, ―Herbs Gym‖. Herb is a local gentleman that adopted the
MFO (Multi National Force and Observers) and it adopted him. He welcomed every new rotation of soldiers
coming here prior to our arrival. He was forced to retire before we arrived. The beach where we do combat
water survival training is also named after Herb.

Bill training the deadlift with 550 pounds at Herb's Gym.
We rotate out to remote sites and they have a gym as well. It‘s a pole shed with weights, benches, a rack,
stationary bike, and concept 2 rower. Inside the fence of the sites is usually a makeshift running track which is
basically a dirt road we run on. Nothing is state of the art, except those old rusty York plates we have at the
remote site I‘m deadlifting in the picture. They have those silly octagon plates here at Herbs gym. I generally
train 6 days per week with two days devoted to weight training, two days of conditioning which usually consists
of 1 or 2 dumbbell movements like swings, snatches or C&P and bodyweight work such as burpees, mountain
climbers, rope skipping, pull-ups, push-ups, and dips. The other two days are usually just aerobic. I usually do
something other than running. I like to run but my knees don‘t agree.
After damaging my rotator cuff benching for the Andy Goddard memorial I have to concentrate on rehab so I
can get back to it. In the meantime I‘m relegated to lots of aerobics. We‘ll see what the Physical Therapist says.
Until then I wish all the membership well in life and lifting.
God Bless.
Bill Cookson
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Bill Cookson – A Lifting Hero
April 4, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

by Al Myers

Bill Cookson and his 185 kilogram (407.7#) Zercher Lift at the 2003 IAWA International Postal Meet. Bill
placed first in the Open 110 kg class and 3rd Best Lifter Overall in the Open Division.
Tomorrow in the USAWA Daily News there will be a story by a lifter who exemplifies courage, commitment
and honor. That lifter is Bill Cookson. I felt an introduction was in order before tomorrow‘s story – because
Bill is one of the most modest people I have ever met and he would not ―brag‖ about his lifting
accomplishments (so I‘ll do it for him!). I also want everyone to know his importance to the Dino Gym and to
the USAWA.
Bill is currently in Egypt, as part of the Army National Guard, on a World peace keeping mission. I asked Bill
to share how his training was going in this challenging environment – which will be covered in tomorrow‘s
story. Bill is one of the founding members of the Dino Gym. Bill and I have trained together off and on for
over 20 years, and competed in many powerlifting and All-Round meets together. Bill is a fierce competitor,
and always is looking for new challenges in life. When he told me about his plans to re-enlist in the Army
National Guard (after a 13 year break in service) a couple of years ago, I was not really surprised. It takes a
special kind of man to make this change in life when already settled down with a family, and Bill is that kind of
man.
Bill has competed several times in my Annual Dino Gym Challenge, the IAWA World Postal Meets and record
days at the gym. He currently holds over 20 USAWA records with lifts such as these: 380# Steinborn Lift,
355# Pullover and Push, 227# Index Fingers Deadlift, 540# Heels Together Deadlift, 352# 12″ Base Squat, and
340# Alternate Grip Bench Press. I should mention that Bill is very much against lifting gear – and often even
does big lifts like these WITHOUT a lifting belt. His best powerlifting marks are 534# Squat, 380# Bench
Press, and 606# Deadlift. Again these were done without lifting equipment.
The Dino Gym is very proud of Bill Cookson – and looks forward to his return to the gym so we can train
together once again. I am sure you will enjoy his story – it shows that you can still be an All-Round
Weightlifter no matter what training obstacles or life circumstances stand in your way.
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USAWA Members Win Big at Highlander
April 5, 2010 | Authored by Thom Van Vleck | Edit

by Thom Van Vleck

USAWA Member Thom Van Vleck on the front page of the Kirksville Daily Express
Proving that being an All-Rounder really means being an ―all around‖ athlete, Chad Ullom won the Middle
Weight class, Scott Tully was the Heavyweight winner, and Thom Van Vleck was the top Master at the recent
Missouri State Highlander competition held in Kirksville, Missouri on March 27, 2010. Highlander combines
Scottish Highland Games events and Strongman events, an equal number of each, to determine the best overall
athlete.
For me, while I consider Highland Games my first love, training for recent USAWA events in the off season
has been a huge plus. It has revitalized my training and some of the lifts made me realize I had weaknesses that
needed to be addressed. The pay off was a big personal record in my 56lb Weight Over Bar event. This is a
Scottish Highland Games event that requires the athlete to toss a weight over a cross bar for best height. I
cleared 15′6″ using the spin technique (much to chagrin of USAWA Secretary Al Myers who prefers the
traditional technique!). This was a full 1′6″ over my previous contest best, and considering the number of years
I have been throwing, that‘s a huge jump for me! I credit the USAWA training I did for that big gain!

All-round training proves it‘s worth!
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Zercher Strength Classic – Review of Participants
and Lifts Contested
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by Dale Friesz
Oldest Lifter – Ed Zercher Sr. (age 81 at 1989 Classic)
Youngest Lifter – Jeremiah Schmidt (age 11 at 1990 Classic) and Jason Carter (age 11 at 1990 Classic)
Lightest Lifter – Jeremiah Schmidt (77.4 pounds at 1990 Classic)
Heaviest Lifter – Joe McCoy (324 pounds at 1994 Classic)
Lifts contested by year:
Leg Press 1985, 1986, 1988-2010
Clean and Jerk 1985-2010
Zercher Lift 1985-2010
One Hand Deadlift 1985-2010
Neck Lift 1985-2010
Hack Lift 1985-2010
Hip Lift 1985-2010
Bench Press Feet in Air 1985-2010
Clean and Press Heels Together 1985-2010
Deadlift Heels Together 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991-2010
Hand and Thigh Lift 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991-2010
Steinborn Lift 1985, 1988-2010
Harness Lift 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991-2010
One Hand Snatch 1985

Snatch 1985
One Hand Clean and Jerk 1985
Cheat Curl 1987, 1988
Back Squat 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988
Seated Press 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988
Front Squat 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989
Jefferson Lift 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988
Crucifix 1985
Number of Lifts by Year:
1985 – 20
1986 – 16
1987 – 16
1988 – 18
1989 – 14
1990 – 10
1991 to 2010 – 13
(1982, 1983 and 1984 data not yet available)
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Results of the Andy Goddard Postal Tribute
by Steve Gardner
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Andy Goddard
What an amazing result, huge thanks to all of you who supported the tribute, and helped to remember our dear
friend. Please read the full results below, it is very heart warming!
53 Lifters took part in the tribute – 27 of the lifters totals were performed before 2 or more referees and will be
submitted for record purposes, but all 53 results count for the ‗Tribute to Andy‘ competition! I am not sure, but
I think this is the first time that a competition like this one has been held, and what a great result, we‘ve had
lifters who were great friends of Andy‘s and lifters who just wanted to join in to support the tribute of a fellow
IAWA athlete (even members of his family who had never lifted a weight before)
We had lifters of the highest World Class standing right through to new lifters, only recently stepping on to the
competition platform, and lifters aged from 12 years to 82 years of age, boys and girls, men and women, and
from all parts of England, Scotland, Canada, USA, New Zealand. I have been so encouraged by this wonderful
response that I will run this Tribute Competition on an annual basis for 26th March, but with two different lifts
next year, still based around the Bench Press and Deadlift concept! Well done to you all, I am sure that Andy is
looking down on us all with a big smile, and hopefully feeling proud!
Neil Abery Wins the First Andy Goddard Tribute and will have his name put on the ‗Andy Goddard Trophy‘
which will be kept on display at the Powerhouse Gym, Burton!
Meet Results:
Best Ten Totals Amended
Neil Abery 32 Open 90.0 90 142.5 130.1 250 229.0 392.5 359.1
Al Myers 43 M40+ 114.3 115 145 119.1 282.5 232.2 427.5 351.3

Mark Haydock 35 Open 121.0 125 165.5 127.1 280.5 215.4 446 342.5
Phil Crisp 40 M40+ 97.0 100 153.5 133.5 228.5 198.7 382 332.2
Steve Angell 39 Open 109.0 110 140 113.3 270 218.6 410 331.9
John Monk 44 M40+ 78.9 80 140.6 143.0 183.7 186.9 324.3 329.9
Mark Rattenberry 47 M45+ 64.4 65 90 107.4 165 196.9 255 304.3
Nick Swain 44 M40+ 85.0 85 110 107.1 200 194.7 310 301.8
Roger Davis 40 M40+ 82.0 85 110 105.2 200 191.3 310 296.5
Steve Andrews 50 M50+ 69.9 70 87.5 101.5 167.5 194.4 255 295.9
Best Five Bench Presses Amended
John Monk 143.0
Joe Ciavattone Senior 139.0
Phil Crisp 133.5
Neil Abery 130.1
Mark Haydock 127.1
Best Five Deadlifts Amended
Al Myers 232.2
Neil Abery 229.0
Steve Angell 218.6
Mark Haydock 215.4
Phil Crisp 198.7
Best Masters Lady Karen Gardner
Best Ladies Open Mandy Hughes
Best Ladies Junior Heather Mansell
Best Ladies Guest Lifter Louise Collier
Best Masters 60+ Frank Allen
Best Masters 40+ Al Myers

Best Open Neil Abery
Best Junior Joe Civiattone Jnr
Best Guest Lifter Vince Collier
Name Age Div Bwt Class Bench Am D/L Am Total Am
Kohl Hess 15 J14/15 123.3 125 68 59.5 136 119 204 178.5
Art Montini 82 M80+ 78.9 80 61.2 94.9 92.9 144 154.1 238.9
John McKean 64 M60+ 78.9 80 61.2 74.1 136 164.7 197.2 238.8
Chad Ullom 38 Open 108.4 110 102 82.8 206 167.2 308 250.0
(The above lifts were performed before 3 officials at Ambridge PA USA on Sunday 14th March)
Mark Rattenberry 47 M45+ 64.4 65 90 107.4 165 196.9 255 304.3
Gary Ell 39 Open 83.6 85 130 121.7 185 173.2 315 294.9
(The Above lifts were performed before 1 Official in Devon, England, so they count for the
competition but will not be considered for record purposes.)
Al Myers 43 M40+ 114.3 115 145 119.1 282.5 232.2 427.5 351.3
(The above lifts were performed in Kansas USA on 16.3.2010 before two USAWA Officials.)
Andy Milner 48 M45+ 96 100 107.5 101.4 180.5 170.3 288 271.7
(The above lifts were performed at the Hoghton Barbell Club, Lancashire, England, before fellow
lifters, so they count for the competition but will not be considered for record purposes.)
Phil Crisp 40 M40+ 97.0 100 153.5 133.5 228.5 198.7 382 332.2
Ed Shorttle 53 M50+ 68.0 70 67.5 81.9 150.5 182.1 218 264.0
Nick Swain 44 M40+ 85.0 85 110 107.1 200 194.7 310 301.8
(The above lifts were performed at Hailsham in Essex, England on 13.3.10. Phil Crisp and Nick Swain before
one official which is good for the competition but lifts not able to be considered for record purposes. Ed Shorttle
however, did lift before two officials and as such his lifts could be considered!)
Karen Gardner 51 M50+ 75.7 80 37.5 54.8 75 109.8 112.5 164.3
Mandy Hughes 18 J18/19 78.2 80 51 67.0 120 157.8 171 224.8
Karl Birkinshaw 26 Open 77.9 80 67.5 65.9 155 151.4 222.5 217.3

John Gardner 27 Open 123.9 125 80 60.7 150 113.8 230 174.5
Steve Gardner 53 M50+ 140.2 125+ 115 93.9 170 138.8 285 232.7
(The above lifts were performed at the Powerhouse Gym, Burton, England on 22.3.10 before three officials and
can therefore be considered for record purposes.)
Cliff Harvey – - – – - – – - Julien Emery 27 Open 91.4 95 – - – – - – 151.9 135.2 135.2 135.2
(Cliff from New Zealand, is resident in Canada at the moment, he has been ill, but attempted to lift, he missed
all of his Deadlifts and was forced to abort the mission, his friend Julien Emery deadlifted, but he could not
Bench due to a shoulder injury. Thanks for the thought guys.)
Steve Angell 39 Open 109.0 110 140 113.3 270 218.6 410 331.9
(The above lifts were performed in Buckinghamshire on 22nd March, the lifts were not performed in front of
two officials, so the results count towards the competition, but will not be submitted for record purposes.)
Mark Gecko 41 M40+ 84.0 85 122 116.2 156 148.5 378 264.7
(The above lifts were performed in York, England, the lifts were not witnessed by two referees, so the total
counts for the competition, but consideration can not be given to record claims.)
Neil Abery 32 Open 86.8 90 142.5 130.1 250 229.0 392.5 359.1
(The above lifts were performed in Milton Keynes, but not before two referees, so they count for the
competition but will not be submitted for record purposes..)
James Gardner 26 Open 91.4 95 100 88.9 200 177.9 300 266.8
Graham Saxton 48 M45+ 113.9 115 110 94.9 227.5 196.3 337.5 291.2
(The above lifts were performed at the Powerhouse Gym in Burton on 24.3 before two referees!)
Frank Allen 68 M65+ 87.0 90 82.5 99.6 155 187.2 237.5 286.8
Steve Andrews 50 M50+ 69.9 70 87.5 101.5 167.5 194.4 255 295.9
Daniel Andrews 13 J13+U 54.4 55 32.5 54.1 70 116.5 102.5 170.6
Mark Godleman 48 M45+ 101.0 105 115 105.6 210 192.8 335 298.4
(The above lifts were performed in Leicester 24.3, Frank and Steve before one Referee so count for the
competition, and Daniel and Mark before two referees so results can be submitted for record purposes.
Jim Madden 41 M40+ 89.0 90 95 87.5 125 115.7 220 202.6
Andy Tomlin 42 M40+ 92.4 95 95 86.5 200 182.1 295 268.6

George Dick 61 M60+ 129.1 125+ 110 99.8 180 163.4 290 263.2
Chris Hughes 20 Open 69.8 70 57.5 60.2 145 151.8 202.5 212.0
Dave McFadzean 39 Open 100.6 105 70 59.1 145 122.4 215 181.5
(The above lifts were performed in Glasgow, Scotland before three referee‘s !)
Roger Davis 40 M40+ 82.0 85 110 105.2 200 191.3 310 296.5
(Roger Lifted to support the tribute to Andy, the lifts were not performed before two referees.)
Mathew Mansell 15 J14/15 62.5 65 60 77.8 122.5 159.0 182.5 236.8
Connor Mansell 12 J13+U 47.0 50 25 47.0 60 113.0 85 160.0
Heather Mansell 14 J14/15 43.0 45 25 58.9 70 164.9 95 223.8
(The above lifts were performed in Penzance, Cornwall under the watchful eye of Dad Simon! The lifts were
not performed before two referees so they count for the competition but will not be submitted for records.)
Dan Butterworth 30 Open 131.0 125+ 140.5 103.8 220.5 162.9 361 266.7
Mark Haydock 35 Open 121.0 125 165.5 127.1 280.5 215.4 446 342.5
(The above lifts were performed at the Hoghton Barbell Club in Lancashire, the lifts were not performed in
front of two referees so they count for the competition but will not be submitted for record purposes!)
Louise Collier 41 20 40 60
Vince Collier 42 50 90 140
(Louise and Vince are Andys Sister and Brother in Law , they are not lifters (never touched a weight before))
Joe Ciavattone Snr 41 M40+ 111.1 115 170 139.0 185.9 152.0 355.9 291.0
Joe Ciavattone Jnr 16 J16/17 96.1 100 115.6 110 181.4 172.7 297.0 282.7
Mike O Brien 27 Open 65.7 70 63.5 69.2 140.6 153.2 204.1 222.4
Frank Ciavattone Snr 55 M55+ 129.2 125+ 11.1 95.8 185.9 160.4 297.0 256.2
(The Above Lifts were performed at Joes Gym in Boston Massachusetts USA, before two referees. The deadlift
was done with dumbbells i.e. Dumbells deadlift!)
Bill Crozier 71 M70+ 98.4 100 100 117.9 132.5 156.2 232.5 274.1
Jim Malloy 68 M65+ 109.2 110 102.5 109.2 140 149.1 242.5 258.2
Scott Schmidt 57 M55+ 117.0 120 115 106.0 185 170.5 300 276.5

(The above Lifts were performed before Two Officials at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania USA)
Denny Habecker 67 M65+ 84.4 85 88.4 107.0 133.8 161.9 222.2 268.9
(The above lifts were performed in Lebanon PA USA, but were not done before two referees.)
John Monk 44 M40+ 78.9 80 140.6 143.0 183.7 186.9 324.3 329.9
Dennis Vandermark 56 M55+ 94.7 95 95.2 97.1 131.5 134.2 226.7 231.3
Nathan Shelly 20 Open 70.3 75 102.0 106.3 165.5 172.4 267.5 278.7
Dan Vastyan 24 Open 90.7 95 — — 165.5 147.9 — —
(The above lifts were performed in Pennsylvania USA, and the results count for the competition.)
Chris Bass 63 M60+ 69.5 70 80 104.1 130 169.2 210.0 273.3
(The above lifts were performed at the Haven Gym before one official. The Bench was Feet in Air.)
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Joe Rollino – The Last Coney Island Strongman
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by Dennis Mitchell

Joe Rollino
Joe Rollino was born in New York, March 19, 1905. He was one of ten children. By age ten he had developed
an interest in being strong. His first sport love was for boxing, after he saw Jack Dempsey knock out Jess
Willard. As a boxer in the 1920s he had over 100 bouts. Because of his small size, 5′5″ and weighing under 135
pounds, he fought men much bigger than himself. He stated that in spite of this he was never knocked out. He
fought under the name of Kid Dundee. He credited his strength and long life to being a vegetarian, and never
smoked or drank alcohol. Along with boxing he was an avid weight lifter and swimmer. He belonged to the
Iceberg Athletic Club, and swam daily in the ocean regardless of the weather. In his prime he could lift 475
pounds with his teeth, do a one finger lift of 635 pounds, and a hand and thigh lift of 1500 pounds. He is
credited with a lift of 3,200 pounds ―On his back‖. He had a physique that would have placed him very high in
any body building contest. He performed for many years at Coney Island and in the circus. During the second
World War he served in the Pacific area for five and one half years, and was awarded three Purple Hearts, a
Silver Star, and a Bronze Star. At the age of 104 years he could bend a quarter in his teeth, and stated that when
he was younger he could do the same with a dime. For many years he was a member of the Association of
Oldtime Barbell and Strongmen. On January 11, 2010, on his way home from his daily three mile walk, he was
hit by a Mini Van and died a few hours later . He would have been 105 years old in March of 2010.
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Interview with Scott Schmidt – Part 1
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by Al Myers

Scott Schmidt performing a 107.5 KG Snatch at 228 pounds bodyweight at the National Masters
Championships.
Al: Scott, please tell me a little about yourself.
Scott: Baby Boomer Scott Alan Schmidt was born 11-15-1952 in Cleveland, Ohio. I have lived in the Greater
Cleveland Ohio area all my life. I was raised in a very competitive athletic environment, with 2 older and 1
younger brothers. Through out my Career in business, I have been employed as a Salesman. Most of my time
has been in telecommunications sales. In addition to putting my efforts into providing for my wife, son,
daughter, and now helping when I can with my grandson, I also serve my church as council president.
Al: When did you start lifting weights? Was there anyone who got you started? Who was an inspiration to you?
Scott: I was hooked on training with weights when I was 14 years old. A new neighbor moved in next door, and
he had a York Olympic Set. He offered advice and old magazines for instruction, and I just loved working out
to record my improvements! My neighbor, Al Steele, worked at a Cleveland Steel Mill with Chuck Vinci, 2
time Olympic weightlifting Gold Medalist.They were good friends. Occasionally, Chuck would visit Al‘s gym
when I was there, and he would encourage this skinny 148 pounder to do good. 40 plus years later, Chuck
happens to do his banking where my wife Kathy works. So we still stay in touch.Small world, huh?
Al: I know your lifting background is with Olympic Lifting. What are some of the awards you have won in
Olympic Lifting?
Scott: I have been in many competitions since my first one in 1967. In my home State, Ohio, I have won the
Open State Championship 10 times. I have won the Masters State Championship 16 times. I have won 2
National Master‘s Championships, 4 American Open Masters Championships, and 3 Pan American Masters
Championships. During the course of these events, I set Meet and National records at the competitions also. I
have also competed 4 times in the World Masters Weightlifting Championships. My best result was a Third
place finish in 1993.
Interview will be continued tomorrow.
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Interview with Scott Schmidt – Part 2
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by Al Myers

Scott Schmidt performing a 157.5 KG Clean and Jerk at the Ohio State Championships.
Al: When did you get started in All-Round Weightlifting? Was there anyone responsible for introducing you to
All-Round Weightlifting?
Scott: My first competition was the USAWA Winter Fest 2-15-92. Later that year, on 10-17-92, I was in the US
Inlands meet. These were both held in the historic Ambridge Barbell Club.
I was first introduced to the sport in 1990 by Bob Karhan, past USAWA Champion and record holder, from
Cleveland, Ohio. We both trained at the Westpark YMCA at t
he time. Since I was already in shape to move heavy iron, Bob encouraged me to try my strength on some new
events. The Nationals wereheld in Akron, Ohio that year, but due to my Olympic style training schedule, I did
not compete.
I did attend the meet, however and was able to coach Hall of Famer Jim Malloy with his lifts at his first AllRound competition.
Al: I know you have competed several times at the USAWA Nationals. What have been some of your favorite
meets?
Scott: I have fond memories of every one of them. They have all provided me with the opportunity to ―bring
out the beast in me‖. I love to prepare for an event, then gain the satisfaction of putting up a goal breaking
performance. Here‘s a quick funny story. Good news? At the 2008 Nationals, I was mentally and physically
ready to try my first 2000 pound hip lift. Bad news? They didn‘t bring enough iron to accommodate me! They
were able to locate 1800 pounds, and it did go up, at least!
Al: What are your favorite All-Round lifts and why?
Scott: My favorite All-Round lifts are: Overhead pressing and jerking events, gripping lifts, and hip and hand
and thigh lifts. I haven‘t posted a number yet, but I would love to try a back lift on the famous Al machine! The
reason I consider these my favorites, is due to years of Olympic style training, I was able to make fast progress
with these events. I strive to set the class record at what I am good at. Back in 1996, I was the first man in the
USAWA to clean and push press 300 pounds. Made me happy!
Interview will be continued tomorrow.
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Interview with Scott Schmidt – Part 3
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by Al Myers

Scott Schmidt performing a 100 kg Continental Snatch at the Ambridge BBC. Notice Art Montini as the head
judge and Howard Prechtel watching on the left.
Al: How do you mix your training for Olympic lifting and All-Round Lifting?
Scott: I prioritize my schedule based on what competition lies ahead. I have clearly determined training for the
sometimes awkward All-Round lifts actually improves overall performance for Olympic style events. How?
First I work on the basics of getting used to moving heavy weights to increase power. Then as I focus in on
speed and technique as the Olympic competition approaches, the movements have an easier feel. This
encourages me to push up bigger Olympic lifts, and better results are obtained. One important fact to remember.
Do not over train! I find I get my best results when I am not nursing an injury. If I can‘t move the warm up
weights I need on the way to my goal, I just back away and do a fitness type workout.
Al: How do you train? Where do you train?
Scott: I usually train 3 days a week, about an hour and a half per session. As a meet approaches, I add 1 extra
day per week two months ahead of the competition. My objective for my style of training is to work programs
in a cycle method. A blend of fitness exercise and moving heavy weights works best for me. When an AllRound meet is announced, I target my weakness on any given lift, and work to improve that area. Quick
example: For Olympic Style training, I just work on clean style deadlifts. To maintain good form, the weight I
use is much lighter than a regular reverse grip deadlift. However, when an Al-Round meet has a form of
deadlifting, I try and pick up as much as I possibly can. And you know what? In the end, it improves my overall
power, which enables me to pick up more in the Olympic movements! This is one of the many benefits of
blending my training, so I can improve at both sports, instead of being too stubborn to try new movements.
For training locations, I have 3 primary locations. On Sunday‘s I train at Jim Malloy‘s Gym. On Friday‘s, I train
at the Westpark YMCA in Cleveland, Ohio. The rest of the week, I train at my own custom built facility
attached to my house. In order to show support for the USAWA, I recently resurrected my original club name,
The Schmidt Bar Bell Club, founded in1967, and submitted my club membership.

Interview will be continued tomorrow.
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by Al Myers

Scott's best official lift in the Hip Lift is 2000 pounds.
Al: I was glad to see you recently register your club with the USAWA and help with the growth of the USAWA
Club Program. Could you tell me the history of your club?
Scott: My club, The Schmidt Bar Bell Club, was founded in March, 1967. I was 14 years old at the time, lifting
with my friends in my parents garage. We registered with the AAU later to be eligible to compete with the other
clubs in the Cleveland, Ohio area. Our goal was to win team trophies, and that‘s what we got good at! Our
toughest competitor during our early years was the famous Olympic Health Club. Old Scotty Boy had to get
some good talent to beat those guys! Ultimately, our winning strategy was boiled down to prepping our guys to
be in the right weight class at the right time to have the best shot at winning. With weight control knowledge
learned from High School Wrestling, our young guys in the light classes often scored more team points then
their big guys. And if we were good enough to win the head to head battles, we often walked away with the
title. As we got older and gained weight, by now we could still put up a good fight, because we had gained
experience. One of our greatest accomplishments was winning the Ohio State Teen Age Weightlifting
Championships. Believe it or not, when we won in 1971, it was the last year they held that specific tournament
in our State. So, 39 years later, we are still the defending Champs!!

We stayed active as a club until the early 80‘s. Since The Schmidt Bar Bell Club was not competing actively as
a team, I personally have represented The Westpark YMCA for Olympic Weightlifting and The Prechtel
AC for All Round events since then.
But after a conversation with Al Myers, who is doing everything he can to grow our organization, I decided to
resurrect the old club name for competing again in team competition. I love to train other folks to help them
reach their potential. I have coached my family members and friends to World Titles and Records over the
years, and my new goal is to repeat that process under the Schmidt Bar Bell Club banner!

Scott is doing a Zercher Lift at the 2009 IAWA World Championships. At this meet Scott was the Open 120 kg
Champion and the Best Master 55+.
Al: What do you think the future of the USAWA will be? What does the organization need to do in order to
grow?
Scott: The future for the USAWA looks promising. I think it‘s all about telling others of our activity, and
engaging them to have fun with us.
I think we are on an outstanding track of communication methods to have the best shot at growth. As in most
endeavors, the best way to grow is by word of mouth. If we can all encourage others face to face in addition to
our event postings, I feel we have a great chance to attract more members.
I thought of this idea the other day: As you know, the fitness industry is booming with participants. Moving
weights is no longer looked down at, like when weight training was in it‘s infancy. So to appeal to that
audience, with the intent of drawing them into a few of our ―exercises‖ , here‘s my thought. What if we touted
the prestige of becoming a ―World Record Holder‖ to those folks who haven‘t jumped on board yet?
In other words, stress the honor a new comer could achieve by setting a record in one of our over 200
events. I‘m sure there are a lot of folks out there who are good at some of the events we have. And to
encourage them to try to obtain a ―World Record‖ may just be the spark to get them to try our All Round
Lifting. The details of how, when and where we post this type of ―advertising‖ would need to be figured
out. But it might spur some interest, in someone who trains hard at a fitness place and finally wants to test
themselves against the record books.

Al: I agree!! We have a great sport and all it takes is getting the word out. Thanks Scott for doing this
interview.
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SPECIAL NEWS FLASH
by Thom Van Vleck
I just read on the Ironmind website that Lee Gesbeck passed away. This word came from his family that he
passed yesterday. Lee was a fellow Milo writer and he provided crucial coverage for the USAWA that reached
thousands of readers. I always enjoyed reading his coverage of USAWA events and he will be missed.
I hope some of his friends will take the time to remember him on the message board. I never had the privilege to
know him personally, but by all accounts, he was top notch and loved the iron game, Randy Strossen said he
―had iron in his veins‖. God Bless and God Speed, Lee and a prayer for your family!
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by Thom Van Vleck

Thom Van Vleck lifting Grandpa Jackson's Anvil

A little over a decade ago I wrote a story about my Grandpa Jackson‘s Anvil and it appeared in Milo, the
Strength Journal. I had wrote the article about how 4 generations in my family had lifted this anvil and how it
was kind of a ―rite of passage‖ into manhood. I recall almost not sending it in to the publisher of Milo, Randy
Strossen, as I thought it was pretty corny and who would care outside my family. Well, Randy not only
published it, but it started a relationship that has allowed me to publish about 25 more articles and allowed me
to have a bit of a writing career. It wasn‘t until recently that I wrote an article on Al Feuerbach (shot putter) that
Randy told me I had finally topped that first story. I owe that anvil a lot and not just for my writing career!!!!
Grandpa Jackson was actually my great-grandfather, Arthur Jackson. He was an ―old school‖ farmer that ran
about 500 head of cattle and lived from 1880 to 1957. He had this Anvil, an English ―Peter Wright‖ anvil made
at the legendary ―Mouse Hole‖ forge where anvils were made from around 1200 A.D. to 1969. It reportedly
belonged to my Great-Great Grandfather, and who know, maybe further back as I have since dated it to being
made between 1830 and 1865. He used to lift this anvil to impress his kids. It is not huge, but it is around
150lbs. He so impressed my grandfather that he would tell this story to his kids later about how he thought if he
could lift that anvil, he‘d be a ―real man‖. So, his desire to lift that anvil started his weight lifting career, which
let to my Uncle‘s lifting, and on to me, and now my kids…who I hope will be the fifth generation to lift that
anvil! We have all lifted that Anvil and each has their own story which was detailed in that original Milo article.
That anvil inspired the formation of the Jackson Weightlifting Club and out of that Club came guys like Wayne
Smith, Wayne Gardner, Phil Jackson, Wayne Jackson, Gene Thudium, and others that formed the foundation of
the modern day USAWA as well as current or recent USAWA members and record holders like John O‘Brien,
Thom, Tedd, Morgan & Dalton Van Vleck (and soon, Ethan), Josh Hettinger, and others.
I have also had the privilege of having a bit of a strongman evangelism career, as inspired by Paul Anderson
and his work. Both my Uncle‘s saw Paul years ago (at different times) and this in turn inspired me. The Anvil
has been a central part of our show. I not only lift it, but I lay on a bed of nails and have the guys pound it with
sledge hammers (yes, that hurts). We estimate we have done 250 shows and been seen by over 25,000 people to
date and almost all of them have heard the story of the Anvil.
Recently, we had our Highlander contest (combines strongman and Highland Games events) and we lifted the
Anvil for reps as an event. Again, I told the story and shared a little bit of my family with everyone.
When the anvil is not in use, it rests in a place of honor in my gym, resting on top of a section of a huge I-Beam
I ―rescued‖ from a legendary bridge that used to cross the Chariton River near where I grew up. They were
tearing the old Archangel Bridge down and replacing it with a boring reinforced concrete bridge and I spied this
I-beam, with old style rivets and all, and thought it would be the perfect stand for my Anvil. It weighed around
400lbs and I had to haul it out of a ditch…..that was a workout by itself!
The anvil itself is just a chunk of steel, but it symbolized a lot for me and my family. A love of strength in all
it‘s forms, a passion for hard work, and a desire to seek out the challenges that life has to offer. If you ever
come to the JWC Training Hall (AKA ―Modern Day Torture Chamber), stop by and check it out…..and join the
club of those that have lifted the ―American Manhood Stone‖.
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Nice Rack!!!
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by Thom Van Vleck

Rack of York Globe Dumbbells at Clark's Gym
I know a lot of guys will conjure up a different image when another guy yell‘s out ―nice rack‖. But if you are a
real ironhead like myself, a different image may come to mind (like the one in the above photo!). Of all the cool
stuff at the ―Mecca‖ of the USAWA, Clark‘s Gym, this has got to be the coolest. There‘s a small fortune there
and if it weren‘t for my fear of judgement day (both this world and the next!)…..I‘d break in and steal those!
I don‘t know what it is about globe DB‘s, but I like‘m. No, I love‘m. Maybe it‘s their resemblance to something
you would find on a nice rack….this time I‘m talking the metaphorical ―rack‖ that any real man would admire
(Ok, maybe that‘s getting a little weird). Maybe it‘s because every picture I‘ve ever seen of an old timer they
are lifting a globe DB (and by old timer, I don‘t mean Bill Clark or Art, or Dale, or Denny….they are ―new‖
compared to Saxon, Sandow, and my favorite, Louis Uni). Or maybe it‘s just because form follows function and
that is the perfect shape! Hex DB‘s and Cylinder shaped DB‘s just don‘t look cool.
Last year, Al Myers and I made a crazy road trip to Denver to see legendary Highland Games Athlete Russ
Murphy. Russ was getting up in years and selling his house, and needing to get rid of some equipment which Al
and I bought. Russ also entrusted us with some of his ―finer‖ possessions. Things he knew that we would
appreciate and take care of and most people wouldn‘t understand the value. While there, I spied a set of 95lb
York Globe DB‘s. I pulled Al aside and explained that a fight was about to break out. He asked why, and I
pointed to them and said, I know you are going to want those…..but I saw them first!!! Al smiled, looked at me,
and explained he had already ―called them‖ and Russ had promised them to Al! Al had beat me to the
punch!!!!! Russ did give me the original RMSA 22lb hammer and it is in a place of honor in my gym and for
that I‘m very grateful.
The sad part of that story is that Russ had bought them years before and was cutting them up to use the globe
parts as throwing weights for the Highland Games!!!! OH, the humanity!!!! Only the 95‘s remained and one
60lb DB….which I thought maybe Al would throw me a bone and let me keep that one….but evidently, he‘s as
greedy as me when it comes to Globe DB‘s!!!
I do have one Globe DB, it‘s a 40lber. A few years ago, I got a call from a friend who had a guy contact him
about some ―rare‖ equipment. Evidently, there was a female professional wrestler back in the day named Ada
Ash. She, and her husband, traveled for many years and were also known as Mr. and Mrs. Wrestling. She had
never had children and had given this guy her equipment when she was up in years in back in the 70‘s. This guy
had kept all of this stuff, most of it homemade, and now that he was getting up in years wanted someone to have

it that would appreciate it and take care of it. That DB was in that stuff! It also occupies an place of honor in my
gym!
So, every time I go to Clark‘s I have to peruse the DB rack and if you make the trip to Clark‘s Gym…..be sure
and check out that NICE RACK!
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Five Decades
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by Thom Van Vleck

Wayne Jackson & Bill Clark in front of "Clark's Championship Gym" in Columbia, Missouri.
Recently, Al and I went to Clark‘s Gym to compete in the Deanna Meet with Joe Garcia. My Uncle Wayne
Jackson came along. It has been some time since he had seen Bill and along the way we talked about him and
Bill‘s relationship.
It was in 1962 Wayne told me they first met, it was hard for him to believe that it had been nearly 50 years! It
was a 3 hour round trip for us and during that time Wayne shared many stories of taking trips with Bill back in
the day. Some were pretty long and believe me, I‘m going to write these down. But a couple of short one‘s:
One time Bill gave Wayne, Phil Jackson, and Bill Fellows a ride to a meet in Kansas. Bill had an old hearse that
he used as his personal vehicle. On the way back, the lights went out and they stopped at a truck stop but could
not get them to work again. So Bill talked a trucker in to letting them tailgate him all the way from Kansas City
to Columbia. As they left and the next 100 miles revolved around Bill staying glued to the back bumper of this
truck…..Wayne said him and Phil got to laughing as they contemplated the irony of being killed in a HEARSE.
Another time, Wayne shared a the story of a write up that Clark did on him in the forerunner of the USAWA
newsletter, the MO Valley Lifting News. Wayne had broke the state record in the clean and press and the age of
18 and Bill wrote, ―Look out Russians, here comes Wayne Jackson‖. Wayne‘s brother Phil was excited about
the headline, Wayne has always been a modest person and said he was actually embarrassed by it!

Wayne and Bill go way back, and Wayne got Bill‘s newsletter from 1962 until the last one and read it
religiously. In a way, it almost seemed like a chance to say goodbye for Wayne as his health has not been the
best and if that is the case, I‘m glad he came…..but I don‘t think guys as tough as Bill and Wayne ever give up
the ghost quite so easily!!!!!
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…And a Good Time Was Had By All
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by Thom Van Vleck

Chad Ullom, Tedd & Thom Van Vleck, & Al Myers have a good time after a meet
I grew up in Schuyler County, Population about 3500. We had a weekly newspaper (long since gone) that often
was filled with social items. There was this one lady that wrote about the gatherings and she would talk about
who came, what they ate, and what they talked about…..big news where I came from. To be honest, I kinda
miss that kind of news over the stuff we deal with now! At any rate, she would end her column with ―…..and a
good time was had by all‖. That kind of became a ―catch phrase‖ in my family for social gatherings.
Recently, Chad and Al came up for a contest I put on. Al‘s Dad came along, too. As is usual, we all ended up at
a ―get together‖ at my place after meet. And, as usual, we ended up telling stories until the wee hours of the
morning…and maybe a liquid refreshment or two. My wife went to bed at a reasonable hour (we did not!) and
commented the next day, ―Al sure laughs loud!!!‖. The point is, we all laughed and we laughed a lot!
The next day, when we went to the Deanna meet, Al and I talked about this part of almost every meet and
contest we have been to over the years. Al commented later that his dad told him, ―I finally understand why you
like to do these meets‖. While I enjoy the challenge of competing and I have many memorable moments of
contests, I have just as many stories about the trips to, and from, and the get together‘s that happen afterwards.
It‘s all part of the fun.
I hopefully have many more contests to come in my life time, and win or lose, I will do my best to make sure
they all end with ―….and a Good Time was had by All!
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by Al Myers
It is exciting to be able to announce the start of the USAWA Awards Program. Discussion on the development
of this Awards Program happened on the USAWA Discussion Forum, with everyone showing overwhelming
support. These awards will be given out the USAWA National Meeting which occurs at the same time as the
National Championships over the weekend of June 26th and 27th. Nominations must be sent to me by April
30th. The two individuals receiving the most nominations will be listed as the candidates for the awards, with
voting done by May 15th by the membership. You must be a USAWA member to make a nomination or cast a
vote. Only one individual may be nominated per person per award. The awards are for the year 2009. An
individual may be nominated for more than one award. The award categories are as follows:
Athlete of the Year – This award is for the individual who has accomplished the most athletically within the
last year in the USAWA. Top placings at the Nationals and World Championships should figure in high. Also,
participation in other National Competitions such as the Heavy Event Nationals or Team Nationals could factor
in, along with the Gold Cup.
Leadership Award – This is for an individual that has shown exceptional leadership qualities within the
USAWA during the past year. Things that should be looked at are: going above the level expected of an Officer
position, promoting sanctioned events with emphasis being on promoting National or World Competitions,
promoting the USAWA by developing a strong club, writing articles for publications about the USAWA, or
through other means.
Sportsmanship Award - This goes to an individual who possesses and shows great sportsmanship within the
USAWA. The act of sportsmanship may be by conduct at all events, or by an specific example of exceptional
sportsmanship.
Courage Award – This goes to an individual who shows the courage to overcome an obstacle in order to return
to competition. This may be a comeback from an injury, or just having to deal with difficult personal issues but
still shows the courage to compete in the USAWA.
Newcomer Award – This award goes to an individual who in new to the USAWA or has become involved
again. It doesn‘t have to go to someone in their first year of being involved in the USAWA.
All nominations are to be sent to me at amyers@usawa.com by the 30th of April. I will keep the nominations
confidential. The voting will end by May 15th to give me time to have the awards made. The USAWA
Discussion Forum will be the place to discuss reasons why a certain candidate should be voted on, or for
individuals to make the pitch why their candidate nominated should receive the award.
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Results of the Eastern Open Postal Meet
by Al Myers
The month of March was the first of the USAWA‘s Quad Postal Series. John Wilmot is again the Meet Director
for these Postal Meets, and through his hard work, put together one of the most participated Postal Meets to
date. Thirteen lifters turned in results for this competition, and several placings were very close. The lifts John
chose were easy to do which I think helped in the turnout of lifters. John went to the work of sending out nice
certificates to the winners, which is more than expected in a meet where you don‘t have to pay an entry fee. I
want to point out that you do not need a Certified USAWA Official to participate in these Postal Meets – but
you do need someone to ―unofficially judge‖ your lifts. You also must be a current USAWA member to
participate. Of course, it is best to have Certified Officials judge your lifts as that is mandatory for any lifts to
count as records. The USAWA allows the ―One Official System‖ to be used for records, but IAWA (World
Records) require the ―Three Official System‖ to be used. This is specified on the results sheet so the Records
Chairmen of the USAWA and the IAWA will know which lifters are eligible for records.
Congratulations to the Best Lifters and thanks to everyone who participated. Your continually support of these
Postal Meets is what is needed to keep them going!
RESULTS:
Eastern Open Postal Meet
March 1-31, 2010
Meet Director: John Wilmot
Lifts: Clean and Press – 2 Dumbbells, Heels Together, Continental to Belt, Deadlift – 2 Dumbbells
Officials for lifters using 3 official system:
Al Myers – Chad Ullom, Mark Mitchell, Scott Tully
Chad Ullom – Al Myers, Mark Mitchell, Scott Tully
Jesse Landes – Al Myers, Chad Ullom, Scott Tully
Scott Tully – Al Myers, Chad Ullom, Mark Mitchell
Mark Mitchell – Al Myers, Chad Ullom, Scott Tully
Joe Ciavattone Sr. – Frank Ciavattone Jr., Mike O‘Brien
Frank Ciavattone Jr. – Joe Ciavattone Sr., Mike O‘Brien
Mike O‘Brien – Joe Ciavattone Sr., Frank Ciavattone Jr.
Joe Ciavattone Jr. – Frank Ciavattone Jr., Joe Ciavattone Sr., Mike O‘Brien
Officials for lifters using 1 official system:
Kohl Hess – Denny Habecker
Lifters using an individual to judge who is not a Certified USAWA Official:
Orie Barnett
John Wilmot
Denny Habecker
Lifter

Age

BWT

Cls

DB Press

Con to Belt

DB DL

Total

Points

Al Myers

43

250

115

170

424

578

1172

967.18

Chad Ullom

38

235

110

170

402

490

1062

869.88

Joe Ciavattone Jr.

16

212

100

140

350

400

890

846.94

Orie Barnett

49

230

105

160

350

402

912

831.15

Joe Ciavattone Sr.

41

245

115

180

375

410

965

788.92

Mark Mitchell

49

365

125+

210

363

424

997

779.64

Jesse Landes

30

238

110

150

308

490

948

771.29

Denny Habecker

67

184

85

110

242

275

628

752.53

Mike O’Brien

27

145

70

80

275

310

665

724.25

Scott Tully

34

352

125+

200

308

490

998

709.48

Frank Ciavattone Jr.

55

285

125+

60

335

410

805

694.56

John Wilmot

63

211

100

100

225

280

605

650.80

Kohl Hess

15

283

125+

110

220

341

672

577.17

BWT is body weight in pounds. Cls is bodyweight class. Total is total pounds lifted. Points are adjusted points for bodyweight and
age.

BEST LIFTERS:
Junior – Joe Ciavattone Jr.
Senior (20-39 age) – Chad Ullom
Master (40-44 age) – Al Myers
Master (45-49 age) – Orie Barnett
Master (55-59 age) – Frank Ciavattone Jr.
Master (60-64 age) – John Wilmot
Master (65-69 age) – Denny Habecker
Master Overall – Al Myers
Overall Lifter – Al Myers
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Meeting Bob Hoffman
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by Dale Friesz

"This picture is of myself, the one and only Bob Hoffman, and my youngest daughter, Pam age 4. This picture
was taken in 1972 at the Junior Nationals Olympic Lifting Competition, just outside of Washington D.C." Dale Friesz
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What’s your Reward?
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by Thom Van Vleck

Thom Van Vleck hoists his reward, a free beer at the Inver Inn in Scotland after hoisting the Inver Stone
We all lift for a variety of reasons. And at some time we‘ve probably had someone question our sanity for the
things we do! I mean, really, why would a grown man travel half way around the world just to put on a kilt, and
lift a 265lb Stone, just to get a free beer? I must mention that there is a tradition that if you lift the Inver Stone,
you get a free beer and so far I know of at least 4 USAWA members who have done it. Why would someone
travel across the country, or even across the ocean….just to do a Bent press and maybe win a small award of
some type.
I should point out that I also competed in the Master World Championships in Highland Games in that trip in
Inverness…..but I don‘t know if that makes my trip any more sane. All I got for that was a medal and two shot
glasses (although, they have come in handy!)
Some people lift, or compete in athletics, because of money. I‘m not saying there‘s anything wrong with
that….I might have done the same thing had I been good enough. Some people do it for the personal challenge
and could care less who sees them break a record. Some do it for glory. Some do it for attention (I‘ve been
accused of that a time or two). There are probably many more reasons. Often, the reasons change over the years.
My point is that it seems when I have my priorities straight, when I have a goal, and when I know what my
reward will be…..I seem to make greater progress. Having that clear image of the reward can help with great
gains. My Uncle Phil Jackson used to say to me that the only time Success comes before Work is in the
dictionary.
That free beer meant a lot to me. What‘s your reward?
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Paul Anderson’s Neck Training
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by Dale Friesz

Paul Anderson training the Neck (photo courtesy of Glenda Anderson, Paul Anderson Youth Home, Vidalia,
Georgia)
―This is a picture of Paul Anderson doing a Neck Lift with a side to side swinging motion. I find this very
interesting. I also have an old VHS video tape that shows him do a Neck Lift with a 360 degree continuous
swing.‖ – Dale Friesz
(Webmaster‘s comment – I sure would like to see that tape!!)
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Inspiration Photos
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by Al Myers

An autographed photo of Steve Stanko, which is displayed in the Dino Gym, courtesy of Dale Friesz.
I have been collecting pictures for a long time – and if you have been to the Dino Gym you have seen my
collection covering the gym walls. There are now over 100 photographs lining the walls of the gym! I find that
these photos of lifters, some famous and some just lifters that I have great respect for, inspire me to train harder.
I can‘t really explain why – it‘s just that when I look at these pictures during a workout and KNOW the hard
work and dedication that each one of these athletes put into working out – it is INSPIRATIONAL to me. It
makes me want to workout even harder! Most all of my pictures in the gym have a story behind them. I didn‘t
just didn‘t pick them out random and throw them up on the wall for a little gym decoration!
My favorite photos are the ones that have been autographed. So far, some of my autographed pictures include
great lifters such as Wilbur Miller, Norbert Schemansky, Bruce Wilhelm, Joe Dube, Bill Pearl, John Grimek
and Terry Todd. I also have autographed pictures of great throwers such as Al Oerter, Al Feuerbach, John
Godina, and Brian Oldfield. Among others are great athletes including Vince Young, the ―best Highland Games
athlete of All-Time‖ Bill Anderson, Jesse Marunde, and Tom Manno. I probably have some more that I didn‘t
mention here. I am not the only one that has this fascination with inspirational photos. Thom Van Vleck has
more pictures in the JWC Training Hall than he has weightlifting plates (and he has TONS of plates). I have
been in Thom‘s gym several times and each time I notice a photo that I hadn‘t seen before. When I attended the
USAWA Club Challenge this spring hosted by the Ambridge VFW Barbell Club, I noticed the many pictures
they have lining the staircase as you descended into the dungeon of iron that is known as the Ambridge VFW
BBC. By just looking at their photograph display, you are motivated to lift before you even enter the gym!
This is one on the many reasons why I prefer small club gyms over commercial gyms. You very rarely see
pictures on the walls of commercial gyms – instead you see promotional posters trying to sell you something.
Inspirational photos give a private club gym the ―personal touch‖ that you don‘t get in a big commercial gym –
and this results in a better workout!
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History of the Deanna Springs Memorial Meet
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Written and Compiled by Dale Friesz
There has been 15 Deanna Springs Memorial Meets. Joe Garcia owns this meet – he has won 9 of these
meets. He participated in two others – 2003 and 1997. Amazingly he failed to total in 2003 and 1997. In 2003,
he was unable to do a Hand and Thigh Lift and in 1997 he failed in the Hip Lift. He could not do the Hand and
Thigh Lift in 2003 as he had been kicked by his own horse! In 1997, his choice of weight in the Hip Lift was
too heavy. That amounts to 9 wins in 11 contests. My hat is off to Joe!!

Deanna and Al Springs, performing a 2-person Cheat Curl
The following is from the USAWA Strength Journal, Vol. VI-7 11/25-1995:

Deanna Springs Dies in Auto Crash
by Kerry Clark, a national USWF titlist like Deanna, contributed the following eulogy for her close friend.

On October 5, 1995, Deanna Springs was killed in a car accident at the age of 45. Deanna was the wife of Al
Springs of Dearborn, Missouri. Deanna met Al when she came to his fitness center for rehabilitation for
shoulder and wrist problems. She lifted in her first USAWA meet at Steve Schmidt‘s in 1992, and although she
continued to battle back and arm problems she developed into an excellent and enthusiastic lifter over the last
few years. Al and Deanna were rightfully proud of her record-making marks of 600 pounds in the Hand and
Thigh and 1100 pounds in the Hip Lift. But more than a devoted lifter, Deanna Springs was a wonderful
person. She and Al came to all of our meets at Clark‘s Gym. Deanna was always the friendliest and most
supportive person in the room. She worked hard to become a better lifter herself and she always gave out
encouragement, even to her competitors. I always looked forward to our meets because I knew that Deanna
would be there. At her funeral, the minister spoke of Deanna‘s accomplishments in the USAWA and her
National Championship medal was placed in the casket with her. I felt glad to know that Deanna cared so much
about the USAWA because I know that my experience in this organization was enriched by her presence.

Deanna Springs was a great lifter, supporter of the USAWA, and a friend. She was also Al‘s greatest
booster. Her death was an unexpected blow and she will be greatly missed.

Past Winners of the Deanna Springs Memorial Meet:
MEN’S DIVISION
DATE

WINNER

AGE

BWT

TOTAL

POINTS

2010 – 3/28

JOE GARCIA

56

215

3770

3611.64

2009 – 3/28

JOE GARCIA

55

240

3950

3711.88

2008 – 4/06

AL MYERS

42

239

3525

2948.17

2007 – 3/25

ABE SMITH

25

171

3610

3534.55

2006 – 3/26

JOE GARCIA

52

245

4035

3655.85

2005 – 4/02

ABE SMITH

23

165

4105

4111.98

2004 – 4/04

JOE GARCIA

50

231

3980

3650.87

2003 – 4/06

STEVE SCHMIDT

47

215

3940

3654.37

2002 – 4/07

JOE GARCIA

48

241

4120

3627.67

2001 – 3/31

JOE GARCIA

47

242

3195

2783.60

2000 – 3/26

JOSH PEMBERTON

24

209

2960

2581.12

1999 – 3/28

JOE GARCIA

45

241

4525

3876.54

1998 – 3/28

JOE GARCIA

44

229

4140

3608.4

1997 – 4/12

JOHN CARTER

39

226

4245

3553.07

1996 – 3/30

JOE GARCIA

42

223

2550

2210.98

WOMEN’S DIVISION
DATE

WINNER

AGE

BWT

TOTAL

POINTS

2004 – 4/04

JESSICA TODD

28

188

1850

1712.18

2001 – 3/31

ANGELA McBRIDE

22

132

2140

2490.32

1996 – 3/30

AMORKOR OLLENNUNKING

33

175

1875

1810.50

Notes: BWT is bodyweight in pounds. Total is total pounds lifted. Points are bodyweight and age adjusted.

LIFTS:
1996 – Cheat Curl, Zercher Lift, Crucifix, Jefferson Lift, Hand and Thigh Lift
1997 – Cheat Curl, Crucifix, Jefferson Lift, Hand and Thigh Lift, Hip Lift
1998 to present – Crucifix, Cheat Curl, Deanna Lift, Hand and Thigh Lift, Hip Lift

LOCATIONS:
1996 – Springs‘ Garage Gym (Dearborn, Missouri)
1997 to present – Clark‘s Championship Gym (Columbia, Missouri)
Categories: USAWA Daily News, USAWA History |
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Bob Burtzloff at the 2002 SuperGrip Challenge
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by Ben Edwards

"This is Bob Burtzloff's double overhand deadlift of 305 pounds on a 2" bar at the 2002 SuperGrip Challenge at
Kevin Fulton's farm in Nebraska. It was a great contest and a great group of people." - Ben Edwards
Categories: USAWA Daily News |
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by Dennis Mitchell

The Saxon Trio
Back in he late 1890s Eugene Sandow was the king of strength in England. A gentleman by the name
of Arno Saxon (His real name was Arno Patschke) saw the interest that the public had for strong men
acts and also the possibility of making a good living by forming his own strongman act. Arno was a
German wrestler and strongman. Traveling back to Germany in 1897, he formed the first Saxon Trio.
Arno Saxon teamed up with Oscar Hilgenfeld and the 19 year old Arthur Hennig, who later changed
his name to Arthur Saxon. The three traveled to England and put on a genuine strong man act. There
were no false weights, tricks, or illusions. Just honest lifting, supporting and juggling heavy weights.
The first to leave the trio was Oscar Hilgenfeldt. He joined with Albert Attilla to form their own act
called The Attilla Brothers. His place was taken by a man named Somerton. Somerton stayed with
the trio only a short time and was replaced by another German named Adolf Berg. More changes
were to come when the originator of the group, Arno Saxon left. Arthur Saxon had his 17 year old
brother, Hermann, take his place. Once again the ever changing trio changed again when Adolf Berg
left and was replaced by Arthur’s youngest brother, Kurt. We now had the true Arthur Saxon Trio. But
not for long as Hemann decided to do a solo act and once again Adolf Berg returned. After a time
Hermann returned and once again the three brothers were billed as the Arthur Saxon Trio.

Arthur was born April 28, 1878. Hermann was born March 17,1882 and Kurt, March 11,1884. All were
born in Leipsic, Saxony. They started training at an early age using stone weights, and putting on
shows in their back yard when Arthur was 15 years old, Hermann,11, and Kurt 8 years old. They
offered ten Pfenning (2.5 cents) to any one up to the age of 15 who could defeat them. When
Hermann was still 16 years old he could bent press 100 kilos by holding together two 50 kilo kettlebells. Kurt at the age of 11 could swing 50 kilos. Even as the members of the trio kept changing they

were quite successful and traveled with the Wirth Brothers Circus through Europe and India. Not only
did they lift weights but were quite skilled in wrestling.
Other than their outstanding lifting the Saxon Brothers were “Strong Eaters.” At a typical breakfast
they would eat 24 eggs, 3 pounds of smoked bacon, porridge with cream, honey, marmalade and tea
with lots of sugar. Lunch served at about 3PM consisted of 10 pounds of meat, with vegetables,
sweet fruits, sweet cakes, salads, pudding, and tea with lots of sugar. Supper was usually smoked
fish and cold meat. There was never any whiskey or brandy, but they did drink some beer. The
stories of their beer drinking were greatly exaggerated. After their 3 o’clock meal they would rest for a
couple of hours. During this time Kurt would do the shopping for their next days food. He was the
cook.
It was now time for their workout. They never did a light workout and did a large variety of lifts with
ring weights and barbells. They would warm up with leg presses. (No leg press machines) The bent
press was done at every work out, doing as many as thirty lifts at each training session. The only non
lifting exercises the did was jumping and swimming, and sometimes wrestling. They trained six days
a week for four hours.

When Arthur died, August 6, 1921, Hermann and Kurt continued the act for a wile with great success.
However Hermann did not have the heart to continue, as it was not like the old days. Kurt continued
on his own until he was injured August 24, 1924, when a bridge and car that he was supporting
collapsed and put an end to his career as a strong man. He then worked at the University of Leipzig
as a trainer, and for a wile ran his own gym until it was destroyed during the second world war. Kurt
died September 5, 1952, and Hermann, February 12, 1961. Arthur was best known for his bent
pressing, an official lift of 371 pounds, and the two hands any how lift of 448 pounds. Listed here are
some of Herman’s and Kurt’s lifts.
Kurt
Hermann
Right hand snatch
Left hand snatch
Right hand bent press
One hand clean & bent press, right hand
Kettle bell swing right hand
Two hands clean and jerk

213 pounds
189 pounds
332 pounds
275 pounds
187 pounds
341 pounds

206 pounds
202 pounds
332 pounds
272 pounds
196 pounds
330 pound

Below is a comparison of their measurements taken by Dr. Sargent of Harvard University.
Kurt
Height
Neck
Chest
Hips
Biceps
Forearm
Wrist
Thigh
Calf
Weight
Age

Hermann

Arthur
68.1″
15.5″
43.0″
36.0″
15.5″
14.2″
8.2″
23.0″
16.0″
164 pounds
26 years

Categories: USAWA Daily News |

67.6″
16.0″
45.0″
36.5″
16.0″
14.5″
8.1″
22.0″
15.0″
163 pounds
28 years

69.5″
16.5″
45.7″
36.5″
16.5″
14.2″
8.1″
23.2″
15.7′
204 pounds
32 years
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A True Spiritual Warrior – An Interview with Steve
Angell
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Interview and article by Cliff Harvey (www.cliffharvey.com)
Interview – Steve Angell

Steve Angell
I faced a crisis back in around 2001…
I had been boxing with the great NZ coach Chris Martin out of the same Auckland Boxing Association stable
that included Paula Mataele – at the time the Super Heavyweight Champion of New Zealand. After suffering
several concussions during sparring, and having already sustained quite a few playing rugby over the previous
14 years I had been faced with the prospect of giving up my goal of becoming an international fighter. I was
pretty despondent about this, and to be honest I needed a new challenge. I had always had a fascination with the
seemingly superhuman levels of strength exhibited by people like Arthur Saxon, Herman Goerner, Geoge
Hackenshmidt, Joe Greenstein and others. I had also never been truly strong. Sure – I was pretty strong and I
threw around some OK weights in the gym – but naturally gifted in strength I certainly wasn‘t…
As I researched the old time strongmen and became more and more interested in ‗All Round Weightlifting‘, one
name stood out, and kept popping up in the competitions of the time as one of the greats of lifting – Steve
Angell. The lifts that Steve put up in competitions became the weights that I attempted to meet (pound for

pound) and became a focus for me in my early days of strength sports. Years later and having competed in both
All-Round and Olympic weightlifting it is my absolute pleasure to now know and be able to ‘shoot the breeze‘
with the man that was my inspiration to enter into competition. And it is my pleasure to introduce him to you.
Cliff Harvey – Hi Steve thanks for agreeing to talk with us. It‘s a real honour!
Steve Angell – The pleasure‘s all mine Cliff, I‘m honoured that you feel me worthy of an interview.
CH – Thanks. Steve – I‘m sure many of my readers will be aware of your accomplishments, but for the rest can
you give us a little bit of your background and history in the iron game?
SA – Well it all started for me in Athletics. I was a hammer thrower who needed to get stronger for the event. I
have been Buckinghamshire County Hammer Throwing Champion as a Junior, senior and in 2009 came out of
retirement to win the senior championships as a 35-39 year master.
My need to get stronger for throwing led me to train at a great old school type gym in my area. The guy who ran
the gym (Brian Clayton) saw the potential in me as a powerlifter and after just over a year of serious training
became Junior British Drug Free Powerlifting Champion and I broke the British Deadlift record by 40kgs,
recording a lift of 280kgs at 90kgs bodyweight.
The venue for the competition was Steve Gardner‘s powerhouse Gym, and there we formed a friendship that
would mould my All-round lifting career.
There was a picture on the wall of Steve‘s gym of him performing the stone putt in a Highland Games
competition. As a thrower this got my juices going, and upon talking to Steve found out he ran strongman and
Highland Games competitions. I talked Steve into letting me compete in his next Highland Games competition,
and as the youngest guy there, won the games.
As you know Cliff, Steve is one of the main men in the IAWA, and he encouraged me to have a go at an AllRound competition, and the rest as they say is history…
I became a multiple World Champion in the All-Rounds and in the last 20+ years have competed in just about
every type of strength sport I could find. A rundown of my achievements are as follows.
County Hammer Throwing Champion
Junior British Powerlifting Champion and record holder
IAWA World Champion 7 times (4 times over-all champion)
IAWA World One Hand Deadlift Champion
WNPF World Deadlift Champion
British Strandpulling Champion 9 times
Britain‘s Drug Free Strongest Man Winner 1997
British Deadlift Champion.
Closed the Iron Mind number 3 ‗Captains of Crush Gripper‘
Lifted the ‗Dinnie‘ stone 9 times (In two visits)
Lifted the ‗Inver‘ stone 3 times
CH – That‘s quite the wrap sheet Steve! Out of all the things you‘ve done what are you most proud of?
SA – The thing I am most proud of, and it was emotionally the hardest thing I have ever had to do was back in
September 1996. Just six days before I was due to compete in the World Championships in Glasgow Scotland,
My father passed away from cancer. My mother and brothers and sisters wanted me to go to Scotland and
compete. It was hard for me to travel to Scotland, but my weightlifting family helped me through it. I won my
weight class and best over all lifter award and broke six world records. I then flew back to England and the next

day with my brothers and cousin carried my fathers coffin at his funeral. The first time my dad saw me
compete, he was shocked how his quiet son could become such an animal. I placed my trophy from my first
competition in his coffin. I love and miss my father more than anything…
I am very proud of all of the above as far as winning titles goes. The lift I am most proud of is my 255kgs
Zercher. i did this lift at 102kgs bodyweight in 1997, and twelve years later it is still the biggest lift ever done
regardless of bodyweight. A lot of the things i am most proud of are what I call ‗off the cuff lifts‘, where I did
no prior specialist training. They are a 1660lbs Hand & Thigh lift performed in Frank Ciavattone‘s basement in
Boston USA. We just loaded up the bar to see what I could do. I also Closed an Ironmind No 3 Gripper on site.
A guy brought one along to an all-round competition and I closed it. I also Lifted the Dinnie Stones 5 times with
no prior training. In fact the lifts were the day after the 2001 IAWA world Championships held in Glasgow
Scotland. I had performed 8 lifts over two days and was quite beat up, and after winning my weight class and
best lifter award, was a bit worse for ware after celebrating with my Old friend Jack (Daniel‘s) on the Sunday
night. Never the less, after a 4hr drive to the stones, I lifted them 5 times. I have been back to them since and
lifted them a further 4 times.
CH – That‘s amazing stuff Steve, and what a great way to honour your father, that must have been terribly
difficult. I know that we have agreed before that there is no weight in comp so heavy as that of loved ones
coffin. Your family must be incredibly proud…
So Steve I‘m interested to hear the story of how you ‗tamed the BEAST‘!
SA – That‘s one of the hardest off the cuff strength feats I have ever done. Recently I cleaned every rep and
pressed a 48kg kettlebell for 100 reps (50 left & 50 right handed) For some reason a 48kg ball with a handle has
gotten the name ―THE BEAST‖. To me that‘s just a marketing ploy from Dragondoor, but also it‘s setting
limitations in peoples mind sets. 100+ years ago, strength Athletes gave us the Dinnie Stones, The inver stone,
the Inch Dumbbell and the Apollon Axel. They were ―BEASTS‖ to lift, not a 48kg kettlebell.
CH – Ha ha – that‘s great stuff Steve. Too many people put limits on their performance. So talking about limits
what are some of your best lifts in competition?
SA – I have always been a platform lifter. By that I mean all my PB‘s have been done in competition and not in
the gym. My best lifts ever are.
Deadlift 280kgs (90kg bodyweight) 300kgs (110kg bodyweight)
One Hand Deadlift 230kg
Zercher 255kgs
Continental to Belt 250kgs
Continental Clean 182.5 kgs
Continental Snatch 125kgs
Straddle Deadlift 310kgs
Hack Lift 300kgs
Trapbar Deadlift 300kgs
One Hand Snatch 75kgs
Hand & Thigh Lift 1600lbs
I think they are some of my best lifts. Although I did a training phase once doing half front squats out of the
power rack and worked up to 800lbs. My coach at the time (Brian Clayton) said it was the best feat of strength
he had ever seen drug free.
CH – You were certainly a big inspiration for me when I was first entering into weightlifting competition. who
were some of your role models in strength sports?

SA – Thanks Cliff, that means a lot to me. My hero‘s if you like were (to start with) Bill Pearl and Bill
Kazmaier. I brought a copy of a bodybuilding magazine back in 1986 when I was 16 years old. There was an
article about Bill Pearl in it and he was 55 years old at the time. He looked amazing and to this day, i have that
magazine at hand to inspire me. Kaz was just a ―BEAST‖ and I loved everything about him. I set out to be the
next Kaz. If you see me getting psyched before a lift, it is modelled on Kaz. The two Bill‘s are still hero‘s of
mine.
On the lifting scene a bit closer to home, I have a lot of people to thank for helping me become the best I could
be. They include. My first coach Brian Clayton, My hammer throwing coach Jack Kee. My wieghtlifting Coach
Chris Gladding, who is a second father to me. Steve Gardner has played a big part in encouraging me during my
lifting career.
Just seeing some of my fellow lifters compete has inspired me. Just a few names are – Frank Ciavattone, John
Vernacchio, Neil Abery, Howard Prechtel and Denny Haybecker.
Outside the lifting arena, my heroes are Mohammed Ali, English decathlete Daley Thompson and Liverpool
football player Kenny Dalglish. And the greatest English Rugby player of all time Martin Johnson.
CH – Well being a Kiwi and rugby fanatic I won‘t comment on Martin Johnson mate! But I think we can agree
on the rest of the legends you listed.
You are heavily involved in kettlebells now – can you tell us a little about how you became involved with the
UKKA?
SA – In 2003 I became the youngest English inductee into the IAWA hall of fame. Steve Gardner put a great
evening of entertainment on for the inductee dinner, and one of the the people he booked was Stan Pike, the
founder of the UKKA. He did a kettlebell demonstration and i was just instantly hooked. I had seen pictures of
kettlebells being used by old time strongmen and just fell in love with them. After the awards ceremony, I
chatted to Stan and we hit it off straight away. We were like two old warrior spirits meeting again after a
millennium. Steve Gardner got Stan to come back to his gym so we could have a play with the bells and I
purchased a 16, 25 and 32kg kettlebell from Stan on that day and spent some time using them to warm up prior
to my lifting sessions.
I then contacted Stan about becoming qualified as a UKKA instructor. I travelled up to Scotland a few times
over the next year and our friendship grew, as did my kettlebell collection. I now own KB‘s from 6kgs through
to 56kgs and I truly believe Stan‘s ‗IntenseFitness‘ kettlebells are the best designed bells in the world.
After my training with Stan, I was proud and honoured to be invited to become a senior Instructor with the
UKKA. I now train personal trainers and certify them to become instructors.
I truly think kettlebells are the best training tool out there, but they are not the only tool. I incorporate them into
a well balanced strength and conditioning routine. As a strength athlete, I use kettlebells, sand bags, rocks and
stones etc to turn the strength I gain from free weight and machine training into functional strength. for instance,
I could work up to 150kg seated press on my powertech plate loaded machine and then perform up to 100reps
pressing a 48kg kettlebell.
I also love using kettlebells for circuit conditioning training. I perform 5 x two hand swings, 5 x one hand
swings each hand, 5 x snatches each hand, 5 x clean and presses each hand, 5 x Fig 8 each direction and 5 x
pass around the body each direction. i would warm up with a 16 kg, then work through 20, 25, 32, 40, and 45kg
kettlebells.
CH – I‘d like to get some ‗from the hip‘ opinions from you on ―The state of the fitness industry‖

SA – It‘s full of under qualified instructors. By that I mean under qualified in experience. It‘s very easy to
qualify as a personal trainer if you have a couple thousand pounds (or dollars) to spend, but I have to be honest,
I would not pay most of the people who have come to me to qualify as a KB instructor to train my cat let alone
myself. On paper most of the people I have put through their KB instructor courses are more qualified them me,
but in a lot of cases they have become clients of mine because they can‘t even (or have not been taught on their
courses how to) squat correctly. I had one trainer want me to put them through a strength session. I was just
ready too beast him because I automatically thought technique would be fine. The first session ended up
resulting in me teaching a trainer who had spent around £7,000 on training courses the basic squat techniques.
I gave up on qualification when on my PT instructors course. They (WABBA) said there were only three
exercises that trained the hands, wrists and forearms. The reverse curl, wrist curls and wrist roller. I wrote loads
of exercises on my written exam amd they failed me. I went mad at the guy running the course. He wrote the
answers they required on a piece of paper, handed it to me and said if your paper has these answers on it you
will pass. I filled the papaer out, got my qualification – and it is the most worthless piece of paper I own. I think
that just about sums up the closed mindedness of the industry as a whole.
CH - ―Kettlebells in the industry‖
SA – Too many people in it to make a quick buck.
Just about every man and his dog seems to be an expert in KB‘s and bringing out very poor DVDs. When i
started kettlebell training, bought lots of DVD‘s and books trying to gain as much knowledge as possible. How
ever most of them seem to be trying to think up new exercises just to bring their next DVD or book out. Just the
same as everyone knows that deadlifts, squats, cleans, presses etc are the best compound type exercises to
perform using barbells. Swings, snatches, cleans, presses along with some core type exercise like turkish get ups
are the best kettlebell exercises to perform to gain the best results. Everything else is just an add on to your
training after you have performed the basics.
CH – ―Instability devices (bosus etc)‖
SA – Deadlift 3 times bodyweight without a belt and you will have all the core stability you will ever need. The
picture of you sitting on a bosu ball writing your training diary sums up their worth.
Just stick to basic heavy compound movements, supplemented with kettlebells, sandbags etc and you will get all
the core stability you need.
CH – Thanks Steve! We got a lot of use out of that pic!
You know that my speciality is nutrition – what are your philosophies on nutrition? What sorts of things do you
eat in a given day?‘
SA – I like to work on the KISS theory when it comes to Nutrition. That is ‗Keep It Simple Stupid‘.
I keep my nutrition simple and balanced. I like the theory I was taught when I studied the basics of nutrition. ―If
man has made it or tampered (processed) with it. Limit it or eliminate it from your diet all together.‖ When I
made my mini comeback last year and got my deadlifts over 300kg again, I supplemented with more protein
than I had before. On top of my meal plan, I was taking 30 grams of protein in a drink four times a day. I found
this very useful in recovering from intense workouts. Other than that, I take a high potency Multi Vitamin, 2
grams of Vit C and B complex Vits daily.
CH – I agree Steve – and I use that analogy (‗if man made it don‘t eat it‘) a lot in my lectures too.
You have been called a ‘spiritual warrior‘ can you tell us a little about the role faith plays in your daily life?
SA – I read a quote in a book once from a Buddhist Monk that kind of sums up my religious faith. He said he
loved Christ and Christianity, but was not so keen on ‗churchianity‘. That sums me up quite well. I am a very

spiritual person, but not mega religious. I believe in and love God, but also believe in the teachings of Buddha.
Christ and Buddha are the two most peaceful people to have walked the earth. Once politics has been removed
from the teachings of both of them, you come down to the fact that they both just wanted people to live in
harmony, help one another and remove greed from their lives. What a great world it would be if that ever
happened.
CH – It sure would Steve, great thoughts there. If more people would recognize the fundamental truths of faith
and cultivate their own connection with God, ‗The Divine‘, ‗The Superconscious‘ or whatever you want to refer
to it and stop just trying to be ‗right‘ the better off the world would be.
So along those lines you‘ve also become more heavily involved in yoga and tai chi lately. How did you come to
be involved with those?
SA – I had my best ever year lifting in 1997. I was British champion twice, world Champion, did my 255kg
Zercher and 230kg One Hand Deadlift and won Britain‘s Drug Free Strongest Man competition. However all
that obviously took its toll on my body, as in my first Competition of 1998 my back blew out on me. The heavy
one hand deadlifts had compressed the lumber discs and to cut a long story short it took two years for me to
recover from this injury. Part of my rehabilitation was me purchasing a yoga video for back health. I learnt the
exercises on the video and carried on doing them for a few years. Then I took on a client who started telling me
about a yoga holiday that she had just come back from run by a guy called Simon Low. My wife had just started
getting into yoga at the time and when I told her about Simon Low yoga retreats, she looked him up on the
internet and before I knew it had booked us on his next retreat. That was a great retreat and I made a good friend
in Simon Low during that week. He admitted to me that when he looked at me as a 240lb weightlifter, he
wondered what on earth I was doing on one of his retreats, but I kind of proved to him during that week that you
can be very strong, but be flexible as well. With all the meditation, chanting etc we did during the week and me
Om-ing with the best of them, I came away from the retreat with the new name, ―Peaceful Warrior‖. I now have
that tattooed on my arm.
I had also become friends with a local Tai Chi teacher by the name of Peter Warr in the early nineties and he
taught me a basic routine and some chi gong to help be breath deeper and help with the nerves before
competitions. I always know I would take it further at some point. I started going to his classes again a few
years ago, and have now done my coaching courses with him and am qualified to teach the Yang style 8, 16 and
24 forms along with the BCCMA 24 form
CH – How have these experiences changed your outlook on training and life?
SA – I have become a more balanced person with yoga and tai chi. Tai chi has taught my the Chinese yin and
yang philosophy of hard (strength training) and soft (yoga and tai chi) and that the body works best when they
are in balance. I am still very much a yang (hard) man, but try and create as much balance as possible. I also
know, I will turn my back on the strength world one day and yoga and tai chi will become the foundation of the
remainder of my life.
CH – I‘ve certainly found the same Steve. I was introduced to yoga growing up with my Dad and more recently
have gotten back into it and I both love it and feel that it for me to provides the ‗yin‘ to the ‗yang‘ of lifting and
fighting.
Looking back over your career how have you evolved as a lifter?…and as a person?
SA – I will be 40 years old in 2010 and I believe I am a better all-round athlete and person than I was in my
twenties. That is because I have introduced more conditioning in to my training as well as yoga and tai chi. In
my twenties, I was just a beast with the aim of lifting more in each competition.
Looking back, never really enjoyed the moment with all my victories. As soon as the Gold medal was in the
bag, I was thinking of the next. My father even said to once that I should sit back and realize what I achieved. It

wasn‘t until 1997 when my body could not take anymore beatings and subsequently I had to take two years out
to rehab my back and body that I started bringing more balance it to my training. In 2001 / 2002, I had lost that
balance again and despite being the strongest I had ever been, I took it too far again and completely detached
my right distal biceps tendon. I had to have surgery to reattach it and another year to fully recover from the
injury. It was then that I took a step back and could see what I was doing to myself and my wife and family. I
retired from International competition in 2002 and that is is when I added boxing training into my routine and
then the following year met Stan Pike and was introduced to kettlebells. From there my training has become
much more balanced. I always felt I was only six months real hard training away from being able to hit big
poundage‘s again though. And this was proved right in 2009 when I competed in my County Championships at
Hammer throwing after a break of 13 years and won the Gold Medal and then after 10 weeks heavy training
broke the IAWA Trap -Bar Deadlift World Record pulling my first 300kg deadlift since 2002.
CH – What are you working on right now Steve? Any new projects on the way?
SA – 2009 was a bit of a comeback year for me winning the County Hammer throwing championships and
deadlifting 300kgs again. The real inspiration behind this was my daughter Ella. I wanted to win medals and
trophies for her, so she would know her daddy was at one time one of the strongest drug free people in the
world. She really is my inspiration now. And also I have to stay big and strong to keep the boys at bay when she
gets older Ha Ha.As I stated earlier, I will be 40 in 2010 and I wanted to do something mad to celebrate my 40
years on the planet. I am sharing this goal with you exclusively in the interview. As you know I have a love for
stone lifting and the most famous stones in the world are the Dinnie stones in the highlands of Scotland. I have
visited them twice, lifting them 5 times in 2001 and four times in 2007. For my 40th I am going to attempt to
lift them 40 times. This is the biggest (and craziest) goal I have ever set myself. In the fourth rep back in 2007, I
tore the skin from my hand and was unable to attempt any more reps, so I am going through some very strict
training for this goal and am videoing my training and the attempt its self and if successful will be bringing a
DVD out of the whole thing. As you say Cliff, ―if you shoot for the stars and reach the moon, you have still had
a great journey‖. With this goal I am shooting for the stars and am very much looking forward to the journey.
CH – Wow Steve, that is one hell of a goal! Thanks for sharing it with me and my readers. If there‘s anyone
who can do it, it‘s you mate.
Thanks again for taking time out of your busy schedule to talk to me mate. It‘s an honour and a pleasure to be
‘singing from the same song sheet‘ as you would say.
(Webmaster‘s comment: I want to again thank Cliff for allowing The Daily News to run his interview with
Steve Angell. This interview is also available on Cliff‘s website and blog – which can be found at
www.cliffharvey.com.)
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by Al Myers
2010 USAWA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
JUNE 26 & 27, 2010

LEBANON SENIOR CENTER
LEBANON, PENNSYLVANIA

The deadline is approaching fast for this year‘s USAWA National Championships, hosted by our USAWA
President Denny Habecker. The deadline is May 26th. Please help Denny prepare by getting your entry in on
time. Considerable time and energy is spent in preparing for a competition like this, and a meet director needs
to know how many competitors will attend so arrangements can be done accordingly. Planning for TShirts,
awards, and food requirements have to be done way ahead of the meet date, so it is very important to get that
entry in on time. I know the USAWA has in the past been pretty lenient on this, but you never know, this year
may be different if entry numbers are up. Why take that chance?? Just fill out the entry form today and send it
to Denny!
Denny had these words to share about this year‘s upcoming Championships, ” I am looking forward to a great
meet this year. I am expecting some very good new lifters this year, in addition to the great lifters from past
years, which should make this a very good and exciting meet. I hope every member that can make it will come
and help make this the best meet ever. I know a lot of lifters liked the two day format, and the cookout in my
yard after the meet will be very informal and I hope enjoyed by all.”
Below are the entry forms for this year‘s National Championship:
2010 USAWA Nationals – info page
2010 USAWA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
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by Al Myers
First, I want to thank everyone who made nominations and showed support to the USAWA Awards Program. I
was overwhelmed by the number of nominations made – and the many athletes that were nominated. One
category had 7 athletes nominated – with EVERY ONE of them deserving of the award. Now we will have to
make the hard decision of picking just ONE athlete per award by having a membership vote. I narrowed the
candidates down to two per category, with the two being the ones that had the most nominations. I listed them
in alphabetical order (according to last name) so the order is NOT associated with their number of
nominations. I also want to point out that being the RUNNER-UP of these awards is quite an honor, and no one
should feel disappointed even if they are not selected. As I have said earlier, these kind of awards are the ones
that mean the most as they are selected by your peers. Anyone who is a current USAWA member is eligible to
place a vote – so take the time and cast a vote. Votes are to be sent to me at amyers@usawa.com. The deadline
for votes is May 26th – the same as the deadline for your National Championship Entry! These awards will be
announced at the National Meeting.

Athlete of the Year
Al Myers
Chad Ullom

Leadership Award
Bill Clark
Al Myers

Sportsmanship Award
Denny Habecker
Art Montini

Courage Award
Frank Ciavattone
Dale Friesz

Newcomer Award
Dave Glasgow
Kohl Hess
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Harness Lift:Part 1
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by Thom Van Vleck

Big Al Myers lifted 2800# in the Harness Lift at the 2006 USAWA Nationals

The Harness Lift is one of the more intriguing lifts in the USAWA. How often can a person lift a
ton….literally! Let‘s review the Harness Lift rules from the USAWA rule book: A Heavy Lift Bar is used in
this lift. A harness is also used, which fits over the shoulders and around the waist. An adjustable chain and
hook is attached to the harness so it may be attached to the Heavy Lift Bar. The width of the harness must not
exceed 4 inches around the waist and 3 inches over the shoulders. The lifter is also allowed to use hand rails to
support the arms during the lift. The hand rails may be of any design. A hand rail does not need to be used, and
the lifter may support the arms on the legs during the lift. The lifter assumes a position in which the lifter is
straddling the Heavy Lift Bar. Width of feet placement is optional, but the feet must be parallel and in line with
the torso. The feet must not move during the lift, but the heels and toes may rise. The lifter may adjust the chain
length to his/her preference prior to the lift. The lift begins at the lifter‟s discretion. The lifter is allowed one test
lift to check the balance of the weight and to make adjustments to the chain length. The lifter will stand and lift
the weights from the platform. The shoulders and torso do not have to be upright upon the finish of the lift. The
legs must straighten, but the knees do not need to be locked. Once the weight is motionless, and the plates on
both ends of the bar are off the platform at the same time, an official will give a command to end the lift.
Steve Schmidt is responsible for some of the most amazing Harness lifts of all time. At the 1988 Backbreaker
he did 3500lbs in the 105kg class and in 1992 Backbreaker he did 3315lbs weighing in some 10kg less in the
95kg class. But the best of all time, was at the 1991 back breaker where Steve did 3515lbs in the 100kg class!
Another amazing Harness lifter is Joe Garcia.
But to me, my favorite memory of the Harness lift took place when I was a head judge at the 2006 USAWA
Nationals. There was a lot of big Harness lifts that day but a real battle emerged between Al Myers and Ian
Reel. Al was the wiley veteran and Ian was the young rookie. It was a battle for the ages! I was extremely
impressed with Ian (I‘ve come to expect big lifts out of Al!). I recall getting down at floor level trying to check
for clearance and seeing that heavy bar bend like a bow! That was some serious weight! When the dust settled,
Ian (who was officially lifting in the 110kg class) equaled Al‘s 2800lbs (Al was in the 115kg class) so by virtue
of bodyweight, I have to give youth the victory on this one. I hope when Ian is done with his collegiate
throwing career he makes a return to the USAWA….I hear he‘s ―filled out‖ now!

Youth is served! Ian Reel matches Al Myers lift for lift in the Harness Lift while recording the top Harness Lift
of All-Time by a teenager.
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Harness Lift:Part 2
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by Thom Van Vleck

Thom Van Vleck getting "Down and Dirty" to judge the Harness Lift with a helper!
My own story on the Harness lift goes like this. After that 2006 USAWA Nationals mentioned in part 1:
Harness Lift, I got one of the harnesses and heavy bars Al made special for that meet. I brought it home but did
not have enough weight to load it! So I contacted my good friend, Bob McConaughey with the BNSF railroad
and he set me up with a pair of railroad car wheels. I thought the RR car wheels would be cool to lift and we
could also use them in our strongman evangelism shows. I‘ll never forget our conversation when he asked me
what size I wanted:
Thom: ―So, what size do you have?‖
Bob: ―Well, they can range from 1000lbs and up to 4000lb‖
Thom: ―Apeice!!!!……uhhh…what‘s the smallest you can get me?‖
Bob (laughing): ―I think we could find you some coal car wheels that are in the 800lb range!‖

So, it was off to Galesburg, Illinois to pick up some surplus steel! I took my half ton truck to pick up a ton and
a half of steel. John O’Brien went along for the ride and upon arriving, the trainmaster took us down to the
yard to get them loaded. They were on a palate and I‘ll never forget when the trainmaster asked the loading
dock guy for help loading them and the loader looked at the wheels and at us and said, ―Don‘t you think a fork
lift would be easier‖!? As he walked off to get the fork lift, the trainmaster mutter under his breath a more
crude version of ―NO CRAP‖!!! My poor pick up has hauled a lot of crazy stuff over the years, but you should
have seen the it sink under that weight!
I got them home, and realized as I got them into my gym that these things were so heavy they were actually
extremely dangerous, if they tipped over they could sever whatever was under them. But, I got them modified
and loaded on to my heavy bar. My Dad had come over and helped me slip the harness on and I made my
adjustments. Finally, I had them adjusted and with an estimated 1700lbs, I began to pull….an pull….and
pull. It was then I realized that when you do Heavy Lifts, you have to have a whole new mindset! Upon proper
mental approach which involves pain tolerance and the feeling that something is going to rip in any given joint
in your body, I lifted it. I then loaded it to an estimated 2000lbs and after a couple of attempts, got that, too. I
was elated!!! Later, I took my shirt off to shower and looked in the mirror and realize I had blood blisters all
over my shoulders and hips. I looked like I had been bull whipped! The next day I felt some serious joint and
muscle soreness, but a lasting satisfaction that I had ―lifted a ton‖!
If you want to get started in Harness Lifting, my recommendation is you need to work into it slower than I did
and get some coaching by someone that knows what they are doing….it will save you some time and maybe
injuries! Since you aren‘t going to buy a harness or Heavy Bar at the local sporting goods store, I would take a
good look at a Harness before making one and ask guys who have them how they made them. They have made
all the mistakes for you and can tell you the best way to go about it.
Finally, you are always welcome to stop by the JWC Training Hall and give the Harness lift a shot!
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My Toys
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by Roger Davis

Tags: All-Round Weightlifting, Harness Lift, Thom

"Thought you might like a picture of some of my toys...bet you just want to hop on a plane and come round to
play. The globe dumbbell is 40 kg, and has a 2" handle. At a sponsored charity event later this year, I want to
lift it overhead 40 times in 40 minutes to mark by 40th birthday" - Roger Davis
(webmasters comment: Thanks Roger for sending along these pictures of some of ―your toys‖ – and YES I
would like to ―play around‖ with them. If anyone else has special training implements, please send me a picture
with a short writeup and I will share it on the website.)
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The Giant Steel Pill
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"One of the most challenging feats in the gym is shouldering what we have called THE GIANT STEEL PILL. It
is an old air compressor tank loaded to 250 pounds. It is very slick and is hard to get a grasp on it. However,
these pictures show Chris Anderson lifting it easily! Chris even smiled for the camera!" - Al Myers
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The Farmers Walk
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by Al Myers

Big John Conner of the Dino Gym training the Farmers Walk with 405 pounds per hand!!
One of the most physically taxing exercises you can train is the ole‘ fashioned FARMERS WALK. All it takes
is two identical implements to carry. Just pick them both up at the same time and start walking. This event is
very popular among strongmen and is contested at many strongman competitions. I think it is also a good
training exercise for All-Rounders. It works the entire body – and when you are finished with a WALK your
legs, back, shoulders, and arms will be exhausted. The Farmers Walk is an excellent last exercise (or often
called ―the finisher‖) to your workout. I would recommend you do it last because if you ―push it hard‖ you will
have had enough! Brooks Kubik made this comment regarding the Farmers Walk in his book Dinosaur
Training, ―if you do this exercise the right way, you won‘t have anything left for any other exercise.‖
Like I said, you can carry about anything in the Farmers Walk. If you don‘t have special made FARMERS
IMPLEMENTS – use dumbbells. If you don‘t have dumbbells - use 5 gallon buckets filled with sand, water or
rocks. When I was a young 12 year old kid my Dad would make me carry 5 gallon buckets of milk to feed the
calves. I would have to carry these buckets over 100 yards from the milk barn to the calf shed. Sometimes, I
would have to come back for more milk-filled buckets! I remember when I started doing this chore I HATED it
and considered it HARD WORK, and thought my Dad was mean spirited making me work like that. But Dad
knew what was best for me, and he kept making me do this every day after school. Soon afterwards, I felt
stronger and in better shape, and I had suddenly developed muscles I didn‘t have before. I‘m sure this is one of
the reasons that first got me interested in weight training. I could feel myself getting stronger carrying the
buckets, and soon it became easy – and I LIKED the way it made me feel! My Dad knew farm work like this
would make a young boy strong, and I got to thank him today for introducing me to progressive weight training
using the FARMERS WALK the FARMER‘S WAY (in which the Farmers Walk includes productive hard
physical work)!
Give the FARMERS WALK a try in your training program. If you are like me, you could use a little more
cardio work in your training program! This exercise is very challenging and easy to improve on. You can
always add a little more weight to your carry, go a little faster, or maybe go a farther distance.
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Seven Priniciples for Cleaning and Pressing
Dumbbells
May 12, 2010 | Authored by John McKean | Edit

by John McKean

Mark Mitchell, of the Dino Gym, holds the Overall Record in the Clean and Press - 2 Dumbbells in the 125+
KG Class with a lift of 230 pounds (this is a picture of that record). This record was performed in the 2004
IAWA Postal Meet.
1.) Principles of cleaning and pressing barbells apply. You need an easy clean. If you‘re stumbling all over as
you rack the dumbells, or have to muscle them in over the last few inches, your chances of making a maximum
single, triple, or even a set of five are slim.
2.) Concentrate on speed when you clean dumbells. You have to turn the dumbells over fast which requires
getting the elbows to move rapidly. Remember, you‘re not doing hammer curls.
3.) Dumbell cleans are easier if one uses ‗bells with thin, flat-style plates. I prefer 12½‘s myself, the fewer
plates the better. Hexagon-shaped dumbells are noticeably harder to clean, at least 90‘s and up.
4.) For home training, spiral-lock dumbells are best. They can be changed quickly, and you never have to worry
about the collars falling off and causing potential injury.

5.) For pressing heavy dumbells it‘s essential to have a solid base. Total-body work comes into play here as you
must maintain tight thighs and hips.
6.) When pressing the heaviest dumbells, I prefer palms facing each other, with elbows facing forward and
angled slightly outward (as opposed to elbows to the sides).
7.) Keep dumbells directly over the shoulders and concentrate on driving them straight up, always being
attentive to prevent the ‗bells from wandering out to the sides.
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Arm Over Arm Drag
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by Al Myers

" A couple of weeks ago at the Dino Gym we did a training session with the Arm Over Arm Drag. These
pictures show Dino Gym member Scott Tully pulling a 400# sled over a 80 foot course for time. This exercise
will test the strength of the entire upper body, along with increasing your heart rate! Eric Todd is helping Scott
by keeping the rope tight and out of Scott's way, while providing encouragement." - Al Myers
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My Pullum Patent Bar
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by Roger Davis

Pullum Bar - made to exact patent specifications
―Thought you may be interested in my Pullum Patent bar. One of my engineer friends helped me make it to the
exact specifications of the 1921 Patent. It has a brass sleeve that rotates around the bar, pre-dating the Berg
Olympic Bar by some years. I also have an almost full set of CWLC (Camberwell Weightlifting Club, the
famous gym of WA Pullum) plates to complement it. It is a real work of art, but it lives a full and useful life
rather than being a museum piece. I train with it almost every day.‖
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Art Montini
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by John McKean

This is Art from his "younger days'. This picture is prominently displayed in the Ambridge VFW Barbell Club.
‖ I LOVE the aches and pains every morning! They tell me that I didn‘t die in my sleep!!‖ Then, to assert this
positive life-force, eighty four year old Art Montini heads to the gym every morning at 5 AM to lift weights.
HEAVY ones!
You see, Art Montini of Aliquippa, Pennsylvania is perhaps the premiere Master (over age of 40) weightlifter in
the world! He has been a competitor in olympic style weightlifting, powerlifting, and all-round lifting for 64
years and a master lifter for 44 of those years.He currently holds around 250 US national records in All-Round
weightlifting for the USAWA which places him as first or second on the list for most records ever ( Art laughs
at his good friend and record-numbers competitor, Denny Habecker, the USAWA national president. ―He‘s just
a ―kid‖ of 67!‖,crows Montini.).But Art has proven that heavy training, rather than lightweight ―over 50″
programs is the fountain of youth & vitality.
With no sign of letting up (Art has been known to leave a hospital from minor surgery and typical age related
procedures to drive straight to the gym for a workout!), Montini plans to compete in this year‘s All-Round
National Championships in Lebanon,PA , set a few more records in the World‘s Championships in Glasgow,
Scotland, and finish the year by lifting in his own , annual birthday meet in Ambridge,PA.These days in his age
group division of 80+ , ole Art doesn‘t have a lot of head-on competition, but is quick to reveal his current
secret of success -‖If at first ya can‘t outlift ‗em, OUTLIVE ‗em!‖
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Barbells Up, Dumbbells Down Part 1 – Dumbbell
Training
May 17, 2010 | Authored by John McKean | Edit

by John McKean
Paul Anderson, Louis Cyr, Arthur Saxon, Hermann Goerner, Doug Hepburn, and John McKean. The question
behind this answer is, ―Name five all-time superstars of strength who extensively employed heavy dumbbells in
training, and one other guy!‖ Of course, yours truly is the lowly other guy, but I do enjoy standing on the
shoulders of these giants to seek some of the progress they found through brutally-intense dumbbell work.
Unfortunately, most dumbbell work nowadays is relegated to lightweight shaping movements, or, at most,
relatively high-rip, non-goal oriented exercise with poundages that are ―comfortable‖. I don‘t even like to recall
how many gyms I‘ve visited where the heavy half of the dumbbell rack is as dusty and untouched as their bench
uprights shiny and worn.
Why is this? Simple – dumbbells hurt. That is, in exactly the opposite manner to how exercise machines ease
and rob the work of a similar barbell move, dumbbells call for even more total bodily involvement than a long
bar. Where machines isolate, dumbbells, on the other hand, require extreme control, utilization of many
stabilizing muscles, coordination between muscle groups, and total concentration. They have a longer range of
motion than barbells or machines, and bombard deep-lying muscle fibers from many different angles. Most
importantly, with some intense effort, seriously-heavy dumbbells eventually adapt to our own personal groove –
we‘re forced to learn to control the weighty little beasts, and best compensate for out individual leverages.

Eventually, then, we discover (perhaps even subconsciously) our own optimum angles of push or pull, to
capitalize on innermost strengths.
Many of the old-time strongmen never seemed to lack incentive to go to limit poundages on dumbbell lifts. Of
course, back then they regularly contested dumbbell clean & jerks, presses, snatches, swings, and the crucifix. A
look at U.S. and British record lists printed in magazines from the 1920s and 30s will show a slew of dumbbell
marks which were recorded under official conditions. Do we have any such incentive today? You bet! Under
the auspices of the IAWA we currently have 27 registered dumbbell lifts to go after. And, brother, if you
thought my insistence on training barbell limits in past articles was taxing, I‘m really setting you up for a
wonderful world of pain this time.
No, you may not be interested in jumping into one of our dumbbell competitions – the British would call these
―single arm championships‖ – but you sure can obtain huge overall strength gains while bringing out previously
unnoticed lumps, bumps and strands of muscle. All that‘s required is the desire to see just how heavy a single
rep you can eventually achieve with one or more dumbbell lifts. Specialize if you care to, or build a total routine
on 4-10 dumbbell moves per week.
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Barbells Up, Dumbbells Down Part 2 – A Lesson in
Abbreviation
May 18, 2010 | Authored by John McKean | Edit

by John McKean
A good friend of mine – our past U.S. National All-Round President, Howard Prechtel – relates how he once
specialized for a one-year period on the dumbbell clean & press as his only upper-body exercise. His only other
exercise was the half-squat in a power rack. He stayed away from his regular gym at the time to increase his
concentration on these two movements (and to avoid unnecessary ―advice‖ from training partners who would
have chided him for such limited training). When the year was up, a muscularly massive Howard Prechtel
confidently strode into the training hall to easily clean and strict press over 300 pounds on a barbell – at least 50
pounds more than he had ever done before. Teammates were literally flabbergasted – this was absolutely
without steroids, and they couldn‘t figure out how this gym drop-out pulled it off. You can bet, tho‘, that ole
Howie didn‘t wave around lightweight bells during his escape time from conventional stale routines.
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Barbells Up, Dumbbells Down Part 3 – The Nuts
and Bolts
May 19, 2010 | Authored by John McKean | Edit

by John McKean
Sort of a surprise for any who have read my previous articles expounding the use of heavy single-rep lifts, but
dumbbell strength training is best done is sets of 3-6 reps. At least a triple seems necessary to develop
coordination and groove, absolutely essential to successful dumbbell work. In many gym experiments I‘ve
discovered I could take a particular poundage and do three good but fairly taxing reps with the dumbbell, then
go but 5 pounds heavier only to find the stubborn ‗bells just wouldn‘t budge an inch. Friends related exactly the
same experience. So, if a ―gym limit‖ can usually be pumped for 3-4 reps instead of only one, you might as well
shoot for this number.
Singles can be attempted on widely spaced occasions – you need something to shoot for. But with dumbbells
there‘s a lot more control factors against you, and conditions won‘t always be regulated as with a barbell. Your
mood, drive, groove, coordination, incentive, and a well-rested, ready body has to be exactly in tune for that
new dumbbell record. Plus, as any experienced dumbbell aficionado will tell you, it‘s all too easy to mentally
burn out on the short bars if you attempt too many maxes too frequently. Sad to report, misses with even
previous marks occur a lot. Seems you must lose a little occasionally before your body allows you to advance.
But take heart. When you do hit a new limit you‘ll discover a unique exhilaration, ‗cause the dumbbells will let
you know that you‘ve really worked for and deserve it.
Many of us find that our top dumbbell weights are most easily achieved when done for a single set of 3-5 reps
performed directly following a short session of singles with a similar barbell move. For instance, we work a
standard barbell press for 70% x 1, 80% x 1, 90% x 1, then finish – almost a ―backdown set‖ – with a dumbbell
press for, say a set of 4 reps. Since the dumbbell move is tougher and always lighter than its big brother barbell
exercise, the body, and especially the mind, are better prepared (tricked) for dumbbell intensity when backing
down to it instead of progressively building up in sets. It‘s just so important to allow that first dumbbell rep to
go smoothly and seem fairly light. Following that, reps 2, 3, 4 and, maybe 5, almost always flow easily. But
there‘s no second chance if the first one sticks.
A few barbell-up, dumbbell-down combos you may wish to try include snatches/swings, barbell hack
squats/dumbbell deadlifts, push presses/one arm jerks, cheat curls/incline dumbbell curls, power
cleans/dumbbell pullups, etc. Again, not that dumbbell lifts can‘t be trained by themselves – some, such as allrounds torturous two-hands anyhow, can‘t be trained any other way. It‘s just that quicker advances in
poundages and better quality training come when the dumbbell lifts are combined with heavy single barbell
movements. Just remember the formula of 4 sets of 1 with the barbell, 1 set of 4 with the dumbbell.
Progression can best be summed up this way – don‘t be in too much of a hurry. Keep plugging at that set of 3-5
reps with a consistent poundage, workout after workout, until it starts to feel light and easy. Then just nudge the
dumbbells up by 5 pounds the next session. Some may prefer to gradually raise reps, starting at 4 and eventually
achieving 7 with a given weight before upping the poundage and starting over at 3 or 4. Regardless of which
progression you prefer, always be a bit cautious during that next workout with the weight jump – attack it,
because that addition of a mere 5 pounds per hand may prove far heavier than you expect. Smaller weight
increases with loading dumbbells can be achieved by off-loading, or adding a single plate to only one side of the
bell.
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Barbells Up, Dumbbells Down Part 4 – Bob Karhan

May 20, 2010 | Authored by John McKean | Edit

by John McKean
My all-round cohort and good buddy from Cleveland, Bob Karhan, has done more dumbbell home training than
most. Very few trainees these days can match big Bob‘s pure pressing power, the result of many years of
concentrated work with various forms of dumbbell pressing. He‘s kindly agreed to share some of his findings:
When training dumbbells I usually do 1-2 sets after my barbell exercises. For example, after a heavy press
behind neck session I take a heavy pair of dumbbells and do a set of 5-6 reps in the dumbbell press. If this is
fairly easy, I‘ll add weight and go for on more set of 3-5 reps. If the first set proves to be a gut-buster, I‘ll skip
the second set.
I prefer sticking to a rep scheme of 3-8. The first rep always proves to be essential to jockey for ideal dumbbell
positioning and establish coordination between muscle groups. Repetitions eventually enable one to discover a
personal groove and fine tune it over the course of time. Only dumbbells permit this minute adjustment of
positioning. In fact, I seriously doubt whether any two individuals could have the exact same degree of push.
In IAWA competition, the center of the ‗bell handles for presses can‘t be higher than the clavicles. This presents
a new level of difficulty because the initial drive requires a shoulder and elbow rotation to get the ‗bells started.
This motion has a tendency to get the dumbbells out of one‘s groove. By doing the exercise this way, the
amount of weight is reduced by about 10-15% while shoulder aggravation is increased by 50%. It‘s always
important with dumbbells to work a lift in the most comfortable manner.
One other way to develop dumbbell power is to employ 2‖ dumbbell handles. These are hard to control and
they‘re tremendous for developing the grip. Mostly, when you go back to the standard 1‖ handles they feel like
mere toys in your hands.
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Stop The Rotation To Jumpstart Gains
May 21, 2010 | Authored by Ben Edwards | Edit

by Ben Edwards
A lot has been written about training with thick-handled dumbbells and there are many methods to help you
reach your strength goals.
Your training will usually consist of attempts to either increase your max lift for a single deadlift, or
occasionally doing reps to increase the amount of time that you’re holding onto the dumbbell. Occasionally it’s
a good idea to switch your training up and focus on a different training method for a while to see if you can get
break through a training rut or plateau.

A technique that has helped me drastically increase my Inch loadable dumbbell max over the past month is to
stop the rotation of the dumbbell while performing a deadlift. This is not something new and I’ve read about it
being used by several guys who are training to lift the Inch Replica.
There are several ways to stop the rotation of a dumbbell


Press a finger against the plates with your non-lifting hand and apply inward pressure so that the
rotation of the plates is arrested. I used this technique after a grip contest about 5 years ago and lifted
an Inch Replica to a full deadlift. At that time I was about 40lbs away from a legitimate lift of an Inch
Replica, so it’s a remarkable training tool.



Loosen the plates (applies to a loadable only) until they rattle when lifted and that will significantly
reduce the rotation of the dumbbell. I usually get about 10lbs more when I do this.



If you have an Al Myers Inch (loadable) Trainer -Use a hollow tube to slide over one of the “horns” on
the screw-on collar. Hold onto the tube with your non-lifting hand and that will prevent the dumbbell
from rotating when you lift it. This will add anywhere from 5 to 20lbs to your best unassisted lift. The
following pictures show this technique in action.

This is the starting position. The dumbbell hasn't left the ground yet. The left hand is already stabilizing the
hollow tube, which prevents the dumbbell handle from rotating in your hand during the lift.
About a month ago I dusted off my Al Myers Inch Trainer and worked up to a max (contest-legal) lift of
139lbs. I struggle with the rotation of thick-handled dumbbells. I’ve trained it about 6 times since that test day
and I did a contest-legal deadlift with 152lbs this morning. That’s an increase of 13lbs in a month. Some of
that was just being a bit “rusty” with my thick-handled dumbbell technique. But a good portion of that increase
I attribute mainly to my rotation-stopping training. Only on the first day did I actually do an unassisted
dumbbell lift (without the rotation-stopping tube) during training. The 6 workouts since that test day have
consisted primarily of a few warmup 2-handed pulls and 1-handed negatives with 140lbs, and then 3 to 5
attempts – utilizing the rotation-stopping bar – with 150 to 170lbs.
I hope anyone training to lift an Inch Replica will put these suggestions to use and achieve their goal quickly
and efficiently. I’ve got a long way to go before I’m strong enough to lift an Inch Replica. But at least now I’m
closer than I’ve ever been.

This is the finished position of the dumbbell deadlift. The left hand is still holding on to the hollow
tube. At this point in the lift, you could either continue to use the rotation-stopping effect of the
hollow tube while you lower the dumbbell to the ground under control, or you could pull the hollow
tube off the "horn" of the collar and try to control the dumbbell on the way to the ground without the
rotation-stopping benefit of the hollow tube.
About a month ago I dusted off my Al Myers Inch Trainer and worked up to a max (contest-legal) lift of
139lbs. I struggle with the rotation of thick-handled dumbbells. I’ve trained it about 6 times since that test day
and I did a contest-legal deadlift with 152lbs this morning. That’s an increase of 13lbs in a month. Some of
that was just being a bit “rusty” with my thick-handled dumbbell technique. But a good portion of that increase
I attribute mainly to my rotation-stopping training. Only on the first day did I actually do an unassisted
dumbbell lift (without the rotation-stopping tube) during training. The 6 workouts since that test day have
consisted primarily of a few warmup 2-handed pulls and 1-handed negatives with 140lbs, and then 3 to 5
attempts – utilizing the rotation-stopping bar – with 150 to 170lbs.
I hope anyone training to lift an Inch Replica will put these suggestions to use and achieve their goal quickly
and efficiently. I’ve got a long way to go before I’m strong enough to lift an Inch Replica. But at least now I’m
closer than I’ve ever been.
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How I do the Arthur Lift
May 22, 2010 | Authored by Chad Ullom | Edit

Chad Ullom and his 258# Arthur Lift at the 2010 Arthur Saxon Pentathlon
By Chad Ullom
The Arthur lift starts off with a hack lift. I usually try and pop the weight up over my hips and drop under it and
catch it ideally right on my belt. At this point, I bend over and work it into a good position where I know it
won‘t fall off. At this point, I reposition my hands to an underneath position and move them out to the collars. I
try and pop the weight up my back, so I push up with my hips and pull the bar up toward my shoulders. It
usually takes about 4 times to get it up high enough that I can get it onto my shoulders and ready for the jerk.
Take your time and make sure the bar is centered and get your hands placed where you want them. I make sure
that I‘m ready for the jerk, drive hard up with my legs and hips and push through to lock out it out.
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The Pullover and Push Part 1 – The Rules
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USAWA President and the 2010 National Meet Director Denny Habecker likes the Pullover and Push, and he is
including it in this year's National Championship.
by Al Myers

The Pullover and Push is one of my favorite All-Round exercises and it is going to be contested at this year‘s
USAWA National Championships. I thought it would be a good idea to cover some of the basics of this
exercise, starting with the rules.

Rules for the Pullover and Push
The lifter will lie on his/her back on the platform with the bar placed on the platform above the lifter‟s head. Padding, such as a towel or mat, may be placed under the lifter‟s body and elbows. The bar is gripped with the
palms of the hands facing up and with the bar at arms‟ length prior to the start of the lift. Width of hand spacing and feet placement is optional. The lift begins at the lifter‟s discretion. The lifter is allowed multiple rolls with
the bar on the platform to gain momentum to the bar. Hands must remain on the bar throughout the lift. The lifter will then pull the bar over and onto the chest or upper abdomen resulting in the upper arms resting on the
platform. The bar must not be rolled once on the chest. The bar or plates must not make contact with the platform once the bar leaves the platform or it will result in disqualification. The lifter is allowed to move or lift the
feet and hips during the pullover. Once the bar is on the chest or abdomen, the lifter may move the feet close to the hips, and raise the hips to create a bridging or belly toss to propel the bar to arms‟ length. This is done at
the lifter‟s discretion. The lifter is allowed feet and hip movement during the push. The lifter may press the bar instead of pushing the bar if desired. Once the push has begun, the bar must not be lowered in any manner. Only
one attempt at the push is allowed. The bar must lock out with even extension. Once the arms are straight, the lifter must lower the hips to the platform and straighten the legs to a flat position on the platform. The arms must
remain straight during this time. When the lifter and bar are motionless, an official will give a command to lower the bar. The lift ends when the bar is returned to the platform under control. It is acceptable to drop the bar
behind the head in the return to the platform as long as the lifter maintains hand contact with the bar.
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by Al Myers

Arthur Saxon performing the Pullover and Push
Just like the stories of Milo Steinborn developing the Steinborn Lift because squat stands didn‘t exist, Old
Time great strongmen like Arthur Saxon and George Hackenschmidt were performing the Pullover and Press
and the Pullover and Push on the floor before the bench press existed. This was the only way at the time to do a
supine press since benches for bench presses weren‘t around yet. The Pullover and Press (where the lifter lies
flat and performs a strict press unlike the Pullover and Push where the lifter can arch) was performed before it
―evolved‖ into the Pullover and Push. I can just imagine the lifter‘s comments at the time when the first lifter
did ―the Push‖ instead of ―the Press‖. Much like the comments I here now when you see big bench presses put
up with an armored reinforced bench shirt on!! Such comments as, ―THAT‘S not a real bench press!‖, ―If you
wear a bench shirt, you‘re a cheater!‖. And so on. Back then I bet you would hear comments like, ―THAT‖S
not a real pullover and press!‖, and ―If you got to bridge like that, you‘re a cheater!‖. So, really nothing has
changed in over 100 years of arguments and debates involving supine pressing! My opinion is that the Pullover
and Push is a different lift compared to the Pullover and Press (just as benching with a shirt on is compared to

without) and everyone should treat it that way. Arthur Saxon even made this comment regarding the Pullover
and Push in his book The Development of Physical Power ―A more genuine test, perhaps, is to lay perfectly flat,
and slowly press the barbell overhead.‖ And this came from our hero Arthur Saxon who HELD the record in the
Pullover and Push for some time with a lift of 175 kilograms in the early 1900‘s.
The Pullover and Push was contested heavily between 1900 and 1930, at which time the more modern Bench
Press gained popularity. The Pullover and Push pretty much disappeared as a competitive lift after that, and
most weightlifters at the time didn‘t even know how to perform it. However, the Pullover and Push made a
resurgence in the mid 1980‘s with the organization of modern-day All-Round Weightlifting. It is now one of
the most popular lifts in All-Round competitions. Of the over 200 official All-Round lifts, I can count on at
least one meet per year will have the Pullover and Push in it.
Some of the best Pullover and Push lifters among Old Time Strongmen include Arthur Saxon (175 kg),
Harold Wood (175.2 kg), and George Lurich (201.5 kg). Lurich set this World Record in 1902 in Leipzig,
Germany, but since he was wrestling professionally at the time, this was considered ―the Professional Record‖.
Modern day All-Rounders have posted significantly higher records, possibly due to modern day bars and plates
that allow the bar to reach the chest/abdomen easier. These are the modern day best Pullover and Push records
– all of which were done in official competitions.
Adrian Blindt (70 kg BWT) – 177.5 kg
Rick Meldon (80 kg BWT) – 190 kg
Phil Anderson (90 kg BWT) – 202.5 kg
Steve Angell (100 kg BWT) – 180 kg
Bob Burtzloff (110 kg BWT) – 215 kg
Al Myers (120 kg BWT) – 204.1 kg
The research for these modern day record holders was done by Roger Davis, who wrote a splendid article about
the Pullover and Press and the Pullover and Push in the March 2009 issue of MILO. Roger‘s article is the best
article covering these lifts that has ever been written, and if you get a chance and want to read about the
Pullover and Push in more detail than what I have done here, I recommend you get that copy of MILO and read
it.
Tomorrow I am going to cover techniques used in the Pullover and Push, and even give away some of ―my
secrets‖ that I have learned about this lift over the years.
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The Pullover and Push Part 3 – Technique and my
Secret Tips
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by Al Myers

Al Myers attempting a 475# Pullover and Push at the 2004 Dino Gym Challenge
Since Part 1 already covered the rules of the Pullover and Push, I am going to assume everyone knows what is
expected regarding the rules of this lift. I am going to cover things here that AREN‘T in the rules – and
hopefully give you suggestions that will help you improve upon this lift. First of all, the Pullover and Push is a
violent exercise and not for the ―faint of heart‖. It is no wonder the modern day Bench Press has replaced it. It
is very easy to get hurt doing this exercise, and just being off a little in position and technique can result in
injury. I have incurred several injuries myself from this exercise, and I consider myself knowledgeable of the
proper technique. At the 2007 Nationals I fractured a carpal bone in my wrist. I have suffered bruised ribs,
lacerations to the elbows, bruises to the chest area, wrist injuries, and even a couple of times been knocked
unconscious from failing to get my head turned adequately when pulling the bar over my head. Now with
THAT being said, if you don‘t want to take any of my advice I would completely understand, and maybe THIS
LIFT is one you might not want anything to do with! But All-Rounders are a hard-headed group of lifters
(myself included), and for some reason like pain and punishment.
A lot of lifters have benched pressed over 500 pounds, with some even doing it without bench shirts and with
long pause counts on the chest. But NO ONE has done over 500 pounds in the Pullover and Push! I do think
this is possible some day, but it will take a unique lifter who wants to specialize in this lift. One big problem
with the Pullover and Push is that it is not a good lift for large lifters. Large lifters with big chests have an
obstacle that smaller lifters don‘t have – that is first you have to get the bar pulled over your head and chest to
even START the push. I have seen many strong bench pressers fail in even getting 200 pounds in position on
the chest. It is humbling to be a 400 pound plus bencher and fail with 200 pounds in the Pullover and Push!
However, it will take someone with good size to be able to ―break‖ the 500 pound barrier. I think the ―ideal
body size‖ for putting up big weight in the Pullover and Push is a lifter around 6 feet tall that weighs between
220 pounds and 240 pounds. The height is needed to enhance an arch (or bridge) and 240 pounds is about the
top bodyweight a lifter can weigh before excessive resistance is reached in the Pullover.
I was fortunate to learn many of ―my secret techniques‖ from the best Pullover and Push lifter of All-Time –
Bob Burtzloff. Bob has the best lift of All-Time (and the All-Time USAWA Record) at 473 pounds, done in
1987. Bob did over 200 kgs several times in competition. You have to have ―NO FEAR‖ when doing the
Pullover and Push. The Pullover and Push has a 1-2 punch, which you must be prepared for and overcome,
before you will get to the Push portion of the lift. The first ―Punch‖ is the bar slamming into your chest during
the Pullover, and the second ―Punch‖ is the bar impacting your abdomen. You must have your abs ―tighten up‖
when this happens or it will knock the breath out of you. Much like a hard punch to the gut. I like to roll the bar
three times on the platform, with the last roll pulling with EVERYTHING I got. I do the first two rolls to get me

mentally prepared, much like a basketball player who will bounce the ball a set number of times before a free
throw. It is called a Pullover, but THAT is far from how it should be executed, as a pullover implies that you
are lifting the bar onto the chest. Instead, the bar should be PROPELLED onto the chest by the momentum of
the rolling bar. Some of these tips on the pullover don‘t really apply to smaller lifters – as I have seen
lightweight lifters literally roll the bar into position onto the chest/abdomen without the plates ever leaving the
platform. It is very important to turn your head to the side when the bar is coming over the face as to prevent
that knockout blow to the jaw. Once the bar has passed over the face I like to quickly turn my head face up and
RAISE my head up as I think it helps drop the chest slightly to help the bar reach its desired location on my
upper abdomen. Make sure you wear a shirt that doesn‘t have a sticky vinyl logo on the front of it. Do
everything you can do to reduce friction on the chest. I like to wear a tight white T-Shirt. Another ―trick‖ is to
take a wide grip on the bar (snatch grip). This will shorten the length of ―stroke‖ needed in finishing the push.
Even if you are against wrist wraps, this is one lift where you should wear them. The wrists have to ―turn over‖
hard and fast in the transition between the pullover and the push, and lots of stress is placed on them. I also
recommend wearing a weight belt. The bridge places lots of pressure on the lower back and a belt helps support
the back. I will wear my belt slightly higher on my abdomen than when doing a deadlift, and after I buckle it I
leave a loop of belt sticking up. I have on occasion over pulled the bar to the abdomen and if not for this loop of
belt ―blocking‖ the bar and causing it to stop, I would have not have been in position to do the push. Two styles
of Pushing are used. Smaller lifters tend to pull the bar to the abdomen, let it pause while pulling the feet under,
and lift it as high as possible with the bridge before finishing it out with a slight press. Larger lifters (like myself
at 6 foot and 250 pounds) like to rebound it quickly from the abdomen to arms‘ length. To do this the feet must
already be in position by the hips because you will need to bridge quickly. My biggest weights lifted have
happened with this technique as I feel I get a ―rebound‖ effect from the abdomen going directly into the bridge.
Much like the rebound effect in the Clean and Jerk. However, everything has to be timed perfectly, because if
you are slightly out of position you will lose the direct line of push and miss the lift. I find it important to have
a mat under my body during the lift. Most lifters do this to cushion the impact of the elbows, but I find I need it
to help ―stick‖ myself to the platform. On a slick wood platform during the pullover without a mat, I will pull
myself towards the bar and slide on the platform. It is best to use a mat that is thin with a rubber
backing. Usually these are not available in competition, so I resort to using a towel which works adequately.
I consider someone who is very proficient in the Pullover and Push to be able to do 150% of bodyweight. A
goal everyone should have is to be able to do bodyweight. You are also considered good at the Pullover and
Push if you can outlift your best raw Bench Press. You should DEFINITELY be able to do more in the Pullover
and Push than the Pullover and Press! I hope I have given a few tips that will help you improve your training in
the Pullover and Push.
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by Dennis Mitchell

John Grimek - This photo is from the cover of the February, 1969 issue of Muscular Development.
John Grimek was born June 17, 1910 in Perth Amboy, New Jersey. He got his interest in weightlifting and body
building from his older brother George. John stated that his brother was bigger and stronger than he was, but
just didn‘t have the interest in the Iron Game that he had. John‘s first competition in weightlifting was in 1934
where he took a first place as a heavy weight in New Jersey with a total of 710 pounds. Later that same year he
entered his first National meet in Brooklyn. His press of 242.5 pounds was the highest of the meet. However he
failed to total due to his lack of training in the snatch and clean and jerk. The following year he placed second to
Bill Good in a five lift meet with a total of 1,072 pounds. The five lifts were the one hand snatch, the clean and
jerk which had to be done with the opposite hand used in the snatch, the two hands press, snatch and the clean
and jerk.
John then moved to York PA. to improve his training. In the 1936 National meet in Philadelphia he pressed
285.5 pounds, snatched 220 pounds, and clean and jerked 308 pounds. He placed first in the heavy weight class
while weighing just two pounds over the light heavy limit. His press was a National record. Later the same year
he competed in the Olympics in Germany. Though he did not place he lifted more than any other American
lifter. In 1937 he reduced to the light heavy weight class for the Sr. National meet in Detroit. In this meet he
was to light and was not at his best. But in 1938 he won the Jr. National meet with an 810 pound total in the
light heavy weight class. At this time, before physique contest were added to the lifting meets, John continued
to compete in lifting. In 1938 still lifting as a light heavy weight he made a total of 830 pounds. (261 press, 245
snatch, and a 325 clean and jerk). John‘s best meet was in the 1940 Sr. National meet held in Madison Square
Garden, where he did a 285 pound press, snatched 250 pounds and a clean and jerk of 325 pounds. He placed
third behind Steve Stanko and Louis Abele. However he did win the Mr. America physique contest, and at this
point decided to put his efforts into body building.
In 1941 he once again won the Mr. America contest. The AAU then made a rule that once you won the Mr.
America contest you could not enter it again. The first Mr. Universe contest was held in 1947. John could not
enter because the AAU said that he was a professional because of his work with the York Barbell Co. However

the 1948 contest was open to both amateurs and professionals and he became Mr. Universe. In 1949 he won the
Mr. USA contest in a highly publicized meet as it had become a battle between the IFBB organization and the
York Barbell organization.
John died November 24 1998, having never been defeated in a body building contest.
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by Al Myers

The following is the business agenda for the 2010 National Meeting, to be
held June 26th immediately following the lifting on Saturday at the 2010
National Championships.
1. Meeting called to order by USAWA President Denny Habecker.
2. Reading of previous meetings minutes by USAWA Secretary Al Myers.
3. Report of financial status by USAWA Treasurer Al Myers.
4. Report from the Official‘s Chairman Joe Garcia.
5. Report from the Record‘s Chairman Joe Garcia.
6. Report from the Website Director Al Myers.
7. Discussion and vote on proposed bylaws that were developed by the bylaws ad hoc committee of Al Myers,
Joe Garcia and Tim Piper.
8. Discussion and vote on the new Hall of Fame Program developed by the HOF ad hoc committee of Denny
Habecker, Dale Friesz and Dennis Mitchell.
9. Discussion and vote on 5 new proposed lifts.
10. Discussion and vote on Rulebook changes.
11. Election of two executive board members to a one year term.
12. Appointment of the Drug Enforcement Director and the Awards Director.
13. Discussion of other business brought forth by the membership.

14. Award the special USAWA awards.
15. Accept bids and vote on venue for next year‘s National Championship.
16. Meeting adjourned.
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Just Who Was Karo Whitfield?
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by Thom Van Vleck
I am currently working on a story on Karo Whitfield that I hope will be in MILO at some point. My Uncle Phil Jackson,
one of the original Jackson Weightlifting Club members, was stationed in Alabama in the mid 60’s on both ends of a year
long tour in Vietnam as a member of the US Air Force.
During that time, Phil got to meet a lot of the greats of that era that lived in the south. Most notabley Paul Anderson
and Bob Peoples, but also Frank Zane (who my Uncle called “Chicken Legs Zane”), Joe Dube’, and others. He also
traveled every chance he got to train at Karo Whitfield’s Health Club in Atlanta. He has copies of routines that Karo gave
him.
Karo may have been one of the most influencial people ever in the iron game and if we talk only about the South in the
US, he may be the single most influencial person ever. He is often credited with helping Paul Anderson early in his
career as well as coaching and sponsoring many great lifters, but his training and coaching went far beyond weightlifting
as he trained and coached athletes from many different sports.
I am currently interviewing my Uncle Phil on Karo and his personality. He was the classic old school coach using sarcasm
and whit to motivate his students and deal with situations. An example of this was a time when an AAU official was
addressing some lifters and one had his wife and baby there, the baby was crying and finally the official commented on
it. Karo immediate said, “You’d cry too if you had to look at such an ugly face for so long”. My Uncle said that you either
loved him or hated him….and he pretty much didn’t care which as long as he got you to your goal.
Karo passed away in 1977 after a long and storied career that reached as far back as the 1932 Olympic Games in Los
Angeles. If anyone knew Karo, or has info on him, please contact me via the message board of at
tvanvleck@yahoo.com. This guy deserves to be given credit for what he did for the iron game!
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by Thom Van Vleck
My first All-Round meet was when I traveled with my Uncle Wayne Jackson to the old Missouri State
Penitentiary in Jefferson City. It was called ―The Wall‖ because a very imposing stone wall surrounded the
facility almost looking like that was all that was there. It was, I thought 1979, but my Uncle said he thought it
was ‗80.
I was 15 or 16 at the time and we arrived in time to meet up with Bill Clark. After some greetings we headed
inside. I considered myself a pretty tough kid, but I‘ll be honest, being inside that place was like being ―scared
straight‖. We went through a double cell door system and we had the backs for our hands marked with
ultraviolent ink. The mark had to be there or you didn‘t get back out later! A funny note, after the meet, some of
the guys that were showering held their hand out of the shower for fear they would wash it off even though it
was ―permenant ink‖. I was afraid to shower at all!
As we filtered into the yard we were escorted by a guard. I noted that he didn‘t have a gun or weapon of any
kind and when I asked why he said, ―The prisoners would just jump me and take it away‖. It was then I realized
this was the real deal! This was the days before signing waivers….you were just warned and there you go!
A group of the lifting prisoners greeted us. I recall Lou Greenlaw being one of them. He noticed me being a
little nervous and he said to stick close to him, anyone that went after me would have to go through him first.
Lou was a big guy and I recall him doing a very strict 315lb Good Morning that meet for a record. He was
pretty nice to me all day and encouraged me. I wondered later what he was in there for!
After awhile, I came to realize that all the prisoners were pretty nice. Most of them were men that had made bad
choices, but weren‘t necessarily evil men. At one point I recall the prison cross dressers coming in to watch the
lifting. They got kinda rowdy at one point making cat calls at the guys lifting….and they were kicked out as I
recall. I thought it was pretty funny, and being a farm kid….I‘d never seen anything like those guys before!
We ate lunch in the cafeteria. It was a loud and busy place. The food was like school food, not bad, but not that
great. There were a lot of the general population in there and they were pretty rough looking. I sat with Lou!
My Uncle Wayne had a great day. I recall him breaking about a dozen records. The one that stuck out in my
mind the most was a 300lb Reverse Grip Clean and press. He did 250 with ease and went to 300. He got it but
Bill turned it down. I can‘t recall why, but it looked good to me! Wayne had been recovering from a devastating
back injury so his lifts were all the more impressive to me. He did an easy 280lbs seated press. Wayne had done
300lbs for 8 sets of 2 at one point in training, but he braced his feet behind him while the rules of the lift
required him to have his feet flat which really threw him off. I also recall him power cleaning and pressing
300lbs with power to spare. Wayne was always an explosive presser and it always made him look like he had
plenty more in the tank.
I recall doing a 120lb seated press weighing about 165lbs and then deadlifting something like 365lbs. I don‘t
think they counted it with the other lifts, but at least I got on the platform for the first time in my life.
That prison was legendary, some pretty bad people (like Lee Harvey Oswald) were sentenced there and many of
them died there, either by natural causes or otherwise! But all in all, the men I met that day were pretty good
guys. Bill used to do a lot for the prisoners with his lifting events and I‘m sure it helped put more than one of
the straight and narrow. Prison lifting is a thing of the past as many of states have limited this for lots of reasons
which are debateable. But that day stands out to me. A kid learned more than just how to lift in a meet that day.
He learned a lot about life.
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Shoulder Drop
June 8, 2010 | Authored by Thom Van Vleck | Edit
I am planning a team postal meet with details coming soon and one of the lifts we will be doing is the Shoulder
Drop. Here is a good video of JWC member Josh Hettinger setting a record in the Shoulder Drop:
Video of Josh’s Shoulder Drop

and here is what the USAWA Rule Book says on this lift:

D25. Shoulder Drop
The bar is first cleaned and placed at the base of the neck to start this lift. Feet placement is
optional. Once the lifter is upright, and the bar motionless, an official will give a command to start
the lift. The lifter will then release the grip on the bar, allowing the bar to drop from the shoulders
behind the back. The lifter must catch the bar in the hands at arms’ length behind the back. The
legs must remain straight throughout the lift. The lift ends on command by an official when the
bar is controlled in the hands by the lifter.
There is actually a reason that I picked this lift as one I wanted to do (and it has nothing to do with Chad Ullom’s
Shoulder Drop performance, even if it was pretty funny)
Video of Chad’s Shoulder Drop

When I was a kid, my grandpa Dalton Jackson (Granddaddy of all the JWC!) used to do all kinds of lifts. Some
I‘m pretty sure he made up himself, but many he said he read about or saw in old magazines. The thing is that
my grandpa often saw still photos or read descriptions and I‘m not sure he always got them right. One he did
was a lift he claimed Arthur Saxon did. It was a multipart lift where you would Clean and press the weight,
then lower the weight behind the neck, do a Shoulder Drop with it, then set it down. But the way he did it was
he would catch the weight with bent legs whereas the USAWA rules state you must use straight legs. Since the
Shoulder drop was the most difficult of the lift….I decided to use it in honor of ―Pop‖ (what I always called my
Grandpa).
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Get a Grip on a Gripper
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by Thom Van Vleck
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Last Monday night the Jackson Weightlifting Club did one of our Strongman Shows at a Bible Camp near
Clarence, Missouri. As we had done this camp for 6 straight years I was trying to come up with some new feats
so that those that had been there several times would not be seeing the same old stuff. As I scanned the JWC
Training Hall I noticed my ―Captains of Crush‖ Grippers and came up with an idea for something to do with
them.
Once at the camp and during the show, I called up the head camp counselor and gave him a regular store bought
gripper and I closed the #2 then we switched. He struggled to put a kink in the #2. Then I gave him the ―easy
one‖ (a #1) and he failed with it after much straining and groaning. The kids got a kick out of it and I managed a
few reps with my #2 to at least make it look like I had some grip. I don‘t claim to be a ―grip master‖, but 10 reps
with my #2 is my best.
There are all kinds of grippers out now. The Captains of Crush put out by Ironmind, Heavy Grip Hand Grippers,
JB (John Brookfield) grippers, and many others. But what was the original? It got me to thinking and I did some
research.
I found some info that gives credit to Thomas Inch as having what were called ―nutcracker‖ grippers that he
challenged people in the audience to try. I know there were probably others, but I was thinking in terms of the
more modern, steel spring ―Super Gripper‖.
I had recalled seeing a ―Super Gripper‖ in an old Ironman magazine and after some research (me looking thru
my collection of old Iron Man mags!), I found it. It required a reputed 220lbs of pressure to close and was sold
from 1964 to 1977. They evidently enjoyed very limited success, but were the inspiration for the Ironmind
―Captains of Crush‖ grippers that started the ―Gripper‖ revolution in 1990 that goes strong today!
I know there is a whole sub culture of strength that now wraps around grippers and training not just to build grip
strength but to be able to close a stronger and stronger gripper. I like to break mine out every so often in my
training rotation, but I don‘t rely on them solely for my grip strength. Personally, I like to train mine with a
straight arm as I don‘t want to develop the habit of ―bending my arm‖ as I flex my grip. You don‘t want to flex
the arm on a clean or snatch, nor in highland games or many strongman events. So why not train grip with a
fully extended arm?
A final note, if you go out and buy yourself some heavy duty grippers, work into them slowly. I have had at
least one training buddy, and myself, sprain a knuckle going too hard, too fast and not warming up enough. That
was a painful injury that took a long time to heal and interfered with my other training (and it even made work
difficult as I type a lot!).
So, get a grip on a gripper!
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JWC Straight Weight Team Challenge
June 11, 2010 | Authored by Thom Van Vleck | Edit

by Thom Van Vleck

I have just received word from USAWA Secretary Al Myers that my application to hold a team
challenge postal meet has been accepted. This will be a postal meet that will consist of 5 lifts and 3
men per team. Total weight lifted by all three men will be the deciding factor of victory. The time
frame will be from the first of July to the end of August. No age or bodyweight adjustments…just
“Straight Weight” lifted, hence the meet name.
The lifts will be:
1. Continental to the Chest
2. Push Press from the Rack,
3. Shoulder Drop
4. Cheat Curl
5. 1” Vertical Bar Deadlift w/2 bars.
The JWC team members will be Thom Van Vleck, John O’Brien, and Josh Hettinger.
I know that the Dino Gym has already answered the challenge and I hope that other USAWA
members will put together a team and join us. I have already highlighted the Shoulder Drop and I
will be doing stories on the other lifts soon!
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Welcome to the New USAWA Website
June 11, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

After much work, the new USAWA website is up and working! I hope that you like the new features that this
website offers – such as the search functions of previous blogs, and the more modern look. We outgrew our
previous site, and this new site will allow us to expand as much as we like, with no limitations.
It is important that you establish a new login. You still must be a website member and logged in to be able to
participate in the USAWA Discussion Forum. This new site has been designed to allow the membership to be
more involved. If you are interested in contributing blog stories for the USAWA Daily News, just let me know
and I will designate you ―author status‖. This will allow you to prepare your stories on the website. Enjoy!
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Meet Announcement the 2010 USAWA Team Nationals
by Al Myers

Defending 2009 USAWA Team Champs Al Myers and Chad Ullom.
I will be hosting the 2010 USAWA Team Nationals again this year on Sunday, September 19th. This will be
the fourth year the USAWA has had Team Nationals. I am hoping for more participation this year – and I have
picked a selection of lifts that should be accommodating to everyone.
This year‘s lifts are:
Maxey Press
Bench Press – Hands Together
Rectangular Fix
Trap Bar Deadlift
Different divisions will be contested – the 2-Man, 2-Woman, and the 2-Person. The 2-Person division consists
of a man and woman team. USAWA scoring will be used as required by our rules for all National
Competitions. A record day for Team Lifts ONLY will held after the meet.
This coming fall of 2010 marks the 5 year date that the Dino Gym lost a great friend and training partner in
Bob Maxey. There is not a training session that Bob is not remembered by all of us. His weightlifting belt still

resides untouched on the mantle, and its presence still gives us motivation to train, much like Bob did when he
was in the gym pushing us to lift harder with his boisterous words of encouragement. So, in remembrance of
Bob, I have included the USAWA lift named after him – the Maxey Press. The Maxey Press is a strict press out
of the rack with a Fulton Bar. This was one of Bob‘s favorite lifts. This will be the first time it will be held in a
competition as a Team lift.
Another unique lift that will be contested will be the Team Trap Bar Deadlift. I just recently built a specialty
bar for this purpose. As far as I know, the Team Trap Bar Deadlift has NEVER been contested before so any
records set will be the first ever. I know everyone will enjoy this lift.
The Team Nationals will be held in conjunction with our gym‘s annual Dino Days Weekend. On Saturday, we
will be hosting a Highlander Games, sanctioned by NAHA. After the games on Saturday, we will be having a
big backyard BBQ that evening. So, this is just another reason to put this date on your calendar!
Entry Form for Team Nationals – TeamNationals2010
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Eugen Sandow’s Grip Dumbbell
June 15, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

by Al Myers

Eugen Sandow's New Grip Dumbbell. This dumbbell is on exhibit at the York Barbell Museum.

After reading Thom‘s story last week about gripper training, I wondered ―what did the old time strongmen do
for grip training before the modern day grippers were developed?‖ Several old time strongmen were known for
their exceptionally hand strength – men like Hermann Goerner, Thomas Inch and Arthur Saxon. These guys
primarily developed their gripping strength through the use of over-sized dumbbells and barbells.
Last fall when Chad and I toured the York Barbell Museum I was intrigued by a gripping dumbbell I saw there
developed and marketed by Eugen Sandow. Sandow was famous for his herculean physique and posing
abilities, and his ability to mesmerize a crowd with his show performances, but I never thought of him as a
―grip guy‖. So seeing this gripping device of his interested me even more! In a way, it is more of a gripper
than a dumbbell.
Sandow introduced the New Grip Dumbbell in 1899. Eugen Sandow had this to say about his New Grip
Dumbbell, ―This appliance is very simple. It consists of a dumbbell made in two halves, longitudinally
separated about 1.5 inch from one another, the intervening space being occupied by a small steel spring. Whilst
exercising, the spring is compressed by gripping the bell and so bringing the two halves close together, in which
position they are kept until the exercise is over. The springs can be of any strength, and consequently the strain
necessary to keep the two halves together can be varied to any extent.‖
Sandow also developed an instructional course in how these grip dumbbells should be used, and sold
―stronger‖ springs to increase the training resistance as one improved over time. He had six different designs of
this grip dumbbell. The easiest dumbbell was for children, with models expanding to the most difficult men‘s
dumbbell. At the time, the men‘s model sold for $3 a pair, which was quite a bit of money in the early
1900‘s. Whether Sandow spent a lot of time training with his New Grip Dumbbell himself, or if it was more of
a profitable business venture capitalizing on his name, is unknown. It is definitely true that Sandow was way
ahead of his contemporaries in his ability of self-promotion, and knew how to market himself for a
profit. Regardless, his New Grip Dumbbells were, in some part, the precursor of modern day grippers, and he
deserves credit for that.
Eugen Sandow always knew how to inspire others in the benefits of exercise. I want to conclude with
Sandow‘s testimony in which he gave in his ―sales pitch‖ for his New Grip Dumbbells. Sandow said, ―the
object of exercise is to rehabilitate the frame and give it the vigorous strength, the health and the grace intended
by Nature, and so fit it to endure the daily task with joyous ease, and make the cup of life a perennial and
refreshing draught, like the ambrosia of the Olympian Gods. With these words I commend to you my new
dumbbell.‖
I couldn‘t have said it any better myself.
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The Bugbear of Training: How to Avoid
June 16, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

by Arthur Saxon

Arthur Saxon, on the cover of his book The Development of Physical Power, which was originally published in
1906.
I take it for granted that no one can enter into training for any sport, including weightlifting, and even practice
for physical development only, without encountering monotony in training, which threatens to upset all schemes
for daily exercise, throwing one back in one‘s work, especially as staleness makes its appearance. I, of course,
am more directly concerned with weightlifting exercises than with any other, but, no doubt, when I have given
my views as to how one may steadily progress, and at all times make some little advance, however slight, and
overcome the bugbear of training, then it will be found possible to adapt my hints to other forms of exercise.
In the first place, when you feel a little stale, yet, perhaps, not stale enough to make a total rest advisable, then,
when you lift, if you lift all weights, whether in practicing feats or weightlifting exercises, at such a poundage
that they can be readily raised with ease and comfort, it will be found that your work is once more a pleasure,
and short you may return to your usual poundage. The bugbear or training loses half its fearsome aspect to the
tired athletes who has a lot at stake, and must continue at his work, if it be done in company with a friend or
friends. There is nothing so fatiguing as the raising of iron weights time after time with no one to watch, no one
to encourage, no one to advise – to express surprise at your improvement. To surprise and beat your friends is
always an encouragement, and in practicing with weights you cannot get the right positions unless you have an
expert lifter to occasionally offer a hint. Lifting, too, may become dangerous if practiced by oneself, so you see
the idea is to endeavor to make your training as much as pleasure as possible. If necessary, enter into little
competitions with your friends. I had almost said a small bet would be an incentive to work, but I suppose I
must include betting among the list of vices we human beings are apt to give way to, but this will not preclude
one from a friendly competition occasionally in which points may be conceded, and lifts performed on handicap
and competition lines.
Carefully adjust your work to your condition at the moment. Ask yourself each time you lift, ―Am I in good
form today?‖ If you feel yourself in good form – specially ―fit‖ – then that is the time to try a ―limit‖ lift. Note

what you have raised that day – the weight and the date – and at another suitable time see if you can surpass
your last record lift by a few points.
Such pleasant, invigorating and helpful aids to training as massage, towel friction and sponge-down, are all
direct helps in aiding one to continue constantly and persistently with the practice. Without regularity good
results cannot be expected, yet immediately your mind, always questioning your condition, and ever ready to
appreciate a weakness, tells you that you are stale, an immediate and entire rest is imperative. To go on when
stale is to invite an entire breakdown. I have known even nervous exhaustion to attend the misdirected efforts
of the athlete who persists in hard training when he feels himself going to pieces through over-work. To try to
work like a machine, knowing that ever at one‘s side stands the bugbear of training, ready to weaken one‘s
resources through over-work, and bring about a breakdown, is the height of folly. Nature has given one an
instinct which will make heard, with warning notes, the danger signal when over fatigue threatens, and this
signal should never be allowed to pass unnoticed.
Whilst on this subject, I would point out that the man of sedentary occupation can never hope to stand the same
amount of physical work as regards to weightlifting as his fellow, who is a manual laborer, and whose muscles
are daily tuned to mechanical labor, which drains the system least of any, whilst brain work is a constant and
steady drain on the whole system, and it will, no doubt, surprise many to learn that the brain-worker is more
likely to suffer from over-work than the man who, like myself, daily performs arduous feats which are purely
muscular. When the brain-worker changes to physical work, he finds the change helpful, inasmuch as a change
of work is a good as a rest, and, therefore, he will not, of course, regard the lifts he practices as work, but as a
pleasant pastime.
Credit: The Development of Physical Power by Arthur Saxon
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Congrats on the New Website
June 16, 2010 | Authored by Thom Van Vleck | Edit

I would like to thank Al for all his hard work on the new website. He is a good friend of the USAWA and all of
us and a credit to the iron sport in general.
I know that the annual meeting is coming up at Nationals and I wish I could be there, but I know that the guys
who will be there will represent the USAWA well and I look forward to see what comes out of the meeting.
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Tuesday Night at the Dino Gym
June 17, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

by Al Myers

This week's Tuesday night training group at the Dino Gym.
―Man – I love Tuesday nights!!‖ That is my feeling every Tuesday night at the Dino Gym, because that is our
club‘s big group workout night of the week. EVERYONE tries to make Tuesday night to train. The Dino Gym
is a club gym, and membership is by invitation only. We probably have 30 plus members that train at the gym
at least once per month, and many more who live a ways off and just show up for a workout every now and
then. It is a ―key gym‖ – meaning that each member gets a key that allows them to train when it is convenient
for them, sometimes with another gym member and sometimes by themselves. I often do several of my
workouts by myself in the early mornings before work. Occasionally, others are on the same schedule and I get
someone to train with, but not always. The Dino Gym caters to several aspects of strength training. We have
powerlifters, highland game throwers, olympic lifters, strongmen competitors, and of course my lifting interest,
All-Round Weightlifting. It is quite interesting just watching the different gym members train – everyone has a
different training focus and routine. Most all members are actively competing in a strength sport and different
members are always preparing for an upcoming competition. There is NEVER down time in the Dino Gym!
But Tuesday nights we all come together and train as a group for a workout. I ―hit the gym‖ around five, and
often don‘t leave till things are ―wrapped up‖ which often is as late as ten. Some guys come early and leave
early, while others come a little later and finish later. I like to be part of ALL OF IT!! The problem is that when
I‘m in the gym I want to train, so I keep doing more and more until everyone‘s done and I‘m totally wiped
out! Four to five hours of continuous training is seldom recommended by ANYONE, and I can just imagine
the ―experts‖ would say I am over-training. But I have done this for years and seem to never tire of it, and
always look forward to Tuesdays. One thing it does for me is build up my training endurance, which I feel helps
me on days of competition. A long day of competition is nothing compared to what I put myself through
weekly on Tuesday nights.

Dino Gym member Chuck Cookson pulling his FIFTH rep at 600 pounds in the deadlift!
One of the things that makes me love ―Tuesday Nights‖ is the hard-nosed, all-out training that is going
on. There seems to be energy and excitement in the air, and it is contagious! Everyone in the weight-room has
one unified purpose – and that is to get stronger. If you are interested in doing a sissy workout, the Dino Gym is
not the place to hang out at. We don‘t ALLOW anyone to ―take it easy‖ on Tuesday nights – if YOU don‘t
know how to train hard we‘ll introduce you to 20 rep squat sets or some timed deadlift singles. I find myself
―feeding‖ on everyone‘s training intensity and I just want to push myself all the harder. Watching efforts
like Scott hitting set after set in time squats with over 400 pounds, Chuck hitting heavy sets of 5 in the
deadlifts, and Mark using weights over 500 pounds in the Zercher Harness Lift provides visual motivation more
than words would ever do. I lift harder than I would by myself, mainly because I don‘t want to let the guys
down.
As I said the Dino Gym has a very diverse group of members. We have members who have been around
forever, like founding members Mark Mitchell and Chuck Cookson, to young men just getting started, like
Tyler and Matt and several others. We have inexperienced lifters just getting started, and we have VERY
advanced competitors, like professional strongman John Conner. Everyone helps everyone get stronger. That
is what the Dino Weightlifting Club is all about.
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Bill Clark and the Zercher Lift
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by Al Myers

The founding father of the USAWA, Bill Clark, making a 405 pound Zercher Lift.
I recently found this picture of our USAWA founder, Bill Clark, performing one of his favorite lifts, the
Zercher Lift. The Zercher Lift was named after the famous old time Missouri strongman Ed Zercher. This
picture was taken in the early 1960‘s at a meet at the Leavenworth Prison, which Bill was promoting. Bill‘s
best lifetime Zercher Lift was 455 pounds – which would still be the best at most USAWA meets today. In a
true Zercher Lift, the bar is taken from the platform, and not from a rack or stands. Notice that Bill is not even
wearing a belt!
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Best Crucifix Lifts of All-Time
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by Al Myers

Eric Todd and his USAWA record performance in the Crucifix, with a lift of 140 pounds at the 2005 Deanna
Springs Memorial Meet.
I think it is only appropriate to HIGHLIGHT the best lifts ever in the Crucifix since it is our signature lift, as
demonstrated by the USAWA logo. The rules of the Crucifix are often misunderstood. People will assume it
is the same as other similar lifts like the Iron Cross, Muscle Out or Side Lateral, but the Crucifix Lift is much
different. The USAWA Rules of the Crucifix Lift is as follows:
Two evenly loaded dumbbells or kettlebells are used for this lift. The lift begins at the lifter‟s discretion. The
dumbbells are taken to arms‟ length overhead with the palms of the hands facing each other and dumbbells
touching. The lifter must bring the feet together so the heels are together and touching. The body must be
upright at the start of the lift. Once in this position, an official will give the command to start the lift. The lifter
will then lower the dumbbells to the side with arms‟ straight and palms up. Elbows must be fully locked. The
lifter may lean back to any extent when lowering the dumbbells. The wrists do not need to be held straight. The
legs must remain straight and knees locked throughout the lift. The heels must remain together and the heels
and toes must not rise during the lift. Once the arms are parallel to the platform, and the dumbbells motionless,
an official will give a command to end the lift.
The best All-Time USAWA lift in the Crucifix is held by Eric Todd, with a lift of 140 pounds performed at the
2005 Deanna Springs Memorial Meet in the 110K Class. This lift was judged under the strict judging of Bill
Clark. Eric holds a couple of other weight group records with lifts of 130 pounds and 120 pounds, so he is the
REAL DEAL when it comes to the Crucifix Lift. I have competed several times in meets with Eric when the
Crucifix was being contested, and I am always amazed at what he does. Only four other USAWA lifters have
ever done over 100 pounds – these being Sam Huff, Mike McBride, Bill Spayd, and Ed Schock (who has the
top Master Lift in the Crucifix at 100 pounds). The top teenager in the Crucifix is Abe Smith, who did 70
pounds. Amokor Ollennuking has the top female lift in the USAWA with a lift of 60 pounds.

The famous picture of Joe Southard, performing a Crucifix Lift of 130 pounds in 1963.
What is the best Crucifix in history? I did some research and their are several ―claims‖ but most seem to have
not been verified. I consider Louis Cyr to be the best in history. Cyr did a Crucifix with 94 pounds in the right
hand, and 88 pounds in the left, for a total weight of 182 pounds. Marvin Eder and Doug Hepburn both were
credited with a ―Crucifix- like lift‖ of 100 pounds per hand, but were judged ―less than strict‖. Among OldTime Strongmen, George Hackenschmidt did a Crucifix 0f 180 pounds in 1902. But even Hackenschmidt said
in his own words that it was performed ―in a less strictly correct style‖.
One thing is certain – the description and rules of the Crucifix has been different throughout history, and not
always conforming with today‘s set USAWA rules. Actually, the USAWA rules make the Crucifix as difficult
as possible with these criteria: heels being together throughout, elbows fully locked at finish, and the lift being
completed upon official‘s command, thus requiring the weight to be momentarily paused. Joe Southard, the
great Illinois All-Rounder, did 130# in the Crucifix at 165# bodyweight in 1963. This was considered the
World Record for quite some time for a competitive Crucifix Lift. The picture of Joe Southard doing this record
became well known to USAWA lifters, as it graced the cover of our Rule Book for several years. But look at
the picture closely – and you will notice the dumbbells Southard was using were not loaded evenly on both
ends, which would not comply with today‘s USAWA Rules. How much that would help I have no idea.
Another couple of lifters who excelled at the Crucifix in the Mo-Valley All-Rounds (before the USAWA was
formed) was Steve Schmidt (110# Crucifix at 220# BW in 1985) and Bob Burtzloff (100# Crucifix at HWT in
1982). Both of these lifts were officiated under the same rules as we use today.
The Crucifix has only been performed in one meet in the USAWA these past few years, and that is the Deanna
Springs Memorial Meet, hosted by Bill Clark. It is in the Deanna Meet EVERY year, as the events in that meet
don‘t change. The Crucifix Lift is the perfect example of a true ―odd lift‖, and for this reason makes a great
―poster lift‖ for the USAWA .
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Frank’s First Time with the One Arm Deadlift
June 21, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

by Al Myers

Frank Ciavattone, at age 23, lifting 402 pounds in the One Arm Deadlift the first time he ever tried it.
You KNOW you are going to be good in the One Arm Deadlift when you lift over 400 pounds the first time you
try it! Well, that‘s exactly what Frank Ciavattone did the first time he tried the One Arm Deadlift when he
was 23 years old on December 15th, 1978. This lift was part of the New England‘s Strongest Man, which
Frank went on to win (and again several times in subsequent years). Without a doubt, Frank has lifted over 400
pounds more times in USAWA competition than any other lifter and is the ONLY lifter to lift over 500 pounds
in USAWA competition. Frank‘s personal record in competition is 562 pounds in the One Arm Deadlift set in
2005, which is the All-Time best in the USAWA.
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It’s Training Time Again!
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by Siegmund Klein

One of Sig Klein's favorite exercises was doing Handstand Presses on a bench. His personal record was 19
consecutive repetitions.
Yes, it‘s time again to take my workout. And how often have I said that to myself. It seems like ages because in
another couple months it will be 50 years since I first started systematic bodybuilding…and that‘s a lifetime!
Of course one of the most frequently asked questions is whether I still look forward to these workouts. To be
perfectly honest I don‘t, but I workout nevertheless. Nor do I go through my workouts with the same zest I did
when I used to train with a purpose, such as trying to break a record, or when I had some special contest coming
up, or when I wanted to accomplish some feat of strength…. so why do I continue to train? It must be a habit I
got into but I continue to train three times a week as regularly as clockwork.
Nature, it seems, works on the law of compensation. If there is no demand there is no supply. Without a supply
deterioration sets in. This happens internally as well as externally. However, once a bodybuilder gets himself
into hard, physical shape it doesn‘t take much training to keep it, especially if his muscles were developed
sensibly and not merely inflated.
This brings to mind an incident of a West Coast muscle champ who was in New York for an exhibition. I was
invited backstage to meet this fellow. He told me about his training and what he did. I was surprised how hard
he had to train to maintain his condition. He included many exercises and numerous sets and the time it took
him to complete his training, which he did three or four times a week, every week! No wonder he looked
tired. His face was lined and his looks drained. I tried to impress upon him that he was working to the point of
no return. I assured him that he did not have to take such long workouts for his musculature had reached the

point where it would take less than half of what he was doing to maintain it. But I doubt if he heeded my
advice.
I believe that if a young man starts training at the age of 17 he will reach almost maximum peak condition in
about seven years, continue to increase his strength until about 35 and then retain this plateau for several more
years. Of course his endurance may not be the same at 35 as it was in his 20‘s.
As for myself I did my last heavy lifting at the age of 35 when I succeeded in bent pressing the 209 pound
Rolandow dumbbell, and shortly after that I bent pressed the famous Louis Cyr 202 pound dumbbell at a show
in York, PA. From then on I continued to exercise three times a week… and still do. But now at the age of 66 I
do not train nearly as vigorously as formerly but I still manage to maintain my physical shape.
My training routine takes me about an hour to complete and when I‘m finished I forget training until the next
training day, and that‘s when I recall ―It‘s that time again – time for another workout.‖ and I go right to. How
about you? Do you?
Credit: Article by Siegmund Klein in the February, 1969 issue of Muscular Development.
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The Cheat Curl: Part 1
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by Thom Van Vleck
The first part of this article will deal with the Rules of the Cheat Curl and some technique advice. Later, I will
do a ―part 2″ on how to use this exercise effectively for training. I am profiling this lift as it is part of the JWC
Straight Weight Challenge.

The USAWA Rule book says:
D6. Curl – Cheat
The bar begins on the platform, and at the lifter‟s discretion, is picked up with a grip that has the palms of the
hands facing up or away from the lifter. Feet placement and hand spacing is optional, but must remain the same
throughout the lift. Heels and toes must not rise during the lift. Once the lifter is upright in a standing position
with the arms and legs straight, the bar on the thighs hanging at arms‟ length, an official will give a command
to curl. The knees must remain locked and the legs straight during the lift. The lifter is permitted to bend at the
waist, sway the body, or drop the shoulders to gain momentum of the bar. The bar may be lowered prior to the
beginning of the curl. The bar must be curled from arms‟ length to touching the upper chest or neck in one
motion. Any downward movement of the bar during the curl is a disqualification. Once the bar is motionless,
and the lifter is upright, an official will give a command to lower the bar. The lift ends when the bar returns to
the platform under control by the lifter.

Thom hitting a 195# Cheat Curl in a meet at Clark's Championship Gym.
I have seen this lift done in a couple of different ways. The first way, which is the way I prefer, is to lift the bar
to the start of the curl position. I then bend forward at the waist KEEPING the bar at the SAME spot on my
thighs and then drive my hips forward while lifting the shoulders and pulling back. An example can be seen on
the video list on this website. I have always been a ―hip‖ puller and this technique favors me. However, Al
Myers does a different style that may better suit others. Al will bend at the waist and drop the bar BELOW THE
KNEES and then attempt to pull straight up. He keeps the bar tight to the body, much like he was doing a
reverse grip clean from the floor. Al told me that one of the reasons he favors this style is the fact that he‘s torn
both biceps and wants to minimize the stress on them as much as possible.
Experiment around with both styles and try to find which one suits you best. I have never been satisfied doing
something the same way, I‘m always trying to tinker with my technique for greater gains and lifts. Next time
I‘ll talk about using the Cheat Curl to help your overhand pulling.
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by Thom Van Vleck
I once saw my Uncle, Wayne Jackson, deadlift 300lbs with a reverse grip, then do a reverse grip hang clean
with it, and then press it overhead….still with the reverse grip. When I told him how impressive that was he
chuckled and told me that when he started lifting at age 14, that he (and my Uncle Phil) were so naive that they
thought you were SUPPOSED to have a reverse grip. When you grow up on the farm before the days of
television and magazines were a rare luxury then you just had to make due with what you ―thought‖ was the
right was to do something.
Wayne told me that part of the problem was my grandfather Dalton did them both ways as he often switched his
grip around for variety. He would lift with all different grips and would supinate his grip about 50% of the
time. So they just figured that was the right way. Wayne said they lifted for about a year before they met

Wayne Smith who was an experienced lifter who set them straight. Wayne told me Smith‘s eyes bugged out the
first time he saw Wayne do a clean & press that way. As a result, Wayne was pretty good at it.
Again, because of my granddad, I would throw in some reverse grip cleans early on. Then, I came to the
conclusion that these were of no use to me and that no one else I saw in the gym were doing them so they must
be bad. There were a lot of things I bowed to conventional wisdom on that I now wish I‘d went my own way
on. It seems that after 30 years I find myself full circle on a lot of things!
So, many years later, about 6 or 7 years ago to be exact, I was working on Power Cleans. I had read an article
about doing some ―reverse grip cleans‖ for the discus and since I was into throwing, I tried some of
these. These weren‘t ―Cheat Curls‖ in the USAWA rule book, but ―Cheating Cheat Curls‖ where I would cheat
curl it up while driving up on my toes and driving the hips hard without regard to keeping my legs perfectly
straight. I had been stuck on 290lbs for some time for a single in the power clean. I wanted that magical 300!
After 4 workouts with the reverse grip cleans I switched back to the regular grip. For the next 4 weeks I did 5
sets of 5 and ended with an all time best of 265lbs at 5X5. I then maxed out and hit 300! I was elated. I also
notice, as did my training partner at the time, that I was ―finishing‖ with my hips. Using the supinated grip had
forced me to exaggerate my hip drive and as a result when I went back to the regular pulls, I was finishing
harder and that made all the difference.
So, using the cheat curl or going the extra step and doing a reverse grip clean (Cheating Cheat Curl!!!!) you will
learn to finish your pull. It can make all the difference!
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Louis Cyr – The French Canadian Giant
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by George Jowett

Louis Cyr

The strongman who obtained his strength from barbell training, and who took to tossing iron for his particular
sport, is still the monarch of strength athletes. No other method can give the same thews, or convey the same
inspiring message to those who seek the domain of health and strength. Years ago, after the French Canadian
giant, Louis Cyr, had forsaken the stage to take charge of his saloon in Montreal, thousands of his admirers
continued to pay homage to him. They constantly patronized his saloon so they could claim friendship with this
iron king. They listened to him tell his stories, but always with a hope and a watchful eye to see him perform
some feat which to him was common-place, but to others impossible. It was no uncommon sight to see Louis
carry a huge cask of beer off the drayman‘s wagon on his one shoulder. What was a three hundred and twenty
pound cask to him, even if it was terribly awkward to handle. He could grasp it by the chines and lift it from the
wagon to the pavement, and then toss it on one shoulder, or throw it back on the truck, according to the need,
without registering any sign of exertion. It was all in a day‘s work to him, but one feat he often performed to
draw patronage as a part of his business routine. Yet, he always performed it in an off hand way, that made him
appear to be indifferent to any effect the feat had upon the spectators. They still talk about it in the old haunts,
and it is a story worth telling.
Cyr would be reclining on the serving side of the bar and while he was in the midst of his conversation with his
patrons, he would be approached by his wife dressed to go shopping. With the interrogative ―Louis,‖ she would
announce her presence. Knowing what she wanted, the ponderous giant would neither withdraw his gaze or
stop in his speech, but would lower his right hand in a nonchalant fashion, upon which his wife would sit. As
gently as a child he would lift her over the counter, and as gently deposit her on the other side without a break in
his speech. Madam would be examining her purse during the unusual journey and would then pass on as calmly
as though she had made the trip in a modern elevator. Showmanship par-excellence was exhibited by both in
this extraordinary feat, but can you imagine the amount of strength that was involved? Although she did not
weigh much over a hundred pounds, yet it meant that he curled her weight on the flat of his hand, and passed
her over the counter in the manner of a hold-out and with no visible effort. It was a terrific feat of strength,
which when performed, was a source of delight to all who witnessed it.
Credit: The Key to Might and Muscle by George Jowett
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The One and Only Steve Schmidt
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There is only one SUPER HEAVY LIFT LIFTER:
THE ONE and ONLY STEVE SCHMIDT
by Dale E. Friesz

Steve Schmidt set many Back Lift records using his custom-built Back Lift Apparatus.
What follows is a history of the male and female winners of what has progressed, in name only, from the
STRONGMAN PENTATHLON, to the SCHMIDT‘S PENTATHLON, to the SCHMIDT‘S BACKBREAKER
PENTATHLON, to the USAWA NATIONAL HEAVY LIFT CHAMPIONSHIPS, to the STEVE SCHMIDT‘S
BACKBREAKER, and to the USAWA HEAVY LIFT CHAMPIONSHIPS. The data source is our former
organization‘s newsletter written by Bill Clark, the STRENGTH JOURNAL. I believe it is safe to assume that
Bill Clark was involved in the meet name changes. The same five lifts have been contested since the first meet
on 11/25-1986 – the lifts are the NECK LIFT, the HAND & THIGH, the HIP LIFT, the HARNESS LIFT, and
the BACKLIFT. It seems that Steve Schmidt, together with Bill Clark, conceived of the meet as it contains the
four chain lifts and the biggest lift of all the USAWA – the BACKLIFT. Steve has competed in 14 of these
meets since the first in 1986 in his yard and barn in Sullivan, Missouri. He is UNDEFEATED! The small table
that follows shows how Steve has managed to cheat father time:
TOTAL

YEAR

LOCATION

BWT

AGE

10377

1991

Sullivan

220

36

10231

1988

Sullivan

223

33

10219

1992

Sullivan

209

37

10200

1987

Sullivan

218

32

10037

1989

Sullivan

220

34

9647

1990

Sullivan

219

35

9645

2004

Columbia

220

49

9415

2008

Columbia

224

53

9345

2007

Columbia

224

52

9330

1986

Sullivan

224

31

9315

2005

Columbia

218

50

9305

2003

Columbia

208

48

9160

2006

Columbia

223

51

9055

2002

Columbia

209

47

I have enjoyed the recent forum discussions that Steve‘s apparatus and large diameter heavy bar made it
possible for him to lift such ―unreal‖ poundages. Also, as he aged he was not able to lift as much weight. I
point out that no one has been able to beat him regardless of the equipment used. Also, that after nearly a
quarter century of training he cracked the 3000 pound backlift ceiling twice in one meet, maxing at 3050
pounds. Big Al was very much present when it was done as it took place in his gym, using his state of the art
backlift equipment.
Categories: USAWA Daily News, USAWA History |
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by Dale E. Friesz

Men’s Division
Event

Winner

USAWA Heavy
Lift
Al Myers
Championships

2009-5/16
Lebanon, PA

NC

1845 1204 405 NC

3454

3000

2020 1300 355 2750 9425

Age 42
BWT 254

USAWA Heavy
Steve
Lift
Championships Schmidt

2008-11/15
Columbia,
MO

Harness Hip H&T Neck Back Total

Age 53
BWT 224

USAWA Heavy
Steve
Lift
Championships Schmidt

2007-11/09
Columbia,
MO

Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

2005-11/13
Columbia,
MO

2000 1300 315 2705 9345

2700

2100 1200 355 2805 9160

3010

1900 1300 400 2705 9315

Age 52
BWT 224

USAWA Heavy
Steve
Lift
Championships Schmidt

2006-11/12
Columbia,
MO

2885

Age 51
BWT 223

Steve
Schmidt

Age 50
BWT 218

USAWA
National Heavy Frank
Lift
Ciavattone
2200
Championships

2005-8/27
Walpole, MA
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

2004-11/14
Columbia,
MO

1900 1200 702 1800 7802

Age 50
BWT 270

Steve
Schmidt

3110

2105 1400 415 2615 9645

Age 49
BWT 220

USAWA Heavy
Frank
Lift
Ciavattone
Championships
NC

1902 1203 653 NC

3758

Age 49
2004-8/28
BWT 267
Lebanon, PA
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon &
USAWA Heavy
Lift Meet

Steve
Schmidt

Age 48
BWT 208

2900

2000 1300 405 2700 9305

2003-11/09
Columbia,
MO
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

Steve
Schmidt

3005

2050 1000 400 2600 9055

USAWA Heavy
Frank
Lift
Ciavattone
Championships
2000

2005 1450 650 2000 8105

2002-11/10
Columbia,
MO

Age 47
BWT 209

Age 47
2002-10/19 BWT 263
Walpole, MA
USAWA Heavy
Lift
Dale Spry
Championships

2001-11/10
Columbia,
MO

Steve
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker

1999-10/31
Columbia,
MO

1400 625 335 1000 5365

1685

1325 1005 555 1305 5875

1400

1200 1005 505 1500 5610

Age 41
BWT 196

USAWA Heavy
John
Lift
Championships Monk

2000-11/05
Columbia,
MO

2005

Age 35
BWT 152

James
Foster

Age 30
BWT 204

USAWA
National Heavy Frank
Lift
Ciavattone
2400
Championships

1999-9/11
Walpole, MA

1750 1400 650 NC

6200

1800 1200 550 NC

5900

Age 44
BWT 278

USAWA
Frank
National Heavy Ciavattone 2350
Lift

Championships Age 43

BWT 273
1998-12/05
Walpole, MA
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

1998-11/01
Columbia,
MO

Joe Garcia

Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

3015

2335 1205 400 2300 9255

2905

2305 1105 400 2600 9315

2500

2525 910 400 2300 8635

2505

2310 900 400 2205 8320

3315

2390 1100 502 2912 10219

Age 37
BWT 222

USAWA Heavy
John
Lift
Championships Carter

1994-10/30
Columbia,
MO

2305 1275 400 2000 9385

Age 38
BWT 226

USAWA Heavy
John
Lift
Championships Carter

1995-10/29
Columbia,
MO

3405

Age 39
BWT 229

USAWA Heavy
John
Lift
Championships Carter

1996-10/27
Columbia,
MO

1475 1275 475 1670 6575

Age 45
BWT 222

USAWA Heavy
John
Lift
Championships Carter

1997-11/01
Columbia,
MO

1680

Age 36
BWT 215

John
Carter

1993-10/24
Columbia,
MO

Age 35
BWT 208

Schmidt’s

Steve

Backbreaker
Pentathlon

1992-10/25
Sullivan, MO
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

Schmidt

Age 37
BWT 209
Steve
Schmidt

3515

2420 1013 547 2902 10377

2867

2350 1124 506 2800 9647

3505

2200 1005 505 2822 10037

3500

2200 1200 475 2850 10231

3300

2400 1225 470 2805 10200

3000

2135 1150 435 2610 9330

Age 36
1991-10/20 BWT 220
Sullivan, MO
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

Steve
Schmidt

Age 35
1990-10/21
BWT 219
Sullivan, MO
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

Steve
Schmidt

Age 34
1989-10/22 BWT 220
Sullivan, MO
Strongman
Pentathlon

Steve
Schmidt

1988-10/16 Age 33
Sullivan, MO BWT 223
Schmidt’s
Pentathlon

Steve
Schmidt

1987-10/11 Age 32
Sullivan, MO BWT 218
Strongman
Pentathlon

Steve
Schmidt

1986-10/25 Age 31
Sullivan, MO BWT 224

Women’s Division
Event

Winner Harness Hip H&T Neck Back Total

USAWA
Cara
National Heavy Collins
Lift

920

900 390 250 378 2788

Championships Age 33

BWT
2005-8/27
205
Walpole, MA
USAWA Heavy Cara
Lift
Collins
Championships

800

880 600 250 1000 3530

1000

600 600 250 NC

1085

885 465 175 850 3470

450

300 165 85

1075

1055 450 345 1360 4285

1305

1125 525 325 1210 4490

Age 30
2002-10/19 BWT
Walpole, MA 240
USAWA
Cara
National Heavy
Collins
Lift
Championships

1998-12/05
Walpole, MA

Age 26
BWT
187

USAWA Heavy
Amy
Lift
Burks
Championships

1997-11/01
Columbia,
MO

Age 19
BWT
125

USAWA Heavy
Emily
Lift
Gordon
Championships

1995-10/29
Columbia,
MO

Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

1993-10/24
Columbia,
MO
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker

250 1250

Age 12
BWT
77

USAWA Heavy
Kerry
Lift
Clark
Championships

1994-10/30
Columbia,
MO

2450

Age 30
BWT
165
Kerry
Clark

Age 29
BWT
163
Deanne 900

701 352 167 706 2826

Pentathlon

Hartwig

1992-10/25 Age 43
Sullivan, MO BWT
135
Schmidt’s
Backbreaker
Pentathlon

Cindy
Garcia
850

700 450 185 1000 3185

860

700 280 215 750 2805

Age 36
1989-10/22 BWT
Sullivan, MO 152
Strongman
Pentathlon

Ruth
Thrasher

Age 24
1988-10/16
BWT
Sullivan, MO
113
BWT – bodyweight
NC – Lift Not Contested at Meet
Lifts: Harness Lift, Hip Lift, Hand and Thigh Lift, Neck Lift, Back Lift
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NEWS FLASH – NATIONAL’S RESULTS
June 29, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

The USAWA National Championships were held this past weekend in Lebanon, Pennsylvania. The meet was
hosted and directed by Denny and Judy Habecker. The top five placings were as follows:
1. Al Myers, Kansas - 939 points
2. Chad Ullom, Kansas – 874 points
3. Denny Habecker, Pennsylvania – 858 points
4. Randy Smith, Michigan – 795 points
5. Scott Schmidt, Ohio – 758 points
The full meet results and meet writeup will be available tomorrow in the USAWA Daily News.
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National Championships
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The Habecker’s host a fantastic
National Championships
by Al Myers

Group picture of lifters in the 2010 USAWA National Championships.
Denny and Judy Habecker were the hosts for this year‘s USAWA National Championships, and they went way
beyond what is expected from meet directors. Due to the small turnout of lifters entered for this year‘s
Nationals, they decided to have the meet in their backyard instead of renting a venue site. Denny had a large
tent set up in his yard and built a platform on the grass. This provided shade for both the competitors and the
spectators. While Denny was attending to the lifting needs of the lifters, Judy made sure that no one was going
hungry! The night before the meet Judy provided the lifters with an unbelievable Italian meal of lasagna and
pasta, followed with several desserts. She made breakfast for all of us both days, along with having plenty of
food after the meet on both days. I just barely made my weight class on Saturday due to all the great food she
made! Denny and Judy‘s hospitality at this meet went far beyond anything I have ever seen at a competition. I
felt like I was at a family reunion. Denny and Judy are without a doubt the ―parents‖ of the USAWA, and this
meet is one I will never forget. Everyone had a great time and despite the low turnout of participants, this meet
was an invigorating experience and proved that the USAWA is very much alive and flourishing! Someday
when our membership is much larger, those of us present this past weekend will look back upon this as the
―good ole days‖ when the USAWA was a family. The meet atmosphere was filled with camaraderie with
everyone cheering each other on and helping each other make ―a big lift‖.

USAWA Awards Director Al Myers presenting the 2009 Courage Award to Dale Friesz.
Now back to the meet itself. The first person I want to talk about is Dale Friesz. I have never met anyone like
Dale and his commitment to weightlifting. It would take a book to detail all the things Dale has had to
overcome in his life in his quest to continue lifting weights. Recently Dale has been battling infection and
circulatory problems with one of his legs, but he STILL lifted in this meet. He is scheduled to have surgery this
week in which the leg will be amputated below the knee. I know he had to be in excruciating pain during the
meet, and even though he was giving himself IV‖s during the day, the heat had to be hard on him (it was in the
90‘s and fairly humid). I was so glad to see Dale receive the COURAGE AWARD for this past year, as it
should be named after Dale ―the Miracle Man‖ Friesz. Before the meet Dale set a couple of records in the
fingers deadlift (both Index and Little), which have always been a favorite of his. I know Dale will be back
competing again soon after his surgery, as this is the type of person Dale is. ―Mr. Courage‖ Dale Friesz is an
inspiration to everyone who has had to comeback from an injury by showing that NOTHING can stop you from
enjoying the IRON. We need to keep Dale in our prayers this week.
The next person I want to mention is Barry Bryan. Barry made his return to the USAWA platform after many
years of being away from it. This was the first time I got to really visit with Barry. For those of you who are
―new‖ to the USAWA, Barry was the Overall Best Lifter of the 1990 National Championships. He has records
in the record list that are almost unbeatable and have stood for over 20 years. He is an ICON in the USAWA
and it was great to see him back in competitive action. Welcome back Barry!
It was great to see Frank Ciavattone again. Frank brought along his son Frankie, who isn‘t a newcomer to
National Competition. I first met Frankie at the 2005 National Championships, in which he was competing at
the age of 11. Now Frankie is 16, and it won‘t be long before he starts putting up the big numbers. He seemed
to really enjoy himself as he had a smile on his face the entire weekend. He was a big help to me, as he
took pictures for me during the second session in which I was competing in. Frank is still coming back from
his hip replacement, but still showed he can put up big weights. Frank pulled an easy 353 pounds in the One
Arm Deadlift (and appeared he could have lifted much more – and it was obvious he still has the grip to hold
onto over 500 pounds). I talked Frank into lifting in the second session in the One Arm Deadlift (which made
him wait a long time) so Chad and I could have the honor of lifting with him. I know this wait probably didn‘t
help his lifting, but Frank‘s presence sure helped Chad and me. I ended up with a 375# One Arm Deadlift (my
competition best) and Chad had the top One Arm Deadlift of the meet at 408#‘s. So even in this small meet,
there were three lifters over 350 pounds in the One Arm Deadlift, which hasn‘t happened in very many meets in
the past. Frank lifting with us shows you the type of person Frank is – always helping others even if it is at his
own expense. Despite this, Frank is the most accomplished heavyweight lifter of All-Time in the USAWA, and
has won over 20 Championships to back it up.

2010 National Championship meet directors Denny and Judy Habecker.
Randy Smith made the trip from his home in Michigan to take fourth overall at this year‘s Championships,
which moved him up a spot from his overall placing of fifth at last year‘s Championships. Randy is a joy to be
around, and when he is not entertaining us with a joke, he is inspiring us with an all-out effort on the
platform. He even entertained us by performing a ―Zercher Walk‖! This happened when he missed a Zercher
Lift at the top by moving his foot, and in response, locked out the lift and walked to the front of the platform
holding the bar in the crooks of his arms!! The Head Judge, Art Montini, had to wonder if Randy was going to
deposit the bar in his lap!! Speaking of Art, Art continued to amaze us with his unbelievable lifting at the age
of 82. Art did a 242 pound Trap Bar Deadlift – how many 80 plus year old men can do THAT??? I can tell you
– NOT MANY! Scott Schmidt came into the meet in great form – and put up the top Clean and Press of the
meet at 100 kilograms. Saturday night at the National Meeting, Scott was inducted into the USAWA Hall of
Fame. Scott is more than deserving of this prestigious award, and has been for several years. Chad Ullom
ended the meet with the TOP Zercher Lift of the meet at 200 kilograms. With this effort, it gave him the BEST
LIFTER in the OPEN DIVISION, which he very much deserved. Most of you know that Chad is my training
partner, and I can tell you that he has the most positive attitude towards lifting, more so than anyone else I
know. He has ―pushed‖ me in training, and made me a better lifter. I also get to travel with him to meets which
makes the whole experience much more enjoyable. We have accumulated 1000‘s of stories together from our
travels (some of which I‘ll keep a secret!). The ―Young Samson‖ Kohl Hess continues to improve under the
expert coaching of Denny Habecker and SURPRISED everyone with his 518 pound Trap Bar Deadlift and his
353 pound Zercher Lift. Kohl is ONLY 15, and weighing in at 290 pounds, is built like an Offensive Lineman.
He is amazingly flexible for his size, which is very important in All-Round Weightlifting. I have seen his rapid
improvement since Worlds last October, and with a little more time he will be one of the top lifters in the
USAWA. The last person I want to mention is Dennis Mitchell. This weekend marked the 22nd
CONSECUTIVE National Championships that Dennis has competed in. That is a record that probably won‘t be
broke by anyone EVER. At the age of 78, Dennis doesn‘t appear to be slowing down. He always performs his
lifts with perfection, making his last attempts look like opening attempts.
This year‘s Championships was a HUGE success. I want to mention the three men who lifted the most weight
over the weekend – the loaders. A big THANK YOU goes to these guys – Terry Barlet, Don Brandt, and John
Horn. Again, THANKS to Denny and Judy for welcoming the USAWA into their home and treating all of us to
a time we will never forget.

FULL MEET RESULTS
2010 USAWA National Championships
Lebanon, Pennsylvania
June 26 & 27, 2010
Meet Director: Denny Habecker
Lifts on day 1: Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 2″, one hand, Pullover and Push, Clean and Jerk -One Arm, Trap
Bar Deadlift
Lifts on day 2: Snatch – From Hang, Deadlift – One Arm, Clean and Press, Zercher Lift
Officials (3 official system used): Chad Ullom, Scott Schmidt, Barry Bryan, Randy Smith, Dennis Mitchell,
Art Montini, Frank Ciavattone
Scorekeeper: Judy Habecker
Loaders: Terry Barlet, Don Brandt, John Horn
Announcers: Denny Habecker, Judy Habecker, and Aidan Habecker
Day 1 Results:
Lifter

Age BWT

VBIArm

P&P

C&J1arm

Al Myers

43 114.7 70-L

170

67.5-R 295

Chad Ullom

38 108.4 80-R

145

55-R

235

Denny
Habecker

67 83.5 60-R

110

35-R

155

Randy Smith

55 89.1 80-R

92.5 40-R

165

Scott Schmidt

57 119.7 90-R

102.5 45-R

202.5

Art Montini

82 80.7

Kohl Hess

15 131.5 80-R

41.2565
R

20-L

Trap
DL

110

107.5 47.5-R 235

Dennis Mitchell 78 70.7 41.25-L 37.5 17.5-R 100
Dale Friesz

69 76.6 40-R

45

10-R

100

Barry Bryan

52 88.0 57.5-R 90

35-R

105

Frank
Ciavattone Jr.

55 129.2 90-R

—— ——

202

Frank
Ciavattone III

16 107.4 57.5-R 50

20-R

105

Day 2 Results:
Lifter

BWT
DLSnatch
C&P Zercher Total Points
Cls.
1arm

Al Myers

120 87.5

17090
R

195

1145

Chad
Ullom

110 87.5

18590
R

200

1077.5 874.93

939.53

Denny
85
Habecker

50

11570
R

110

705

858.84

Randy
Smith

90

60

11062.5 150
R

760

795.81

Scott
Schmidt

120 70

115100 107.5
R

832.5 758.66

Art
Montini

85

90-L 32.5 70

458.75 701.80

Kohl Hess 125+ 60

10065
R

160

855

Dennis
Mitchell

20

80-L 20

80

396.25 625.36

Dale Friesz 80

12.5

92.512.5 70
R

382.5 505.88

Barry
Bryan

35

60-R 50

482.5 495.66

70

90

30

Frank
Ciavattone 125+ —–
Jr.

50

160—– 115
R

567

663.01

489.63

Frank
Ciavattone 110 20
III

65-R 37.5 50

405

343.65

BWT is bodyweight in kilograms on day 1 weigh-ins. BWT Cls. is the bodyweight class on day 2 weigh-ins for
records only. All lifts are recorded in kilograms. R and L designate right and left hands. Total is the total
weight lifted over two days. Points is the adjusted points amended for bodyweight and age correction.
EXTRA ATTEMPTS FOR RECORDS ON DAY 1:
Dale Friesz – Deadlift, Little Fingers 100.6 pounds
Dale Friesz – Deadlift, Index Fingers 151.8 pounds
BEST LIFTER AWARDS:
Best Lifter Overall – Al Myers
Best Lifter Master – Al Myers
Best Lifter Open – Chad Ullom
Best Lifter Teen – Kohl Hess
Best Lifter 40-44 Age Group – Al Myers
Best Lifter 50-54 Age Group – Barry Bryan
Best Lifter 55-59 Age Group – Randy Smith
Best Lifter 65-69 Age Group – Denny Habecker
Best Lifter 75-79 Age Group – Dennis Mitchell
Best Lifter 80-84 Age Group – Art Montini
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Minutes of the 2010 Annual National Meeting
June 30, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

by Al Myers, USAWA Secretary
The 2010 Annual National Meeting of the USAWA was called to order by President Denny Habecker following
the first day of competition on Saturday afternoon. Roll call was done by Secretary Al Myers with these

members in attendance: Denny Habecker, Al Myers, Judy Habecker, Randy Smith, Kohl Hess, Art Montini,
Chad Ullom, Scott Schmidt, Dale Friesz, Barry Bryan, Frank Ciavattone Jr., Frank Ciavattone III, and Dennis
Mitchell. The reading of the previous meetings minutes was done by Secretary Al Myers. The financial report
was next given by Treasurer Al Myers. The report from the Official‘s Chairman Joe Garcia and Records
Chairman Joe Garcia was not available to be provided to the membership, so no report was given. The Website
Director Al Myers gave a report on the development of the new website and how it will be beneficial to the
USAWA in the future. Next agenda item was the discussion and vote on the new proposed bylaws
developed by the ad hoc committee of Al Myers, Joe Garcia, and Tim Piper. The committee had previously
provided these bylaws to the membership for review, so the membership was aware of the contents before the
meeting. After a brief discussion, Chad Ullom moved to accept them, Dale Friesz provide the second, and the
acceptance of the new bylaws passed by an unanimous vote. Next item brought to the meeting floor was a
discussion of the minimum age of officials. No minimum age is specified in the USAWA Rule Book. After
much discussion, the membership agreed that the age of 16 should be this minimum age. Denny Habecker
moved, Dale provided a second, and the motion passed unanimously. Dale Friesz brought up the discussion of
the USAWA providing a Handicap Division, to provide a division for those to compete in that have a
disability. Most everyone in attendance agreed this was a good idea, but disagreements arose in how we as an
organization would assess disabilities. Denny moved that this be looked into by the Executive Board, and a
Handicap Division be implemented by the Executive Board when the board is in unanimous agreement on the
specifics. Frank Ciavattone III gave a second, and the motion passed by unanimous vote. The Hall of Fame
committee that was formed at last year‘s meeting of Denny Habecker, Dale Friesz, and Dennis Mitchell gave
their report next. The committee proposed that induction occur when an athlete achieves 10 National
Championships. Also, in this was the development of a ―contributor‖ Hall of Fame. Discussion against this
proposal included the argument that it doesn‘t reward individuals that contribute to the USAWA in other ways
besides just competing. Those in favor stressed that this proposal would be very simple to keep track of lifter‘s
progress toward the Hall of Fame, without having to keep track of points. Al Myers moved that the Executive
re-evaluate the point system, make some modifications with it, and when every member of the Executive Board
is in agreement, it be implemented immediately. Chad Ullom put forth the second, and the motion passed
unanimously. At this point, Dale Friesz nominated Scott Schmidt for the Hall of Fame as he had already met
the previous criteria to be in the Hall of Fame. Chad Ullom seconded the motion, and it passed by unanimous
decision. It was agreed that the ceremonial induction of Scott Schmidt into the USAWA Hall of Fame will
occur in November at the Gold Cup. The next agenda item was the approval of 5 new lifts that have been
proposed which were: the chin up, the pull up, the foot press, the turkish get-up, and the bent-over row. After a
short discussion, a vote was taken and these lifts were passed by unanimous vote. Next up was the approval of
the Rulebook changes. Al Myers presented a list of proposed changes, most of which were small technical
issues involving rules of the lifts that were omitted in the current Rulebook. Everyone was in agreement on
these. The only significant issue included in this was placing an expiration on Level 1 test approved officials in
which a 3 year limit will be placed on officials before being required to pass the Rules Test again. Level 2
officials and Level 1 experience approved officials are exempt from this. Chad Ullom moved to accept these
Rulebook changes, Randy Smith seconded the motion, and it passed unanimously. At this point, discussion
arose about allowing knee wraps for the front squat and the 12″ base squat. The argument for this was that knee
wraps have already been approved by the membership for these two lifts at the 1997 meeting, but never
implemented in the Rulebook. Scott Schmidt moved that we allow knee wraps for these two lifts and this be
put in the Rulebook. Randy Smith seconded it, and the motion failed by a vote of 7 to 4. Discussion resumed
and it was brought to the membership‘s attention that several records in the Record List for these two lifts were
done with knee wraps since it was previously approved and it would be impossible now to determine which
ones were set with them. Scott Schmidt again moved that knee wraps be allowed in these two lifts, Chad Ullom
provided a second, and the motion passed by a vote of 10 to 2. The next agenda item was presenting the Special
Awards. Al Myers and Denny Habecker presented the awards. The Award recipients are as follows: Athlete of
the Year – Al Myers, Athlete of the Year Runner Up – Chad Ullom, Leadership Award – Bill Clark, Leadership
Award Runner Up – Al Myers, Sportsmanship Award – Denny Habecker, Sportsmanship Award Runner Up –
Art Montini, Courage Award – Dale Friesz, Courage Award Runner Up – Frank Ciavattone, Newcomer Award
– David Glasgow, Newcomer Award Runner Up – Kohl Hess, Club of the Year – Dino Gym, Club of the Year

Runner Up – Ambridge VFW BBC. The next agenda item was the election of two Executive Board members to
a one year position. Al Myers nominated Dennis Mitchell and Chad Ullom nominated Scott Schmidt. Randy
Smith moved that nominations be ceased and the nominees accepted by unanimous ballot. Randy‘s motion
created confusion amongst the membership in his use of proper parliamentary procedure and after an
uncomfortable period of silence, a second was made by Al Myers. A vote was then taken and it passed
unanimously. Next up was the appointment of a Drug Enforcement Director for the USAWA. Al Myers
nominated Chad Ullom. There were no other nominations, and it passed unanimously. The appointment of an
Awards Director for the USAWA was the next agenda item. Chad Ullom nominated Al Myers, and again there
were no other nominations. A vote was taken and it passed unanimously. The last agenda item was accepting
bids for next year‘s National Championships. Only one bid was presented, and that bid was from Thom Van
Vleck of the JWC. Al Myers presented the bid on Thom‘s behalf and gave a persuasive speech to the
membership on how ―great a guy Thom is‖. A vote was taken and the bid was accepted by majority vote, with
only one vote against. At this point and 2 1/2 hours later, the membership was beginning to become restless
and more interested in the huge sandwiches that Judy had prepared for us. Scott Schmidt moved to adjourn the
meeting, with Chad Ullom providing a second, and the vote passed unanimously.
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by Thom Van Vleck

Dale Friesz deadlifting 220 pounds with the Trap Bar at the 2010 USAWA National Championships.
Dale Friesz getting the courage award made me think of my grandfather and patriarch of the Jackson
Weightlifting Club. I think Dale and Dalton would have gotten along just fine.

First, let me say that I have a lot of respect for Dale and I hope that as I get older that I don‘t give up on my
training. Dale commented one time that his training is what kept him going and I believe that. Dalton Jackson
was that way, too.
With all the champions to come out of the JWC, from state to national to world champs, people new to the club
are often shocked that my grandfather never won anything. He never competed in a single lifting meet. But let
me explain. He grew up in the depression and quickly found himself the father to a pack of kids that needed
taken care of and he worked long, hard hours to do this. If he hurt himself, the family was in trouble, so he
never maxed out or competed. It was BECAUSE he sacrificed that later the rest of us could enjoy success. To
the members of the JWC, this made him the greatest champion of them all.
When I was a boy I recall him working at the local shoe factory (a brick hell hole that reeked of chemicals and
had no air in the summers….I knew guys who worked there one day and quit….but my grandfather worked
there 38 years) full time. He would work 10 hours a day and half a day on Saturday, or 55 hours a week when
they were busy. He then worked as a janitor of an evening (I often went with him to this job and hung out as he
told me stories while he worked) AND he drove a mail truck on Saturday nights. I often rode with him as he
would pick up mail and we would end up around midnight at the airport in Jefferson City. This meant he‘d get
home about about 2:00am and he‘d still get up and go to Church the next day. I also recall him sleeping Sunday
afternoons!
During these grueling hours, my grandfather would work out. He worked out all the time. He would go to the
garage gym and get in some lifting, but he also took every chance to get in a few jumping jacks, or push ups, or
a bar would be a chance to do some chins. He incorporated his training in his work, if he were shoveling dirt,
he‘d do 5 reps over the left shoulder then 5 over the right for 5 sets, then rest a minute, and then back at it. He
would do isometric curls and grip work on the steering wheel of his car while he drove! I also recall, when he
was in his 50‘s, he‘d go into a handstand and walk on his hands across the yard as he would come into the
house. I‘m sure the neighbors thought he was nuts! Just like I‘m sure that those who don‘t know Dale the way
we do might think he‘s a little nuts. But my grandfather was in fantastic shape and could work all day and I
never recall him being sick and if he was, he was in such good shape it didn‘t keep him down long.
Then, when he was in his late 70‘s, he was hit by a car. It was a devastating accident and the doctors told us
things looked bleak. He had a severe head injury and they did brain surgery on him. They put him in one of
those rotating beds to drain the fluid off his brain and told us the prognosis was grim and that he‘d never fully
recover. But one day, we were in visiting him and my Uncle Wayne noticed he was doing something with his
hands. He was squeezing them…..and he was doing it in 5 sets of 5 reps (his favorite set/rep scheme for
exercises) as he switched back and forth. Soon, this began to spread and the docs thought he was fighting the
restraints on his bed. But we knew, ―Pop‖ (as I called him) was exercising. He was already planning his
comeback!
He made a long, grueling comeback to the amazement of his doctors. The wreck took it‘s toll but Dalton got
back to being better than most men his age. He continued to exercise all the time and lift weights. I think that if
Dalton were around today, he‘d be right there with Dale on the platform and I‘m sure they‘d have a lot to talk
about. Tough times don‘t last, tough people do.
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Scott Schmidt is Inducted into the USAWA Hall of
Fame
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by Al Myers

Scott Schmidt "relaxing" prior to the 2010 USAWA National Championships.
A highlight this past weekend at the National Championships occurred Saturday after the meet, when the
membership was sitting down to the Annual National Meeting. This highlight was that Scott Schmidt was
inducted into the USAWA Hall of Fame. I feel Scott‘s induction was a big step forward for the USAWA, not
only because Scott is more than deserving of the most prestigious award the USAWA has to offer, but because
Scott‘s induction marks the rebirth of the USAWA Hall of Fame program, which has been inactive since 2003.
As I have said already, Scott is more than deserving of this Award and HAS BEEN for several years. He put in
the work and effort to be in the Hall, and it is about time the USAWA gives him the credit he deserves (and
earned!). Scott has won numerous National Championships and quite a few World Championships in his
journey to joining the elite club of the USAWA. He is a holder of over 100 USAWA Records. He has
participated in Gold Cups. He has always supported local meets. He is a club founder. He helps out fellow
competitors. Scott epitomizes a Hall of Famer – and is the type of athlete and individual all others should strive
to be like. The USAWA will ceremonially induct Scott into the USAWA Hall of Fame at the Gold Cup in
November. Congratulations Scott – the USAWA is very proud of you!

Scott Schmidt performing the Hang Snatch at the 2010 USAWA National Championships.
The words below are Scott‘s words of appreciation:
Greetings, All
I wanted to send this note of appreciation out to express my sincere thanks to all those in our administration
and voting members who granted me the privilege of entry into our USAWA Hall of Fame.
I have been competing in our favorite strength sport of weightlifting for many years. I know when our
organization set the standards for Hall of Fame eligibility, it was a target I embraced and aspired to achieve.
So, I set out on a mission to build my credibility, one contest at a time. Although we all know the work is hard,
the satisfaction over rules the pain involved. Slowly but surely, I stayed on course to produce results. Winning
results. Record results. The achievements necessary to get to the top. What a journey! When I came to this years
National Championships, I was well trained to hit my numbers I set out to do in each lift. But as we all sat down
to have our annual meeting, I was totally unprepared when Al Myers announced I have been elected into our
Hall of Fame. At that moment in time, I really did get choked up. Big Ol‟ Scotty Boy. Speechless. Now there‟s a
first! After the news sunk in, I felt a great sense of internal pride. Joining the class of great champions, who I
compete with and against. What a feeling! As a motivational summary to those of you who enjoy competing,
take my advice:

Set your goals high, and good things will happen. It may take a little time, but when you hit your target, the
feeling is fantastic!
Stay Strong,
Scott A. Schmidt
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by Al Myers

Denny Habecker added another USAWA record to the record list with a Clean and Press of 154 pounds at the
2010 USAWA National Championships
It was exactly 1 year ago that I instigated the USAWA Records Race. Last year at this time it was a ―nip and
tuck‖ battle between our ―Prez‖ Denny Habecker and the ―Man of Steel‖ Art Montini. Denny had the slight
lead of 341 records to Art‘s 337 records. While not much has changed one year later, except the two of them
have widened their margin from the rest of the pack. As of now (National records included) Denny still has the
slightest of leads over Art 365 to 358. Last December Denny had ―stretched‖ his lead over Art by 11, but the
Man of Steel at an age of 82 is relentless as he is still taking the records down at a rapid pace, as demonstrated
by his 4 USAWA records he set last weekend at the National Championships. But Denny is a born leader and
not only leads our organization but the record list as well, and has added over 20 USAWA records himself this
past year.

The are still 20 members in the ―Century Club‖ – a designation I gave to those lifters that hold over 100
USAWA records. I last ran this listing last December, and no one new has been added to this list. However,
there has been some changes in how the list ―sorts out‖. I want to point out that this is CURRENT RECORDS
held. If you haven‘t been competing there is only one direction you will go, and that is down. This past
weekend‘s lifting put more numbers in the Record List (which before long will top 10, 000 records). It is
interesting to note that the 20 lifters in the list below hold 40% of the records in the USAWA Records List. At
the 2010 National Championships 52 new USAWA records were set. For a complete listing of the records set at
Nationals click on this – 2010NationalMeetRecords.

Current Records Ranking in the USAWA
1. 365 Denny Habecker
2. 358 Art Montini
3. 227 Al Myers
4. 226 John McKean
5. 214 Bill Clark
5. 214 Noi Phumchona
7. 213 Dennis Mitchell
8.

212 Frank Ciavattone
9.

204 Joe Garcia

10. 201 Bob Hirsh
11. 171 Howard Prechtel
12. 142 Dale Friesz
13. 137 Jim Malloy
14. 134 Ed Schock
15. 123 John Monk
16. 118 Mary McConnaughey
17. 115 Scott Schmidt
18. 114 Chris Waterman
19. 110 Joshua Monk
20. 105 John Vernacchio
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USAWA Award Winners for 2009
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by Al Myers

Courage Award Winners Frank Ciavattone (left) and Dale Friesz (right).
One of the exciting things that has been developed in the USAWA this past year is the development of the
USAWA Awards Program. Included in the new USAWA bylaws is the creation of an Award Director for the
USAWA, which is important to insure that the Awards Program will continue in the future. I was nominated for
this position and upon receiving the membership‘s blessing by an unanimous vote, I was appointed the Awards
Director. I feel giving ―special awards‖ on behalf of the USAWA is VERY IMPORTANT and I will do my
best to make sure this continues as long as I am in this position. When someone shows that they are ―going
beyond what is expected‖ in the organization – it is only right that the USAWA gives them the credit they
deserve. I also want to make sure that these ―special awards‖ will continue to be selected by the membership,
instead of by me or the Executive Board. This makes them mean even more to the deserving award recipients –
knowing that they were selected for these honorable awards by their peers. These awards will be given out at
the Annual National Meeting, which is always in conjunction with the National Championships. The 2009
Award winners are as follows:

Athlete of the Year Award Winners Chad Ullom (left) and Al Myers (right).
Athlete of the Year – Al Myers
Athlete of the Year Runner Up – Chad Ullom
Leadership Award – Bill Clark
Leadership Award Runner Up – Al Myers
Sportsmanship Award – Denny Habecker
Sportsmanship Award Runner Up – Art Montini
Courage Award – Dale Friesz
Courage Award Runner Up – Frank Ciavattone
Newcomer Award – David Glasgow
Newcomer Award Runner Up – Kohl Hess
Club of the Year – Dino Gym
Club of the Year Runner Up – Ambridge VFW BBC

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2009 SPECIAL AWARD WINNERS!! The USAWA is very proud
of you and your accomplishments.
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The Box Squat
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by Chad Ullom

Scottish Highland Game Champion Dave Brown utilizes box squatting in his training.
My training partner Scott Campbell & I have been using a box for many years to squat off of. Al
recommended box squats to me and they have worked out great for us! I remember using a box in high school
with the Bigger Faster Stronger program, but it was only used as an above parallel box. The box we use can
be set to a 12, 14 or 16 inch height. The 12 inch height is about 2 inches below parallel, 14 is at parallel and 16
is about 2 inches above. I like the variety the box offers, helping with range of motion for deep squats on the 12
inch side while allowing you to feel more weight on your back when you use the 16 inch side. It also takes out
the guess work on depth! I know I would finish high at times when the weight was heavy or if I was fatigued,
but you can‘t cheat if your butt doesn‘t hit that box. You have to make sure it‘s far enough back that your
hamstrings don‘t make contact first and it‘s just a touch and go. Don‘t drop real fast and crash down on the
box. It‘s just there to let you know when you hit the depth you‘re looking for.
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Steve Angell – Master of the Dinnie Stones
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by Al Myers

Steve Angell lifted the Dinnie Stones for 20 repetitions in one day.
Steve Angell, of Milton Keynes England, made history on the last weekend of June (June 26th) when he lifted
the Dinnie Stones for 20 repetitions in one day. This is the MOST repetitions EVER PERFORMED with the
Dinnie Stones in one day. Steve has been training for this day for a few months, and had hoped to do 40 reps to
mark his 40th birthday this year. He had the back strength to lift the stones that many times, but his hands
couldn‘t take the abuse and became torn and started bleeding. Afterall, he was lifting the stones
UNASSISTED, which means he wasn‘t using straps, gloves, or any other assistance device which would make
them easier to lift. He relied on the good ole-fashioned HOOK GRIP that helped make Steve superb in the AllRounds with the One Arm Deadlift.
The Dinnie Stones of Scotland were made famous when Donnie Dinnie picked both of them up at the same time
around 1860, and carried them across the Potarch Bridge over the River Dee. Together they weigh 734 pounds
with one stone heavier than the other. Each stone has a ring handle attached to it. It is said they were used as
anchors in the construction of the bridge, and where just ―left there‖ because they were too heavy for anyone to
carry away!

Steve is not a newcomer to the Dinnie Stones – he has already been successful with lifting them unassisted in
2001 and 2006. Both of those times he just showed up and lifted them, without any specific training ahead of
time. However, this time Steve spent some time preparing, and obviously it paid off. He had a couple of
setbacks in his training which he had to overcome. When I asked him about these setbacks, this is what he said,
―Keeping my hands healthy was my main concern, as I knew they would tear up on the day. I had one callous
tear about 8 weeks out that healed ok, and I nearly put the whole thing in jeopardy when I put a screwdriver into
my hand whilst working around the house. Apart from a slight infection, fortunately, it did not affect things too
much.‖

Steve and his "brothers in pain", who also got to enjoy the experience of lifting the Dinnie Stones. Pictured left
to right: Stan Pike, Barry Gibson, and Steve Angell
What‘s NEXT for the All-Round Weightlifting Legend from England?? It seems Steve Angell has
accomplished so much, what more can he do? Well, I had to ask him this question, and this is what Steve had
to say, ―As for what‘s next? For this year, it‘s to drop 30 pounds and work on my conditioning and Tai
Chi. My body can only cope with one big event a year now, as I have beat myself up a bit too much over the
years on the All-Round lifts. Not too sure what my big goal for next year will be. Maybe to press the Inver
Stone!‖.
I have full confidence that Steve will accomplish anything he sets his mind to. Steve is very much against drug
use amongst strength athletes, and doesn‘t mind voicing his feelings on this issue, even if it offends someone. I
really admire him for that. He is the perfect role model for an up and coming All-Rounder. Steve is living
proof that you can be strong and accomplish your goals, all without the use of steroids. He makes me proud to
be an All-Rounder!!
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MEET ANNOUNCEMENT
by Dave Glasgow
FIRST ANNUAL
USAWA
LEDAIG HEAVY ATHLETICS TRAINING FACILITY
RECORD BREAKERS DAY
18 JULY-2010
10:00 A.M.
RAINBOW BEND, KS.
USAWA RULES/WEIGHT CLASSES/AGE GROUPS ECT.
USAWA MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED
THIS WILL BE AN OUTSIDE EVENT. PLAN ACCORDINGLY.
PLEASE EMAIL ME FOR DIRECTIONS TO FACILITY.
dglasgow@cox.net
THIS EVENT IS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
FIRST ANNUAL
LEDAIG HEAVY ATHLETICS
HIGHLAND GAMES
17 JULY-2010
AGAIN, EMAIL ME IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO COMPETE ON THE 17TH OF JULY.
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by Dennis Mitchell

Charles Batta
Charles Batta, whose real name was Charles Estienne, was born August 17, 1866 in Lille France. It was evident
even as a young boy that he had unusual strength. Batta never wanted to be a competitive weight lifter. His
ambition was to be strongman performer, and he started his career at age fifteen performing in local cafes. His
earnings came from the donations of the patrons. He later joined a troupe of traveling athletes. It was not an
easy life, and there was no guaranteed income. They traveled by wagon from city to city performing at fairs and
celebrations. He considered this to be his apprenticeship. He was quite successful and became quite famous as a
strong man. This, however, made some of the bigger and more experienced performers envious of his success.
One performer became so angry that he broke a chair over Batta‘s head. Batta‘s earnings progressed from the
spectators donations to a salary of one franc per day, then to 25 francs per week, and by the time he was
nineteen yeas old, to 50 francs per day. Again his success had the disadvantage of enraging one of his fellow
performers, a giant of a man named Lepi who forced Batta into a fight. Batta was never a person who would
back down from a fight or a challenge. He beat Lepi so badly that he was never bothered by any other

performer. While performing in Brussels at the Alcazar Cafe Concert, he was earning 70 francs per day. On day
while the performers were at dinner, Louis Attila walked in with one of his pupils who was seeking
employment at the Alcazar. While waiting for the manager to return Attila‘s pupil started to demonstrate the
strength of his grip, using chairs and other objects at hand. He stated that no one could duplicate his feats of
hand strength. Batta took the challenge and duplicated all of his lifts. Attila‘s pupil did however go on to
become quite famous under the name of Eugen Sandow. One of Batta‘s demonstrations was, while seated, to
hold his hand, palm down about one half inch over an upright needle. A forty four pound block weight was
placed on the back of his hand. He would hold it there at arms length for about eight seconds, and then stand up
still holding the weight at arms length. Though primarily a performer Batta could one arm snatch 154.5 pounds,
put over head 209 pounds with one hand, and hold by the ring a weight of 55 pounds at arms length. During his
performance he would lift 259 pounds over head with ease. One of Batta‘s challenges was to place a glass of
water, a bottle, some gold rings and other jewels plus some gold coins on the seat of a straight back chair. He
would then lift the chair with one hand at arms length by one of the horizontal rungs and not spill any of the
water. He offered what was on the chair to anyone who could duplicate his lift. No one ever did. Batta‘s
performance included lifting a horse, a muscle control demonstration, lifting weights and people. In the support
known as the ―Tomb of Hercules‖ he would support a loaded cannon which was then fired by an assistant. The
only contest that Batta did not win was against the famous Apollon. He did duplicate one of Apollon‘s feats by
lifting four 44 pound block weights over head with one hand, each weight tied to a finger. He also cleaned (not
jerked) Apollon‘s rail road wheels. Apollon was so impressed with Batta that they remained friends for life. No
strong man article is complete without a list of his measurements. At the age of nineteen Batta stood 5′9.5″,
weighed 194 pounds, chest 49″, biceps 17″, forearms 14.5″, waist 33.5″, thighs 25″, calves 16.25″ neck 17.25″,
and wrists 8.5″. Charles Batta died June 7, 1931 at the age of 65 yeas.
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New Lifts – The Chin Up and Pull Up
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by Al Myers

Pull Ups have always been a popular training exercise, as illustrated by this picture of Franco Columbo in
Arnold's book Encyclopedia of Modern Bodybuilding.
Last spring, Dave Glasgow asked me why the Chin Up and Pull Up were not All-Round Lifts. I didn‘t have an
answer for him. It would seem logical that two of the oldest exercises known to man should be included
amongst our All-Round lifts. We have over 200 lifts and I can‘t imagine why these two had been left
out. Early day All-Rounders often performed exercises involving body weight movements, and the Chin Up
and Pull Up were usually part of their training program. So I told Dave to propose them for new lift approval,
write the rules for them and hopefully, the membership would vote to accept them. I was glad to see this happen
at the National Meeting, as they were accepted. These two common exercises can now be listed in the USAWA
Rulebook and Record List alongside other more obscure lifts like the Zeigler Clean and the Scott Lift. Now
records can be established officially in the Chin Up and Pull Up. Bill Clark once told me that one of the
purposes of the USAWA is to provide an official competition for a lifter to perform a lift in which he/she
specializes in that is not available in other organizations. Well, I can tell you this – the Chin Up and Pull Up
have been contested from the playgrounds to the prisons for decades. It is about time an organization wants to
oversee them as ―official lifts‖.
Practically ever gym has a Chin Up bar, and most lifters have trained these two lifts at least at some point in
their life. Dave had these words to say about these two lifts in drumming up support for their approval, ―The
Pull Up/Chin Up has long been a staple of the strength community and is a valid test of upper body
strength. The basic Pull Up is an exercise that involves multiple muscles of the upper back and arms to work in
coordination with one another in order for the exercise to be executed.‖

The Rules for the Pull Up
The crossbar used shall be a straight bar with a diameter between 1 inches and 2 inches. The width of hand
placement on the crossbar shall be at the discretion of the lifter. The lifter may use any platform necessary to
reach the crossbar. The bar is to be grasped with the palms facing away from the body. The weight shall be
affixed to the lifter by way of hanging the weight on a belt attached to the waist of the lifter. The lift will begin
on command from an official when the lifter is hanging at arms‟ length from the crossbar, motionless, and with
feet completely off the floor or any support. The lifter must then pull the body to the crossbar to a position
where the point of the chin is above the crossbar. Once motionless, the lifter will receive a command that ends
the lift. No “kipping” (the motion of excessive kicking of the legs to obtain a mechanical advantage) is allowed.
The weight of the lifter is NOT to be included in the total weight lifted.

The Rules for the Chin Up
The rules of the Pull Up apply, with the exception that the palms of the hands must be facing toward the body of
lifter.
Both of these lifts will be added to the 4th Edition of the USAWA Rulebook, which will be available August
1st.
Chin Up Trivia: John Davis, at a body weight of 177 pounds, did a Chin Up with 171 pounds of extra weight
attached to him in 1938!
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Thom Van Vleck to host 2011 Nationals
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by Al Myers

Thom Van Vleck giving the Rules Meeting prior to a Highlander Games he was promoting last spring.
Thom Van Vleck, of the Jackson Weightlifting Club, was awarded the bid at the Annual National Meeting to
host the 2011 USAWA National Championships. The meet will be an one day affair on Saturday of the 4th
weekend of June, 2011. The meet will be in Kirksville, Missouri. Thom is also planning on having a National
Record Day the next day (Sunday) for those who want to attend. The Awards Banquet and the Annual
National Meeting will be held Saturday evening, following the competition.
Thom and the JWC have been a great addition to the USAWA this past year. Thom hosted his first official
USAWA competition last November – the JWC Record Day. Thom and the JWC competed in several USAWA
competitions throughout the year. Thom is a ―seasoned‖ meet promoter with vast experience. He has hosted
an annual Highland Games in his hometown of Kirksville for many years that routinely draws over 50
athletes. Thom always puts on a ―top level‖ competition and knows how to treat the athletes to a ―fun

time‖. However, Thom is not really a newcomer to All-Round Weightlifting. One of his first weightlifting
competitions he competed in was an ―Odd Lift‖ meet held by Bill Clark over 30 years ago.
I think it is important to ―rotate‖ locations that the National Championships are held each year to encourage
local participation in Nationals for those athletes that are limited in traveling. The last time Nationals was held
in Missouri was 2001, in which Bill Clark and Joe Garcia hosted it in Columbia. This location is the perfect
―center point‖ of our membership. I fully expect next year‘s Nationals to be very well attended, and exceed
participation over what we have had in the previous several years of Championships. Take the time right now to
put this weekend on your calendar and plan on attending!
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-- Download Missouri Celt - Thom Van Vleck as PDF --

by Dave Glasgow

Thom Van Vleck shortly after his childhood accident.
It was hard for me to imagine, when I first met him, the behemoth of a man standing in front of me, was once a
skinny, frightened, wheel chair bound youth of 11. However, there he stood!! His story, although far from being
finished, is an inspiration to us all and hopefully, a model for the youth of today.
Thom van Vleck started in the iron game, literally, by accident. A speeding car traveling in excess of 70 mph
struck the bike riding youth; throwing him at least 150 feet, leaving him with multiple fractures, internal
bleeding, head trauma and a prayer away from dying. The hospital he was transported to was certain there was
nothing they could do for him. Fortunately, Thom‘s mother ―wanted a second opinion.‖ The second hospital
was able to stabilize him and, eventually, turn him around. (Ironically, that hospital, the A.T. Still School of

Medicine, in Kirksville, Mo., is the where Thom plies his trade as a clinical psychologist for the students that
attend the school.)
Although he was alive, the outlook was bleak. There was talk of brain injury, impairment with
ambulation…..the list went on. Little did those who prognosticated doom and gloom know that inside that
broken and battered little body was the heart of a fighter. After nearly 4 months in traction and a year in a
wheelchair, he was able to walk, with help. This was only the beginning.

Thom Van Vleck (left) and Dave Glasgow (right) at the 2003 Galloway Highland Games in Kirksville,
Missouri, which was promoted by Thom.
Luckily for Thom, he had a tremendous support system. A mother, who worked tirelessly; a grandfather, with
an undying love and faith; two uncles, that were known for their strength and perseverance and the ―big man‖
above. It would be the two uncles, Wayne and Phil Jackson, who introduced Thom to the wonderful world of
weight training. They shared their love and passion for the iron and Thom was quick to grasp the idea that the
weights could make him whole again.
Fast forward a few years, the trim, athletic boy became a man, courtesy of the United States Marine Corps.
College and graduate school followed and he became the first in his family to gain an advanced degree. But,
always, there were the weights. Everything from Olympic lifting, power lifting, to what he called his granddads
―fruitcake‖ workouts, if there were weights involved, he was there. And, as before, his uncles were there to
encourage, instruct and badger him to larger totals and loftier goals; be that in the iron game or life.
For those of us who know Thom, we know a man who is honest, trustworthy and, to use an overused phrase,
genuine. What you see is what you get. No pretense. No agendas. He is thankful for his loving (dare I say,
longsuffering!) wife and family. He is a student of the iron game and is constantly rubbing elbows with the elite
of the weights and interesting folks that make up that vast world both past and present. His stories are
interesting and engaging; his recollections spot on.
Thom has been active in just about every level of strength and weight training/lifting you can imagine. He has
also transformed himself into a force to be dealt with on the Highland Games circuit. He has, also, organized
outstanding competitions so that others could enjoy his passion with him.

It was at the McPherson highland games of ‗99 that I first saw Thom. I did not meet him as he was in the
―youngster class‖ of A‘s. It was not until the next ‗season‘ that Thom and I were ‗introduced‘! What an
introduction!!
We were at Steve Scott‘s north Kansas City recreation park doing one of the many games that Steve put on at
that facility. Thom was judging the ‗geezer‘ class of which I was a proud member. Although Steve had hammer
cages, an errant #22 hammer of mine broke through the fencing and clocked Thom on the ankle. It went so far
as to ‗tattoo‘ his sock pattern into his ankle. It was not broken but, he was done for the day. I can safely say we
have been friends since that day.
Thom is a rather complex guy. He ran, unsuccessfully, for state representative. He is an elder in his church. His
work involves counseling students at the medical college in Kirksville. He is the former world record holder
(age group) in the weight over the bar. And, as stated prior, he organizes strength contests and highland games
throughout the year.
But, of all these things, he is proudest of the strength evangelism shows he puts on with the brothers Kerby and
John O‘Brian, all of Kirksville. Together, they have spread the gospel behind bone cracking demonstrations of
skill and strength that never fail to make spectators ohh and ahh. Following one of Thom‘s ‗mini‘ shows at the
McPherson Scottish Festival, a good friend of mine, who has traveled the world, looked at me, ‗pop-eyed‘, and
stated, ―I have never seen anything like that before in my life!!‖ I might add, he is very hard to impress!!

Thom Van Vleck set many USAWA records at the JWC Record Day, which he promoted last year at the JWC
Training Hall on November 21st , 2009
Over the years, we have exchanged countless emails/phone calls and dined with each other every chance we
got. It never ceases to amaze me his knowledge of people and events in the strength world. In these
conversations there are three subjects that are ALWAYS mentioned. The weight game, his family and his faith!
Not necessarily in that order.
Thom has no greater joy than that of his family. His wife, Kelly, supports his efforts and willing helps out at his
competitions. She is a very special, understanding individual. He is thankful for her and has told me on more
that one occasion how lucky he is to have someone such as her to allow him to pursue his interests. Rounding
out this team is a daughter and two sons of whom he, rightfully, boasts on at any opportunity. And, from what I

understand, the apples are not falling far from the giant tree!! The legacy of the Jackson/Van Vleck name will
continue. I have NO doubt!
Oh, and one last thing. Thom is an author. He has written many, many articles for MILO. His forte is writing
about the ―old school‖ guys; John Ware, Al Feuerbach, Al Oerter,… the list goes on. He has the ability to bring
these icons of throwing and strength down to a ‗human‘ level and make them more like ‗everyday guys‘ to us
common folk.
He also writes, quite extensively, about the history of his family in the weight world and the proud tradition that
has been passed down since 1928. These stories are a wonderful testament to a family legacy that continues
today and, from all outward appearances, there is no indication that it will end anytime soon.
So, if you are ever in northern Missouri, have some time, you may want to make the trek to that big, two story
house on the hill near Greentop. You may not know him at all, but that doesn‘t matter. Just knock on the door,
introduce yourself and you will leave with a new friend and a whole list of stories from the man with a truck
load of them. Thom van Vleck, the multi-dimensional weight guy!
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Luckily for Thom, he had a tremendous support system. A mother, who worked tirelessly; a grandfather, with
an undying love and faith; two uncles, that were known for their strength and perseverance and the ―big man‖
above. It would be the two uncles, Wayne and Phil Jackson, who introduced Thom to the wonderful world of
weight training. They shared their love and passion for the iron and Thom was quick to grasp the idea that the
weights could make him whole again.
Fast forward a few years, the trim, athletic boy became a man, courtesy of the United States Marine Corps.
College and graduate school followed and he became the first in his family to gain an advanced degree. But,
always, there were the weights. Everything from Olympic lifting, power lifting, to what he called his granddads
―fruitcake‖ workouts, if there were weights involved, he was there. And, as before, his uncles were there to
encourage, instruct and badger him to larger totals and loftier goals; be that in the iron game or life.
For those of us who know Thom, we know a man who is honest, trustworthy and, to use an overused phrase,
genuine. What you see is what you get. No pretense. No agendas. He is thankful for his loving (dare I say,
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Thom has been active in just about every level of strength and weight training/lifting you can imagine. He has
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It was at the McPherson highland games of ‗99 that I first saw Thom. I did not meet him as he was in the
―youngster class‖ of A‘s. It was not until the next ‗season‘ that Thom and I were ‗introduced‘! What an
introduction!!
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cages, an errant #22 hammer of mine broke through the fencing and clocked Thom on the ankle. It went so far
as to ‗tattoo‘ his sock pattern into his ankle. It was not broken but, he was done for the day. I can safely say we
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work involves counseling students at the medical college in Kirksville. He is the former world record holder
(age group) in the weight over the bar. And, as stated prior, he organizes strength contests and highland games
throughout the year.
But, of all these things, he is proudest of the strength evangelism shows he puts on with the brothers Kerby and
John O‘Brian, all of Kirksville. Together, they have spread the gospel behind bone cracking demonstrations of
skill and strength that never fail to make spectators ohh and ahh. Following one of Thom‘s ‗mini‘ shows at the
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stated, ―I have never seen anything like that before in my life!!‖ I might add, he is very hard to impress!!
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got. It never ceases to amaze me his knowledge of people and events in the strength world. In these
conversations there are three subjects that are ALWAYS mentioned. The weight game, his family and his faith!
Not necessarily in that order.
Thom has no greater joy than that of his family. His wife, Kelly, supports his efforts and willing helps out at his
competitions. She is a very special, understanding individual. He is thankful for her and has told me on more
that one occasion how lucky he is to have someone such as her to allow him to pursue his interests. Rounding
out this team is a daughter and two sons of whom he, rightfully, boasts on at any opportunity. And, from what I
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continue. I have NO doubt!
Oh, and one last thing. Thom is an author. He has written many, many articles for MILO. His forte is writing
about the ―old school‖ guys; John Ware, Al Feuerbach, Al Oerter,… the list goes on. He has the ability to bring
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He also writes, quite extensively, about the history of his family in the weight world and the proud tradition that
has been passed down since 1928. These stories are a wonderful testament to a family legacy that continues
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by Al Myers

When you KNOW it's time to blame the formula!
This past week on the USAWA Discussion Forum a lively debate got started on the fairness of using Formulas
in comparing athletes for overall placings. The USAWA is unique in doing this compared to other lifting
organizations which prefer to just give awards for different divisions or classes. Sure these other organizations
might use a Formula to award a Best Lifter, but the USAWA uses a formula to determine the overall ranking of
every athlete in the competition, from the top to the bottom. No OTHER organization does this!! We now use
the Lynch Formula to make the ―handicap‖ adjustment for bodyweight differences and use a Age Allowance
Percentage for Junior Lifters and Lifters age 40 and above. I am NOT going to give my viewpoint and opinion
on the fairness of using formulas in this article, as that is better left for the Discussion Forum. Instead, I would
like to review the history of formulas used in the USAWA, and give insight to how these different formulas
were derived.

The main All-Round competitions that occurred prior to the USAWA (1987) were ―odd lift‖ meets promoted
by Bill Clark out of Missouri. These meets were contested under the direction of the Missouri Valley
Weightlifting Federation, the Region IV division of the USWF. The formula used at that time to determine
rankings was the Schwartz Formula. Numerous old Zercher Meet results verified this. The USAWA really
began in the summer of 1987, with the first official records recorded for the USAWA in the fall of 1987. At
this point the USAWA adopted the use of the O‘Carroll Formula for bodyweight adjustment and it was used
extensively in the USAWA in 1988. The Zercher Meet in 1988 used the O‘Carroll Formula. The National
Masters Weightlifting Program started using the Sinclair Formula at this time, and even used a unique formula
developed by Joe McCoy that adjusts for bodyweight AND age at the 1987 National Masters Olympic Lifting
Championships directed by USAWA Hall of Famer John Vernacchio. It was called the Sinclair-McCoy
Formula and ONLY applied to Olympic Lifting totals. The FIRST USAWA National Championships directed
by John Vernacchio in 1988 used the O‘Carroll Formula. I did find a few old USAWA meet results from the
late 80‘s where the Sinclair Formula was used for All-Round Meets. The Sinclair Formula was developed by
Canadian mathematician/weightlifting enthusiast Roy Sinclair. He used the weightlifting results from the
Olympics as his data base to determine the coefficients for his formula. Another interesting formula brought
forth from the IAWA in the early 90‘s was the Blindt Formula, developed by British lifter Adrian Blindt. It
didn‘t correct for bodyweight, but for the lifts involved. Each lift had its own factor. The idea was this would
make it more fair, in example, to compare a lift where lots of weight can be lifted, like a Hip Lift to a lift where
much less weight is lifted, like a Press. This formula was never used in the USAWA, but was used in some
IAWA competitions. I remember it was used in the IAWA World Postal Meets promoted by the Australians a
few years back.
However, by the early 1990‘s most all USAWA results started using the Lynch Formula, which we still use
today. The Lynch Formula was developed in 1988 by Ian Lynch, a lifter from England. The Lynch Factors (or
coefficients) have not changed since its inception. I know this because I found an old Lynch Chart from the
early 90‘s and compared it to today‘s Lynch Chart and it‘s the same. No updates and no
modifications. Recently, we have been faced with a problem using the Lynch Formula, and that problem is the
highest bodyweight factor on the Lynch Chart is 150 kilograms. It is not uncommon nowadays to get a lifter
that weighs over 330 pounds, and we have no way to correct for them! In the past when this happened the meet
director would either ―estimate‖ a Lynch Factor for them or just give the athlete the highest bodyweight
correction on the chart. I don‘t think EITHER of those solutions are acceptable – and thus I began to try to find
the ―original Lynch Formula‖ so the chart could be extended for higher bodyweights. I inquired several places
and couldn‘t find any leads. Finally, thanks to Tom Ryan and our IAWA President Steve Gardner, Ian Lynch
was located and I could go right to the source of the Lynch Formula! Unfortunately, the exact formula and
method of reproducing it has been lost. However, Ian Lynch was very helpful in sharing some details and
information on why the Lynch Formula was developed and used in All-Round Weightlifting. The Lynch
Formula is very similar to the O‘Carroll Formula with the differences being that the Lynch Formula is slightly
more favorable for lighter lifters. In a sense, it ―leveled out the curve‖ on the light end of the O‘Carroll
Formula. Both the Lynch and O‘Carroll Formulas were derived using body factors whereas the Schwartz and
Sinclair Formulas are based on Olympic lifting performances or World Records for Olympic Lifting. I think
this makes the Lynch Formula more applicable to All-Round Weightlifting. It sure doesn‘t make sense to me to
use a formula based on the two Olympic Lifts, and then expect it to correlate to over the 200 lifts we do in AllRound Weightlifting! Ian Lynch had this to say about the development of the Lynch Formula from the
O‘Carroll Formula considering body factors , ‖ The O‘Carroll Formula assumed all lifters non-muscular weight
was constant, ie bones etc. That didn‘t work well particularly for lighter lifters.‖ That must have been the reason
for the points being adjusted slightly in favor of lighter lifters.
Just out of curiosity I ―recalculated‖ the results of last year‘s World Championships using the Sinclair and
O‘Carroll Formulas. This is how it would change ―the top ten‖:
Lifter

BWT Lynch

Sinclair

O’Carroll

Pts.

Pts.

Pts.

Mark Haydock 122.9 764.3

1005.2

771.1

Al Myers

114.7 763.1

978.5

768.6

Chad Ullom

104.3 749.8

936.2

758.9

Roger Davis

81.6 736.6

896.9

737.0

Denny
Habecker

86.1 661.1

805.3

661.9

John Monk

79.8 658.3

802.1

658.4

Bill Spayd

107.9 655.3

825.0

659.1

Scott Schmidt 119.7 598.6

779.3

603.6

Art Montini

78.2 588.9

718.3

589.1

Josh Haydock

66.9 582.2

724.6

565.7

This group of lifters make up an interesting data base for this comparison, because lifters of different body
weights are represented (from 66.9 kgs to 122.9 kgs). Not much changes in the placings between the three
formulas being applied except for Bill Spayd. He placed 7th overall using the Lynch Formula, but would have
been 5th using the Sinclair Formula. You can really see how the Lynch Formula favors lighter lifters compared
to the O‘Carroll Formula. Just compare Mark Haydock (at 122.9 kgs) to Josh Haydock (at 66.9 kgs). Mark‘s
Lynch Points are LOWER than his O‘Carroll Points while Josh‘s Lynch Points are MORE than his O‘Carroll
Points. John Monk, at 80 kilograms, has the bodyweight that gives the same points using both the Lynch
Formula and the O‘Carroll Formula. The Sinclair Formula MUCH favors heavier lifters. Just look at the top
four placings where the bodyweights of the lifters decrease with each placing. It is pretty close using the Lynch
Formula, but with the Sinclair Formula the point gap widens much more with each subsequent placing.
This doesn‘t answer the long debated notion that ―formulas are not fair‖, but I hope that it provides some insight
to how the formulas work and why we use them in the USAWA.
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by Al Myers

Ernie Beath and his 201# record in the French Press at the 2010 USAWA Club Challenge at the Ambridge
VFW BBC. This lift was performed in front of several seasoned officials, one of which is John McKean located
to the right in the picture.
I really enjoy watching YouTube Videos of weightlifting. Some are quite entertaining, some clearly show how
you shouldn‘t lift weights, but occasionally you will find one that demonstrates a strong lifter that KNOWS how
to lift weights. I especially like to follow YouTube Videos of lifter‘s I know – and one of my favorites is by
USAWA member Ernie Beath. Ernie is ALWAYS putting up big weights in some kind of lift. Last spring I
got to witness first hand at the USAWA Club Challenge Big Ernie setting the best French Press of All-Time in
the USAWA with a lift of 201 pounds. Well, in one of his latest videos he is hitting a French Press with 230
pounds! His YouTube Account is called the PatrioticHighlander – or just check out his amazing videos by
clicking here: PatrioticHighlander
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My tractor looks "almost" like this one, just add rust, dirt, and dents!
by Thom Van Vleck
Yesterday I picked up my recent purchase. A Ford 8N tractor. This particular tractor was purchased in 1948 by
a really good friend‘s grandfather. I‘ve ―known‖ this tractor my entire lift and after being in his family for three
generations he has sold it to me. I like to think it‘s because he knows I‘ll take care of it and treat it well…..and
I‘ll use it! I got several attachments as it has a PTO (Power Take Off: a shaft that is driven by the motor that
can spin and power the attachments) and a three point hitch (a hydraulic lift that attaches those extra implements
to the tractor). I got a post hole digger, a blade, two brush hogs, and a hoist that amounts to a wedge that can be
put on the end of the tractor to haul loads and lift heavy things….kind of a powered hand cart!
Now, here‘s the thing, at this point you may be wondering what tractors have to do with strength and is this just
a way for me to rub in my good fortune of getting a ―new‖ (if you can call a 63 year old tractor new) toy. Well,
I might be bragging a little, but there is a point. When I got it, I spent about three hours driving it around,
getting a feel for it. The first thing I noted is that it had what we called ―Armstrong Power Steering‖…….or
basically no power steering at all! You get an arm workout driving this thing around! It‘s been so long since I
had anything without power steering I forgot what a job it can be. Then I remembered that each back tire has a
separate break so you can make a tight turn easier by only braking the inside tire. Then I decided to try and
figure out all the attachments. I figured it would be fairly easy, back the tractor up, hook up the hydraulic
driven 3 point hitch and away we go…not so easy. I would have to shift and move stuff to get the hitch to line
up and the post hole digger had to be put on end…..and that thing weighed 200lbs easy! But I wanted to get it
all down so I worked away until I had them all figured out.
At this point, I had a really good sweat going. I ended with the blade. I figured I‘d get a little work in and blade
my drive. The blade wasn‘t getting enough of a bite as it wasn‘t heavy enough. It has a place to put weights on
so I went and pulled out 150lbs of old block scale weights I have and loaded them on and that did the trick. I
use a tractor fairly regularly that belonged to a guy that was leasing part of my property for cattle. But since he
retired last year, him….and his tractor…..are gone so this purchase was a must. The difference is that newer
tractor is a lot less work!
I had been around 8N‘s and other classic small tractors on jobs years ago pulling stumps, large stones, etc. I
had forgotten what a workout it can be just operating one. Kind of like a power lawn mower…way easier than
the old push types (like we had when I was a kid) but still a job to push around the yard a hundred laps!!! I like
hard work, I actually like to do about an hour or two of hard work before a work out. Warms me up better than
anything else and gets me going. I can see me using this tractor a lot and in the process this ―work saver‖ will
work me out in new and different ways and warm me up for bigger and better workouts. Plus, there‘s nothing

more satisfying than to get a little work done, have a killer work out, and then take a shower, have a big meal,
and then bask in the accomplishments of a good day!
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Quiz of the Week
by Al Myers

Who holds the oldest record in the USAWA Record List?

USAWA Patch
This should be an easy quiz – all you have to do is look through the USAWA Record List and find the
answer. It shouldn‘t take long – since there are just slightly over 9000 records to look through! I only need the
name of the lifter who has the record (not the lift or exact date the record was set). So if you want to guess – go
ahead!!

Winner receives a new USAWA Patch.
Rules: Only one entry per day. First correct answer sent to me at amyers@usawa.com wins.

We have a winner!
Dave Beversdorf, of Columbia Missouri, correctly gave the correct answer to the Quiz of the Week. The
answer is Steve Schmidt, who on September 20th, 1987 performed a 270 pound Pullover and Press with
wrestler‘s bridge at a record day in Clark‘s Gym. Steve was in the 100 kg weight class. That is a record that
will probably withstand the ―Test of Time‖ – no one has came close to it since! Dave also pointed out the
OLDEST COMPETITION to me that is in the Record List. On October 11th, 1987 records where recorded
from the Backbreaker Meet that contained such legendary names as Bill Clark, Ed Zercher I, Ed Zercher II, and
Ed Zercher III.
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by Al Myers

Al Myers training the Bent Over Row.
Another new lift that was approved at the 2010 National Meeting by the membership was the Bent Over
Row. This lift was proposed by John McKean of the Ambridge VFW Barbell Club. The Bent Over Row is an
ole‘ fashioned training exercise that has been part of training programs for years – but NOW is an official
USAWA lift so it can now be done in competition and contested for records. I was glad to see John propose
rules for it that are consistent with how the lift is usually done in training. The Bent Over Row is a tremendous
upper back exercise. John had this to say about the Bent Over Row when he proposed it as a lift to the
USAWA, ―This lift uses a combination of legs, hips and back. It is a true all-round movement! This is an
absolutely GREAT exercise certainly deserving its due as a very heavy weight, total body, competition lift.‖
We do not have a lift even similar to the Bent Over Row in our extensive list of Official Lifts. I like to see lifts
like this get approved – lifts which are basic movements and not just some ―trick lift‖, ―gimmick lift‖, or a lift
with a slight deviation of another official lift (which isn‘t really anything new).

The Rules for the Bent Over Row
The lift will start at the lifter‟s discretion with the bar placed on the platform in front of the lifter. The lifter will
grip the bar with an overhand grip with the palms of the hands facing the lifter. The width of grip spacing and
feet placement is of the lifter‟s choosing, but the feet must be in line with the bar. The body must be in a bent
over position at the waist. The upper body must not straighten past 45 degrees parallel to the platform at any
time during the lift or it is a disqualification. The legs may be bent during the lift and upon the completion of the
lift. The bar is lifted to touch the abdomen or torso by bending the arms. The bar must touch the abdomen

higher than the belt, or the navel if a belt is not worn. It is a disqualification if the belt supports the bar at the
abdomen upon the finish of the lift. The lift ends by an official‟s command when the bar is held motionless at the
abdomen or chest.
I will definitely be doing the Bent Over Row at the Ledaig Record Day this weekend, and hope to be the FIRST
one to set an official USAWA Record with it. The Bent Over Row will be included in the updated USAWA
Rulebook which will be available the first of August.
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RESULTS OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC POSTAL MEET
by Al Myers

Mark Mitchell, of the Dino Gym, performing a 220 pound Reverse Grip Curl in the Middle Atlantic Postal
Meet. This is the top ALL-TIME Reverse Grip Curl in the USAWA Record List.
Meet Director: John Wilmot
Ending Date: June 30th, 2010
Lifts: Jerk – from Rack, Curl – Reverse Grip, and Hack Lift – One Arm
Lifters using certified officials:

Al Myers: Officiated by Mark Mitchell, Darren Barnhart, Scott Tully
Scott Tully: Officiated by Al Myers, Darren Barnhart, Mark Mitchell
Darren Barnhart: Officiated by Al Myers, Scott Tully, Mark Mitchell
Mark Mitchell: Officiated by Al Myers, Darren Barnhart, Scott Tully
Kohl Hess: Officiated by Denny Habecker
Lifters using an official who is NOT certified:
John Wilmot: Officiated by Kay Wilmot
Denny Habecker: Officiated by Kohl Hess

Results:
BWT
Jerk Curl Hack Total Points
Class

Lifter

Age BWT

Al Myers

43 254 120 kg 300 200

Scott Tully 34 341

352 –
852 697.52
R

125+
264 –
300 176
740 526.07
kg
R

Denny
Habecker

67 185 85 kg 175 75

200 –
430 514.35
R

Mark
Mitchell

49 365

125+
135 –
240 220
595 465.28
kg
R

Darren
Barnhart

42 295

125+
264 –
210 132
606 456.71
kg
R

John
Wilmot

63 213 100 kg 145 125

Kohl Hess

15 288

130 –
400 428.10
R

125+
200 –
185 75
460 391.46
kg
R

BWT is bodyweight in pounds. Total is total pounds lifted. Points are total points adjusted for bodyweight and
age.
BEST OVERALL LIFTER – Al Myers
BEST MASTER LIFTER – Al Myers
BEST JUNIOR LIFTER – Kohl Hess
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By Thom Van Vleck

As I read Al‘s recent story on the history of formulas several things come to mind. First, it made me think of a
―formula‖ I used to use to calculate my one rep max. (.0333 X weight lifted X reps) + weight lifted = one rep
max. I swore by that, but the reality is that it just gave a ―probable‖ one rep max and obviously has a lot of
flaws (such as going high reps not being a strong an indicator). I can‘t remember where I got it, or why I came
to ―believe‖ in it…..but I did and used this to calculate contest openers and goals. I believed it was right and
somehow that made it a good formula. But how often did it work? Not work? How often did I stop at that max
and validate my own belief and not try more?
The reality is that the FIRST lesson I learned in Physics 101 in my freshman year in college was that every
measurement is flawed. The real question is: ―Is it close enough to get the job done!‖ I recall doing an
experiment where we measured a long metal rod, then heated it and cooled it and got different measurements.
We then discussed the nature of matter and that it‘s made up of atoms which are dynamic, etc. Finally, the
instructor took the rod and bent it and said, ―Now, how far apart are the ends and how do you measure it, point
to point, or along the length‖?! Formula‘s are like measurements, NO formula would be perfect. But his real
lesson was, is your measurement ―close enough to get the job done‖.
I was at a ball game last night and there were two umpires. At one point, one called a guy safe and the other
over ruled him and called the baserunner out. I thought the base runner was safe from my vantage point. There
was a groan from the crowd….but the game went on. There was a recent major league game where a picture
had a perfect game into the last out and the ump blew the call and the pitcher lost his perfect game. Television
revealed his error, but the flawed call was upheld….because that‘s the rule! The umpire makes the call and
―calls it as he sees it‖. Just like judges at meets calling depth on squats, or knee kick on a strict press. If we want
to compete, we accept those human failings. The real question becomes: Are they good enough to get the job
done?
Then there is the equipment. Recently, Dave Glasgow got us started on the subject of how much barbells weigh.
I had actually weighed ALL of my stuff and come to realize that a 45lb plate rarely weighs 45lbs. I have a set of
Ironman 50lb plates that are unmilled and they weigh 57.5lbs!!!! I should point out that they were sold that way,
back in the day you could get cheap weights if you would be willing to take them ―unmilled‖ or milled to the
exact weight. However, I have milled plates and they are off, too. But not nearly as much. However, they are
―close enough to get the job done‖.
So, we have a flawed formula, developed by flawed people, using flawed equipment, in a flawed world. We
can‘t have perfection so to me, the real question is: Is it accurate enough to get the job done. I think one thing
Al‘s article showed was that the formulas do seem to have some decent reliability. There is some variability. I
doubt there‘s been a lot of testing on the validity of these formulas, so where are we?
Here is where we are at in my opinion. The USAWA is an organization like no other. I think we should
continue to use the formulas but I hope that we would be open to having contests that don‘t use them. I would
think ideally, we do both. If I competed in the Nationals and I lifted more than anyone in my age group and
weight class….I‘m the winner. I also get the added BONUS of being ranked in an overall. We need to look at
the formulas as a way to add another layer of competition to the meet. We either accept they are ―close enough
to get the job done‖ or we don‘t compete.

Dave Glasgow and I compete in Scottish Highland Games. This is a unique sport like the USAWA. There is no
central governing body and often meets are open to having their own rules and standards. For example. the
Braemar Stone event (like a shot put) will have stones that vary 10, 20, even 50lbs in weight from meet to meet.
Or in some meets you can spin and throw the Weight Over Bar, and another meet may only allow to throw from
a stand. Each style will fit different athletes better, giving advantages and disadvantages. This is often debated
and Dave delivered the best quote on it I can recall (which he said he actually got from Mike Smith), ―You
know the rules, either go and throw or stay home, don‘t complain about it‖.
Maybe someday, we‘ll have so many lifters, the formula‘s will be more like the ―best lifter‖ award stuff, but
right now we need them to make the meets more competitive. Otherwise, just lift in your gym and go buy a
trophy. I have a buddy that owns a trophy shop and he‘ll help you out….as a matter of fact he told me he makes
trophies for non existent contests all the time! Or lift in the USAWA and have a good time and don‘t expect
perfection from a formula, like you don‘t expect perfection from a judge, weight, or weather man!
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Results from the Ledaig Record Day
by Dave Glasgow

Group Picture from the 2010 Ledaig Record Day. Pictured left to right: Mike Murdock, Dave Glasgow, Scott
Tully, Amber Glasgow, Darren Barnhart, and Chad Ullom. Not pictured because he was taking the picture, Al
Myers.
Seven strength athletes thumbed their noses at high humidity and higher temperatures to battle gravity in the
first annual Ledaig Heavy Athletics record breakers day. This event was the first hosted by the Ledaig
(pronounced ‗led-chig‘) Heavy Athletics club, Rainbow Bend, KS., one of the newest clubs in the USAWA. It
will not be the last time this club will hold an event!

Meet Director Dave Glasgow looking over the Record List.
A total of 46 records were established, some new, some old. Leading the charge was Chad Ullom, long time
veteran of team Dino Gym. His nine records showed an overall strength that tells what a well rounded strength
program can do for it‘s practitioner.
Close behind in the record race was the venerable Al Myers, who tied with Dave Glasgow, with eight new
records for the books. It was because of Al‘s persuasion that this event was staged. Thanks, Al! Al‘s knowledge
of the lifts and lifters of the past really added to the event! Very informative!
Next came Darren Barnhart, who set seven new marks and pulled a most outstanding 300# in the Bent Over
Row, one of the newest lifts in the USAWA.
Close behind was the USAWA‘s newest member, Amber Glasgow, who had six records. Her Turkish Get Up
and Over head Squat being the highlight of her record day. Good job, tink!!
Mike Murdock showed us, again, that age is no restriction to being strong. Mike set 5 records that will be tough
to break! Great job, Mike!

New USAWA member Amber Glasgow, of the Ledaig Heavy Athletics Club, made her mark in the USAWA
Record List.

Rounding out the ‗record race‘ was Scott Tully, who put three marks up that were most impressive. His
nonchalant effort with 245# in the Maxey Press was very attention getting. There is more in the tank , for sure!
Outstanding, Scott!
It should also be mentioned that five of these lifters, Chad, Mike, Al, Amber and Dave, were all coming back
from the day before, when they participated in the Ledaig Highland Games, where searing temps and brutal
humidity ruled the day. Needless to say, there were some tired folks come Sunday afternoon!!
Finally, I would like to thank those who came to this gathering. Most came some distance to participate and I
am very appreciative of it! Please, plan to be at this event next year, as it has become, now, and annual event!!

Results:
Ledaig Record Day
Ledaig Heavy Athletics Club
Rainbow Bend, Kansas
July 18th, 2010
Meet Director: David Glasgow
Officials (three certified USAWA officials were used on all lifts): Al Myers, Scott Tully, Chad Ullom, Dave
Glasgow, and Darren Barnhart
Amber Glasgow – 31 years old, Female, 140 pounds, 65K Class
Bent Over Row: 115 pounds
Press – Dumbbell, Right Arm: 35 pounds
Press – Dumbbell, Left Arm: 35 pounds
Turkish Get-Up: 35 pounds
Push Press – From Rack: 100 pounds
Squat – Overhead: 85 pounds
Scott Tully – 34 years old, 341 pounds, 125+K Class
Rectangular Fix – Fulton Bar: 95 pounds
Press – Dumbbell, Left Arm: 105 pounds
Maxey Press: 245 pounds
Chad Ullom – 38 years old, 238 pounds, 110K Class
Bent Over Row: 275 pounds
Clean and Press – Alternate Grip: 185 pounds
Judd Clean and Jerk: 155 pounds
Press – Dumbbell, Left Arm: 95 pounds
Turkish Get-Up: 70 pounds
Clean and Jerk – Fulton Bar: 250 pounds
Deadlift – Fulton Bar, Right Arm: 165 pounds
Deadlift – Fulton Bar, Left Arm: 165 pounds
Rectangular Fix – Fulton Bar: 95 pounds
Darren Barnhart – 42 years old, 290 pounds, 125+K Class

Bent Over Row: 300 pounds
Rectangular Fix – Fulton Bar: 95 pounds
Deadlift – Fulton Bar, Left Arm: 180 pounds
Deadlift – Fulton Bar, Right Arm: 160 pounds
Maxey Press: 160 pounds
Al Myers – 43 years old, 258 pounds, 120 K Class
Bent Over Row: 255 pounds
Turkish Get-Up: 53 pounds
Deadlift – Fulton Bar, Right Arm: 165 pounds
Deadlift – Fulton Bar, Left Arm: 165 pounds
Maxey Press: 190 pounds
Dave Glasgow – 57 years old, 250 pounds, 115 K Class
Bent Over Row: 225 pounds
Press – Dumbbell, Left Arm: 75 pounds
Rectangular Fix – Fulton Bar: 80 pounds
Turkish Get-Up: 53 pounds
Mike Murdock – 70 years old, 232 pounds, 110 K Class
Bent Over Row: 205 pounds
Push Press – From Rack: 130 pounds
Deadlift – Ciavattone Grip: 275 pounds
Press – Dumbbell, Right Arm: 55 pounds
Press – Dumbbell, Left Arm: 55 pounds
For a complete listing of records from the Ledaig Record Day – Ledaig Record Day 2010
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by Thom Van Vleck
Ok, so we‘ve been overload on the formula‘s lately, but I was perusing one of my old Ironman mags last night
and came across a story. This was the April-May 1974 issue and on Page 43 there‘s a story on the ―new‖
Hoffman/Paul Formula. The original Hoffman formula was used for years in determining the best lifter at
Olympic lifting meets. As the weight classes expanded (the original gap was 198lbs to Heavyweight, then a
242 class was added, and a 220lbs class) there was evidently a need to alter the formula. This article talks about
the new ―Hoffman/Paul formula‖ being accepted at a recent AAU convention. Some professor named Joseph
Paul had ―improved‖ upon the Hoffman formula and evidently was given second billing to Hoffman with this
second version. Who knows, maybe he came up with the original!
No one is credited with writing the article so I have to assume Peary Rader wrote it. In the article he makes a
comment that the new formula was unchanged from the old thru the 198lb class, but changes were made above
that. I‘ll assume to make it more ―fair‖ as the old formula may have been found to be flawed relating to heavier

lifters as the article says the new formula was the result of the new weight classes. Interestingly, the author
notes that no formula can be completely fair, but this one is an improvement.
I do know that Lyle Schwartz once commented that he developed his formula when it was determined that the
Hoffman Formula, for whatever reason, did not work as well with the powerlifts and more specifically, the
bench press. I also recall Schwartz stating the Malone formula was a better indicator for women and that when
comparing men to women, it was basically a factor of men being 30% stronger on average, but women
generally carrying more bodyfat across all weight classes seemed to be an issue in coming up with a reliable
formula and comparison.
It is also interesting that the ―improved‖ Hoffman formula ends at 260lbs and that for ever pound after that you
were to and 1 point to the coefficient. Again, the conspiracy theorist in me feels like the little guys are always
out to shaft the big guys because they can‘t lift as much. But you have to admit, adding a ―point‖ per pound
after that would have to cause some issues once you hit 350lbs or even more.
In highland games at the Masters World‘s this year they are using the decathlon scoring system which is based
on percentages of the world record. This is the first time they are using this system and it will be interesting to
see if it changes the results. But I would almost bet that it would be like Al‘s analysis recently, you might see
one or two changes but the vast majority will remain in their same placings. This has not stopped a heated
debate that has already arisen regarding the pros and cons of the decathlon system.
My intent is not to point out flaws, but just offer another piece of the formula history here. Sounds like even in
the earliest days of the formula format, everyone knew it wasn‘t perfect, but still could be a decent indicator of
who the better lifter was. I have been reading more on how Schwartz developed his formula, but have had to
dust off the old stat class book from college…..and that will be for another day and might end up more boring
than Al‘s article on the formulas!!!
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by Al Myers

Dave Glasgow (on left) receiving the USAWA Newcomer of the Year Award from Al Myers (on right) at the
Ledaig Record Day.

I was very glad to see Dave Glasgow promote his first USAWA event, the Ledaig Record Day, this past
weekend. It also gave me the opportunity to ―officially‖ award him the USAWA Newcomer of the Year
Award, which was announced at the USAWA National Meeting last month. I have known Dave a long time
through the Highland Games. He has attended several competitions (both Highland Games and All-Round
Events) held at my place throughout the past years. And now, I FINALLY got the chance to make it to his
place for a competition. I now know where Rainbow Bend is located (but don‘t expect a GPS to get you there!
). Dave hosted a weekend affair, with a Highland Game competition on Saturday and the Record Day on
Sunday. Both days were a huge success. The Record Day had 7 competitors, which is the highest attendance at
a record day since February of 2009. Dave and the Ledaig Heavy Athletics Club are a great addition to the
USAWA.
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A New Lift – The Foot Press
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by Al Myers

Dave Glasgow, Newcomer of the Year for the USAWA, performing a Foot Press with 1050 pounds at the 2010
Dino Gym Challenge.
Last January at the 2010 Dino Gym Challenge, I presented a meet in Arthur Saxon‘s memory which I called the
Arthur Saxon Pentathlon. The meet contained five of Arthur‘s favorite lifts. Only one of the lifts in this meet
was not an official lift of the USAWA – the Foot Press. This lift was popular with other Old Time Strongmen
such as Hermann Goerner, Warren Lincoln Travis, and Milo Steinborn. It was often performed in their
Strongman Shows, usually with people from the crowd sitting on a plank resting on their feet to provide the
weight needed to complete the stage act. The USAWA does not have a lift similar to it. I would consider the

Foot Press as the ―Heavy Lift‖ version of the Leg Press. This lift can be done in pretty much any gym that has a
Vertical Leg Press or Back Lift Apparatus. It was a ―big hit‖ at the Dino Challenge as an Exhibition Lift, and
because of that I presented it to the USAWA to be approved as a new official lift. I was glad the membership
approved it at the National Meeting.
Our mission statement states, ―The USAWA was formed to continue the long standing tradition of old-time
weightlifters like Eugen Sandow, Louis Cyr, Arthur Saxon, Hermann Goerner, Warren Lincoln Travis, and
many others. We strive to preserve the history of the original forms of weightlifting, which in the past has been
referred to as ―odd lifting‖. Many of the lifts we perform are based on stage acts or challenge lifts of old-time
strongmen.‖ The Foot Press is an excellent example of a lift that fits our mission statement!!

Rules for the Foot Press
An apparatus is used in which weight is loaded onto the feet only while the lifter is laying on his/her back on the
floor/platform with the legs vertical and perpendicular to the floor. The apparatus used must allow the weight
to rise without providing any leverage to the lift, but may be guided in a tract. It is also acceptable to use a
plank resting on support platforms. The lift starts at the lifter‟s discretion. Hands may be placed on the legs or
any part of the apparatus, but must not be used to push directly against the weight being lifted. The hands may
remain on the legs throughout the lift, and upon the finish of it. The weight lifted must clear the supports and be
held motionless, at which time an official will give a command to end the lift.
The Foot Press will be included in the 4th Edition of the USAWA Rulebook that will become effective August
1st, 2010.
Trivia on the Foot Press: Arthur Saxon best reported Foot Press was 3200 pounds.
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The starting position for the Turkish Get-Up.
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by Al Myers
This is the only new USAWA lift approved at Nationals that I haven‘t highlighted yet with a story. It is a very
unique lift in many ways. The Turkish Get-Up is NOT really a new lift as it was a favorite with old-time
strongmen, and has been around forever. It at times was called the ―One Arm Get-Up‖, and often trained by
lifters that also specialized in wrestling, gymnastics or hand-balancing. Guys like Sig Klein loved it. I first
heard of the Turkish Get-Up several years ago when I read Brooks Kubik‘s book Dinosaur Training. In it he
described the benefits of this exercise – how it strengthens the stabilizer muscles, improves flexibility,
and increases core strength. The book mentions the old-time strongman Otto Arco and how he could do a
Turkish Get-Up with MORE than his own bodyweight. That is impressive!

During the rise from the platform, the lifting arm must remain straight.
We have two similar USAWA lifts to the Turkish Get Up – the Half Gardner and Full Gardner. However, the
Turkish Get-Up is a different lift in a couple of ways. The TGU starts on the floor – the Gardner lifts start
standing. The TGU requires the use of a dumbbell or kettlebell – the Gardner lifts require use of a bar. It is the
―missing link‖ to the Gardner Lifts. I have mentioned this before but I am going to repeat it again. This formula
―sums‖ up these three lifts:
Full Gardner = Half Gardner + Turkish Get-Up
Last weekend at the Ledaig Record Day, several of us got to be the first ones to put a Turkish Get-Up record in
the USAWA Record List. This included Dave Glasgow, Amber Glasgow, Chad Ullom and myself. The TGU
is a very popular exercise for trainees outside of the All-Round crowd. Just ―goggle‖ Turkish Get-Up and you
will see what I am talking about. The Cross-Fit trainees love this exercise! But now since the TGU is an
official lift of the USAWA, we are the ONLY weightlifting organization that maintains records for it.

Chad Ullom demonstrating the steps of a Turkish Get-Up with a 70
pound kettlebell at the Ledaig Record Day.
The Rules for the Turkish Get-Up
A dumbbell or kettlebell is used for this lift. The lift begins with the lifter lying on his/her back on the platform
holding the implement in one hand above the body with a straight arm perpendicular to the platform. Once in
this position, an official will give the command to start the lift. The lifter must rise to a standing position,
holding the implement overhead with a straight arm throughout. The lifting arm must stay perpendicular to the
lifting platform. The lifter may use the free hand to brace against the body or the platform during the execution
of the lift, but must not touch the implement or the lifting arm. The implement may rotate in any direction. Once
standing with the implement overhead, the implement motionless and the lifter‟s feet in line with the body, an
official will give a command to end the lift.
The Turkish Get-Up will be included in the updated USAWA Rulebook coming the first of August!
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by Al Myers
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Mike Murdock, at 70 years of age, performing a record lift in the Bent Over Row with a lift of 205 pounds.
Last weekend at Dave‘s Highland Games and Record Day, one person really stood out to me. That person was
Mike Murdock. Mike is 70 years old and I know very few guys his age would have been able to withstand the
rigors of last weekend. Dave picked the HOTTEST DAY of the summer for his weekend affair, and for those
not familiar with the Kansas heat, don‘t know what heat really is. It topped 100 degrees F (and with high
humidity) on both days and EVERYTHING was done outside, including the lifting. Mike was there for
both. He threw the entire day on Saturday and then returned to set a few USAWA records on Sunday. It didn‘t
seem like it fazed him one bit! Saturday night after the games, I asked Mike if he was coming back the next
day, and he said, ―Yep, and I‘m going to be the first one to set a record in the Bent Over Row!‖ (this was in
response to my BOLD statement last week in a story where I said I was going to be the first). Well, Amber
Glasgow beat both of us to it the next day when she set the FIRST record in the Bent Over Row with a lift of
115 pounds. Of course, I remarked to Mike how he felt not being the first and he replied, ―It‘s ok, at least it
wasn‘t YOU!‖ That‘s the spirit I like in All-Round Weightlifting between competitors! Everyone giving each
other a hard time, but at the same time truly wishing your competitors the best of luck. Mike has been a longtime supporter of the events I have held at the Dino Gym. He is always there, and when he‘ s not competing
he‘s helping out in some way. Mike Murdock is indeed ONE TOUGH CHARACTER!
Also, congratulations to Mike Murdock for becoming an USAWA Official.
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by Al Myers

IAWA President Steve Gardner taking a big squat down deep!!
This is the time to start thinking about ―getting your team around‖ for the World Team Postal Meet promoted
by the IAWA President Steve Gardner. Last year this postal meet was a huge success for the IAWA. For those
of you that are new to the USAWA, the IAWA (International All-Round Weightlifting Association) is the
international organization the USAWA belongs to. The IAWA oversees the international competitions such as
the World Championships and the Gold Cup. This IAWA World Team Postal Meet gives us (the USAWA) the
opportunity to compete in a World competition without ever leaving the confines of our own gym! There really
is no excuse not to enter this one. The format is for teams of three to enter, but Steve has opened it up to
individuals as well to enter. The results will contain both the placings of the 3-person teams and the individual
rankings. So, even if can‘t find two other team members, compete and send in your results. I want to remind
you of some ―differences‖ between this meet and other USAWA meets:
1. You MUST have two USAWA certified officials (who both pass your lift) judge your lifts instead of just one
official.
2. You are allowed FOUR attempts instead of the typical three attempts allowed.
3. Scoring age adjustments will be done according to the IAWA age allowances, which is slightly different
from the USAWA age allowances.
All of the lifts Steve picked for this postal competition are easy to perform without much specific training. All
you got to do is line up a training day where everyone in your group can be present, and DO the lifts! The
specific entry information is located in the section ―USAWA Future Events ―. The deadline for submission is
the last day of September.
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by Al Myers
Finally, the USAWA has revived the USAWA Hall of Fame Program. This has been a long process that has
taken over one year to accomplish. This process started at the 2009 National Meeting when the ad hoc
committee of Denny Habecker, Dale Friesz, and Dennis Mitchell was established to investigate and make
recommendations on the Hall of Fame Program at the 2010 National Meeting. Upon hearing the committee‘s
suggestions at the 2010 meeting, the membership voted to allow the newly elected Executive Board to ―iron out
the details‖ and once every Executive Board member was in agreement, the new Hall of Fame Program would
be implemented immediately. Well, I‘m proud to say that the Executive Board has already accomplished this
task and the USAWA once again has an active Hall of Fame Program. Thanks needs to be given to the
committee that worked tirelessly in providing different choices of Hall of Fame Programs to the membership at
the meeting, and to the Executive Board of Denny Habecker, Chad Ullom, Scott Schmidt, Dennis Mitchell and
myself for working through the final details. The Board looked at every aspect of this new program, and
discussed each point extensively so the best program possible would be implemented. The new Hall of Fame
Program criteria is laid out very clearly, and is a very simple system.
This New Program is different in some ways than what was used before. In the early days of the
USAWA, Hall of Fame nominees were selected and voted on by the membership at the National Meeting. No
specific criteria was required to be nominated, just a nomination from someone at the meeting. In 1997, the
USAWA decided to go to a points system for Hall of Fame induction. The committee of Chris Waterman,
Frank Ciavattone, Denny Habecker, and John Vernacchio were put in charge of developing this system. Once it
was developed and accepted by the membership, Chris Waterman was designated as the official person to
oversee the program. Part of his responsibility was keeping track of everyone‘s points as they applied to the
Hall of Fame criteria, and once 1000 points were reached, he would present that individual for Hall of Fame
induction. Chris Waterman did an outstanding job of keeping track of everyone‘s points with this tedious
system. It required him to accurately record and maintain a list of ALL members and their HOF points at all
times. The problem arose when he retired in 2003 and the USAWA did not delegate someone else to take over
his duties of maintaining the Hall of Fame Program and thus the program ―died‖ until now.
In the new Hall of Fame Program, an individual may be nominated in one of two ways – either on Merit or on
Honor. To be nominated on Merit, 1000 points must be reached. Twelve categories are laid out in the
Nomination Form in which an nominee may accrue points. These categories include such things as
participation in National and World Meets, placing in the top five at National and World Meets, participating in
other meets such as local meets or postal meets, serving the USAWA as an officer, being a Meet Director, being
a Club Founder, and even points are awarded for current USAWA records held. It pretty much covers
everything! One of the differences from the previous point system is that with the new system it is harder to
reach 1000 points. Less points are awarded in the different categories than before. Another big difference is
that the New Hall of Fame Program will rely on the membership to make nominations, instead of just one
person ―keeping track of everything‖. I think this is important in that it will allow the Hall of Fame Program to
self-perpetuate, by being independent of one individual or a committee. The second way of being nominated is
on the basis of Honor. No point criteria is required to be nominated this way. This allows the USAWA the
ability to award Hall of Fame Membership to someone the organization feels deserves it, who may not have
been involved directly with the USAWA.
I am very pleased with the development of this new USAWA Hall of Fame Program. I like it‘s simplicity. I
like how ―clear cut‖ and specific it is in regards to the point criteria. I like how it relies on the membership for

presenting nominees. It also allows an individual to monitor their own points in pursuit of the highest award
the USAWA has to offer, and by this, provides a ―source of inspiration‖ to all USAWA members.
The new Hall of Fame Nomination Form is found under the section ―Forms and Applications‖, or you can view
it here at HOF Nomination Form.
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by Al Myers

Contact Dino Strength for all your weightlifting needs!
It is exciting to announce the latest business venture from the Dino Gym. Scott Tully, of the Dino Gym, has
started a business catering to weightlifters in regards to lifting equipment, supplements, and weightlifting
accessories. His business is named Dino Strength. Scott has been involved for several years in a similar
business, but now has taken it to the ―next level‖. All of the products sold by Dino Strength will be tested
extensively by the members of the Dino Gym. Scott will ONLY sell products that have been tested on ―real
weightlifters‖! This is to insure that you will be pleased with your purchases. Also, when you call and talk to
Scott you will be talking to an expert and not someone just taking orders who doesn‘t have a clue how to put a
weightlifting belt on!
Below are a few comments from Scott, link to the Dino Strength website, and Scott‘s email address.
I am proud to announce the startup of a new business and
website. www.dinostrength.net specializes in Belts,
Supports and Wraps, and will be adding some exciting
new equipment as well as nutritional supplements in the

near future. Most of the products have been designed
and redesigned over the last 2 years, making sure that we
have put out the best products for the best prices on
the market. All products are in stock and will ship within
2 business days. If you have any questions contact us
through our site or email me direct at
Scott@dinostrength.net.
Thanks,

Scott Tully
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by Al Myers

The USAWA Rulebook 4th Edition
The updated Rulebook (Edition 4) and new Bylaws are now available on the website. Both can be found in the
header line of the website. This section also contains a document titled ―2010 Rulebook Changes/New
Approved Lifts‖. This is the new information added to the previous Rulebook (Edition 3). I included this so if

you already have a previous Rulebook and don‘t want to buy or print off a new one you could simply just add
these pages to your Rulebook.
I added some new pictures to the Rulebook (the print-off doesn‘t have these). So if you want to see who made
it you‘ll have to open up the new Rulebook and have a look! The Rulebook is now 91 pages long, contains rules
for all 164 Official lifts, and contains 94 pictures of 55 lifters. The new USAWA Bylaws are also available now
on the website. These new bylaws were prepared this past year by the Bylaw committee of Joe Garcia, Tim
Piper, and myself. They were approved by the membership at the 2010 Annual Meeting. These new Bylaws
replaced the non-functioning bylaws that were originally written in 1987, which were never updated to reflect
how the USAWA has evolved in the past 20 years. The new USAWA Bylaws reflect how our organization has
been functioning in recent years. The only ―new thing‖ in them is the formation of a 5-person Executive Board
that will govern the USAWA throughout the year. Membership will still have final say on the majority of
issues, and decisions made by membership vote at the Annual Meeting will continue to make the ultimate
decisions on issues. Please take the time to look over the bylaws on the website.
I will have ―hard copies‖ of the Rulebook for sale again. These copies will also contain the Bylaws. The book
will sell for $30 (including postage). Let me know if you want one. I am only going to print off copies for what
I have orders for to prevent unnecessary carry-over. I plan to have a printing by the end of August and again
the first of the year.
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James Splaine: Lightest to ever Lift the Dinnie Stones?
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by Thom Van Vleck

At 144 pounds, is James Splaine the lightest man to ever lift the Dinnie Stones?

In 2006 I got a chance to lift the Inver Stone. I‘m a descent stone lifter and just took it for granted that as long
as I was injury free, I could lift the Inver Stone, which I did. After that (and a beer and a shot of scotch at the
Inver Inn) we headed to the Potarch Inn, home of the Dinnie Stones just a few miles down the road near
Kincardine O‘Neil.
Recently, there was a story in the USAWA Daily News on Steve Angell lifting those stones 20 reps in one
day. An amazing feat. I am not a grip master, but I have a good grip, and the Dinnie Stones were not within
my capabilities. Partly due to the fact that I‘m a ―palm‖ gripper. Which means I grip things like that, such as
the Highland Games implements in my palm. To be able to get your hands in the round rings, especially the
smaller ring, you have to be a good ―finger‖ gripper, or have the ability to get that ring down in your fingers and
hang on. I simply could not do it. Even with straps, they felt like a real load!!!
Recently, I was reading through an old Iron Man magazine (back when Peary Rader published it and it was the
best magazine out there for strength training and news….even if he did have a lot of bodybuilders on the
covers…at least back then they were strong!). I have tons of them and even though I‘ve read through them
many times, you will find things that catch your eye that you didn‘t notice before. It was issue # and I came
across a David Willoughby article. I really enjoy the old Willoughby articles on old time strongman feats. I
had recalled reading this one before as it talked about lifting block scale weights (a favorite of my granddad
Dalton Jackson). It was all about different types of grip strength and while it was ALL great reading, the
Dinnie Stones were fresh on my mind after Angell‘s fantastic feat. It was then I noticed a picture of a small
man lifting the Dinnie Stones.
I have to admit, there‘s probably a reason I don‘t remember this picture. The guy in it was listed at 144lbs and
he looked like it! His name was James Splaine and he was listed as being from Aberdeen and it‘s his son, Jim,
on his shoulders. Being a big guy, I have a bad habit of ignoring anyone that‘s not a heavy weight. But this
guy was doing a ―heavy weight‖ feat of strength and it was only after I had lifted these stones did I now
appreciate the feat of strength in the picture.
Now, I need to mention a couple things. I have seen claims of lifting the Dinnie Stones….with
STRAPS! Inside the Potarch Inn, where the stones reside, is a hallway with photos of Donald Dinnie and
stories on the stones. There‘s a photo of a local guy lifting them with scale weights strapped on for a combined
with, I think, over 900lbs. But if you look at the photo, the guy is using straps! I use straps a lot in my training,
but I never compare a strapped lift to one that is just grip. They are two different things. Another thing, you
will notice in the photo of James Splaine, how he‘s got the rings down in his fingers.
Willoughby claims in the caption that Splaine was the lightest man ever to lift the Dinnie Stones. I‘m not sure if
anyone lighter has done it since (let alone with his son on his shoulders!).
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by Al Myers

Level 2 USAWA Certified Official Frank Ciavattone officiating at the 2010 USAWA National Championships.
One of the big changes this past year in the USAWA was the development of an Officials Program. This
started at the 2009 Annual Meeting with the approval of the new improved Rulebook that outlined the new
Officials Program, and by electing Joe Garcia as the Officials Director for the USAWA. Improvements were
made to the Officials Program at the 2010 Annual Meeting last month. I am going to describe and explain the
USAWA Officials Program so everyone will be more knowledgeable of it. Everything I say here is outlined in
the Rulebook or on the website.
The USAWA has two levels of Certified Officials – Level 1 and Level 2. Level 1 has been split into two
subdivisions – Level 1 Test Qualified and Level 1 Experience Qualified. The Rulebook (Section VII. 9)
explains these two levels as follows:
There will be two levels of classification for Certified USAWA officials.
• Level 1 Test Qualified – The official has passed the USAWA Rules Test.
• Level 1 Experience Qualified – The official has the experience of officiating in 25 or more competitions or
events.
• Level 2 – The official has passed the USAWA Rules Test and has the experience of officiating in 25 or more
competitions or events.
I want to emphasize that ALL OFFICIALS (Level 1 and Level 2) have the same authority as a Certified
USAWA Official. Nothing in the Rulebook says different. It is simply a classification that details HOW one
became certified. These classifications are recorded for each official in the ―Officials‖ section of the website
and are kept up to date at all times. To become a Certified Official (if you are not Experience Qualified)
requires taking and passing an Open Book Exam of the USAWA Rulebook. It must be sent to the Officials
Director Joe Garcia for grading. You must score over 90% correct answers to pass. Once you pass, Joe informs

me to list you on the website as a current official. All of this is detailed in the ―Officials‖ section and the Rules
Test is available in several different formats, so hopefully, one will work for you to download.
One of the big changes to the Officials Programs is adding time limits to the Official Cards. The membership
agreed to a 3-year Officials Card before re-certification is required. The new Rulebook (available August 1st on
the website) will have this information in it. Section VII. 12 and Section VII.13 have been added to the
Rulebook, as stated below:
12. Once an official has passed the Rules Test, the Officials Director will issue an Officials card that will be
valid for 3 years from the date the official passed the test. Level 1 Test Qualified Officials will be required to
retake the Rules Test after 3 years to maintain Certified Official Status. Level 1 Experience Qualified Officials
will receive an Officials card that is valid for 3 years and will be automatically renewed unless the official has
been inactive as an official during the previous three year period, in which a new Officials Card will not be
issued unless the individual makes a written request to the Officials Director. Level 2 Officials are exempt from
recertification, and are issued a lifetime officials card.
13. An individual must make a written request to the Officials Director in order to apply for Level 1 Experience
Qualified Certified Status or to show proof of officiating experience in order to change their level of
certification.
Level 1 Experience Qualified Officials were developed originally as a ―Grandfather Clause‖ to allow those
VERY experienced qualified officials not to have to take a Rules Test. These officials have always been the
backbone of officiating in the USAWA and have proven their worth as a good official. However, now, if they
have not been active as an official for 3 years (and officiating ONLY ONE meet in this time keeps them active)
they will be dropped from the list and must make a written request to Officials Director to regain Certified
Officials Status. I think this is very reasonable. Why keep someone on our Officials List if they haven‘t been
contributing to the USAWA as an official?? Also, if someone IS Experience Qualified and hasn‘t been
officiating for several years, requiring a written request from them to become active as an official again in the
USAWA doesn‘t seem out of line to me. It‘s not much to ask of them to drop Joe or me a short letter or email
about their intentions of wanting to officiate in the USAWA again. Joe and I have no way of knowing who is
―Experience Qualified‖ without someone telling us and giving us proof. Most old meet results in the Strength
Journal didn‘t list the Officials. Truthfully, I really don‘t understand why Level 1 Experience Qualified
Officials don‘t want to take the Rules Test and become Level 2 Officials. Lots has changed in the Rulebook
and I‘m sure they would learn something new as well as giving support to our new Officials Program.
Another new addition to the Rulebook involving officials is adding the minimum age of 16 years. Section VII.2
states The minimum age for a Certified Official is 16 years of age. Much debate arose at the meeting when this
was discussed. Some felt like it should be a higher age requirement. Myself, I think 16 is a good minimum age
to be an official. Afterall, I‘m meeting kids on the road that age when I‘m driving! I still think that at big
meets (like Nationals and Worlds) more seasoned officials should be used.
I am pleased how the USAWA Officials Program is going. We started it last year with a simple system, and as
time goes we are adding more requirements to make it better. I feel the reason the USAWA Official Programs
have failed in the past is because they were too complicated and required too much to start with. They failed
before they had the time to succeed. We still have a long ways to go before we have a great Officials Program –
but at least we have SOMETHING. So as of now to become a Certified USAWA Official – all you have to do
is take and pass a test!
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JWC Straight Weight Team Challenge
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by Thom Van Vleck
I have just received word from USAWA Secretary Al Myers that my application to hold a team
challenge postal meet has been accepted. This will be a postal meet that will consist of 5 lifts and 3
men per team. Total weight lifted by all three men will be the deciding factor of victory. The time
frame will be from the first of July to the end of August. No age or bodyweight adjustments…just
“Straight Weight” lifted, hence the meet name.
The lifts will be:
1. Continental to the Chest
2. Push Press from the Rack,
3. Shoulder Drop
4. Cheat Curl
5. 1” Vertical Bar Deadlift w/2 bars.
The JWC team members will be Thom Van Vleck, John O’Brien, and Josh Hettinger.
I know that the Dino Gym has already answered the challenge and I hope that other USAWA
members will put together a team and join us. I have already highlighted the Shoulder Drop and I
will be doing stories on the other lifts soon!
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The Club Awards Program
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by Al Myers

Dino Gym - 2009 USAWA Club of the Year. Left to Right: Scott Tully, Al Myers, and Mark Mitchell

The USAWA Awards program got off to a great start at the 2010 Nationals with the presentations of the 2009
Awards. All of these awards, with the exception of the Club Awards, were based on membership nominations
and votes. I determined the Club Awards using a very simple point system, that recognizes USAWA
participation and meet promotions. I like how this system is set up and plan to use it again for next year. I am
going to outline the particulars of it here so there will be no mystery how the Club of the Year is selected for
2010. To be eligible, a club must have paid their club dues for the year and be listed as ―current‖ on the
Member Clubs page. Another stipulation is that the previous year‘s Club of the Year is not eligible the
following year. This club will have the honor of presenting the new Club of the Year Awards at the National
Meeting.
Club Awards are determined by adding up club points using this 4-Step System:
1. One point awarded to the club for EACH USAWA registered member that lists the club as their affiliated
club on their membership application. This designation is also listed beside the members name on the
membership roster.
2. Two points awarded to the club for EACH club member that participates in the National Championships,
World Championships, and Gold Cup. Points are awarded for each competition, so if one club athlete competes
in all three of these big meets it would generate 6 points for the club.
3. Three points are awarded to the club for EACH USAWA sanctioned event or competition the club promotes.
4. Four bonus points are awarded to the club for promotion of the National Championships, World
Championships, and Gold Cup.
This is a very simple system yet covers all the basics of a club being involved in the USAWA. It encourages
clubs to host competitions and recruit members to the USAWA. It gives incentive to clubs to encourage club
members to attend our big meets. Plus – this system will be easy for me to calculate each club‘s points at the
end of the year since all these things are recorded on the website. I believe the future growth of the USAWA
will be driven by clubs. All it takes is one new club that has an interest in All-Round Weightlifting. First the
club hosts a few local gym meets, second the club gets their lifters involved in these meets, and third the
USAWA grows! It couldn‘t get any more simple than that.
I want to welcome new USAWA member Stephen Santangelo, from Las Vegas Nevada, to the USAWA!
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Luigi Borra
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by Dennis Mitchell

Luigi "Milo" Borra posing at around 28 years of age.
Luigi Borra was born in Milan Italy, January 14, 1866. As a young man he was active in gymnastics, wrestling
and weightlifting. At the age of twenty three, he gave up employment as a telegraph instrument maker and
joined the circus as a wrestler. From there he joined the Folies Bergere also as a wrestler. He had a good
physique and was a good poser. He performed throughout Europe in music halls and theaters, combining
gymnastics, posing, and feats of strength. It was while performing that he met Louis Attila. Attila convinced
Luigi to return to England with him so that Attilla could manage and promote him and arrange for
bookings. However, Attila‘s motives were not only for Luigi‘s benefit. Louis Attila had been traveling and
performing with Eugene Sandow. A quarrel between Sandow and Attila caused their break up. Attila went to
Paris and later returned to England with Luigi. He intended to use Luigi as a new performer to dethrone
Sandow. Luigi was a small man and unknown in England. Attila knew that Sandow would not meet any well
known performer and hoped to get revenge by having Luigi challenge Sandow in wrestling and in feats of
strength. Sandow, after his defeat by the McKann brothers was not accepting any challenges, and there were
quite a few of them. Attila claimed that Sandow would not meet Luigi, as Luigi had defeated Sandow in
wrestling in Italy. However Attila could not show any proof of this. Some years later (1894) when Attila
opened his Broadway gym, they became friends again.
One of Luigi‘s acts was to place a 200 pound barbell on his shoulders. Six 56 pound block weights were
attached to a harness that Luigi was wearing, and two men would hang onto the ends of the barbell. The total
weight being over 1,000 pounds. Luigi would turn around three times while supporting the weight. He would
also hang by his teeth while doing a crucifix with a pair of 50 pound dumbbells. He would juggle an 80 pound
kettlebell and with the left hand, would clean and bent press 225 pounds. He only weighed 160 pounds. He
would press up into a hand stand while lifting 200 pounds with his teeth.

Brinn "the Cannon Ball King", aka Luigi Borra, supporting a a 500 pound motorcycle by a chin pole.
He continued performing under Attila‘s management, and as many strongmen did, changed his name to
Milo. For a short time he did some exhibitions with Louis Cyr. With the rising popularity of the Saxon Trio,
Luigi stopped performing for a while, but later reappeared as Brinn – The Cannon Ball King. His act opened
December 28, 1903 at the Hippodrome Theater in Liverpool. His act consisted of juggling, hand balancing and
balancing a cannon or a motorcycle at the end of a pole on his chin. He was able to do this with a 400 pound
cannon. He not only performed in England but also in Germany and Italy. He was an excellent performer, and
showman, well liked, and performed for many years. After retiring from performing he ran a bar called the
Grafton Arms. At the weight of 167 pounds he stood 5′5.25″, chest 46.5″, biceps 15.75″, thigh 23.5″, and calf
15.75″. He died January 19, 1955 at Twyford in Berkshire, England. He was 89 years old.
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2010 Club of the Year Rankings
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by Al Myers

We have past the half-way point for the 2010 Club of the Year Race. I have just ―calculated‖ the points each
USAWA Club has to date, and put together a ranking list for the Top Five. Details of the Club Point System
have already been detailed in a previous Daily News story in case you missed it. The defending 2009 Club of
the Year Award winner, the Dino Gym, is not eligible for 2010. It will be the Dino Gyms responsibility (and
honor!) to present the award to the 2010 USAWA Club of the Year, which will be done at the 2011 National
Meeting.
Club of the Year Race – Top Five
1. Habecker‘s Gym – 16 points
2. Ambridge VFW Barbell Club – 9 points
3. Clark‘s Championship Gym – 8 points
4. Ledaig Heavy Athletics – 6 points
5. Frank‘s Barbell Club – 6 points
So far in 2010 the USAWA has 10 registered clubs, which is the most of any year since the beginning of the
USAWA. The previous high was 8 clubs, in 2002 and 2003. This is good indication that the USAWA Club
Program has taken off, and will continue to grow.
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Definition of a Clean
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by Al Myers

Longtime USAWA veteran Jim Malloy properly demonstrates how to "catch" a Clean.
The Clean is a lift that is not contested by itself in the USAWA as an Official Lift, but is a big part of several
other lifts. Lifts like the Clean and Press, Clean and Seated Press, Clean and Push Press, and the Clean and

Press – 2 Dumbbells are very common lifts contested in the USAWA. We (the USAWA) define a Clean
differently than what is commonly referred to as a ―Clean‖ in gyms all over the country. The USAWA
Rulebook clearly outlines the Rules for the Clean:
The bar will be placed on the platform, in front of the lifter‟s feet. The lifter will grip the bar with the palms of
the hands facing the lifter, and then in one single and continuous movement lift the bar to the chest. The lifter
may choose any width of hand spacing. The lift begins at the lifter‟s discretion. The lifter may drop under the
bar as it goes to the chest, using a squat-style catch in which the legs are bent, or a split-style catch in which
the legs split. The lifter may also choose to drop only slightly, using a power-style catch. The bar may touch the
lifter‟s thighs and body during the lift. The bar must come to rest on the clavicles or on the chest above the
pectoral muscle in a smooth continuous movement with arms bent. The feet may move during the lift. The
elbows and the upper arms must not touch the knees or legs during the lift or it will be a disqualification. No
other part of the body other than the feet may touch the platform during the lift. The lifter will recover and stand
when ready, from the squat or split position, to an upright standing position. The legs must be straight with the
feet parallel and in line with the torso. Once in this position with the bar motionless and under control, the
clean portion of the lift is finished.
As you can see from this Rule Description the bar must go from ―the floor to the chest‖ in one
motion. Also, you can not support the bar on the body during a Clean as that is a violation, as outlined in the
General Rules of the Lifts in the USAWA Rulebook. Section IX.3 states, “Neither the body nor the equipment
may support a weight in any manner during a lift.” Of course if the Individual Rules of a Lift state exceptions
then they over-ride General Rules. This is the case with this lift, The Continental to Chest, which in some ways
is similar to a Clean. The beginning and end of the Clean and the Continental to Chest is the same – it is just
what happens in between that is different! This is where the confusion arises. Continental is even defined in
the USAWA Rulebook in the Glossary. It states, “Continental – This means that the lift may be done in any
manner, with minimal restrictions. The bar may stop, be lowered, be supported by the body, or be lifted
unevenly. The hands do not need to stay on the bar and any grip may be used.” In other words – ANYTHING
GOES!!
So, a lift from the platform can be called either a Clean or a Continental. It can not be called BOTH! And
please don‘t use the terminology ―Continental Clean‖ to describe a lift – that is a misnomer due to being a
conflict of description between both words. The USAWA has adopted the ―modern day‖ rules of the
Clean. Look back in history and you will see the Rules of the Clean were more difficult than what we use
now. The word Clean, was first used because it applied to the bar being taken to the shoulders clean, or clear,
of the body. In other words – no touching of the legs on the way up!! How many proficient Olympic Lifters do
you see keeping the bar ―away‖ from the body? NONE!! Our Rules of the Clean allow the bar to touch the legs
or body without it being a rules infraction.
When the USAWA Rulebook was updated last year, several of the lift names changed to better reflect how the
lifts were performed. In example, the ―Two Hands Standing Press‖ was changed to the ―Clean and Press‖. The
new updated Rulebook (the 4th Edition which will be released the first of August) will have some added rule
descriptions as it applies to a Dumbbell Clean. This will be added, “Both dumbbells must be cleaned at the
same time and in one motion from the platform to the shoulders. It is an infraction to clean the dumbbells from
the hang position”. THAT is the way it has always SUPPOSED to have been but I wonder how many times,
because it wasn‘t laid out clearly in the Rulebook, this rule of the clean has been violated. I‘m willing to bet
that several records have been recorded in the USAWA Record List where the dumbbell/or dumbbells were
taken to the shoulders using a Hang Clean. Here is an example that I am sure even some ―seasoned officials‖
have been confused on. Both are one arm dumbbell lifts in which the dumbbell needs to be taken to the
shoulder first in order to perform the lift. What is the difference in taking the dumbbell to the shoulder between
the ―Clean and Jerk – Dumbbell, One Arm‖ and the ―Press – Dumbbell, One Arm‖? You should now know this
if you have been reading and following what I have described above. In the first lift the dumbbell needs to be
Cleaned correctly, while in the second lift the dumbbell can be taken to the shoulder in any manner, even using

BOTH HANDS. Our previous Rulebooks called these two lifts the ―One Hand Clean and Jerk with Dumbbell‖
and the ―One Hand Dumbbell Press‖. It would be easy to see how the name ―One Hand Dumbbell Press‖ could
imply that ONLY ONE HAND must be used throughout, which is not the case.
Our Rulebook is far from being perfect. However, it is far better written now than before. If we continue to
update and correct it every year with issues like this brought up during the year, it will only get better.
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The Day Sandow Beat Sampson
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by Al Myers

Sampson's advertising poster at the Aquarium
I enjoy reading about Old-Time Strongmen. It is interesting learning about their training, their show
performances, and even their rivalries with other Strongmen. You have to remember that there were no
structured competitions for lifters to compete against each other in that day (late 1800‘s and early
1900‘s). Often several Strongmen in the same generation would promote themselves as ―the Worlds Strongest
Man‖, which logic tells us can not be true! There can be only one. Today, this question is answered yearly, and

with EVERYONE able to witness it on television, as the ―Worlds Strongest Man‖ is settled amongst the best
professional strongmen in the World. Of course, the argument could be made that someone who didn‘t compete
in this Strongman Competition was stronger, but that it not the point. The point is that this TITLE is crowned
on only one man every year.
All Old-Time Strongmen made their living off of giving performances. Their ―strongman acts‖ usually
involved feats of strength, mixed with a little theatrics. The best performers were actors in every sense. They
would ―build up‖ the crowd with their strength stunts, and once performed, the crowd would lavish them with
applause and admiration. These guys knew how to sell tickets, and would do anything to ―pack the house‖. One
of their ploys was offering ―challenges‖ to other Strongmen – and put up wagers to increase the significance of
the challenge. If no one shows – all the better, as these Strongmen would pump their chest and say everyone
else was afraid to ―take them on‖ and use this statement to back up their claim as ―the Worlds Strongest Man‖.
Sort of like winning by default. But occasionally, a well-known Strongman would take another well-known
Strongman up on ―their Challenge‖, resulting in a make or break confrontation. Someone would win and
someone would loss – thus the beginning of competitive weightlifting competitions.
This day happened on November 2nd, 1889 when the famous Eugen Sandow decided to take up Charles
―Samson‖ Sampson on his challenge, and refute Sampson‘s claim as the ―strongest man on earth‖. To make a
long story short, Sandow came out on top as he completed ALL of Sampson‘s challenges, and was declared the
winner. This was one of Sandow‘s most talked about victories over a rival strongman, but the details behind
this dual are often left out with the mention of his ―beating Sampson‖. I recently read Sandow‘s book, Strength
and how to obtain it, and Sampson‘s book, Strength, and found many discrepancies between the two of them on
their reports of this challenge. The old adage, ―there are two sides to every story‖, is so true in trying to re-tell
this story. I will try to do my best to represent the opinions of both Sandow and Sampson. Now on to the story!
Sampson was performing at the Royal Aquarium in London when this challenge was issued by him – 500
pounds of his money versus 100 pounds of the challenger, that the challenger could not duplicate the feats used
in his (Sampson‘s) strongman act. However, Sandow said Sampson was putting up 1000 pounds instead of 500,
which in the end didn‘t really matter as Sampson reneged on his payment, and Sandow had to settle with the
Aquarium for a small settlement. When Sandow‘s manager, Professor Attila, notified Sampson that Sandow
wanted to take up his challenge that evening, Sampson postponed it till the next Saturday evening. Sandow said
―Sampson wasn‘t prepared to meet me‖ while Sampson said it was for promotional purposes. Thus the
disagreements on the reflections on this challenge begins between the two of them.
The next Saturday evening the house is packed, with a reported 10,oo0 people in attendance. Standing room
only. So full they locked the doors to prevent more people from crowding in (apparently there were no fire
codes in those days!). When Sandow arrived 20 minutes before the challenge was to start he found himself
locked out! He kept trying to get in but the door guard had orders not to let anyone else in. Finally the hour the
challenge was to begin had arrived, and Sandow was still not present, as he was locked outside. Whether this
was done by intention of Sampson is uncertain, but when Sandow heard Sampson proclaiming to the impatient
crowd, ―Ah – see. He does not come! I thought he would not meet me!‖, Sandow decided to use his brawn
instead of his negotiating skills and broke the door down! What an entrance that must have been!
Two very important dignitaries were appointed the judges by the Aquarium – Marquis of Queensberry and
Lord de Clifford. After inspection by these officials – the challenge began. Sampson had to know that he was
no match for Sandow involving barbell strength, as he chose these three challenges first- bending a pipe over
his arm and leg, breaking a wire around his chest by chest expansion, and breaking a chain around his upper
arm by flexing. Sandow repeated the first two with ease as he described, but with great difficulty as Sampson
described. The real drama occurred during the third challenge. Sampson placed a chain armlet around his
upper arm and broke it by flexing his arm. However, when he gave a chain armlet to Sandow with the exact
same measurements Sandow could not get it over his arm as he was a larger man. This was Sampson‘s ―ace in
the hole‖ challenge as he knew it would not ―fit‖ Sandow‘s arm, and as he was proclaiming his win to the

crowd Sandow pulled an identical chain armlet from his pocket, only longer. The judges looked it over and
said it looked the same as Sampsons. Sandow even had a representative of the company present at the show that
sold the chains. Sandow called him up to the stage, and after this ―expert‖ looked over the chain, he declared it
was the same chain Sampson used. The judges HAD to agree now in allowing Sandow to use his own
chain. Sandow then broke it with ease. It seems obvious to me that Sandow had ―scouted‖ out Sampson‘s act
and was prepared for everything. Sampson latter said Sandow‘s chain must have been specially made with a
weak link, or he had someone in the crowd ―switch it‖ out for a weaker chain as it was passed around for the
crowds inspections after the judges inspection. Sampson really thought he had Sandow on this one. Now,
getting desperate, Sampson produced a leather strap which he was going to break with chest
expansion. Sandow appealed to the judges that this stunt was not part of Sampson‘s act, as it wasn‘t, and the
challenge specifically stated it had to be a feat done in his act. The judges agreed leaving Sampson speechless.
At this point, Sandow seized the moment and demanded his money since he had met all of the challenges.
Sandow quickly produced a 280 pound dumbell, took it overhead with one arm, laid down with it, and then
stood up again. Quite an impressive Full-Gardner Lift! Sandow told Sampson if he or his sidekick Cyclops
could do that feat he would let them keep their money. Sampson, knowing he couldn‘t, proclaimed, ―I have had
enough of this, It‘s all humbug, I don‘t call this fair play at all‖. He then went to his locker room, leaving
Sandow to the cheering crowd and his well-orchestrated victory. The good news is that this defeat didn‘t end
Sampson‘s Strongman career, as he continued to put on shows for several years. He even signed off in his book
as ―Still the strongest on Earth‖.
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by Thom Van Vleck

Arthur Saxon supporting his brother Hermann, who is seated on a kettlebell. To make the act even more
difficult, Arthur is holding out another kettlebell with his other arm!

Al‘s recent story on Sandow beating Sampson got me to thinking about another great old time strongman
confrontation. When I was a kid, my granddad Dalton Jackson (originator of the Jackson Weightlifting Club)
told me this story. My Granddad (or ―Pop‖ as I called him) was a big fan of Arthur Saxon and always seemed
to paint Sandow as the villain in his stories. Pop often liked the guy that talked less and showed more and I
think he thought Sandow talked a lot more than he lifted and manipulated situations to his advantage rather than
winning with his strength.
Arthur Saxon was a master of the Bent Press, which is a USAWA lift and the rules for it can be found in the
rule book. At one point, Arthur laid down the challenge to Sandow, or any other strongman, that he could not
be beaten in the Bent Press. Money was involved and the honor to be called the World‘s Strongest Man was on
the line.
As Sandow was the older (around 30 to Saxon‘s 19 or 20) and the more established performer at that time,
Saxon‘s claim was taken very seriously by Sandow. On February 26, 1898 in Sheffield, England the Saxon
Trio was performing, and when the challenge was laid down, Sandow jumped to the stage to accept the
challenge.
As was the custom of that day, each strongman would pick a lift and go back and forth with the winner often
being the man to beat the other at one of his ―pet‖ lifts. First, Saxon lifted a 110lb kettle bell to his shoulder and
held it there with his little finger while a 160lb man climbed up his shoulders and sat on the weight. Saxon then
bent pressed both. Sandow refused to even try this, and as Pop told me, ―broke the unwritten rules of
strongman feats‖. Saxon then, using his whole hand, took a 180lb Kettle Bell and 188lb Oscar Hilgenfelt, a
member of the original Saxon Trio, in the same manner and bent pressed it, but did not stand erect with
it. Again, Sandow refused to try it! Finally, Saxon Bent Pressed a 264lb barbell and stood erect with it on his
second try. Sandow, very fresh having passed up every feat to this point, agreed to try the lift. I recall Pop
painting Sandow as purposely trying to wear Saxon out before finally answering a challenge. Even with this
ploy, it took Sandow 5 tries to get the weight to arms length but he did not stand erect with the weight. Saxon
claimed victory, and in my mind, rightfully so!
Saxon began to use the event to promote his shows and the ―sore loser‖ (as Pop called him) Sandow then took
his only recourse, which was to sue Saxon in court since he couldn‘t beat him on the platform. Sandow, being
the home country favorite and significantly better financed (seem not much has changed about courts….money
wins!) won a decision after getting a witness to the event to say he lifted the weight and that even though he
admitted he did not stand erect with it, he did not have to! Pop made it sound like Sandow claimed he ―could
have‖ lifted it, but chose not to! Now the impression I had was Sandow was not only a sore loser, but a
cheater! Further, Sandow cried foul that Saxon used a barbell loaded with mercury and that he had ―practiced‖
with it and could counter the Mercury flowing in the bells and keep his balance. While Sandow struggled with
the balance each attempt. Either way, Pop told me that if you accepted a challenge, you didn‘t cry foul later!
It was some time later I was reading a story on Donald Dinnie, the legendary Highland Games athlete that went
40 years undefeated in the caber toss. Dinnie heard of Saxon, but refused to believe that Saxon‘s claims. In
October of 1904, Saxon traveled paid a visit to Dinnie and using Dinnie‘s weights, bent pressed 340.5lbs. After
that, Saxon had Dinnie‘s support and praise.
Now, I don‘t mean to ruffle the feathers of Sandow fans out there, I just wanted to convey the story of a great
event in strength history and from the perspective of how it was told to me as a young boy by a man that lived
not too long after the event transpired! But truth be told, to this day, Arthur Saxon is my favorite!
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by Al Myers

Mike McBride, the Best Lifter at the 2005 USAWA National Championships, performing a Deadlift with Heels
Together with over 600 pounds. This All-Round variation of the deadlift increases the stress placed upon the
back compared to a traditional deadlift.
Recently, I was contacted by an all-round lifter who asked my advice in dealing with persistent back pain
caused from his training. I‘m not going to give his name out here, but he is one of the strongest current AllRounders in the World and is capable of deadlifting over 700 pounds. This says quite a bit about his overall
back strength, as we all know All-Rounders have many exercises to train and can‘t be deadlift specialists, like
powerlifters. He obviously knows how to train very hard to reach this level of performance. This is just the
way it is with All-Round Weightlifting – it is about being all a round strong, not just in specific lifts. After
reading his description of his training, it was obvious to me that he was over-training his back, which can be
very easy to do. We have close to 200 lifts to prepare for at any given time, with about 75% of them requiring
back strength to accomplish. I once found myself in this same ―over-training trap‖ as he is when I switched my
competition focus to the All-Rounds from Powerlifting. I still wanted to train like a powerlifter, but just
decided to add in extra training for the All-Round lifts. Combining this extra training volume on my back, in
addition to being older, I quickly reached a state of over-training. I don‘t mind my back being a little sore after
a hard back workout, but when it is constantly sore the entire week, and affecting my other training, I knew it
was time to re-evaluate my training routine and make some changes.

Lots is written about HOW to train your back to make you stronger, but very little is written about how to
TAKE CARE OF YOUR BACK so you don‘t sustain a back injury from your heavy training. I consider this
very important. I have a history of back problems in my family. My dad and grandfather both had back
surgeries for herniated discs. One of my brothers has issues with chronic back pain. I know most health issues
are linked genetically – and with this family history I am probably more at risk than others to have a ―bad
back‖. You can find all kind of information about how physical therapists rehab a person after back surgery, or
exercises for the non-weightlifter to strengthen their back in suffering from back pain. However, these things
don‘t really apply to a weightlifter who wants to be able to at least have one VERY HEAVY back training
session per week, and recover fully so it can be repeated the next week. I am going to revel some of my
―secrets‖ that I have learned through the years that have helped me keep my back strong, and
preventing injuries. I not going to discuss ways of making your back stronger. The things I am going to discuss
are all about recovery, things that help you be back to full strength for your next heavy back workout. I am
willing to bet that most lifters do NOTHING in this regard, outside of maybe just some ―light stretching‖. That
is not enough. I have discussed these things with my friend Thom Van Vleck in the past, who also believes in
this, and he termed the expression calling these workouts ―active recovery‖ workouts. I plan to do a 4-Part
story on my Thursday workout, which is geared completely to maintaining a healthy back.
The first change in my training philosophy when I became an All-Rounder was realizing that I have to be
careful not to train the back in every workout. I ONLY train exercises that put ANY strain on my lower back
TWICE per week to give adequate time for back recovery. I am sure this training frequency is different for
every lifter, but that is what works best for me. Now you got to remember – exercises like doing Push Presses
or Jerks constitute as a back exercises. Doing 1 arm full body exercises, like the One Arm Snatch, puts
demands on the back, even though the demands are not like deadlifting. These exercises need to be trained on
one of these ―back days‖. Training the upper back also puts demands on the lower back. Even common AllRound upper body lifts like the Pullover and Push or a Clean and Press put pressure on the back. So you can
see where I‘m going with this, it doesn‘t leave too many exercises available for the other training days during
the week! My back day workouts are Tuesday and Saturday. I like this schedule because if I have a small
meet coming up on the weekend, I can just substitute my Saturday workout for the meet and it doesn‘t interrupt
my training. It also spaces my ―back days‖ out evenly – 3 and 4 days. I do my active recovery back workout
on Thursday – two days after my heaviest back workout of the week. The sole purpose of this workout is to get
my back ready to lift heavy again on Saturday. The details of this workout of mine is what I‘m going to
highlight over the next three USAWA Daily News segments.
Coming tomorrow – Taking Care of Your Back Part 2 – Be Sure To Limber Up
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Part 2 – Be Sure To Limber Up
by Al Myers
I initially was going to title this part Stretching. But that didn‘t define it the way I wanted it to. Stretching to
me means doing movements like touching your toes or light calisthenics. I next thought I would title this part
Flexibility, as that could result from many things, including stretching. This still didn‘t fit the message I wanted
to convey. I finally (with much deep thought!) decided to use the expression ―Be Sure to Limber Up‖, because
that fits exactly what the first part of my Thursday workouts are all about.

Al Myers suspended by bands to stretch out and limber up the back and hips.
As for my opinion on stretching, I believe a little is necessary but to much is harmful in developing maximum
strength. I know this is a BOLD statement, and there are probably many lifters who would disagree with me on
this. Bill Clark once told a training partner of mine Mark Mitchell, when Mark trained at Clark‘s Gym several
years ago, that stretching the muscles in excess is like repeatedly stretching a rubber band – eventually it will
SNAP. I couldn‘t agree more. I have always been prone to hamstring pulls, and through the early years of my
training I did about everything to safeguard against this injury, including aggressive hamstring stretching. Sure
I got more flexible – but it didn‘t solve my problem of enduring hamstring injuries. Being able to place your
hands flat on the floor with the legs straight is beyond what is needed to be a competitive lifter (unless you are
in training for the Mansfield Lift!). Excessive flexibility, beyond what is required in doing a specific
lift, doesn‘t help in being strong in that lift. In fact, having just enough flexibility to ―remain tight‖ in the
bottom portion of a lift will enhance your strength in a lift. Think about the squat – do you WANT to be tight
and ready to recoil when you break the legal depth? I sure do. This reminds me of a story my brother-in-law
Bob Burtzloff once told me that re-enforces my opinion on this. Many years ago Bob experimented with
training the Bench Press using a cambered bench press bar (also known as a McDonald Bar). It allows the lifter
to increase the range of motion on the bench press, with the hands going lower than the chest when the
cambered portion of the bar touches the chest. Bob first thought training through this INCREASED range of
motion would increase his Bench Press. It did the opposite and made his Bench Press go down. When he went
back to a regular bar he didn‘t feel the tightness in his chest and shoulder muscles when at the bottom position.
However, stretching is still part of my Thursday workout. I think you need a balance in flexibility to optimize
your lifting abilities. On the other hand, I have seen lifters who were so in-flexible that they couldn‘t even
properly perform some of the All-Round Lifts that require flexibility. In these cases, spending a little time
stretching would help their performance.

Chad Ullom performing a stretch with the Jump Stretch Bands that Dick Hartzell called "the rack". Chad is
completely suspended off the floor and his back is being "stretched" by band tension.
For me, two days after a heavy back workout is when my legs and back are the most sore. I start off this
workout with some cardio, which usually includes time on my recumbent exercise bike. This ―loosens
up‖ those bound-up leg muscles and hips, along with giving me some needed cardiovascular fitness. After
getting a good sweat going, I‘ll proceed to wind down with some stretching. Nothing fancy here – just 20
minutes of whatever stretches I feel like doing at the time. Next I‘ll proceed to the ―bread and butter‖ exercise
that limbers up my back – Suspended Band Stretching. I learned this ―secret exercise‖ several years ago at the
2003 USAWA National Championships in Youngstown, Ohio. This meet was hosted at the Jump Stretch
training facility, the birthplace of the Jump Stretch Bands. Known as ―the rubberband man‖, Dick Hartzell
showed several of us after the meet a very unique use of the Jump Stretch bands that I had never seen before. It
involved using the bands to decompress the vertebrae of the back by using band tension. Once I got home I
immediately purchased a pair of the Big Black Monster Bands from Jump Stretch so I could replicate this
movement in my gym. I wouldn‘t really call it stretching. But I‘ll tell you, 15 minutes of hanging by the hips
with these bands attached your back will be fully ―limbered up‖. Any pain from tight muscles in your back will
be gone.
More of this workout and the story ―Taking Care of Your Back‖ tomorrow with – Part 3, Have Strong Abs
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Part 3 – Have Strong Abs
by Al Myers

Training the abdominal muscles is often overlooked by weightlifters. Bodybuilders usually go overboard with
ab training because they are in search of the perfect 6-pack. Us weightlifters are just as happy having a perfect
keg instead. I learned in college during a physiology course that opposing muscle groups should be of
comparable strength in order to prevent injury due to muscle imbalances. That hit home for me in my
training. It is easy to overlook less important muscle groups because they don‘t seem to be ―the major players‖
needed in a certain lift. Think about this, and I‘m going to use Powerlifters as my example. Are most
Powerlifters upper back as strong as their pec and front shoulder muscles? Are their hamstrings as strong as
their front quad muscles? And are their abs as strong as their back? I would say usually not because the first
muscle groups is not directly involved in the strength of the three powerlifts as the second muscle groups, with
the result over time leading to muscles strength imbalances, setting up the possibility of injuries.
I‘m a real believer in ab training in order to keep your back healthy. I also believe the abdominal muscles
should be trained like any other muscle group. Too many lifters make the mistake of thinking the ab muscles
are different somehow. These lifters will do sit-ups or crunches EVERYDAY, and wonder why they are not
getting stronger or building more abdominal muscles. They will train with repetitions in the 100‘s on these
movements and wonder why it isn‘t working. Would these same lifters even THINK training the squat or
deadlift like that would improve their strength?? I train my abs once per week – and train them hard and with
low to moderate reps, just like any other exercise. I do sets and rest between the sets like any other muscle
group. I like variety in training the abs, and have over 25 exercise that I will train (not in the SAME workout)
in a random fashion. I also pick ab exercises that don‘t put undo stress on my lower back on my Thursday
workout, as that would defeat the purpose of this ―active recovery‖ day for my back. When I was training for
the 1000 pound Roman Chair Sit-up that I did a couple of years ago it was not on this day! It was on one of my
back days. This would also apply to other All-Round ab lifts like the Roman Chair Bench Press. I have my ab
exercises grouped into three categories – light, moderate, and heavy. I do one exercise from each group,
starting with the light ab exercise first, then the moderate ab exercise, and finally the heavy ab exercise. I try to
spend 20 minutes per exercise, so my entire ab workout can be accomplished in 1 hour per week. My abs are
always sore the next day after this workout. I don‘t do more than 10 reps per set on any exercise.

Al Myers performing a Front Ab Raise with a dumbbell on a Stability Ball.
One of my favorite ab exercises is an exercise I have called the Front Ab Raise on the Stability Ball. OK – I
admit I have one of those silly stability balls in my gym that have been popularized by Health Clubs across the

country! At first, I thought those balls seemed like they wouldn‘t be of any value to a Hard-Core lifter like
myself, but I always like to ―test things out‖ before I form an opinion. I found that using a Stability Ball with
this exercise will put a heavy strain on the abdominal muscles and at the SAME time put no stress on my lower
back. I have a couple of other ab exercises I train using the Stability Ball – the Allen Lift (bar extended at arms‘
length) and the Abdominal Raise (bar behind my neck), but the Front Ab Raise is my favorite. My advice for
the heavy lifter is to buy the strongest Stab Ball you can find, and plan to replace it every 6 months. The plastic
will degrade with time and weaken the ball. The forces I put on a Stability Ball is probably more than someone
using it for general fitness (often supporting myself at 250# and dumbbells over 100#s). I have not had one
―pop‖ on me yet, as I‘m sure this amount of weight exceeds the ball‘s rating, but I always replace the Stab Ball
if it is worn in any way.
Coming tomorrow – Part 4, Reverse Hyperextensions
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Part 4 – Reverse Hyperextensions
by Al Myers

Al Myers demonstrating the "bottom position" of a Reverse Hyperextension.
The routine of using a Reverse Hyperextension Machine in your training is nothing new. This exercising device
has been around for close to 20 years now, thanks to its inventor Louie Simmons. I remember reading years
ago Louie came to develop this machine when he was recovering from a serious back injury, and the only
exercise he could do was leg raises while laying on his stomach in his bed after surgery. As he improved, he

started letting his legs hang off the bed, and then eventually starting hanging small amounts of weights on his
ankles as he did this exercise. He made a full recovery, and returned to high levels of competitive powerlifting,
after sustaining an injury that would have left most people as lifelong cripples. He is the ONE who should
receive full credit for the invention of the Reverse Hyperextension.
I have used the Reverse Hyperextension in many ways, but I have found that the BEST use of it is for back
recovery. It has always been part of my ―active recovery‖ back workouts on Thursday. I don‘t go very heavy
on it, usually just 100 pounds for sets of 10. I only do 4 or 5 sets. This exercise is a non-compressive exercise,
meaning that it does not apply any compressive force to the vertebrae. It is the ONLY back exercise that I have
found that will ―work out the back‖ at the same time it stretches the back muscles in tension. You will
especially feel it in the muscles at the lower lumbar – pelvis tie-ins. You will feel a slight ―pump‖ in these
muscles after doing this exercise. This increase in blood flow to these muscles will greatly enhance the back‘s
recovery from your previous hard deadlifting sessions. Truly an essential exercise that should be part of
everyone‘s training program! All together you can accomplish this with only 15 minutes per week. I add a
unique ―twist‖ to the Reverse Hyperextension by adding a light band to it. This band adds slightly more tension
at the ―top‖ of the lift, when your legs are fully extended behind you.

Al Myers demonstrating the "top position" of a Reverse Hyperextension. Notice how the band is attached.
Another exercise I like to do with the Reverse Hyperextension Machine is Leg Curls, to work the hamstrings
muscles. I have never read about anyone else doing this particular exercise with this machine, even though I am
sure others have. To perform this Leg Curl, my initial movement is to curl the legs, after which I extend the
legs behind me (while keeping the legs bent) like a normal Reverse Hyperextension. You will feel the
ENTIRE hamstring being involved in this movement, from the knee to the pelvis tie-ins. I used to do
recumbent lying leg curls to work my hamstrings, but abandoned that movement in favor of this one. I felt lying
leg curls only focused on the lower hamstrings, and didn‘t work the upper hamstrings adequately. Again, I‘ll do
4-5 sets of 10 of this exercise following my normal Reverse Hyperextensions in another 15 minutes. So there
you have it- 30 minutes a week on the Reverse Hyperextension, but with benefits that far exceed that time
commitment.
This sums up my Thursday workout. I feel it really helps my back recovery so I can train my back hard twice
per week on a regular schedule. Other things – make friends with a good chiropractor and make frequent

appointments. A slight shift in vertebral alignments or pelvis alignment needs to be adjusted as soon as it
happens to avoid training setbacks. Don‘t wait a week and see if things get better – make an appointment
immediately!! I don‘t have access to massages, but I know some lifters who feel that really helps in back
recovery. I use a jacuzzi a few times per week – and I know that helps relax the back which aids in
recovery. Occasionally I combine it with a cold shower, or a ―cold douche‖ as my English friends would call
it. This was a favorite recovery method used by the great Old-Time Strongman Arthur Saxon.
If anyone has more specific questions on this workout on mine, please contact me and I‘ll be happy to explain it
further.
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by Al Myers

The Dino Gym's Nautilus Leverage Grip Machine.
The other day I was inspecting all the equipment in the Dino Gym for any possible use damage (which there
wasn‘t) and it dawned on me that I have made all of the equipment in the gym, except one piece. This piece is
very unique – and it is the Nautilus Leverage Grip Machine. Dino Gym member Scott Tully donated it to the
gym several years ago. It had been in long-term storage at a local college for many years, and was ―found‖
when the college was cleaning out and discarding old items from the college‘s old weight-room. It is still is
great shape and now gets lots of use by the Dino Gym members. Before Scott brought this grip machine in, I
had never seen one before – even though in my younger training days I spent time training in Nautilus
Facilities. In the 80‘s Nautilus was VERY popular and most towns had a Nautilus Gym. I always imagined
that this grip machine probably never was a big seller, as Nautilus main sales pitch at the time seemed to be
aimed at the businessman who wanted to get in a full body workout in 30 minutes. Most fitness lifters are not
too concerned about having a strong grip.

This Nautilus Gripper focuses on the development of the forearm muscles. As you squeeze using both hands,
the leverage arm rises. Plates can be added to the end of the leverage arm to increase the difficulty. It also helps
with the grip strength that you develop from training grippers, as the squeezing motion is very similar. I always
wondered how old this Nautilus Gripper was, as it appears to be an ―original‖. Recently I posed this question
on the IronHistory Forum. Robert Francis gave me the answer I was looking for. (THANKS ROBERT! ) He
explained this leverage grip machine was first manufactured by a Nautilus plant in Mexia, Texas in 1985. It
was one of the original Leverage Nautilus Machines. It filled a line of other Nautilus Leverage Machines that
included items like the Leg Press Machine and the Pullover Nautilus Machine. Robert went on to explain that
these Leverage Machines were the seed product of Hammer Strength, the company that formed after Arthur
Jones sold off this line in 1986 to Travis Ward.
I feel very fortunate to have this unique piece of Nautilus equipment in my gym. It is in a gym that appreciates
it‘s worth – and has members who will use it for its intended purpose to build a strong grip. If anyone else has
equipment in their gyms that they would like to see ―highlighted‖ here in the USAWA Daily News, please send
me a story and pictures. Lifters ALWAYS like to hear how other lifters train, and learn about equipment that
builds strength.
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by Al Myers

5 Years ago (June-August 2005)
* Frank Ciavattone won the USAWA/World Heavy Lift Championships in Walpole, Massachusetts on August
27, 2005. Twelve competitors were in the competition.
* Steve Schmidt had a busy summer putting on strongman shows. In North Judson, Indiana on June 18th, 2005
he pulled a 58,200# caboose 90 feet with his teeth. On August 27th, 2005 in Knox, Indiana he pulled with his
teeth a 18-Wheeler weighing 32,200 pounds.
* Mike McBride wins Best Lifter at the USAWA National Championships on June 25-26, 2005 in
Youngstown, Ohio. The meet was hosted by Dick Hartzell and Carl LaRosa of the Jump Stretch Training
Facility.
* The United States was the winner of the IAWA World Postal Championships promoted by the West
Australian All-Round Association. The six-man USAWA team members included: Ed Schock, Eric Todd, Abe
Smith, Al Myers, Lon Beffort, and Mike McBride.
* Frank Ciavattone, on June 11th 2005, performed a 800# Neck Lift at the New England Championships.

10 Years ago (June-August 2000)
* On September 2-3, 2000, the IAWA World Championships was held in Mansfield, Massachusetts, hosted by
meet director Frank Ciavattone. A total of 39 lifters entered.
* Art Montini received the Ciavattone Award at the IAWA Awards Banquet. This award was given annually
by the Ciavattone Family in remembrance of Frank Ciavattone, Sr.

* Howard Prechtel, the President of the USAWA and the IAWA at the time, broke a harness lifting record set
by Warren Lincoln Travis in 1906. To accomplish this record, Howard lifted 510 pounds for 3120 repetitions in
62 minutes, for a total poundage of 1,591,200 pounds.
* Three USAWA Clubs participated in the Postal League. These clubs were the Powerzone Club, Ambridge
BBC, and Clark‘s Gym.
* The 2000 USAWA National Championship‘s Best Lifter was Ed Schock. Schock just edged out Frank
Ciavattone, John Monk and John McKean. This championship was hosted by Denny Habecker on July 1st and
2nd.
* Bob Hirsh was inducted into the USAWA Hall of Fame.

15 Years ago (June-August 1995)
* Clark‘s Gym was the host for the 1995 USAWA National Championships held in Columbia, Missouri on
June 3-4. Kerry Clark was the Female Best Lifter and Art Montini was the Male Best Lifter.
* Howard Prechtel broke a long standing record set by Warren Lincoln Travis in 1927. Travis had lifted
5,500,000 pounds using 1000 pounds for 5,500 repetitions in the Back Lift in 3 hours, 9 minutes. Prechtel did
1,111 pounds for 5,460 repetitions for a ―total poundage‖ of 6,066,060 pounds. Howard was 57 years old when
he accomplished this amazing record.
* Howard Prechtel hosted the 1995 IAWA World Championships in Eastlake, Ohio on August 12-13,
1995. Bob Hirsh was the men‘s Best Lifter and Noi Phumchaona was the women‘s Best Lifter.

20 Years age (June-August 1990)
* The third annual IAWA World Championships was held in Glasgow, Scotland. The best USAWA
performances were by Noi Phumchona (2nd among women), Art Montini (second among the masters) and
Barry Bryan (third among the men).
* Barry Bryan was the top Open Male Lifter at the USAWA National Championships, hosted by Attilio
Alacchi on July15-16. Art Montini was the top Masters Lifter. Jeanne Burchett was the top women‘s lifter.
———————————————————————(Credit is given to The Strength Journal, written and published by Bill Clark, for which all of the preceding
information was found for this historical review.)
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Colby Duranleau, of the Dino Gym, shown training the log last weekend in the gym. Colby is 19 years old, and
at 6'6", 320 pounds bodyweight has a bright strength future ahead of him. His current training personal best
with the log is 315 pounds.
It is always exciting to me when some new, young lifter joins the gym that shows great promise. A few months
ago Colby Duranleau started training at the Dino Gym and has made unbelievable progress in his training since
then. Those of us that have been around the iron game for quite a while (I hate to admit it – but that includes
ME!) have the responsibility to help guide the ―next generation‖ into the sport. I think of those that helped me
get started many years ago. If it wasn‘t for their guidance and encouragement, I might not have stayed after
training and competing.
This is so true with our organization, the USAWA. The other ―veterans‖, like myself, need to take the time to
teach new, younger lifters how to do the All-Round Lifts. We aren‘t going to be around forever, and the
younger lifters are the future of our sport. Just look at our USAWA President Denny Habecker and his protege
Kohl Hess as an example. Kohl is ―only 16″ and already has great proficiency in the technique of many of the
all-round lifts, due to the instruction given by Denny. I was so impressed with Frank Ciavattone at the USAWA
Nationals, where he and his son Frankie both participated. It is obvious that Frank is doing his part in ―passing
down the tradition‖ to his son, who someday I predict will be one of the best lifters in the USAWA, the same as
Frank has been for many years. The USAWA will grow if each one of us takes the time to teach and mentor
just one new lifter in the sport of all-round weightlifting.
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by Al Myers

Scott Tully, of the Dino Gym, training the Push Press from Rack with 330 pounds in preparation for the Straight
Weight Postal Challenge.
One of the lifts that will be ―tested‖ at the Straight Weight Postal Challenge hosted this month by Thom Van
Vleck is the Push Press from a Rack. I want to ―highlight‖ some of the rules for this lift. The USAWA Rule
book defines the rules for this lift as:
The rules of the Press – From Rack apply with these exceptions. The heels and toes may rise during the press.
However, the feet must not move. The legs may bend during the press to initiate upward movement, but the legs
must straighten simultaneously with the completion of the press.
The USAWA rules for the Press from the rack are as follows:
The lifter may take the bar from a rack, stands, or supports. The bar must be positioned on the chest as defined
by the rules of the Clean prior to the start of the lift. The lifter must step back from the rack at least 2 steps.
Once the bar and lifter are motionless, an official will give a command to press. The press is done according to
the rules of the Press as defined in the rules of the Clean and Press. An official will give a command to lower
the bar. Upon completion, spotters may assist the lifter in returning the bar to the rack.
As you can see, the rules are pretty straight forward for this lift. One rule that I want to point out is ―the legs
must straighten simultaneously with the completion of the press‖. You can not ―catch‖ the weight overhead
with your arms straight and legs bent. That is not allowed. This is a Push Press – not a Push Jerk. Also, unlike
a strict press, the heels are allowed to rise when doing a Push Press. This DOES NOT mean the feet can move
from their original position! The bar MUST be held overhead until a down command is given by an official.
Thom has proposed this postal meet to find the STRONGEST team, not the best formula adjusted team. There
will be NO formulas used (bodyweight adjustments or age adjustments) in determining the best 3 person
team. Just the ―total weight‖ lifted!! This is the time, and opportunity, for those supporting this idea to enter a
USAWA competition where formulas can not be used as an excuse not to enter all-round weightlifting
meets! Results must be sent to Thom by the end of August to participate.
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By Thom Van Vleck

David Prowse, who became famous portraying Darth Vader, lifts the Dinnie Stones in 1962.
I was perusing my June-July 1964 issue of Iron Man magazine when I came across an article by Dave
Webster. It was titled ―The Stones of Strength are Conquered‖ and it gives a short history of the Dinnie Stones
and then talks about Dave Prowse lifting them. At that time Dave Prowse was ―only‖ the British heavy weight
lifting champion….but later he would become famous for a role he played in was was hoped to be a
―moderately‖ successful Sci-Fi movie. That role was Darth Vader, the movie was ―Star Wars‖ and unless you
have lived in a hole the past 35 years….you know the rest!
Dave is listed in the article as 6′7″ (I had heard 6′6″ in other articles) and weighing 273lbs. He was on a tour
with George Eiferman at the time doing lifting feats across Scotland. Webster states in the article at that time
only ―John Gallagher, the Scottish dead lift champion‖ had been successful in lifting the stones since Dinnie
had done it all those years earlier.
In the story, Prowse was taken there by a local promoter and there was a television crew and newspaper men
there with cameras. It said that Prowse lifted the stones 6 times, but after that, the article is less clear. What I

mean is that in the photo it is obvious that Prowse is using STRAPS! The article admits as much, but a line in it
makes it seem that Prowse lifted them without straps then used straps for photos. Here‘s the line, ―He did – not
once, but six times. Using hand straps he repeated a straddle lift with the two stones time after time for
photographs and film.‖
It is NOT my intention to take away from a great athlete like Prowse or call into question Dave Webster, a man
I have met personally several times and was kind enough to compliment me on my own writing (how could a
guy like that be bad! haha). I just want to report the story and note the simple fact that in the photo used, there
were straps being used. As I have stated before in my stories on the Dinnie Stones, It appears that there have
been others that have claimed to have lifted the stones…..using straps…..and that little detail is
omitted. Perhaps Dinnie himself used straps and this was not seen as a big deal back then….nobody will ever
know for sure. I have just stated before that lifting the stones with straps is a feat, but lifting them without
straps is a WORLD CLASS feat.
It is also interesting to note how Webster reports Dinnie‘s feat. For years there has been a question of whether
Dinnie simply deadlifted them, or walked with them, or even carried them across the bridge near the Potarch
Inn! I have been there and that Bridge in at least a couple hundred feat and arches up in the air…..a feat I would
have to say would be impossible to carry both stones at once across that bridge. But Webster states it as
such: ‖…Donald Dinnie…lived in this area before touring the world as a professional sportsman. His father
was a builder and one day was repairing the Potarch Bridge. He used the stones as an anchor in suspending a
roped plank over the side of the bridge and when that side was finished Donald was said to have carried the two
boulders across the bridge to the other wall-a distance of some five yards!‖ So, I take it the stones were on one
side (not one end) of the bridge and were carried across to the other side of the bridge (and not to the other
end). This, to me, seems very plausible!
If you ever make the trip to Scotland, the Dinnie Stones are a must see. The country side around it is beautiful
and peaceful, the bridge is a work of art, the river nearby pristine, and go in and have a scotch in the Potarch
Inn….and I recommend the mixed grill plate….you will get your fill after tugging on the Dinnie Stones!
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by Thom Van Vleck

Rudy Bletscher performing the 2 Bar Vertical Bar Deadlift at the Club Challenge last March.
Recently, I was talking to my Uncle Phil Jackson, the second generation leader of the Jackson Weightlifting
Club and I told him about the ―Straight Weight Challenge‖. Phil has been my coach and training guru since day
one. He once told me that it was no use to think I could ever know more than him about training because he
had learned it all and he had ―forgotten more than I would ever know‖. I said there were 5 lifts involved and
named them off. When I got to the Vertical Bar Deadlift he paused and in his usual ―old school coach‖ fashion
said, ―Well! I guess I‘m gonna have to ask….what the he!! is a Vertical BAR!‖.
Here‘s the USAWA Rule book on the Vertical Bar Deadlift, more specifically, the 2 bar lift which is what we‘ll
be doing in the Straight Weight Challenge:
H24. Vertical Bar Deadlift – 2 Bars, 1”
The setup for this lift requires two Vertical Bars, which is a bar of one inch diameter with a maximum length of
18 inches. A collar or plate must be tightly fastened or welded to the bottom so plates may be added to the bars.
No knurling is allowed on the bars. The lifter must start with the bars on each side of the lifter. Width of feet
placement is optional, but the feet must be parallel and in line with the torso. Feet must not move during the lift,
but the heels and toes may rise. Each bar may be gripped by any grip near the top of the Vertical Bars. The
forearms are not allowed to touch the bars. The lifting hands or weight may accidentally touch the lifter‟s body
or legs during the lift, provided that it does not aid in the lift. The lift begins at the lifter‟s discretion. The body
must then straighten, lifting the Vertical Bars from the platform. The legs must be straight and knees locked and

the body upright at the completion of the lift. Any rotation of the bars must be completely stopped. Once the
weight is motionless, an official will give a command to end the lift.
Phil then asked me why I added the Vert Bar Deadlift to the contest. I‘m pretty sure he was asking because he
has always been pretty critical of my grip strength (and my use of straps from time to time) and thinking, ―If he
isn‘t good at it, why is he adding it‖. Well, to me, a good USAWA meet has to have at least one lift that tests
grip in some way and, to be honest, the vert bar is one of my better gripping events. It helps that my other two
team members that have phenomenal grip!
I know that the Dino Gym has answered the challenge for the Straight Weight Challenge, I hope another club
will step up! After seeing the picture of Tully hitting that very impressive 330 Push Press….this will be a close
contest!
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by Thom Van Vleck

Picture of Hermann and Elsie Goerner from a 1948 issue of Ironman.

I was looking through my 1948, June/July issue of Ironman recently and came across this article on Herman
Goerner. Herman is a favorite of mine and this article was by Edgar Mueller, who wrote a biography on
Goerner titled ―Goerner the Mighty‖. I included the photo for couple of reasons. One, it‘s a great picture of
Herman and a rare one with his wife, also a very strong woman. For another reason, it gave me a chuckle that
Peary Radar, who captioned the photo, makes the statement that she was ―not the slender, willowy type of
figure so popular with women today‖. That‘s the truth!
As I read it, there was a comment on Herman training after the age of 40. As I am rolling in on 50 it is of more
and more of interest to me how older men train. I was once talking to my Uncle Phil Jackson, who trains
several hours a day even in his 60‘s about being sore. I told him that when I was 20, I could train hard and then
train hard again the next day. At 30, it seemed to take a day or two to recover, and now in my 40‘s, it seemed to
take a week. His response: ‖Thom, I‘ve been sore for the past 10 years!‖. He explained that if waited until he
was ―fully recuperated‖ he‘d probably never train and there was a point, around age 55, that he just decided to
keep training regardless of how bad or sore he was. It has paid off for him!
In the article, Mueller talks about Goerner training in his early days 5 times a week with 2 days full rest. Then,
during his professional career from 1921 on, he worked out daily. But then it mentions after the age of 40 he
trained 3 days a week. It seems that he obviously cut back on his training for a reason. This may have been
retirement, or it may have been his recuperation has decreased. I say this because at one point Mueller states in
the article, ―He (Goerner) trained always as the mood took him – varying his program to suit his energy and
condition of the moment and never did he force himself to perform and workout when not feeling in the mood.
My theory is that Goerner cut back on his workouts as his recuperation went down at 40. I realize there may be
other factors, such as retirement from performing, but I believe recuperation was the primary factor. I have also
cut back on training time as I have gotten older. My workouts are as hard as ever, but more time between them
and less ―maxing‖ out in sessions have become the norm. But what happens when I‘m not in the ―mood‖ as
Mueller puts it.
I think that day will come, like my Uncle Phil, and when it happens I need to push through it like Phil
does. Because he will say, once he starts, the soreness goes away and the ―mood‖ comes back and he benefits
from it. Recently, on a trip to the JWC gym, Phil hit a seated press behind the neck with 180lbs at a body
weight of 220lbs at the age of 63 in a fashion so strict I think Bill Clark would have stood up and
applauded! My point is, he‘s in good, strong shape!
So, as you age, you need more recuperation. But don‘t mistake recuperation with taking it easy! Make your
workouts count and don‘t let recuperation become an excuse for a missed workout. The day will come with it
doesn‘t come as easy, but the benefits will make it worth it. Right now, I think I‘m still in my Goerner phase,
but when my Jackson phase come, I plan on sticking with it. After all, Art Montini, Bill Clark, and Dale Friez
have paved the way and set records for the rest of us to shoot for!
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by John Grimek

John Grimek prepares to lift the famous Cyr Dumbbell.
The Cyr dumbell we had was always a bone of contention. Men from all parts of the country came to see if
they might get it overhead. It weighed ―only‖ 202 pounds empty but it could be loaded with lead shot to over
270. We never loaded it over 269 ½ pounds, and even then it defied most men who tried it.
One time, Milo Steinborn and four or five other wrestlers stopped by on their way to Baltimore. Milo had
Primo Carnera with him – truly an impressive individual. When Carnera shook hands you could feel your
whole hand being swallowed by something that felt like an octopus. Because all the men were wrestling that
evening none of them cared to train that afternoon, but most of the lifters kept on training. In the center of the
gym was the awkward Cyr dumbell that seemed to be in the way of everyone. Without thinking I picked it up
off the floor and tossed it aside so it wouldn‘t be in the way. I remembered the huge hands Carnera had when
he shook my hand, and knew if anyone could handle this weight it was him. I called out to him to try it. He
smiled as if to say, ―that‘s easy,‖ and no one would doubt him. He came over, very casually gripped the stubby
handle and made a half-hearted attempt to lift it. A look of surprise came over his face as the weight slipped
from his grip. I offered him some chalk to absorb the moisture of his hand. With some disdain, instead, he
grabbed the handle and though he lifted it a little you could see that the weight was a great surprise to him.

The Cyr Dumbbell now resides at the York Barbell Museum.
I tried to explain that there was a slight technique to handle this weight. He just kept looking at me and the
awkward hunk of iron mass that was defying him. I chalked up, especially the heel of my hand, gripped the
weight and tossed it a few feet to one side. Carnera only growled. However, I feel sure that with his bananalike fingers he could have done things with that Cyr dumbell that no one else could do. Others felt much the
same way about this big man.
I must point out that many men who tried to lift the small clumsy dumbell failed. This awkward hunk of iron
required lots of practice before one learned the little details needed to be successful at lifting it. No one played
around with this weight more than I did; and eventually I was the only one who lifted it off the floor to an
overhead position using one and only when it weighed 254 pounds. Stanko was the first man who picked it up
off the floor in one sweeping movement. Unfortunately, I do not remember how much it was loaded to at the
time. The weight of that dumbell was always being changed. It always looked formidable and defying. Those
who tried it remember that only too well.
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by Thom Van Vleck

A classic photo of Donald Dinnie with a few of his awards.
In 2006 I visited Scotland and while there made a visit to the ―Dinnie Stones‖ to take a crack at lifting
them. The stones have a become part of the legend of Donald Dinnie. A legend that is long and complicated
and not unlike the American sports legend, Jim Thorpe. Both men seemed gifted to do just about anything they

wanted to athletically. They were strong, fast, and agile and could seemingly adapt to any sport in a quick
manner. In other words, they were ATHLETES!
Dinnie was born at Balnacraig, Birse, near Aboyne, Aberdeenshire in Scotland in 1837. He competed in over
11,000 athletic competitions in a 50 year span. Thorpe was born near Prague, Oklahoma in 1888 very near
where my father was born and he and I share a birthday of May 28th and Thorpe likely competed in 1000‘s of
different athletic events in a career that lasted over two decades. A strict comparison of these two athletes
would be difficult. I do know that Jim Thorpe and Donald Dinnie both threw many of the same implements,
such as the 56lb Weight for Distance, the hammer, the shot, the javelin, and ran in many of the same types of
distance events. But in many ways it‘s like comparing Muhammed Ali with Joe Louis….they weren‘t at their
best at the same time.
I like Dinnie because he‘s a legendary figure, but was a real man that may have actually been able to live up to
that legend. Fittingly, he was born the son of a stone mason. He won his first event when he was 16 and beat a
strongman in a wrestling meet and won 1 pound sterling. He had a reign as Scottish Champion from 1856 to
1876 and when his best track and field performances are compared with the 1896 Athens Olympics (the first
modern Olympics) he could possibly have won 7 Gold medals, a Silver, and a Bronze. This would have indeed
put him in a class with Thorpe!
Thorpe had a lengthy list of amazing wins and feats in basketball, football, track & field and baseball. Dinnie
won over 2000 hammer throwing contests, over 2000 wrestling matches, 200 weightlifting meets, and some
500 running and hurdling events. I read that in 40 years he was undefeated in the caber toss in 1000‘s of
contests.
Another area they have in common is their images endure today and sell products! Dinnie, while still alive,
endorsed a soft drink in the United Kingdom called Iron Brew or today is know as Iron Bru. His image is still
regularly seen as is Thorpe‘s.
Dinnie, like Thorpe, did barnstorming to earn money while displaying his athletic prowess. Dinnie first toured
the United States in 1897 and earned a small fortune doing it and was still touring New Zealand and Australia at
age 60….and winning! William Wallace is a legendary patriot, maybe the greatest patriot, of Scotland and
when a statue was done of him, they used Dinnie as the body model as he was considered the perfect
man. Thorpe was studied extensively by Doctors at one point who were trying to figure out just why he was
such a great athlete.
Finally, these two great athletes share a similar end. During their day, they were often hates as much as they
were loved. Other athletes hated them because they often made them look bad and took all the prize
money. Thorpe earned a fortune in his lifetime but died broke. Dinnie, it is said, earned what would be equal to
2.5 million dollars in today‘s money, but also had to rely on charity at the end of his life. I don‘t think this takes
away from the luster of their careers, indeed, to me it only adds to it. These men lived big and stayed that
way. I read of a famous person who was suffering from Parkinson‘s and was still working as hard as ever. A
reporter asked them, ―Shouldn‘t you rest more in your condition‖? The man looked at her and said, ―Rest for
what…..so I can die well rested‖. I think these men lived with that same sentiment, and I can respect that.
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by Dennis Mitchell

A classical strongman pose by William "Apollo" Bankier.
William Bankier was born in Banff Scotland, December 10, 1870. His parents were school teachers. As a
youngster he was fascinated by the circus, and at the age of twelve he ran away from home to become a laborer
at a circus. This lasted only a short time as his father soon caught up with him and took him back home. After
a few months at home William once again ran away to get employment on a ship. A shipwreck ended this job
and he ended up in Montreal Canada where he got a job working on a farm. It was hard work and low
wages. He was now fourteen years old. He had an opportunity to join Porgie O‘Brien‘s road show, so he left
the farm and once again he ran away. One of the acts in the show was a strong man and William spent any free
time he had watching and learning from him. William was now fifteen years old.
While the strong man was a good performer he was also a heavy drinker, and one day was unable to
perform. William performed in his place, and while he was not as accomplished as the strong man he put on
satisfactory show. As the strong man missed more shows, William continued to perform in his place and
continued to improve and progress as a performer and strong man. He stayed with the O‘Brien show for about
a year, and then joined William Muldoon‘s entourage of athletes. Muldoon changed William‘s name, and he
now became, Carl Clyndon the Canadian Strong Boy. At this time he also added wrestling to his act. After a
time he felt it was time to move on and he teamed up with Jack Kilrain, a former heavy weight boxing
champion. He remained with Jack until he was seventeen years old, and added boxing to his other talents. His
next move was to team up with ―Buffalo Bill Cody‘s‖ wild west show. From there he joined the Ginnett Circus
for three months, and once again was on the move. While still performing as Carl Clydon he was spotted by
one of the owners of the Bostock Circus, known for having the best performers and acts. It was with the

Bostock Circus that he became a truly polished and outstanding performer. One of his most outstanding acts
was to do a harness lift with a full grown elephant. No tricks were used, it was a true lift.
While in Bournemouth England, at the suggestion of Sir John Everett Millais, who later was President of the
Royal Academy, Carl Clydon changed his name to Apollo. He traveled around the world performing to large
audiences. He was an excellent performer and hailed to be as good as Sandow. This was in 1899. He even
challenged Sandow to a contest in weightlifting, wrestling, running, and jumping. Sandow did not accept his
challenge. Apollo opened his act with a posing display. He was not a big men standing 5′6.5″, weighed 175
pounds, had a 47″ chest and 15.75″ arms. His legs were exceptionally well developed. In the event known as
the ―Tomb of Hercules‖ he could support a piano with a six person orchestra and a dancer. He could jump over
the back of a chair either frontwards or backwards wile holding a 56 pound weight in each hand. He would end
his performance by offering ten English pounds to anyone who could carry a large sack off stage. Many people
tried, including Arthur Saxon, and could not do it. Apollo would finish his performance by carrying the sack
off stage. The sack weighed 475 pounds. After retiring from the stage, Apollo became a wrestling promoter,
and later teamed up with Monte Saldo ( who we will write about in an other article ) and opened the ApolloSaldo Academy. Many well known amateur and professional wresters, boxers , and jiu-jitsu competitors trained
at the Academy. William Bankier, better known as Apollo, died in 1949 at the age of 80.
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by Thom Van Vleck

Anthony Parker demonstrating the "strength" of his hair
Prof. Anthony Barker is not one of the most well known strongmen. He is perhaps better known by those he
influenced, namely Warren Lincoln Travis and Bernarr McFadden, to name a couple.
Barker also practiced early ―All Around Strength‖. He was famous for not only having strong muscles, but
being strong all over! He would do all the ―normal‖ strongman training, but he would also train his jaws with
teeth lifting, he would practice lifting with his hair, he did deep breathing to develop his lungs, he was even
know to work on developing the muscles in his face!

He claimed to have done 500lbs in the teeth lift and a one arm bent press of 250lbs. He was said to ―cultivate‖
his ―luxuriant, wavy hair‖ and massaged his scalp daily as part of his training. He would allow any man to
jump for 6 feet onto his stomach as he lay on the floor. He would roll spoons and crumble china plates to
increase his hand strength. He was an expert boxer and was said to have hit the heavy weight champ Bob
Fitzsimmons so hard he knocked him across the room! Fitzsimmons had beat Jim Corbett and was the first ever
three division champ….so he was no slouch. Barker would even allow a helper to jump off a 4 ft height right
on his face to prove his well developed facial muscles. Barker also did all the feats of lifting people in every
way imaginable. One of his favorite feats was to lift a 250lb barbell on his shoulders and then have two big
men hang on the ends. He would begin to twirl around often sending them flying!
Now, today, I think we realize that some of his ―strength‖, such as his hair, was more genetic than developed
and I don‘t think I‘m going to let anyone jump on my face any time soon (even if it might be an
improvement). But really, have we lost something becoming so specialized in our training? In the USAWA we
pride ourselves on having literally hundreds of lifts that can be competed and records recorded. But the old
time ―All-Rounders‖ literally ―DID IT ALL‖. My grandfather trained that way, coming up with all kinds of
unique physical feats and stunts to challenge himself. Now I‘m beginning to think that the Old Timers had it
right.
So, be like Prof. Barker, and think like a real All-Rounder!
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by Al Myers

USAWA Grip Star, Matt Graham, lifting 275 pounds on the Rolling Thunder in training this past weekend.
(photo by Bob Burtzloff)
One of the popular ―grip toys‖ introduced by Randy Strossen and IronMind Enterprises is the Rolling
Thunder. This grip device is different from anything else. I have never read about any type of gripping device
similar to this used by Old-Time Strongmen. It is indeed a novel, unique idea!! Thanks to Randy and his
promotion of it – the Rolling Thunder is now well-known within the ―grip circle‖ and lifters in
general. IronMind sells it for a modest $59.95 plus shipping, as advertised on the IronMind Website. For a
price like that, buy the original and don‘t waste your time trying to make your own or buying a knockoff. Afterall, don‘t you want a original Rolling Thunder!
The Rolling Thunder consists of a rotating sleeved handle with 2.375″ diameter PVC, over a fixed handle
shaft. It attaches to a loaded vertical bar. It is a one-hand lift that tests the grip like none other! When you lift
using the Rolling Thunder, the handle feels like it wants to ―roll‖ out of your hand allowing the weight to crash
to the floor making a sound like thunder, and thus the name Rolling Thunder . It has been on the market since
1993. Randy initially promoted it by asking this simple question, ―Will anyone EVER lift 300 pounds on the
Rolling Thunder?‖. It took several years, but finally the grip phenom/professional Strongman from England
Mark Felix, broke this magic barrier. Felix currently holds the World Record at 301 pounds, set January 18th,
2008. The Rolling Thunder has gained such popularity that contests are ran that focus on it only. The
Gillingham brothers have helped popularize it by having it as part of their GNC Grip Gauntlet, which they run
in their booth at the Arnold every year.
The Rolling Thunder is not a USAWA event, but is often pulled out after meets for impromptu
competitions. Last spring after the USAWA Dino Gym Grip Contest this was the case. Andy Durniat amazed
everyone when he broke the Dino Gym record with a lift of 230 pounds! He did this AFTER the grip
competition!!!
I consider anyone who can lift over 200 pounds on the Rolling Thunder as National Class, and those over 250
pounds World Class. The Rolling Thunder can be very humbling – often it seems ―easy‖ moving up in weight,
only to reach a point when you add another 5 pounds it becomes impossible!! If you don‘t have a Rolling
Thunder, go to IronMind Enterprises and order yours today. It will be an investment that you won‘t ever regret.
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by Al Myers

Al Myers beside the famous Warren Lincoln Travis Dumbbell.
One of the most impressive things I seen when I toured the York Barbell Hall of Fame and Museum was
Warren Lincoln Travis‘s Dumbbell. I have seen many pictures of it before – but pictures don‘t do it justice. It
is much bigger when seen in person! This massive dumbbell was used by Travis for many of his record
breaking performances in the hip and harness lifts. He would use it in shows and performances – and the sheer
size of this dumbbell would impress the audiences by itself. It weighed 1650 pounds empty and 3750 pounds
when fully loaded with sand.
Travis‘s dumbbell has been in York Barbell‘s possession for quite some time. For awhile, Bob Hoffman had it
displayed in front of his house. Thanks to York Barbell this dumbbell can be readily seen by anyone now. If
you ever get a chance to make it to York, Pennsylvania, be sure to include a stop at York Barbell.
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Heavyweights Battle it out in Postal Challenge
By Thom Van Vleck

Team Dino Gym wins the Straight Weight Postal Challenge. Pictured from left to right: Scott Tully, Al Myers,
and John Conner
Two teams participated in the challenge and the Dino Gym pulled out the victory. This meet was a new concept
for a USAWA meet and we will see if it catches on. The idea being there would be no formulas used, the
winners decided on who lifted the most weight…period. I proposed the idea of the ―straight weight‖ meet to
get some of the bigger guys to come out and participate and as a result, some big boys showed up. The Dino
Gym had a combined weight that was a ―Big Al Bacon n‘Eggs style breakfast‖ short of a half ton at
991lbs. The JWC was a relatively svelte 915lbs. The average weight of the lifters involved was 318lbs! I can

only guess what that weight would have been had Al not had to replace his original team member, Mark
Mitchell, who had to withdraw with a back injury! Al‘s paltry 255lbs brought the average way down!!!
I hope this meet was taken as intended: Just another alternative and one that the Big Boy‘s could embrace as
their own. I know my guys had fun doing it and hopefully it will motivate them to do some more USAWA
lifting! Oh, and one more thing, I calculated the age and weight factors just to see the outcome….and the Dino
Gym doesn‘t want to know those results!

Full Meet Results:
Officials for Dino Gym Team: Al Myers and Scott Tully
Official for JWC: Thom Van Vleck
Dino Gym Team: Al Myers (44 yrs, 255lbs), Scott Tully (34 yrs, 344lbs) John Conner (25 yrs, 392lbs)
Jackson Weightlifting Club: Thom Van Vleck (46yrs, 295lbs), John O’Brien (42 years, 285lbs), Josh
Hettinger (29yrs, 335lbs)
Push Press – From Rack
1.
2.
3.
4.

John Conner 380lbs
Josh Hettinger 335lbs
John O’Brien 300lbs, Scott Tully 300lbs, Al Myers 300lbs
Thom Van Vleck 255lbs

DG: 980lbs & JWC: 890lbs
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 2 bars, 1″
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

John Conner 500lbs
Scott Tully 420lbs
Josh Hettinger 400lbs, Al Myers 400lbs
John O’Brien 380lbs
Thom Van Vleck 280lbs

DG: 1320lbs & JWC: 1060lbs
Continental to Chest
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

John Conner 385lbs
John O’Brien 335lbs
Al Myers 325lbs, Scott Tully 325lbs
Thom Van Vleck 315lbs
Josh Hettinger 275lbs

DG: 1085lbs & JWC: 925lbs
Cheat Curl
1. John Conner 250lbs
2. John O’Brien 235lbs

3. Thom Van Vleck 215lbs, Josh Hettinger 215lbs
4. Al Myers 201lbs
5. Scott Tully 181lbs

JWC: 665lbs & DG: 632lbs
Shoulder Drop
1.
2.
3.
4.

John O’Brien 95lbs, Josh Hettinger 95lb
Thom Van Vleck 85lbs
John Conner 45lbs, Al Myers 45lbs
Scott Tully 30lbs

JWC: 275lbs & DG: 120lbs
Totals: 1st Place: Dino Gym 4087lbs, 2nd Place: JWC 3835lbs
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by Al Myers

Warren Lincoln Travis and his dumbbell.

Tags: Al Myers, All-Round Weightlifting, Dino

The saga of the Warren Lincoln Travis Dumbbell wouldn‘t be complete without a picture of Travis with
it. Travis lifted his huge dumbbell for many years, as this picture shows him posing with it in his older
days. Travis continued to lift big poundages in the hip, harness, and back lift into his 50‘s and 60‘s. Several
times Travis announced his retirement from strongman performances, but he could never stay away long and
made numerous ―comebacks‖. He was 52 years old when he did his historic 5.5 million pound ―total
poundage‖ lift in 1927. Travis is best known as a Heavy Lifter – but when he was younger did some very
impressive All-Round Weight Lifting. He excelled in Finger Lifting, as well as other grip feats.
This famous dumbbell of Warren Lincoln Travis was ―one of many props‖ used by him in his acts.

Warren Lincoln Travis – The Day the Weights Won
September 4, 2010 | Authored by Al Myers | Edit

By Al Myers

The newspaper’s headlines read, “Weights He Lifted Crush a Strongman.”

Warren Lincoln Travis was the ultimate strongman performer. Here he is posing with some of the implements
he would use in his strength shows.
I always love a good story. Especially a story where the hero is faced with overwhelming obstacles that he
must overcome to maintain or regain his previous status. I know what you are thinking – Al must have a soft
spot for sappy movies that have predictable endings. Well, I admit I always enjoy them more than I think I
would. But I pretend to let my wife think I only watch those kind of movies with her for her sake, and let on
that I would have really preferred another action thriller movie! This is the kind of story that would make a
good movie, and has your typical ―feel good‖ outcome that is expected out of a ―tear-jerker‖. It pits the human
body against iron. Flesh against steel. Bone against metal. This is a story about a man that faced death at the
mercy of weights and barbells that he was trying to lift.

Enough dramatic prelude! I‘m not writing a novel!! Let me get straight to my story. I recently found a news
clipping from the NY Times, dated May 13 1908. This clipping details the day the famous strongman, Warren
Lincoln Travis, nearly lost his life at the hands of the weight he was trying to lift. He was only 27 years old at
the time.
It all started when a janitor for the Brooklyn Athletic Club went to work one day and found our hero, Warren
Lincoln Travis, lying under 1 1/2 tons of barbell plates, bars, dumbbells and even pieces of gymnastic
equipment. Travis was unconscious. The janitor quickly recruited some help and ―unburied‖ Travis from this
heap of iron. They rushed him to the hospital. Upon a doctors examination, Travis had many lacerations,
bruises, possible internal injuries, and a dislocated hip. The doctor was quoted as saying, ―he will probably
die‖.
However, after a while, Travis regained consciousness and was able to tell his story. He had been in training
for an upcoming strength show, and was planning on doing a big Back Lift for the performance. He wanted to
lift a big platform loaded with people. The previous times training this stunt he was able to get gym members to
sit on his platform, but this day he arrived at the gym early and he found himself alone, with no other gym
members around to use as his ―live weight‖. So instead of waiting, Travis started loading anything he could
find in the gym on his platform, which was supported by two sawhorses. Due to the weight probably being
―unbalanced‖, one of the sawhorses broke upon Travis placing it down after a rep. This caused the other
sawhorse to tip over, driving Travis to the floor covered by a piece of wood and around 3000 pounds of
weight. He couldn‘t move to free himself and was trapped for at least half an hour before he was rescued. The
story referred to him being ―senseless‖ when they found him, which I take as being unconscious. This NY
Times story also commented that this was the second time within a year that Travis had been hospitalized. The
other time was when Travis was doing a stunt in which an automobile was driven OVER HIM, but the driver
got the wheels over his rib cage, breaking several ribs in the process!!!
But this story has a happy ending. Travis went on to an illustrious strongman career and became, without a
doubt, one of the most recognized American Strongmen of the early 1900‘s. He was more than just a
strongman – I would also say he was an early day stuntman. Many of his performances had a high element of
risk in them. He was not afraid of becoming injured in order ―to put on his show of strength‖. This accident
didn‘t hinder him in his pursuit of Back Lifting. Most of his best Back Lifting was done after this accident. On
this day the weights may have won, but in the end Warren Lincoln Travis was victorious!
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by Al Myers
We now have over 100 registered members for the USAWA Website that have access to the USAWA
Discussion Forum. If you are not a website member yet (which has NOTHING to do with USAWA
membership) take the time to join. All you got to do is follow the instructions given on the website to register,
and after I ―approve‖ your registration you are issued a password to ―login‖. And this is FREE!!! By being a
registered member of the website, you will have access to the USAWA Discussion Forum, which is the ONLY
forum on the internet dedicated to ONLY All-Round Weightlifting.
A few words of advice for the less computer savvy lifters out there. The password that is issued to you is
computer generated by the software of the website. I do not know what it is – so please don‘t lose it. Once you
login with it, you can change it to something that you can remember easier. Also, if you register and don‘t think
you received your password, check your spam filter. This ―computer email‖ will often get lost by the spam

filter. The password has to be used EXACTLY as it is sent to you – so use capitals where indicated and don‘t
mess up 1‘s for i‖s. If you do, it will not let you in. The easiest thing to do is ―copy and paste‖ it into your
login. And of course if you have any questions, just email me and I‘ll help you through it. I have had to do that
for others so don‘t worry about it being an imposition on me!
But – all of this ―hassle‖ will be worth it. The USAWA Discussion Forum contains information about the
USAWA and All-Round Weightlifting that is BEYOND what is found in the USAWA Daily News. You can
ask questions if you want, or just read the information available. Your level of involvement is left up to
you. Often, discussions involve the latest Daily News story, more detailed information about upcoming meets,
or just general talk about training. I have ―loosened‖ the requirements for the forum compared to what I had
previous – now you do not need to post with your real name if you want to remain anonymous, registration is
more visible, and I do not require full disclosure in identity when registering like I did previous. I am hoping
this will encourage new interest. Of course, bad behavior will not be tolerated on this forum!
Register now and join the USAWA Discussion Forum, so you will be ―in the know‖ on the latest news
involving All-Round Weightlifting!
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by John McKean

Chapter 1 – Introduction
―As usual, we missed seeing you in the warm up room yesterday!‖ teased my old lifting pal, Barry, during
morning two of the recent US National All-Round Weightlifting Championships.
Laughing, I replied, ―Hey, I did too stop in for a moment to beg some tips from Dennis Mitchell about his bent
press techniques.‖
Rolling his eyes, Barry , continued, ―Some of the guys are still bewildered at how you can wave those tiny
dumbbells around for a few minutes then just run out on the platform and start with humongous
poundages. C‘mon now, we‘re hip lifting today with thousands of pounds, aren‘t you gonna get that old bod
just a little bit tuned up?‖
Flashing my best sheepish grin, I replied, ―But, Barry, I‘m already warm, wide awake, and full of energy—I just
came back from a pleasant 20-minute Heavyhands walk through town with my wife and son!‖
Based on considerable training experience, and competition in all branches of weight lifting, I‘ve determined
that not only is the traditional warmup of ―step-ladder‖ sets not necessary, but that substantially higher working
poundages can be achieved without them. You see, sets of 5-10 reps with 135, 225, 315, etc., actually do very
little to ―warm‖ the body or even a specific muscle group, while the effort involved just robs energy from the
all-important peak poundage set of any given lift. Yes, I‘ve read all about the supposed necessity to carefully
follow weight increments in order to recruit more and more muscle fibers, for ―mental preparation‖ to reach top
lifts, gradually cultivate neurological efficiency, etc., etc. But in my book (and that‘s a rather thick training log
after 32 years!), all such reasoning and rituals are pure bunk.

Think about this for a second: If you would happen to be strolling along a railroad track and turned suddenly to
discover a fast freight train on your ass, would there be need for any warmup to set a new personal long jump
record? On the other hand, how much faith would you have in this leaping ability if said butt was draggin‘ from
just going through 5 sets of 5 progressively heavier squats?
Please don‘t misunderstand, I‘m not suggesting the elimination of a warmup or downplay its importance. The
purpose of this article is, in fact, to place priority on the most efficient preparation for achieving the best
possible heavy workout. I hope to convince you that a non-barbell warmup is actually the sensible way to go
and that it rarely makes any sense to ever touch a bar which weighs much less than 70% of a max for any
exercise.
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by John McKean

Chapter 2 – Dr. Leonard Schwartz and Heavyhands
A while back I lucked into a fantastic book which taught me more about a really proper, thorough warmup
system than had all previous years of training. Titled Heavyhands, and written by Dr. Leonard Schwartz, who
has since become a valued friend and teacher, the text revealed a unique aerobic training system involving many
muscles working at one time. Light dumbbells are curled, swung and pushed for the upper body while
simultaneously running, dancing, bending or twisting. Interesting combinations such as walking with forward
raises, punching while bobbing and weaving, and overhead swings with forward bends are done for sessions of
12-40 minutes. Unlike the ridiculous notion put forth by some that standard barbell moves can become
―endurance‖ training after a paltry 10 or 20 reps, Heavy hands exercise is true aerobic work (sustained by
relatively easy movement for long periods of time) and, from my experience, absolutely fantastic as a warmup
routine.
If you‘ve read my previous articles on all-round strength training (issues 23 and 25 of HG) you know I favor
short sessions featuring only 3 or 4 progressively heavy singles per lift. Many have asked, though, how it‘s
possible to do an initial attempt with 80% or more of a limit. Well, by simply following a few of Dr. Schwartz‘s
exercise guidelines, practically any reasonable opener is a breeze. Heavyhanding for 20 minutes leaves my
entire musculature warm and ready to go, creates an inner exhilaration from the increased oxygen uptake, and
provides that wide-awake feeling so necessary for pinpoint concentration. Additionally, in distributing this
workload over many parts of the body at once, these warmups seem very easy and leave plenty of energy for the
barbells. In strict laboratory tests, Heavyhands exercise has proven superior to common calisthenics, jogging,
rowing machines, rope skipping, cycling, and other endurance activities, without creating any of the common
fatigue or boredom.
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by John McKean

Chapter 3 – Longstrength

Longstrength Shadowboxing
Although I enjoy playing around with differing Heavyhands combinations from time to time, and like
Heavyhands walking with my wife during off days (active rest for recuperation), my favorite training warmup is
known as ―shadowboxing.‖
As the name implies, a free sparring session is done with weighed hands (2-1/2 pound plates work as well as
anything). Just stalk around the gym after an invisible adversary, punching quickly with all manner of
improvised blows, body weaves, and footwork combinations. Have fun with it, let your imagination and energy
flow, and beat up the bad guy for 15-20 minutes. After winning this match (it‘s so easy when no one‘s hitting
back), you‘ll feel mentally and physically aggressive enough to attack a heavy barbell immediately. What
formerly was a weight that required 5 sets to even think about, you‘ll feel like biting in half.
After complete satisfaction for several years, I sure thought Heavyhands shadowboxing was the last word in
preparation for weight training. Then Dr. Schwartz exposed me to another dimension—an aerobic warmup that
could actually add strength and muscularity. Always interested in my application to weight training of his
concepts, the good doctor regularly supplements my gym findings with related laboratory research and his own
considerable knowledge of exercise and the body. But I was left speechless the day he phoned to announce that
he‘d just completed 750 (not a misprint—seven hundred and fifty) chin-ups! Now, I know his own daily
Heavyhands workouts have given him superb conditioning and, despite being 68 years of age, the sleek, refined
look of a ―natural‖ physique contender (my wife calls him the ultimate hunk!) But even this amazing aerobic
athlete surely could not perform 75 times the number of chins most of us strain to do. Then he told me about
Longstrength…
Before describing Longstrength, however, let‘s take care of your curiosity as to exactly how this past-primetime superman managed his ―impossible‖ chin-ups. By the way, since then, Schwartz has specialized on
alternate one arm chins and recently hit a personal high of 2,000 (yes, two thousand!) performed continuously
for 45 minutes. What‘s the trick? Well, in his usual quest to employ as many muscles as possible during
exercise, Schwartz simply combined a chin-up with a free squat. That is, he set up a bar at about standing chin
height, then squatted down until arms were extended fully, and pulled back up with combined bicep, lat and leg

power. (Often he pressed up while descending to also involve the delts and triceps.) In this innovative
maneuver, arm power ―lightens‖ the body, enabling far more free squats than ever possible, while leg thrust
during the up stroke allows chin-up repetitions previously capable only by the ―Energizer Bunny‖—it can keep
on going, and going, and going…
Longstrength, then, seeks the integration of many muscle groups at once in unique combinations of pushes and
pulls which involve one‘s own artificially lightened bodyweight as resistance. Its goal is to marry strength with
endurance to, as Schwartz described, ―lasso all your muscles and more in a loop of total fitness.‖ Naturally, a
Longstrength devotee will, in short order, hit hundreds of reps per exercise (better measured in minutes than by
counting reps) to effectively engage the cardiovascular system.
To date, Dr. Schwartz has created over 100 Longstrength exercises, and a new book describing this astounding
fitness strategy is due out in early 1994. Careful experiments have flabbergasted researchers when subjects
generated unexpected high levels of oxygen uptake (a prime measure of aerobic effectiveness) on these
relatively slow-paced moves. Yet due to ―muscle loading‖—a simultaneous involvement of most of the body‘s
musculature—subjects reported feeling far less of an effort than computer read-outs showed their workload to
be.
During the past two years, Longstrength has become the core of my entire lifting program. It compliments my
initial shadowboxing warmup (which Schwartz considers part of Longstrength anyway) by nudging the large
muscle groups of the legs, hips and back into play without tiring me prior to lifting. Virtually every inch of my
body is readied for applying peak power, with the new combined exercises also adding a unique means of
building explosiveness safely and, by its very nature, offering some mild preparatory stretching. Surprisingly,
I‘ve noticed vastly improved muscularity in my arms, delts, lats and thighs. Most importantly though, since
strength-orientated moves such as pull-ups, dips, squats and bend-overs are the basis of Schwartz‘s new
regimen, gains in my all-round competitive lifts have accelerated significantly.
A few words of caution. While Longstrength offers us iron hefters two factors we‘re very familiar with and
always relish, namely, endless variety and limitless, rapid progression, please don‘t ever stray from the muscleloading concept—strive always to use as many muscles as possible in any unique combination which you‘re
sure to invent. If you confuse this with any form of ―circuit training,‖ where many muscle groups are attempted
to be reached by moving from one isolation exercise to another, none of the benefits above will be achieved. In
fact, when carefully analyzed, the once highly-touted circuit training proved to do absolutely nothing toward
increasing aerobic capacity—measured oxygen utilization actually was quite low despite all the huffing and
puffing between stations. So, although circuits did hit a variety of exercises and created rapid heart rates, they
were exposed as a complete bust for endurance, never produced much strength or development, and served just
to tire trainees needlessly. Remember, we want to warm up without burning out.
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by Al Myers

Bill Clark has promoted over 100 USAWA competitions. This is a record no other USAWA Meet Director is
even remotely close to approaching. (photo credit: National Masters Weightlifting Newsletter, 1989)
Bill Clark has just revealed the dates for the five sanctioned USAWA Events during the upcoming lifting season
in Clark‘s Gym. All of this will begin with a gym record day on October 24th, and ending with the annual
Deanna Springs Memorial Meet on March 27th. In between these two events will be the long standing Zercher
Strength Classic (January 29th) and the prestigious Hermann Goerner Deadlift Dozen plus One ( December
4th). Bill Clark has received the 2010 sanction from the USAWA Executive Board to host this year‘s Heavy
Lift National Championships, which will be held in conjunction with the Steve Schmidt‘s Backbreaker on
November 6th.
As per tradition of events directed by Bill Clark, no entry fee is charged to enter, and all competitions will be
held in Clark‘s Gym in Columbia, Missouri. What a deal! There is not many things you get for free in today‘s
World, so plan on making at least one of the competitions on the Clark‘s Gym Meet Schedule. You will get
your money‘s worth!! Bill has put on more events than any other meet director in the history of the USAWA,
and Clark‘s Gym has been a USAWA Club Member since the inception of the USAWA.

Clark’s Gym Meet Schedule
October 24th, 2010 – Record Day.
November 6th, 2010 – USAWA Heavy Lift National Championships and Schmidt’s Backbreaker.
December 4th, 2010 – Hermann Goerner Deadlift Dozen plus One.
January 29th, 2011 – Zercher Strength Classic.

March 27th, 2011 – Deanna Springs Memorial Meet.
No entry forms are available for these competitions, but YOU MUST send a confirmation to Bill Clark prior to
attendance. The deadline is the Tuesday before the event. Bill may be reached by telephone: 573-474-4510,
Fax: 573-474-1449, or mail: Bill Clark, 3906 Grace Ellen Drive, Columbia, Missouri, 65202. It is very
important to contact Bill prior to attending so he can adequately plan for the competition day- and it is the
LEAST you can do for a meet director that is promoting a meet without charge.
All of these events are listed in the USAWA Future Events Calendar on the website, where more detailed
information about each meet can be found.
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by John McKean

Chapter 4 – A Sample Program
Let‘s have you sample a Longstrength warmup followed by a brief, intense barbell routine. Prepare to be
amazed at the ease and enjoyment of a truly efficient strength building system. First, grab the lightest pair of
barbell plates around for about 12 minutes of shadowboxing. Start very light and easy, both weight-wise and
time-wise, for your first session. Don‘t be static, but ―get into it‖—pretend you‘re kung fu champion of the
world defending against a large dreaded street gang, and wipe ‗em all out! Then go to a bar sitting across, a
squat rack and rapidly knock out about 60 squat pulls. Finally, with still no rest, locate low dipping bars (or use
the back of two chairs) and do a forward bend (also called a ―good morning‖) between them, pushing back up
with combined effort from the arms and lower back. Do these ―sissy dips‖ for 60 reps, and your pre-lift
preparation is complete.

Longstrength Squat Pulls

By now you should be warm and feeling really good about yourself—after all, you‘ve just won a major war and
set new personal records for pull-ups and dips! So growl a little bit more, and take, say, 75% of what is
estimated to be a ―comfortable‖ best barbell press for this day. Delight in the ease with which you single it
up. Rest briefly, then do a single with 85%, and a final lift with 95%. Never missed all the lighter barbell sets,
did you? But if you desire some repetitions, now is the very best time for them anyway—back down to 70%
and do what will be a very easy 5-8 reps. Follow the same procedure (don‘t repeat the warmup, of course, as it
will carry you right on through if your barbell workout is brief and intense, as it should be) with the high pull,
then the squat. Next workout, follow the same warmup (add half a minute to the shadowboxing and a few more
squat pulls and good-morning dips) but do -three different lifts for more varied all-round work.
Your routine looks like this:
MONDAY
Longstrength




Shadow box: 12 minutes
Squat Pulls: 60 reps
Good-morning dips: 60 reps

Lifts




Press from rack: 1/75%, 1/85%, 1/95%, 6/70%
High Pull: 1/75%, 1/85%, 1/95%, 6/70%
Squat: 1/75%, 1/85%, 1/95%, 6/70%

THURSDAY
Longstrength




Shadowbox: 12 1/2 minutes
Squat Pulls: 65 reps
Good-morning dips: 65 reps

Lifts




One-arm dumbbell press: 1/75%, 1/85%, 1/95%, 6/70%
One-arm dumbbell row: 1/75%, 1/85%, 1/95%, 6, 70%
Deadlift: 1/75%, 1/85%, 1/95%, 6/70%

Longstrength Good-Morning Dips
A word about cycling, progression and the rep scheme. As noted in my previous articles in HG, it‘s best to base
workout percentages on the peak lift for the day, but during the first week of the program this is never a topever, personal max. More in the neighborhood of 85% of your very best, with small weekly progressions of 21/2 or 5 pounds throughout the cycle. Yes, each cycle will guide you beyond your previous top weight, if you
keep at the cycle long enough!
The back-down set
The 70%-rep set after heavy singles adds a degree of very satisfying muscle stimulation. Emotionally, too, it
serves as a tremendous ―mild pump‖ because, following the intensity of heavy lifting, it can be performed with
complete confidence due to an amazingly ―light‖ feel to the body, and in the perfect form enforced by the justprevious concentration on limit attempts.
In my early powerlifting days, for instance, I always found it a ―stroll in the park‖ to do the backdown set in my
squat sessions with 405 pounds for 6-8 reps after singling up to 515-600 pounds. Yet whenever I tried to just
work up to that 405 weight and reps on its own (without heavier singles done first), it was an all-out strain and
usually a mental and physical impossibility. In retrospect, I suppose it was these down-sets which provided the
unexpected result of supplying me nearly 27″ thighs at 5′3″ and about 170 pounds bodyweight—quite a bit
overdone size wise, in my opinion, but muscular gains I‘ll wager could never have been achieved on my small
bone frame with a standard high-rep, high-set pyramid scheme.
Exercises
Keep the exercises basic, ‗breviated, varied and safe. Those listed are fairly standard to most programs, but
perhaps a few extra comments are in order.
The one-arm row has always given me the ultimate in lat exercise and is fairly safe compared to the two-arm
version, if the non-exercising arm is braced on a bench. Pull smoothly and in good form, yet a bit of extra body
heave won‘t hurt now and then when poundages get up there. Likewise, the one-arm dumbbell press can recruit
more of the body into action while permitting the arms to handle an increased weight (total) over what could be
done with the two-arm variety.

The high pull is a total-body movement, starting as a quick deadlift, and accelerating into a high heave toward
the chin from mid-thigh level (it‘ll probably only reach a little above belly button level with really heavy
weights). Form is not super important here, just strive to keep the bar in close to the body, and relish the power
you experience when almost all major muscle groups are working coordinately.
Longstrength details
Please don‘t overlook your Longstrength progression, however. Always add a few reps to the squat pull and
good-morning dip each workout. You really want to get to the stage where minutes are being counted rather
than reps. Doctor Tom Auble, a researcher at the University of Pittsburgh, tested these movements extensively
and determined that even at a relatively slow pace of 20-30 reps per minute, the workload on squat pulls, for
example, done for time, exceeds that of almost all standard aerobic programs. For the lifter, an eventual 6-12
minutes of each maneuver will add superb conditioning to the body along with an unmatched warmup.
Remember always to move from one Longstrength exercise to the next without resting, in contrast to the weight
exercises which benefit from 3-5 minutes of rest between sets. The desire is to achieve a steady (but
accelerated) heart rate while exercising for a good length of time. While growing familiar with these new
applications of strength-orientated exercises (chins, dips, squats, good mornings) a trainee quickly builds into
one consistent, steady endurance session. As Dr. Schwartz recently explained to me, ―Longstrength offers the
enthusiastic trainee maximum torque (a relatively new term referring to mechanical work with subsequential
oxygen uptake and calorie expenditure) per pound of bodyweight.‖
More than likely, you‘ll feel your actual weight lifting in this program is over before it begins, but I guarantee
you‘ll love the results. Strength gains will come like never before, that nagging tiredness will be replaced with
an inner glow, and the old body will display brand new bumps and cuts.
Put in a proper time frame, a really effective warmup will take an enjoyable 20 minutes or so, with perhaps a
mere 4 minutes devoted to actually lifting (not counting rest between sets, of course). Never get this 5 to 1 ratio
backwards! You see, many of the keys to strength, fitness, and body development can be found in the warmup.
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by Al Myers

Ken McClain performing a Clean and Jerk with 162.5 Kilograms in 1989.
As I was checking over the USAWA Record List to see what records were broken in the JWC Straight Weight
Postal Challenge, I noticed that John O‘Brien, of the JWC, broke a record that was held by Ken McClain. John
did a 335 pound Continental to Chest in the 40 age group, unlimited weight class breaking the record of 320
pounds held by Ken McClain, which he established in the FIRST YEAR of the USAWA, in 1987. Everyone
that has been around for several years in the lifting game in the midwest has heard of Ken McClain. He is a
legendary Olympic Lifter (multiple World Championships and several times Mo Valley lifter of the year) , and
he competed in the very beginning of the USAWA preceded by a lengthy All-Round Weightlifting career in the
Mo Valley. He is indeed an All-Round Weightlifting Pioneer!
It is quite a honor for John to break a record held by Ken McClain that has been around this long in the
USAWA Record List. John deserves a ―pat on the back‖ for this accomplishment, but at the same time it is
pretty obvious this lift was MUCH under Kenny‘s abilities. After all, at the time this record was set he was
STILL performing Clean and Jerks in Olympic Meets close to 400 pounds. This lift was listed in the record list
as being performed in Wichita, Kansas. I know the meets in Wichita at that time were performed in Sailor‘s
Gym, which had the reputation of being the most hardcore gym in the city. Also, many of the meets contested
there were 25 lift marathon meets, under the direction of Bill Clark. Bob Burtzloff competed in several of
these meets, and when telling me about them, explained that you had to ―pace yourself‖ to have enough energy
and strength left to finish the meet. Most of the time the lifters didn‘t really even warm up for the next lift, and
only took a couple of attempts with the last one being 90-95% of your max so you could conserve your energy
in order to get a lift in all the events. Bob said it wasn‘t uncommon for half the entrants to have dropped out by
the end of the day!!
Just out of curiosity, I checked the USAWA Record List to see how many records are still ―on the books‖ from
the first year of USAWA record keeping in 1987. I counted 37 records. That isn‘t much considered the record
list is over 9000 records long now! The good news is that Ken McClain still has some records from
1987. These records are a 240# Clean and Press with Dumbbells – Heels Together, a 353# Jerk from the Racks,
and a 165# One Arm Snatch (Right). These were done in this same meet in Wichita on the same date, and in
the Masters 40 age group, unlimited weight class. Truly very impressive lifts!!! These are the only USAWA
Records that Ken McClain has, as he retired from All-Round Weightlifting after that. But when you look back
in the old Region IV All-Round Record List (which I consider the fore-runner of the USAWA), you will see
the name Ken McClain splattered all throughout it! He ―had‖ the Military Press record at 300# which he set in
1968! This was done in the 242# class. Only the SHW record was higher. (By the JWC lifting legend, Wayne
Jackson at 330#). How ‘bout a 350# middle fingers deadlift?? A lift like that would turn heads today. Kenny
did that for record in 1984. In 1981, he did a Pinch Grip with 185 pounds. In 1984, he did a one handed
Dumbbell Clean and Jerk with 150 pounds. Plus many more from a period of close to 20 years.
Guys like Ken McClain need to be remembered by the USAWA. Just due to timing, their participation may
have been limited in our organization (or for others not at all) but their contributions they made to the sport of
All-Round Weightlifting in the United States is great. As I‘ve said many times before, these
PIONEERS ―paved the way‖ for the formation of the USAWA, which gives us an organized place to
compete in All-Round Weightlifting Meets today.
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MEET REMINDER
by Al Myers

2009 USAWA Team National Champions, Al Myers and Chad Ullom, with a 2-Man Jefferson Lift of 1000
pounds. Team JWC, Thom Van Vleck and John O'Brien (in the background) were second overall.
This upcoming weekend is the Dino Gym‘s annual Dino Days Weekend. Two competitions will be held – a
Highlander Games on Saturday (Sanctioned by the North American Highlander Association) and the USAWA
Team Nationals on Sunday. Scott Tully is the meet director for the Dino Gym Highlander and I‘m the meet
director for the Team Nationals. Entry forms and meet information for the Highlander Games can be found
here – Dino Gym Highlander Entry Form . Team Nationals entry forms and meet information are available on
this website, under ―Future Events‖. It is NOT too late to enter either one of these competitions!
Make sure to plan to hang around Saturday night for the evening festivities. There will be lots of good BBQ, as
much fluids that you would like to consume, and great camaraderie. Even if you don‘t compete, I invite you to
just show up and be part of the fun times!
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by Thom Van Vleck
The most recent issue of MILO came out and in it is an article that I did that I‘m particularly happy about. I got
to interview John Godina (top discus thrower and world champ in the shot put). He was a lot of fun to visit with
and he had a lot of comments about training, drugs, the politics of throwing, and other related topics and he
pulled no punches.

My favorite comment was related to being a drug free thrower. John has always advocated being drug free in
his throwing and training and he has never tested positive for anything which, as much as one can, backs up his
claims of being drug free. When I asked him about drug use in sports he said, ―People who use [drugs] are
cowards because they are afraid to find out if they are the best without it.‖ That‘s a pretty strong statement.
I have never used performance drugs (that‘s probably pretty obvious based on my lifts!) and have no plans to do
it in the future. I can‘t say I haven‘t been tempted, but that‘s another story. Many people involved in the
USAWA are in it for the drug free aspect. However, exactly where we all fall often leads to debate. One of the
most heated debates on steroid use I ever had was on the USAWA forum! It‘s just not that simple!
I often talk training with my Uncle Phil Jackson, the JWC guru. One day we were talking about drugs and he
posed this question to me: ―If they came out with a 100% safe steroid would you use it‖. I stated, ―No, because
as soon as I stopped using it I would lose much of what was gained‖. Then, in typical Phil Jackson style, he
took it a step further. Phil has always made me think….and think hard about things. He asked, ―What if you
got to keep the gains?‖ Well, now this DID make me think.
My two main arguments regarding being drug free has always been that, first, there are health risks, and second,
the gains you make would be lost when you stopped taking the drugs. Since those two conditions had been met,
I said I would. Then, my Uncle added another layer to the discussion by asking: Would that be
cheating? Regardless of whether it is allowed or not, in my heart, would I feel like I was cheating using a drug
to get stronger. At the time, I said I would not feel like I was cheating because I had removed my two main
concerns regarding performance drug use. My Uncle told me like he saw it: ―I think you‘d be a cheater‖. That
made me mad….but it has made me rethink my stand and that‘s exactly what the old coach was challenging me
to do!
At the time, I countered that I would not feel like I was cheating if everyone had access and the choice to drug
use. I thought I had him with that one! But Phil said to me, ―So you lift to beat others and win?‖ Back to
square one. I have always wanted to believe that I lift for me. I lift to make myself stronger, not just in body,
but mind and spirit in the painful journey to build the body God gave me into the best I could possibly
be……and would using a drug to circumvent my own genetic limits be cheating? Would removing the pain,
suffering, and the defeat that drugs would take away, lessen the experience and all the benefits? When I
thought about it, my heart told me that it would.
Finally, Phil asked me, ―What if they came out with a drug that would make you strong without ever lifting a
weight…would you use it?‖ Wow! I had never thought of that, but with gene therapy, splicing, you just never
know what is on the horizon. That added yet another dimension to my moral dilemma. To me, the joy of
lifting a big weight has come at the cost of hard training and that ―cause and effect‖ has had intrinsic value that
has led to lasting satisfaction In other words, as Phil always told me, ―The only time success comes before
work is in the dictionary.‖ That was easy, ―No way would I use a drug that made me strong without paying the
price.
Again, this is an ongoing process for me, but a question every lifter should consider as part of their journey to
fulfilling their own potential. You challenge yourself in the gym, you should be challenging the reasons you
are there and strengthening your desire to work hard and reach your goals. To me, that‘s every bit as important
as the lifting.
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by Thom Van Vleck

Phil Jackson (R) arm wrestling in the old JWC gym
A lot of you guys hear me mention my ―Uncle Phil‖ and a few of you have asked me to tell you more about him
(some of the old timers still around like Bill Clark, Charles Scott, and Wilbur Miller will remember him
personally) . He is Phil Jackson and he‘s the one really responsible for the Jackson Weightlifting Club
today. He is also the source of most of my training knowledge. He has been a father figure, a friend, an
mentor, a coach, and sometimes agitator! The photo above was when Phil was just a teen. He was a fantastic
arm wrestler and says he was NEVER beaten and I can find no one who says they did! Phil‘s main passion
was Olympic lifting and Bodybuilding. He had a disdain for powerlifters calling them ―Olympic lifting
rejects‖, but that was mostly good natured (at least I think it was!).
My grandfather initially started the JWC in 1928 with his brother in law, Coda Baugher, and some friends. But
to be honest, this was just some neighborhood friends hanging out and lifting weights and it quickly broke up as
they grew up and left home. However, my grandfather would tell the stories to my Uncles and they started
lifting in 1957. Initially, it was my Uncle‘s Leroy and Wayne. Phil was the ―baby‖ of the family and started a
couple years later.
Leroy was a star athlete and interested in weights only to benefit his other interests in football, basketball,
baseball, and track and he was very successful in those sports. But Wayne took an interest in Olympic lifting
and entered his first contest in April of 1962 (run by Bill Clark) and out of that, the modern JWC was
born! Phil was always the ―go getter‖, the guy that would pull everyone together to train, compete, and put up
money for contests. He soon rounded up over 30 members to the newly named JWC and fielded teams that
traveled to dozens of meets across the Midwest during the 60‘s. During that time, the JWC won two team state
championships in Olympic lifting against teams from St. Louis and Kansas City. Phil lifted on those teams but
he was always the ―coach‖ and main motivator. Phil has always been an ―old school‖ type coach. If he thinks
making you mad will make you better….prepare to be madder than you‘ve ever been. Phil knows how motivate
people, one way or the other!!!! He used his coaching lessons later in life to win 42 out of 42 consecutive sales
awards during his career as a sales manager for a large insurance company.
In 1965 Phil earned a unusual distinction. That year he entered the Missouri High School State Championships
in Olympic Lifting, held in Kansas City that year. At that time Phil was around 17 years of age and he lifted
either 165lbs or 181lbs. He became adept at making weight when he had to. He had an ongoing battle with

another lifter and Phil was going to make a point of beating him at this meet. He thought this fella was going to
lift in the 165lb class so Phil (already with a qualifying total in another meet at 165) cut weight and showed up
to lift on the first day. That day, the 114lb, 123lb, 145lb, and 165lb classes were due to lift on Saturday. The
other guy found out about this and gained up to lift 181lbs obviously trying to avoid the confrontation. Phil
lifted 165lbs and won, but the other guy started talking some trash about how he was ―lucky‖ Phil had avoided
certain defeat had he entered that class. So Phil showed up on Sunday to weigh in, having hit the buffet and
downing a gallon of milk to make the 181lb class.
Phil had a qualifying total at 181 and stated he wanted to lift. The officials told he he couldn‘t and Phil said,
―Show me in the rules where it says I can‘t‖!! The officials couldn‘t find any rule so decide to let him
lift….much the the chagrin of his ―rival‖. Phil hit the exact same total as the previous day and won! Two state
titles in two weight classes…..the same YEAR! The following year, the AAU made a rule explicitly forbidding
anyone from doing that again. While no one named Phil as the reason for the rule….it always seemed there had
to be a connection. Later, all other lifting organizations, as they developed, lifted that rule from the AAU rule
book and today it‘s standard in all lifting organizations.
In March of 1966, Phil was going to be drafted so he joined the Air Force. He was soon after sent to Vietnam
for a year where he poured himself into his training as an escape and got into the best shape of his life. When
he came back from Vietnam he was stationed in Alabama where he met and trained with greats such as Joe
Dube, Frank Zane (although Phil always called him ―chicken legs Zane‖), Boyer Coe, Casey Viator, and Karo
Whitfield to name a few. He also met and had a long personal conversation with Paul Anderson during this
time.
In 1969 Phil came back to Kirksville to attend Northeast Missouri State University (now Truman State) and
during that time him and my Uncle Wayne achieved some of their greatest strength lifts. In 1971 Wayne won
the Missouri State title in Powerlifting AND Olympic Lifting with Phil at his side pushing him the whole
way. During that time he became best friends with Lenvil Elliot, a friendship that lasted until Lenny‘s passing a
few years ago. Lenny was a JWC member and later played 8 years in the NFL and was the MVP of the 1982
NFC Championship Game (the game where Joe Montana threw the famous pass to Dwight Clark) and Lenny
won a Super Bowl ring. So, a JWC member has a Super Bowl ring!
In 1973, Phil graduated and the rigors of a family and job, plus moving away, led to him giving up heavy
lifting. During that time he would always challenge himself. One time he made a goal of being able to do 100
pushups without stopping and trained for that. I often visited him and we often went hunting and fishing
together and he made a point of always ―showing me up‖ with some feat of strength or endurance. At the same
time, he always let me know that if I wanted to beat him, it was as simple as being willing to ―pay the price‖
and get stronger. Phil often reminded me, ―The only time Success comes before Work is in the Dictionary‖. I
was always impressed with his exploits and feats of strength and it fired me up to be strong!
In 1977 I took an interest in weight training and soon Phil was my coach. Since he was my mother‘s younger
brother people thought we were brothers and I suppose we acted like it, cutting up all the time. Phil guided me
in my early training and often stated, in his old school coach way, ―I‘ve forgotten more about training that
you‘ll ever know‖. This has, to date, been a 33 year relationship that continues to this day. While he lives in
Colorado and has since 1984, we talk a couple times a week. Often about many things, but weight training is a
constant. I lived with him in 1988 and he trained me into the best all around shape of my life. We often debate
heatedly on training, but in that process, I know he‘s pushing me to become better. Over the years I‘ve been
out at least two dozen times for visits and he comes back almost yearly and during that time we have intense
meetings on training, politics, and life.
Then, in 2000, after a 27 year absence from serious weight training, Phil made his ―comeback‖. Since that time
he trains about 3 hours a day, usually a split routine, and often almost daily. He trains old school, long, hard
hours in the gym and he has had some amazing results. I am hoping that someday I can coax him into a

USAWA meet! I am confident he could break many records. But that doesn‘t seem to interest him as much as
just communing with the iron and using his lifting as a way of life rather than a path to glory. I can honestly say
that at 60 he was in the best shape I‘ve ever seen for a 60 year old man
Phil has had some bad luck as of late. Severely injuring his shoulder in a fall that required surgery and some
health issues that appear to be related to his exposure to agent orange and DDT in Vietnam (he worked in a
warehouse that ordered, stored, and dispersed the product and he said the area around the base was sprayed
constantly). But Phil never stops, he never gives up and that‘s what I‘ve come to expect from him. I am
currently working with him on a book about the JWC that will involve life stories along with real, hardcore,
training philosophy. Even if it never gets published, I know I‘m already better off from the knowledge and
lessons learned in the process.
In closing, I‘ll just say that what I admire most about Phil was he had the mind of a champion. Once he locked
on a goal, he was unbeatable. He may not have been gifted genetically, but he would get 100% out of what he
had and often beat others stronger, faster, and more athletic than he was…simply with determination!
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(Over the years, my Uncle Phil Jackson has been my coach, but also much more than that. He has been my
guru, my father figure, and a best friend. Phil has coached numerous state champs, bodybuilding champs, and
he ran a couple of gyms. He met all the greats of yesteryear including Bill Pearl, Paul Anderson, John Grimek,
and many more. He also has a degree in Physical Education and has maintained his teaching certificate. He
shared thoughts and ideas with these men and has a wealth of knowledge that today‘s lifter might view as old
fashioned, but I think USAWA members realize that the old timers knew what they were doing. He sent me this
routine some time ago typed upon his manual typewriter back in 1969. – Thom Van Vleck)

Concepts on General Weight Training
by Phil Jackson
Weight training is possibly the greatest supplement an athlete can add to his training schedule. Yet it can also
be the worst mistake he could ever make.
Weight training applied properly can add strength, endurance, speed, and a certain degree of flexibility. If it is
not applied properly you may find yourself somewhat stronger than you were before but your athletic
performance has not increased and in some cases even decreased primarily due to a lack of flexibility. For
example, you could give a baseball pitcher a weight training schedule that was too heavy, lacking full range
movement that would ruin his pitching arm. Yet you carefully design a schedule using weights to strengthen
his throwing muscles, and it will improve his pitching.
Perhaps it would be a good idea to make a distinction between the terms weight lifting and weight
training. Weightlifting is the process of lifting weight primarily for the purpose of increasing muscle size and
strength, with no regard to athletic performance, where as weight training is the process of training with weights
for the purpose of increasing strength for the purpose of athletic performance.
Most of us as coaches will be using weight training for the purpose of increasing strength for athletic
performance, yet at the same time one should strive for as much flexibility as possible in the

weight schedule. This is usually provided by emphasizing the stretch with the movement. I would like to
demonstrate just a few of these exercises and the whole purpose here is the stretch technique use whenever
possible: Bench Press to Neck, Deadlift off bench, Lunges to floor, One arm tricep extension, Wrist Curls,
Straight Arm Pullovers, Seated Twist (always first), and Calf Raises.
Two biggest mistakes you can make, Compare yourself to others and directly applying others technique to
you…you find what works for you.
As a coach, when you‘re making up weight training schedules for your athletes there are 7 concepts which will
help.
1. Cardiovascular: Increasing and maintaining heart rate
2. Respiratory: How you control your breathing in an athletic event, holding breath, releasing it, and breathing
control.
3. Stamina: Ability to go day after day
4. Endurance: Ability to go as near 100% in a one day event, continuous ability to perform at a high level
5. Muscle Twitch: stretching just beyond the normal range. Very determined by the specific sport. Increasing
the ability to Explode (Phil calls it muscle snap).
6. Flexibility: All kinds of stretching for active recovery, teaching the muscle to relax for performance
improvements, getting in touch with the muscle. Increased the range of motion and muscle twitch.
7. Complete training: building the minor muscles and foundation muscles for the specific sport event.
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2010 USAWA TEAM NATIONALS
by Al Myers

Group picture from the 2010 USAWA Team Nationals. Front row left to right: Rudy Bletscher, and Mike
Murdock. Back row left to right: Mark Mitchell, Scott Tully, Al Myers, and Chad Ullom.
Chad and I were able to successfully defend our title of USAWA Team National Champions, but not without
serious competition this year. This, without a doubt, has to be the most successful Team Nationals to date in
terms of competitors and quality of competition. I haven‘t counted the records set yet, but I am willing to bet
that more USAWA Team Records were set in this meet compared to any other meet in USAWA
history. Fellow Dino Gym members Mark Mitchell and Scott Tully formed a team, along with a pair of very
strong 70 plus year olds, Mike Murdock and Rudy Bletscher. It is interesting to note that all the teams had team
members that were very comparable in size and strength to each other. Having team partners that are
compatible in strength, lifting style, and body size is essential in order for a team to perform optimally.

Mark Mitchell and Scott Tully with their 450 pound Team Maxey Press.
The first lift of the day was the Maxey Press, done in honor and remembrance of Bob Maxey, who was a
founding member of the Dino Gym and who this lift is named after. The Maxey Press is a strict press from the
rack using the Fulton Bar. Mark and Scott stole the show here as they got an easy 450#, and then called for
500#. Truly a huge team press! They missed it by inches at lockout. Both of these guys are 250-300# strict
pressers, but just had their timing off a little lifting together. The next lift was the Hands Together Bench
Press. This lift is tricky when performing it alone, but as a Team Lift really provides a challenge. Mark and
Scott ended with 570#, but had more in them. They just ran out of attempts. The next lift was the Team
Rectangular Fix. Mike and Rudy showed true grit in this one, as they did a lift of 160 pounds. When tabulating
the points, I realized that these two scored the most points in this lift of all the teams. They had adjusted points
in the Rectangular Fix of 173 points, compared to 157 points for Chad and me, and 152 points for Mark and
Scott. That is something they should be proud of!

Rudy Bletscher and Mike Murdock - A pair of very strong lifters over the age of 70 years.
The last lift of the day was the Team Trap Bar Deadlift. I had made a custom-designed Trap Bar for this
occasion to accommodate this lift. I told the guys whoever lifted the most would probably have a World Record
since I doubt this lift has ever been contested before, anywhere. The comp was very close at this point, with
Mark and Scott leading Chad and me by only 10 points. So this Team Nationals came down to the LAST
EVENT to be decided! Chad and I opened with 915 pounds while Mark and Scott decided to break the 1000
pound barrier on their opener with 1005 pounds. This put them in the drivers seat over us. Chad and I then
matched them with a 1005 pound pull. They decided to call for 1100 pounds to really put the pressure on us, so
Chad and I were forced to do the same. They missed it ever so close, and then Chad and I pulled it for the win.
A dramatic finish!
This was a great day for the USAWA. I want to thank Darren Barnhart for officiating, and for my Dad LaVerne
and old-time Olympic Weightlifting champ Dave Hahn for showing up to watch this ordeal. Team Nationals is
a very unique competition that I am surprised not more lifters want to take part in. It challenges you in
different ways than typical solo lifting competitions. Even though next year‘s Team Nationals is a year away, I
invite everyone now to take part in this event next year.

Al Myers and Chad Ullom with a 1100 pound Team Trap Bar
Deadlift.

RESULTS:
Teams:
1. Al Myers (253# & 44 years old) and Chad Ullom (245# & 38 years old) – 115 kg Class & Open Division
2. Mark Mitchell (357# & 49 years old) and Scott Tully (344# & 34 years old) – 125+ kg Class & Open
Division
3. Mike Murdock (230# & 70 years old) and Rudy Bletscher (216# & 74 years old) – 105 kg Class & 70-74
Age Division
Official (one official system used): Darren Barnhart
Team Lifts: Maxey Press, Bench Press – Hands Together, Rectangular Fix, and Trap Bar Deadlift
Lifters
Al Myers

Maxey Bench

Rec
Fix

Trap
DL

Total Points

400

500

200

1100

2200 1734.92

450

570

215

1005

2240 1592.42

200

210

160

585

1155 1252.96

Chad Ullom
Mark Mitchell

Scott Tully
Mike Murdock

Rudy
Bletscher
Notes: All lifts recorded in pounds. Total is total weight in pounds lifted. Points are adjusted points for
bodyweight and age correction.
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by Thom Van Vleck
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Wayne Jackson using a home made Bench Press
In the early days of the Jackson Weightlifting Club there was a lot of Home Made equipment. My grandfather
said that back in the 20‘s, when he and his friends decided to lift weights they had ―NO HOPE‖ of being able to
afford real weights so they got scrap iron for the bars and poured cement in buckets to make weights. They also
lifted whatever was handy! When my Uncles started lifting in the late 50‘s, there was more equipment
available, but they had the same old problem of being broke! So they made a lot of their own stuff and got by
just fine. In the photo I‘ve included with this story you will see my Uncle Wayne doing ―press grip tricep
presses‖ (basically, using the same grip he used for the Olympic Press and keeping his elbows in) on a bench
that one of the JWC members made. If you look closely, the leg on the far left is actually split and it looks like
it‘s ready to blow!!!!
I recall when I first started training, about 1977, they were tearing a house down nearby. We went down and
Wayne pulled out some old boards that weighed a ton (probably native oak). We pulled what seemed like
hundreds of nails out and then my grandfather Dalton took to making an Incline for Presses. I‘m pretty sure
Evel Knievel could have used that thing to jump the Grand Canyon, it was that solid!!! I also recall getting a
splinter or two using that thing and learning that if you do inclines with the uprights in front of you and you
can‘t lock out the bar….you will be trapped! Another thing that my Uncle‘s made that I still have is a set of
squat stands. The base is a truck wheel and the upright is a truck drive shaft. The ―U joint‖ makes a nice,
natural rest for the bar. When I first started in the Highland Games, I made a lot of homemade equipment.
I‘m sure we all have stories like that. I have many more, too. But that‘s not my point today. It‘s about
desire. I recall my grandfather telling a story about how when he was a kid there was a man that had a really
fast horse and he treated the horse like gold, pampering it, giving it all the best grain, stalls, equipment and most
importantly hired someone to train the horse. He then raced it against another horse that had none of these
things but did have an owner that worked hands on with the horse. The day of the race, the horse that knew his
owner and the owner‘s desire to win, won over the horse who‘s owner was a stranger to him. The message I got
was that desire was the most important ingredient to winning.
I recall one day back in the 70‘s a guy begged me to come and train at the old JWC. He showed up and it was
winter and there was no heat in our gym. It was also dirty and full of home made equipment. I could tell he

was put off by it all. He never came back and that was no great surprise to me. If he had the desire, he would
have put up with what he had to in order to achieve his goal.
Today, I have a pretty nice gym. I have some pretty expensive equipment. But I still lift off those old squat
stands from time to time to remember that story. To remember that if I have don‘t have desire, all the fancy
equipment in the world won‘t save me when (as my Granddad used to say) ―the shoe leather meets the
road‖. A little adversity is a good thing!
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Jack Shanks, second (or third) to lift the stones without straps
by Thom Van Vleck
I have to admit, I don‘t have the patience to do pure research. The long hours required make my eyes glaze
over. When I read, it goes like this: I pull a book off a shelf, thumb through it, find something interesting, read
it until I get bored, then move on. As a result, I gather information in bits and pieces and it kind of becomes
like a puzzle to me. Waiting for the next piece to make the overall picture more clear. I have a lot of ―puzzles‖
going on at once and I kind of like it that way.
As of late, one of these puzzles has been focused on Dave Webster and the Dinnie Stones. I had wrote most
recently about ―Darth Vader‖ lifting the stones and that the article in Ironman was not really clear if Dave
Prowse (Darth) lifted the stones with straps or without. That article was written in the 70‘s. Last night I was

reading Webster‘s book ‖ Scottish Highland Games‖ that was printed in 1973. In it, he makes the statement on
page 131 of Prowse‘s feat, ―A good feat, but Dave wore hand straps which make a great difference‖.
Dave then goes on and details what was certainly the second lifting (if not the third….I‘ll explain that later) of
the stones without straps. Now, I realize that Gordon Dinnie, a descendent of Donald, has a website
(www.gordondinnie.com) that details lifts, but if you read Webster‘s book you find some details that don‘t
match up….making for an interesting ―puzzle‖. These are the details I‘m going to focus on. My intention is
not to point out mistakes, because these aren‘t mistakes. My intention is to provide information where I have
found it and let you decide.
In Webster‘s book he credits Jack Shanks, from Ireland, with lifting the Dinnie Stones ―correctly‖. Which
Webster explains as lifting both stones with no straps. What I find funny is that in my mind ―correctly‖ would
be to lift the stones and carry them the width (not the length) of the bridge. However, ―correctly‖ seems to have
come to mean simply lifting the stones….or carrying them the prescribed distance! Gordon Dinnie‘s website
seems to confirm Shanks feat, but gives him credit with carrying the stones the equivalent distance, which
Webster makes no mention of. Gordon Dinnie also credits Imlach Shearer with lifting the stone assisted two
years earlier and unassisted the same year as Shanks (1973). What Gordon Dinnie does not make explicitly
clear is if Shearer did the unassisted lift before or after Shanks. I say this because Gordon may not have
considered Shearer‘s feat the same if he simply lifted them while Shanks carried them!
Now, earlier I mention Jack Shanks being possibly the third man to lift the stones ―correctly‖. Webster states
in his book that in 1955 in Aberdeen at the ―Highland Fling‖ a 78 year old man named James Law came
forward and stated he lifted both stones in 1911, but did not carry them. So, perhaps he was the second, after
Dinnie, to life the stones ―correctly‖….or perhaps some other man, after a hard days work and a few brews in
the Potarch Inn, lifted those stones on a bet or whim and their feat and name is lost to history. Not to much of a
stretch to believe that could have happened!
Then there is the story of when Louis Cyr came to visit Dinnie and they visited the stones. Dinnie picked up the
smaller stone and then carried it a distance. Cyr did the same and beat Dinnie‘s distance. Webster points out
that Dinnie was 63 years old at the time and Cyr was much younger and in his prime, but Webster seems to be
clear that Cyr did not lift both. Webster also tells of a man named William McCombie Smith would regularly
lift the bigger stone unassisted and was the only man to do this. Webster then states that after that, Henry Gray
and John Gallagher also lifted the big stone unassisted before Prowse came along.
Another story involved Bill Bangert. A man from Missouri often credited with bringing Scottish athletics to
America and beginning the modern ―wave ‖ of success it has had the past 40 years. Bangert made a ring and
harness to carry the stones that undoubtedly made the feat much easier…..and he received a little grief then and
since then for this ―cheat lift‖. But he did carry the stones across the road and back and I don‘t think he tried to
claim he did any more than that!
On another ―final‖ note (at least until I read some more!). I also read that at one time one of the rings broke and
a different ring was attached. It was not clear which one (the smaller or the larger one) but if it were the smaller
ring….that changed the dynamics dramatically. I lifted each stone individually with straps and that small ring
was considerably more difficult. Then there is the concern that the stones are being slowly chipped away and
who knows how much weight they have lost, being dropped over and over. Maybe they will soon be place in
protected custody like the original Apollon‘s Railroad Car Wheels, where nobody will ever lift them again! In
which case, we may not ever know who was first, but we may know who was LAST!
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by Al Myers

Two Man Deadlift of 661 pounds by Roy Mason (on left, 76 years old and 151 pounds) and Bill Decker (on
right, 76 years old and 161 pounds). This Team Deadlift record was set on January 29th, 1994 at the Texas
Deadlift Classic. (photo courtesy of the Meet Director Joe McCoy)
I knew alot of USAWA Team Records were set last weekend at Team Nationals, but I didn‘t realize it was the
MOST EVER team records set in one day in the history of the USAWA! A total of 16 USAWA Team Records
were set. The previous best was 12 Team Records set at the 2005 Deadliest Duo Competition, which was
slightly ahead of the the 2009 Team Nationals which had 10 records set. The Team Record List is not near the
length of the Individual Record list – only 98 records are recorded for Team Lifts versus over 9000 records for
Individual Lifts. That‘s a tad over 1% represented by Team Records in the Total Record List!
This review of Team Records lead to many questions I had – of which I‘m going to share the answers with you.
1. Who has the oldest record in the Team Record List?
Joe McCoy and Bill Drybread teamed up to set several Team Records at the 1989 Nationals Record Day, on
June 26th, 1989. They currently hold together 9 Team Records in these lifts: Team Deadlift, Team Snatch &
Clean, Team Snatch and Clean, 1 hand, Team Snatch – One Arm, and Team Clean and Press.
2. How many 2-Person (man and woman) records are there in the Team Record List?
Only three 2-Person Teams have any records. In 1996, John McKean teamed with Diane Burger to set a record
in the Team Clean and Press at Art‘s Birthday Bash. In 1995, Kerry Clark teamed with Dale Spry to set a 2Person Team Record in the Deadlift, with a pull of 500 pounds, set at the ‗95 Nationals in Columbia, Missouri.
In 2001 at Art‘s Birthday Bash, John McKean teamed with Lynne Burnell to lift 405 pounds in the 2-Person
Team Jefferson Lift.

3. Has there ever been any 2-Women Teams set records?
At the 2000 Buckeye Record Breaker, Noi Phumchaona and Anna Holter set the first 2-Women Team Record
with 309 pound Team Deadlift. At the 2003 Buckeye Record Breaker, Carolyn Anderson and Montia Wade
teamed up to pull a Team Deadlift of 220 pounds.
4. Which Team is the Oldest in the Record List?
That honor goes to Roy Mason and Bill Decker, who teamed up for a Team Deadlift in the 75 year old age
division at the 1994 Texas Deadlift Classic.
5. Which Team is the Youngest in Record List?
In 1991, the brothers Robbie and Sean McKean teamed up in the 10 year old age division and performed a 265
pound Team Deadlift.
6. Which Team has the MOST records?
Chad and I have the most at 13 records. Second place goes to the team of Joe McCoy and Bill Drybread with 9
records. Third place is a tie with 8 records, with the team of Thom Van Vleck and John O‘Brien and the team
of Mike Murdock and Rudy Bletscher.
7. How many different lifts have been contested as Team Lifts?
There has been 21 different lifts contested as Team Lifts.
8. Which lift has been contested the MOST as a Team Lift?
The Team Deadlift is the most contested Team Lift.
9. Which Team has lifted the MOST weight in any Team Lift?
That was set this year at the 2010 Team Nationals when Chad and I lifted 1100 pounds in the 2-Man Trap Bar
Deadlift, but that might not last long as I have heard the rumor that the Team Hip Lift may be contested at next
year‘s Team Nationals.
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by Thom Van Vleck

Steve Scott and John Saylor's latest book promotes USAWA members and USAWA lifts.
I recently got an issue of Steve Scott‘s latest book. He wrote it with John Saylor, a well respected martial arts
instructor and Champion. Steve sent me an autographed copy because of what was inside. I‘ll get to that in a
moment. First, let me tell you about Steve.
Steve is one of my best friends and someone I admire greatly. When I first met Steve he was a top master‘s
thrower in Scottish Highland Games and was running Highland Games in KC. Because of Steve, I became
friends with Al Myers and Chad Ullom and was introduced to the sport that I‘ve enjoyed my greatest athletic
success. For that, I‘m very grateful. Steve‘s wife, Becky, also was a top thrower and always at his side in any
project he took on. I then found out that Highland Games were just the tip of the iceberg as far as Steve &
Becky were concerned.
Steve was, and still is, a top Judo coach. He has a widely respected club in Kansas City called the Welcome
Mat that has been in operation since 1969. It has produced National, Pan American, and World Champs as
well as some of the elite men and women in our fighting forces and a Secret Service Agent that was on George
W. Bush‘s personal detail. Becky was a National, Pan Am, and World Champ and Steve once told me that
Becky could have been an Olympic Champion but back then women did not compete in Judo in the Olympics!
Over the years, Steve has written over a dozen books on martial arts, training, coaching and this one is his best
to date in my opinion. It has a very broad appeal. My Uncle, Phil Jackson, who is, in my opinion, the most
knowledgeable person I ever met in regards to weight training, once told me that the hardest sport all the way
around was boxing. It was mentally, physically, and emotionally draining. I would say the same applies to all
combat sports. You have to be tough and that comes from how you train. Steve, with John Saylor, has (in my
opinion) created the ultimate resource on Combat training.
This book is HUGE and full of all types of training. There are over 300 pages of illustrated exercises. There
are detailed explanations of not only how to do the lift, but how to properly train and utilized the lift to fix a
weakness. There are workout routines and tons of advice. I would say that if you wanted to do some off season
conditioning for USAWA lifting or Highland Games, this book would be a valuable resource.

Now, I‘ll tell you why mine was autographed. Inside were pictures of me, Al Myers, and Chad Ullom
demonstrating some lifts. Appropriately, it was in the ―OLD SCHOOL‖ training section. Steve talks about
training wisdom that came from Bill Clark, and his book even contains an exercise that is a variation of the
―Inman Mile‖! I knew Steve had requested the photos, but I had no idea what a first class product he was
producing.
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by Dennis Mitchell

Monte Saldo - displaying a very muscular pose
Alfred Monte Woolaston was born in 1879 in Highgate, London England. His father, Fredrick Woolaston was
a shoe manufacturer, a Methodist preacher, and a faith healer. Alfred developed an interest in strength at an
early age and in his early teens was a member of the London weightlifting club, where he came in contact with
many notable lifters. His family encouraged him, especially his uncle a police inspector, who being very
prominent socially, managed to arrange for him to become an apprentice to Eugene Sandow at Sandow‘s
gym. Alfred was a hard worker and not only improved his strength, but learned much about performing, while
helping Sandow in his stage performances.

In 1900 Alfred teamed up with Ronco, an Italian strongman, and they became ―Ronco and Monte‖ ( Alfred was
now known as Monte Saldo ) and opened at the Cafe Chantant, Crystal Palace, where they were very
successful. After their engagement at the Crystal Palace they went on a tour of Europe where their act so
impressed an English theatrical agent they got a six month contract to appear at the Royal Aquarium in
Westminster, London. This was during the ―Golden Years of Strongmen‖. It was common for strongmen
performers to offer large amounts of money to their spectators if they could duplicate any of their feats of
strength. While they never had to pay anyone, their challenges did result in setting up a contest between Monte
and a lifter named Charles Russell. Russell was the British amateur 140 pound champion. Russell could not
duplicate any of Monte‘s stage lifts, however he did challenge Monte to the five lifts used in amateur
competition. Monte accepted the challenge, even though he did not train on these lifts and Russell was the
winner. Monte learned his lesson and never went into another contest until he trained on the contest
lifts. Ronco and Monte‘s act was so successful their performance was extended beyond the six months. At the
end of their engagement at the Royal Aquarium, Ronco and Monte ended their partnership. Ronco went back to
Italy and Monte and his brother Frank formed their own act and performed in Dresden, Amsterdam, Hamburg,
Saxony, Prague and in Parism where they were regulars at Professor Desbonnet‘s gym. During a performance
in Hamburg they were offered a full season contract by Frank Glennister to perform at the London Pavilion. It
was at the Pavilion that Monte would support a car, with passengers, in the support known as ―The Tomb of
Hercules‖. An amazing feat for a man weighing only 144 pounds. For a time Monte did a solo act, but in 1906
he and his brother Frank joined up again to perform a new act called ―The Sculptor‘s Dream‖ . The act began
with the sculptor admiring his latest work, a statue of a muscular athlete. The statue was placed before a mirror
so that the audience could see both it‘s front and back. The sculptor, tired from his work fell asleep on the
studio couch. At this point the statue came to life and went through a series of poses in front of the mirror so
the audience could view both the front and back of the statue. Suddenly the statue reached through the mirror
and pulled out his reflection (his brother Frank) and they did acrobatics, hand to hand balancing, lifting each
other and wrestling, all synchronized to music. As the sculptor woke up the statue and his reflection returned to
their original position as the act ended.
Next in the career of Monty, he teamed up with William Bankier (Apollo) and opened the Apollo Academy in
London. Their Academy attracted many of the famous lifters and wrestlers of that time. It was at the Academy
that Arthur Saxon did a bent press with 386 pounds. It was weighed and witnessed by the editor of Health and
Strength magazine, Bill Klein, also John Murry and William Bankier (Apollo). Monte was hailed as one of the
best trainers, and next teamed up with Max Sick, who was professionally known as Maxick. Together they
marketed the Maxaldo Method of Muscle Control which was a method of training using no equipment, to
improve muscle development, speed and stamina. The name was later changed to Maxalding, and the course
was sold into the 1970‘s.
Monte was active in organizing the British Amateur Weightlifting Association, (BAWLA) and served on the
committee for professional lifters. Monte weighed 144 pounds, stood 5′5″, had a 17″ neck, 45.5″ chest, 16″
arms, 13″ forearms, 30″ waste, 23″ thighs and 15,5″ calves. He could bent press 230 pounds and was the first
man in England to do a one arm swing with more than body weight, doing 150 pounds. He is credited with
showing that the swing was best done with a dumbbell loaded unevenly, with more weight on the back end of
the bell.
Monte was a very well educated man. He was a very good musician, and was fluent in several
languages. World war II was very devastating for Monte‘s family. His wife was killed during a bombing raid
on London. Monty and his daughter, Theresa, were seriously injured, and his son was killed during the invasion
of Europe. Monty never fully recovered from his injuries and the loss of his wife and son. He passed away at
the age of seventy in 1949.
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by Malcolm Whyatt, D.Phy., M.A.I.C, Historian of Physical Culture

Chris James, of 201 Margam Road, Margam, Port Talbot, S. Wales UK SA132AB
Chris was born 29th July 1970 and is married to Paula and they have 3 children. I first heard about Chris in
1998. I had been judging a contest and afterwards, a member of the audience thought I might be interested in a
young man who was setting some remarkable feats of strength. Also, that he had recently nearly lost his life.

Chris James with the Millennium Dumbbell. The Millennium Dumbbell weighs 226 pounds. The hand grip
circumference is 7 3/4 inches. The hand grip diameter is 2 3/8 inches and the handle is 3 inches. This picture
was taken at the OHF Hall of Fame Dinner in 2002.
As the founder of the Oscar Heidenstam Foundation one of our awards is the Dr.Tom Temperley award. This is
for those who having suffered trauma, continue to inspire others by outstanding endeavour. From my initial
enquiries it was clear that Chris was a more than worthy honouree.
In December 1998 late at night, he was walking home with a friend when an unknown assailant stabbed Chris in
the lumbar spine. The 9 inch knife missed his kidneys and spleen but the repair to his Colon and abdominal
wall, left a scar from his pubic bone to the sternum. The surgeon said it was a million to one chance that he
wasn‘t killed and only his muscle density saved him. A normal person would almost certainly not be alive
today. 8 weeks later he was back in light training and 3 weeks later, March 1999, we honoured Chris at the 8th
annual OHF Hall of Fame Dinner. He impressed everyone by his refreshing modesty and surprised me on the
night when I enquired about his hand grip strength. Quite casually he picked up the No:3 IronMind Captains of
Crush Gripper and with audible clicks closed them for 3 reps with either hand!
At the 9th OHF Dinner 2000, Chris who at the time weighed 16st 4lbs, cleaned two handed the Thomas Inch
Dumbell and single handed, push pressed it over head at 11.30pm. The first man in history to do so and
witnessed by David Webster, myself and 60 of 179 guests. Earlier in the evening, he had also cleaned and single
handed pressed John Citrones‘ famous 112lbs blacksmiths anvil and did 20reps with the ships 92lbs anchor!
Just for a laugh, Chris also cleaned & pressed his father overhead for 15 reps. (All above is on OHF Video
No:6) His father Eddy, born 1944, share the same birthday 29th July and who won the 1994 Drug Free world
power lifting championship and recently on the dead lift, did 11 reps with 400lb (age 59yrs, weight 12stone
(210lbs), height 5ft 8inches). His father Wilf Len James, was a famous strongman and mentioned David
Websters‘ book Sons of Samson.

Chris James clean and pressing John Citrone's famous Blacksmiths Anvil, which weighs 115 pounds. This
picture was taken at the OHF Hall of Fame Dinner in 2000.
At 13yrs Chris trained in his garden, became the schools boxing champ and a Karate black belt. He works at a
Steel Foundry and where workmen often ask him to try lifting various items. Two examples are that he cleaned
and did 10 reps with a 2inch diameter railway axle weighing 260bs and with either of his little fingers, curled a
locomotive coupling; which normally takes two men to lift. Chris trains at local a youth club Tai Bach (little
House); which has 3,000lbs of Olympic & free weights plus block weights, scrap iron, axles, chains etc.
He is 6ft tall and varies his bodyweight from 16 stone to 21stone Absolutely DRUG FREE he doesn‘t use a
lifting belt, wraps or other aids. He follows the world of weights with passion and is an avid reader of olde-time
strength feats. His main interest is unusual strength lifts; usually for reps and to emulate the feats of Arthur
Saxon, Hermann Gӧrner, Louis Cyr, Doug Hepburn and Marvin Eder et al. Seeing is believing! I have a video
of Chris in training. His incredible feats almost defies description. Chris James Strength Athlete Extraordinaire.

CHRIS JAMES LIFTING FEATS
All lifts witnessed with many on film and photographed. Doesn‘t use weightlifting belt, straps or other aids.
Equipment used: Dumbells, 2 inch diameter bars – main plates 25lbs, Olympic Barbells, 2 inch diameter bar,
Pinch Grip, Thumb & first two fingers, Block weight 80lbs – 4ins thick – 6ins wide – 12ins long
PINCH GRIP BLOCK WEIGHT - 80lbs carried 15yards – clean and press – either hand
PINCH GRIP WEIGHT PLATE - 75lbs clean and press – either hand
ONE HANDED DUMBELL SWING & PRESS -Two 56lbs COAL BLOCK WEIGHTS – 10 reps (112lbs)

ONE HANDED DUMBELL SWING - 180lbs (Louis Cyr used a 1inch diameter)
ONE HANDED DUMBELL SWING - 110lbs x 48 reps
ONE HANDED BENT PRESS EZ BAR – 242lbs
ONE HANDED BARBELL CLEAN – 275lbs
ONE HANDED BARBELL FARMERS WALK – 350lbs (carried suit case style)
BARBELL FARMERS WALK – One in each hand 300lbs each (carried suit case style), 2 home made
oxyacetylene bottles each weighing 165lbs plus 135lbs iron blocks welded on side!
SEATED DUMBELL PRESS – 150lbs x 5 140lbs x 8
STANDING DUMBELL CLEAN & PUSH PRESS – 160lbs x 2 150lbs x 7 140lbs x 12 125lbs x 21 either hand
INCLINE DUMBELL PRESS - 175lbs x 10 x 3 sets
CHINS (full hang) - 200lbs x 4 150lbs x 8
TWO FINGER CHINS – 110lbs x 8
PARALLEL BAR DIPS – 242lbs x 8
ONE HANDED DEADLIFT (overhand grip) – 500lbs x 2 400lbs x 10
STRAIGHT LEGGED DEADLIFTS (overhand grip) – 500lbs x 20
DEADLIFT (overhand grip) – 660lbs x 5
DEADLIFT FROM KNEES (overhand grip) – 1,100lbs x 3
BENCH PRESS – 505lbs x 8 460lbs x 6 420lbs x 10 400lbs x 20 308lbs x 40
INCLINE BENCH PRESS – 400lbs x 5
INCLINE DUMBELL BENCH PRESS - 175lbs dumbells 10 x 3 sets
STRAIGHT ARM PULLOVER (strict) – 166lbs x 8 (bodyweight 14st 4lbs)
BARBELL CURL (Strict with back against wall) – 210lbs (bodyweight 14st 4lbs)
BARBELL CURL (loose style) – 220lbs x 5 (bodyweight 14st 4lbs)
EZ BAR CURL – 315lbs!
BENT OVER BARBELL ROWS – 400lbs x 5 x 4 sets 360lbs x 5 x 4 sets
BARBELL PUSH PRESS off rack Awesome! – 410lbs x 3 310lbs x 10 250lbs x 20

SQUAT (lift from the bottom of power rack) – 650lbs x 3 580lbs x 10 410lbs x 20
HALF SQUAT – 770lbs x 18 (to protect knees – does not specialise on the squat )
TWO HANDED OVERHEAD LOG LIFT – 300lbs x 20

HOW ABOUT THESE LIFTS BY CHRIS JAMES – ALL WITNESSED & ALSO ON FILM
880lb Barbell at rack high pin – just short of lock out – Press to Lock out and hold (same as John Grimek)
200lb Kit bag of sand plus two 56lbs coal weights inside (312lbs) – Clean and shoulder
Two 125lbs Olympic barbells. Clean one with left hand – bend down, clean the other with right hand, stand up
and press both overhead.
The Chain (Die Kette) one of Hermann Gӧrner favourites. One hand dumbell snatch swing, followed by one
hand press, followed by a curl or clean to shoulder and then another press. Starting at 50lbs working up to
180lbs – either hand.
One hand barbell snatch Right hand snatch to across left shoulder or left hand snatch to across right shoulder.
Start weight 220lbs working up to 232lbs and Chris makes it look easy – either hand.
Continental & Push Press Behind Neck – a favourite of Arthur Saxon. 330lb barbell 2inch thick – hack lift with
palms away from body – bend over lift bar to lumbar spine, roll bar to upper back – change to normal hand grip
– push bar to nape of neck – Stand up Push press behind neck to lock out – lower bar to neck – push press over
head – lower to front of shoulders – lower to floor.
Absolutely awesome! and no W/L belt! This is on film.
Malcolm Whyatt D.Phy., M.A.I.C 12 Nimrod Drive Hereford HR1 1UG England Tel:(01432) 358 339 Tel int
+44 (0) 1432) 358 339 E-mail:malcolm@whyatt.plus.com
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by Thom Van Vleck

John O'Brien, of the JWC, is a World Class short-steel bender. In this picture, he displays an IronMind Red Nail
which he just bent!
John O‘Brien is a USAWA member, a good Highland Games thrower, a great lifter, and a world class short
steel bender. Most of all, he‘s my friend, training partner and Jackson Weightlifting Club member. For most of
the past decade we have been traveling to USAWA meets, Highland Games, Strongman Contests, Highlander
meets, but most importantly he is a member of our evangelism team. John is also a chemistry professor at
Truman State and likes to say he‘s trying to change the image of ―nerds‖ everywhere. He‘s certainly the
biggest, strongest ―nerd‖ I‘ve ever met!
John is a low key guy. He doesn‘t get too fired up and has come across as being more than a little intimidating
due to his size and quiet demeanor. Which is funny when you know he‘s one of the nicest guys you could
meet. One time, we went to a local fast food restaurant and the cashier, a young teen boy, was ready to take
John‘s order. He was looking at John, all 6′3″ and 290lbs of him, and said, ―Do you work out‖? John looked at
him and in his usual economy of words said, ―Yes‖. The kid looked him up and down again and said, ―You
scare me‖. I died laughing. John is the quiet guy in the room that seems to intimidate people because not only
is he big and decidedly strong looking, but you don‘t quite know what‘s on his mind. And you won‘t know
unless you ask him directly! Another funny story was the time when he would bend 60 penny nails during labs
as practice. Finally the Dean came to him and said he had to stop as the students were too scared to approach
him and ask him questions as he bent nail after nail and tossed them in a pile!
I get a kick out of him and over the years have collected a list of top ten ―Johnisms‖. When John does say
something, it‘s usually pretty well thought out and funny if you know him. If you‘ve never met him, they are
still funny, but you have to imagine someone saying these in the most low key, matter of fact manner.
1. You don‘t have to be smiling to be happy. (Because John rarely smiles and people often ask him if he‘s
―OK‖)

2. I‘m not anti-social, I‘m ASOCIAL…..there‘s a difference.
3. People don‘t know how to take me and that‘s the way I like it.
4. I may not be cheerful….but I‘m always prepared. (Did I mention he‘s a boy scout troop leader?)
5. You want a better grade in my class? Then study Harder.
6. Yes, I know how to make nitro-glycerin and no I won‘t….it‘s very unstable.
7. You have to be careful regarding the chemicals you order….or the ATF or DEA will call.
8. I like energetic reactions.
9. I have blown off an eyebrow doing experiments…..twice.
10. There was an explosion at the lab over the weekend…..I checked, it wasn‘t mine this time.
John is one strong guy. He has won the Master‘s Class at the last two Highlander Nationals. He always does
well at any strength sport he tries because not only is he strong, he‘s one of the best athletes I‘ve ever met. He
can bend short steel with the best of them and easily bent an Ironmind Red Nail. He can easily squeeze a pop
can until it explodes and is our ―go to‖ guy in our strongman evangelism shows when we need a heavy lift
done. We have sure had a lot of fun doing what we do!
But most of all, he‘s one of the ―characters‖ that make up the Jackson Weightlifting Club and the
USAWA. Next time you see him, say hello….don‘t be afraid!
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by Thom Van Vleck

Lenvil Elliot: JWC member and Super Bowl winner!

I had thought about titling this article: How the JWC made Football America‘s Game over baseball. That‘s
quite a claim, isn‘t it? Well, it‘s true! First, let me talk a little about Lenvil ―Lenny‖ Elliot and the rest of the
the Pro football players that came out of the JWC.
Lenny came to school at Northeast Missouri State University, which is now Truman State, here in Kirksville in
the fall of 1969. My Uncle Phil returned from Vietnam after a stint in the Air Force and started school in
1971. Phil already had two years of credits so they were both Juniors. They were both in school to be Physical
Education teachers so they took a lot of classes together. They began to train together, but more than that, they
shared a love of hunting and fishing and spent nearly every weekend doing just that for the next two years. That
was the source of their real friendship.
At this time my Uncle Phil aspired to be a football trainer, maybe even for a professional team, and Lenny was
on track to play in the NFL. So they had a lot in common and Phil often shared his unique training philosophy
with Lenny and personally trained Lenny for a year and a half before the NFL draft. Phil had the JWC in the
basement of his house and basically it was the only gym in town. He told me he got enough in membership
dues to pay the rent on the whole house!
Northeast Missouri State was in a ―golden‖ era in football. In 1969, 1970, and 1971 they won the MIAA
conference and out of those teams they had 5 players drafted into Pro football. This included four that were
trained by Phil! Besides Lenny, there was Tom Geredine who was drafted into the NFL. Then, in the WFL
there was Craig O‘Sadnick and Marvin Robinson. Phil designed training programs for them for the off season
(it was unusual to train in the offseason back then) and they lifted at the JWC gym.
This is remarkable in a couple of ways. Northeast (or Truman as it is now known) had about 10 players EVER
play pro football. That means that the 5 that came out of this group was HALF of that total. Pretty amazing
and I have often wondered how much the training they got from Phil helped. I think it had to help! I was just a
kid, but I recall Phil, Lenny, and the guys hanging out, and hitting the town. Phil has a lot of stories…after all,
it was the 70‘s and the school has always been about two thirds girls for it‘s enrollment!
Next: Part II The JWC, Walter Payton, Winning a Super bowl, and Pro football becoming America‘s Game.
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by Thom Van Vleck

Press clipping after the NFC Championship Game
Tom Geredine was a wide receiver for NMSU and was actually picked ahead of Lenny by the Falcons. He
ended up playing for the Falcons for two years and the LA Rams for one. He was never a starter, but he did
have one great game on a Monday night that had Howard Cosell fired up. It was November 19, 1973 and Tom
was at wide receiver. He had three receptions of 52 yards as a back up, making it has 2nd best game as a
pro. The catches were at clutch times and helped the Falcons beat the Vikings 20 to 14. That was a year the
Vikings went to the Super Bowl and that was only one of two loses they suffered that year….an upset!
Then, there was Lenny. Lenny played Pro football for 9 years. Six years as a Bengal and his coach was the
legendary Paul Brown. An assistant was this guy named Bill Walsh…..that will be important later! Lenny
played with the Browns but after 6 years his knees were getting banged up and he was released. Bill Walsh had
since become the coach of the 49ers and saw something special in Elliott. He picked him up and Lenny came to
the 49ers as a third stringer.
Then, came ―The Catch‖. In the 1981 season, the year the 49er‘s won their first Super Bowl, the ―niners‖ found
themselves in the NFC Championship game against the great Dallas Cowboys who had made a habit of
winning Super Bowls in the 70‘s. You have to remember, at this time the 49er‘s were losers, they had never
been to a Superbowl and they had some rookie QB named Joe Montana that everyone said at the time was too
small and didn‘t have a strong enough arm. Then came a 4th quarter drive that Joe Montana would become
famous for. Walsh knew the Cowboys would be looking for the pass so he looked down the bench and got a
washed up running back (Lenny) who had been cut from the team, and only recently picked back up, and began
to feed him the ball. Lenny set up that Catch, and right before the catch, ALMOST scored a touchdown that
would have meant the catch never happened! If you are a fan, you remember ―The Catch‖, but did you know
that Lenvil Elliott, JWC member, was the MVP of that NFC Championship game? He set up that play and it
was his finest hour as a player. He did not play in the Superbowl and his bad knees forced him to retire the next
year…so it was his last game. A story fit for a movie!
Here‘s another layer to this story. There was a book called ―The Catch‖ by Gary Myers. In it he talks about
this famous moment in football and characterizes it as the moment when Pro Football became bigger than Pro
Baseball in America. It was the moment when Pro Football became AMERICA‘S GAME. In the book, there‘s
a point where Gary Myers states that the ―unsung hero‖ of that game was really Lenvil Elliott. I like to believe
that the training Lenny got from my Uncle helped his career and led to that moment. I guess I don‘t just believe
it….I know it.
I recall many fun times with Lenny. He was a nice guy. He gave me his training camp shirt one year and I
wore that my entire Senior year of high school….until it was in tatters! We have a family cabin that we all
often went to and used. Lenny often brought his Pro Football friends out to get away from it all. My Uncle Phil
said they liked the fact he treated them like they were regular guys. One of those guests was named ―Walt‖
from Chicago. You guessed it….Walter Payton. My Uncle Phil said that when he left after a weekend of
hunting he commented that he appreciated Phil not making a big deal about him and he offered him an
autographed photo. Phil told me that he turned him down and told him the joy of his company was
enough. Later, Lenny told Phil that Walter said he really liked Phil and our family cabin. I recall lots of ―big
guys‖ coming out and Phil telling me to treat them like regular guys. We did and we had a blast.
That‘s only part of the JWC Pro football legacy….how about Part III??!!
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by Thom Van Vleck

John Ware: 49'er Prospect and World Champion Powerlifter
There are a couple more names I‘ll associate with the JWC and Pro Football. One is a stretch, but the other is
not.
In the 80‘s NMSU had a player named Mike Morris. He was strong, I mean really strong. I recall him
squatting 770lbs and back then in college that was pretty serious….well….it STILL is. I worked out with him a
few times and was in awe of his strength. Later, he would play almost two decades in the NFL as a long
snapper and at one time, in the MILO Strength Journal, there was a story on him basically calling him the
STRONGEST man in pro football. Since then, I have become friends with Mike Baab. Mike Baab played
many years in the NFL and at one point he and Morris were on the same team. I was ―trying to impress‖ Mike
with some name dropping and mentioned Morris. Baab said, ―Yeah, that guy was really strong, but he had
‗powerlifter‘ legs‖. I asked what that meant, and Baab smiled and said, ―He ran like he had a 45lb plate
strapped to each foot!‖. Then Baab said, ―But you don‘t need to be fast to be a long snapper‖. I have tried to
reach Mike a couple of times with no luck. He does radio work for the Vikings now so I‘m guessing I probably
don‘t carry much clout with him anymore…..if ever!
Then, there was Big John Ware who was a top powerlifter for many years and for the 20 years he was in
Kirksville he was a good, close friend and often training partner of mine, who came to my house often. We
shared an interest in strength sports and football. John had an undergrad degree in psychology and a Master‘s in
Counseling, and we attended the same Master‘s program but at different times. We had many conversations on
the topic of psychology. He was a very intelligent guy. I‘ll never forget how I found out about his passing at
age 46. Just before I left for the 2005 Masters World Championships (highland games) I had called John. He
was in Joplin coaching Missouri Southern and they had a game at Truman in Kirksville coming up, and we were
going to get together. He was very encouraging and told me he wanted to hear how things were going with me
when I got back. When I got off the plane on my return, my wife had left me a message asking me to call her
ASAP….and I got the bad news.
John was an All American Football player at Drake University. He was signed by the San Francisco 49′ers
(kind of ironic) and made it to the final cut. John told me later that he realized at that point he could be a world

champion powerlifter, or a mediocre pro football player, and he chose greatness. He then added that if the
money would have been there like it is now…..powerlifting may not have had one of it‘s greatest
champs!!! During that time, I got to workout a lot with John. He had one buddy named Dennis McKnight that
came back often to train with us. McKnight played at Drake and then logged over 10 years in the NFL.
During the time I trained with him he was a 5 time National Champ in Powerlifting and he was the 1991 World
Champ. He probably would have won more World Championships but they were always in the fall and as a
football coach….he could not take time off in the fall. His most legendary feat was breaking Bill Kazmaier‘s
world record in the total. His best lifts were a 1000lb squat (I once spotted him do a triple with 985lbs). I
probably spotted him hitting over 600lbs on the bench a couple dozen times, including at triple with 600 one
time.
John did share with me that he used a lot of drugs, including steroids. He told me that he was certain it was the
cause of his heart problems (he died of a heart attack at age 46). He was also unapologetic. He felt that all the
same guys he beat while on steroids he could have beaten off steroids (assuming they were on them, too, and I
think all the ―greats‖ of that day were on them). John commented to me he never claimed to be drug free and
that when he started them in the 70‘s, the culture was very different than it is now and they weren‘t aware of all
the dangers. He told me if he had started 10 years later, he would probably never would have used them.
John did train in the JWC gym, unlike Morris, as did Glen Jacobs. Jacobs was better known as the pro wrestler
KANE! But that, my friends, is another story! I only mention him here because he was a Chicago Bear
prospect but could not pass their physical so he went into the crazy world of Pro Wrestling!
That‘s the JWC connection to the world or Pro Football! It‘s not much, but we are proud of it!
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by Thom Van Vleck

Phil Jackson judging in the 1960's
I guess I‘m officially ―OLD‖. I went to a funeral the other day and was upset with the clothes people
wore. They were in jeans, sweat pants, jeans with holes in them, etc. I was in a suit and tie. I was there to
show respect.
I guess I‘m old school and I like to show respect. I respect my elders, my betters,
ladies….errr…women. Because that is how I was raised. I open doors for older folks (seems to be fewer of
those every year…don‘t understand why!?). I stop when I see someone needs help. I greet folks with a
handshake and acknowledge them in some appropriate way when I can. In general, I‘m nice…..Ok, MOST of
the time I‘m nice.
I was going through some old pictures recently and came across one of Phil Jackson judging a meet in the
1960‘s. He was wearing a suit and tie. I asked him about it and he acted like that was a stupid question! He
said all the judges wore respectable clothes back then. He said it made the meet look better, like there was
something going on, but most of all it was showing respect to the honorable position of being a judge. I would
also point out that Phil had lifted in that meet and changed to judge the later classes.
Now, I‘ve judged meets in jeans and a t-shirt so I‘m not casting stones here (but I will in regards to that
funeral….that just made me mad!). I would be curious what other members of the USAWA think about
this. I‘ll guess that if you are over 40, you think that a judge should look the part and at least look half way
decent and if you are under 30 you could care less as long as the job gets done. Ages 30-40 are probably in the
middle!!
Log onto the USAWA Discussion Forum and let me know and I‘ll follow this article up with the results.
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by Al Myers

2010
IAWA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS RESULTS
CHAD ULLOM WORLD’S BEST LIFTER

Group picture of the participants in the 2010 IAWA World Championships in Glasgow, Scotland.
Chad Ullom put together the perfect meet and captured this year‘s most coveted prize in All-Round
Weightlifting – Best Overall Lifter at the IAWA World Championships. Chad was in the best lifting shape he
has ever been in and put up some HUGE LIFTS throughout the two days of lifting. On day one, he did the
highest (poundage wise) Steinborn Lift in the USAWA Record List and tied the best in the IAWA Record List
(with our IAWA President Steve Gardner) with a Steinborn Lift of 200 kilograms. It was a truly inspiration
lift! He then did a 210 kg Continental to Belt, followed by the next day a Trap Bar Deadlift of 265 kilograms
(his personal best). He also had the top Total of the meet, with a combined two-day poundage of 1015
kilograms. There was not a single event that Chad struggled with – he is a WELL-DESERVING
CHAMPION!!!

Chad Ullom pulls 265 kilograms (584 pounds) in the Trap Bar Deadlift on way to winning the Overall Best
Lifter at the 2010 IAWA All-Round Weightlifting World Championships.
This was my second opportunity to compete in Glasgow, Scotland (the first being the 2006 IAWA World
Championships). Both times I have been overly impressed with the meet, with credit going to Meet Director

George Dick and the Castlemilk Gym crew. These guys are the BEST!! They deserve a ―pat on the back‖ for a
job well-done. I want to mention some of these guys – Willie Wright, Andy Tomlin, David McFadzean, and
Matt Finkle. Your club unity really impressed me. That is what All-Round Weightlifting SHOULD be all
about! I greatly appreciated the arrangements you made for all of us to meet the Provost at the formal
reception Saturday night in the City Chambers. That is a memory that none of the lifters will ever forget.
Another highlight of the weekend was seeing our one-and-only Art Montini receiving the AWARD OF MERIT,
an award specially given by IAWA President Steve Gardner, to recognize Art‘s longtime commitment to the
IAWA. This was the first-such award ever given and to a very WELL-DESERVING RECIPIENT (I will
elaborate more on this in a future story). I also want to point out the outstanding performances by ―the
youngsters‖ in attendance. Robbie and Chris Hughes really impressed me with their lifting (especially their
Trap Bar Deadlifts), along with Big Wade Smith, who was in the 125+ class at only 18 years of age! (And yes
Wade – I noticed when you put up a bigger 1-Hand Dumbbell Press than me!!) I was glad to finally meet Mark
Price. Mark is a newcomer to the All-Rounds and is a REAL POWERHOUSE, and he has to ability to be
VERY SUCCESSFUL with a little more time. He did a very good Steinborn Lift of 150 kilograms, and
squatted it with ease!! It was great to see Steve Sherwood back in action. Steve has had a long career in the
IAWA, but he has been missing the past few years from International competition. Now Steve is 59 years old,
but looks like he has not taken a day off from training in his entire life . He was VERY PROFICIENT in his
lifting technique, and put up great lifts in everything. What can I say about Gerry Davidson?? (besides not
being able to understand a word he says, lol). Gerry is 74 years old and solid muscle. He is a ferocious lifter
on the platform, and gives every max lift 100%. He took a hard fall on the Clean and Push Press, but got up,
brushed it off, and went back to lifting (it didn‘t faze him!!). It was great to see Frank Allen back in action
again after being sidelined last year with a hip replacement. He looked in great shape, and really surprised me
with his 145 kilogram Continental to Belt. Dennis Mitchell has not missed many World Competitions, and
again showed his grit, by setting MORE records on fourth attempts than anyone else in the entire meet (total
4). Denny Habecker was solid as ever, again making the top ten. It was great catching up with my old friends
Steve Andrews and Roger Davis. These two have a WEALTH of information on All-Round Weightlifting and I
learn something new with every visit with them. I HAVE to mention the outstanding lifting in the women‘s
division, with veteran Agnes McInally taking the overall honors.
I wish I had enough time to talk about EVERY LIFTER in the meet (I got stories on EVERYONE). I want to
sum it up by saying – the lifting was superb, the meet was well organized, and a good time was had by all.

Men’s Top Ten
1. Chad Ullom, United States – 825.4 Points
2. Al Myers, United States – 809.0 Points
3. Steve Sherwood, England – 807.2 Points
4. Gerry Davidson, England – 806.6 Points
5. Steve Andrews, England – 777.6 Points
6. Roger Davis, England – 744.5 Points
7. Mark Price, England – 725.9 Points
8. James Gardner, England – 719.5 Points

9. Denny Habecker, United States – 713.8 Points
10. Robbie Hughes, Scotland – 680.9 Points

Women’s Top Three
1. Agnes McInally, Scotland – 577.3 Points
2. Nicola Hughes, Scotland – 480.4 Points
3. Kim Rawling, England – 356.5 Points

MEET RESULTS
Dates: October 2nd and 3rd
Location: Castlemilk Gym, Glasgow, Scotland
Meet Director: George Dick
M/C Recorder: Steve Gardner
Assistants: Judy Habecker and Chris Bass
Drug Testing: Frank Allen
Referees: Andy Tomlin, Chad Ullom, James Gardner, Mathew Finkle, Steve Andrews,Dennis Mitchell, Denny
Habecker, Bill Wright, Chris Ross, Gerry Davidson, Frank Allen, Karen Gardner, David McFadzean
Lifts:
Day 1: Clean and Push Press, Barbell Snatch – One Arm, Continental to Belt, Steinborn Lift
Day 2: Cheat Curl, Dumbbell Press – One Arm, Trap Bar Deadlift

Chad and I donned our kilts and made a toast to show our spirit of celebrating the Championships in Scotland.
Best Lifter Awards:
Best Junior Robbie Hughes (Sco)
Best Female Agnes McInally (Sco)
Best Open Lifter Chad Ullom (USA)
Best Master 40+ Al Myers (USA)
Best Master 45+ Mark Price (Eng)
Best Master 50+ Steve Andrews (Eng)
Best Master 55+ Steve Sherwood (Eng)
Best Master 60+ George Dick (Sco)
Best Master 65+ Denny Habecker (USA)
Best Master 70+ Gerry Davidson (Eng)
Best Master 75+ Denny Mitchell (USA)
Best Master 80+ Art Montini (USA)
BEST OVERALL LIFTER
1st Chad Ullom (USA)
2nd Al Myers (USA)
3rd Steve Sherwood (Eng)
Special Award: The IAWA Award of Merit, presented to Art Montini (for services to all round weightlifting) by
IAWA President Steve Gardner
PDF of Meet Results:

World Champs 2010 Day1 World Champs 2010 Day2 World Champs 2010 Both Days
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by Al Myers

2010 IAWA Gold Cup Meet Director Frank Ciavattone
The entry deadline is approaching FAST for this years Gold Cup on November 6th. Meet Director Frank
Ciavattone was very generous in setting the deadline as late as possible, with the closing date being October
23rd. That is only TWO WEEKS prior to the meet, and should give everyone enough time to get their entry in
on time.
The Gold Cup is an IAWA sanctioned event, and rotates between the countries affiliated with the International
All-Round Weightlifting Association. It is quite an honor and opportunity to compete in it when it is held in the
States. It may be several more years before it is again. Lets take this opportunity and show the Gold Cup the
support it deserves and in doing so, demonstrate the strength of the USAWA.
Entry forms are available under ―IAWA Gold Cup‖ in the USAWA Future Event listing on the right column of
the website.
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MEET ANNOUNCEMENT
JWC RECORD BREAKER : LIFTING FAITH
by Thom Van Vleck
Oct. 29 we will be attempting a feat never before seen in the USAWA. Quite frankly, I wonder what I was
thinking when I dreamed this up! We will attempt to break 100 USAWA records in about 2 hours for charity.
Last year I had my first ever JWC Record day and we had a blast. This year I decided to combine it with our
annual school fundraiser to try and get pledges for each record we break. This money will go towards funding
the Faith Lutheran School. This school has over 150 students from preschool to 3rd grade. Most of these
students don‘t attend our Church, and many do not have a Church home at all. So the money is more than just
about giving to a Church but to a school that reaches out to many different families and children.
I have decided to call it ―Lifting Faith‖ because we are lifting weights to benefit Faith Lutheran School. I
already have several athletes who have committed to this feat and I am looking for more! There is no entry fee
and no awards, just the satisfaction of not only breaking individual records, but being part of a 100 record
breaking day, AND raising money for a good cause.
I will be going out and getting pledges for each record we break. If we break 50 records and I have pledge
totaling $10 per record, we raise $500 and if we break 100 records it will be $1000! So, it‘s important that we
break as many as possible with the maximum being 100! I will have loaders and spotters there and I will have a
lifting platform and a warm up platform. We will likely have over 500 people, most of them kids, in
attendance and towards the end, we will be the CENTER of the event! I will have someone running a tote
board to update progress and multiplying that by pledges to show an every rising dollar amount. I will have an
emcee and a PA system. At the end, the JWC will do our strongman show as part of a finale the evenings
festivities.
All YOU need to do is BE THERE and be READY to break some records!!!!!
Contact me as soon as possible to verify your attendance. I need all entries by Oct. 25th, NO LATE entries due
to the need to develop a flow chart of records. Also, due to the time limits, when it‘s your time to lift, you need
to be ready! We will be moving quickly!! No chain lifts, only platform lifts!
Be a part of the record day to beat all record days!
Here is my contact info:
Thom Van Vleck
tvanvleck@yahoo.com
660 341 1755
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by Al Myers

82 year old Art Montini broke a USAWA Record in the Steinborn Lift with a lift of 143 pounds. This record
was previously held at 105 pounds by the legendary lifter and Stongman Ed Zercher I, which was set at the
1988 Zercher Strength Classic.
Only five USAWA lifters attended the IAWA World Championships in Glasgow, Scotland, but SEVERAL
USAWA Records were set by this elite group. Twenty one new USAWA Records were added to the USAWA
Record List along with several new IAWA World Records. Dennis Mitchell and Art Montini lead the way
with 6 new USAWA records each.

USAWA RECORDS SET AT WORLDS
Lift

Lifter

Age

Wt
Cls

Record

Clean and Push Press Dennis Mitchell 75 75

55#

Snatch, One Arm, Left Art Montini

80 85

33#

Snatch, One Arm,
Right

Denny
Habecker

65 85

77#

Snatch, One Arm,
Right

Dennis Mitchell 75 75

33#

Continental to Belt

Denny
Habecker

65 85

275#

Continental to Belt

Art Montini

80 85

165#

Steinborn Lift

Denny
Habecker

Steinborn Lift

Dennis Mitchell 75 75

93#

Steinborn Lift

Art Montini

80 85

143#

Steinborn Lift

Chad Ullom

ALL 110

440#

Curl, Cheat

Dennis Mitchell 75 75

84#

Curl, Cheat

Art, Montini

80 85

77#

40 115

88#

Press, Dumbbell, Left Al Myers

65 85

244#

Press, Dumbbell, Left

Denny
Habecker

65 85

66#

Press, Dumbbell, Left

Denny
Habecker

ALL 85

66#

Press, Dumbbell, Left Chad Ullom

ALL 110

110#

Press, Dumbbell, Left Al Myers

ALL 115

88#

Press, Dumbbell, Right Dennis Mitchell 75 75

27#

Press, Dumbbell, Right Art Montini

38#

80 85

Deadlift, Trap Bar

Dennis Mitchell 75 75

225#

Deadlift, Trap Bar

Art Montini

248#

80 85

Several record-breaking highlights occurred which deserve mentioning. Chad Ullom established the USAWA
ALL-TIME best lift in the Steinborn Lift with a lift of 440# (200 kilograms). This also TIED the best Steinborn
Lift in the IAWA Record List, which is held by our IAWA President Steve Gardner when he performed a 200
kilogram Steinborn Lift in 1998. Art Montini broke two USAWA Records held by the legendary Missouri
Strongman Ed Zercher. Art broke Ed‘s records in the Steinborn Lift and the Cheat Curl. Ed Zercher had set
these records in 1988. It seems only fitting that one legend replaces another legend in the Record List.
The USAWA Record Race between Denny and Art is still going strong. Denny is now at 369 USAWA
Records (compared to 365 in July) while Art is still in second with 362 USAWA Records (compared to 358 in
July). Denny did help himself by breaking a record of Art‘s in the Steinborn Lift by 1 Kilo in this meet!! Art‘s
Birthday Bash and Record Day is coming up, but Art sets a limit of a maximum 5 records set, so if Denny and
Art both do this, Denny should maintain his lead.
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by Al Myers

Chris Bass is the "brains" behind the IAWA. Chris is often the official scorekeeper at International Events, and
he maintains the IAWA World Record List, which is an overwhelming task. Chris was very influential in
helping solve this problem with the Lynch Formula.
A project that I have been working on for the past several months has been trying to expand the Lynch Factor
Chart to allow bodyweight adjustments for heavier lifters. This has been a big problem with the Lynch Factor
Chart in the past – it only went up to 138 kilograms bodyweight. This is how it always has been since the
original calculations were done. Nowadays, it is not uncommon to have lifters that weigh over this amount, and
NO LYNCH FACTORS have been available for them. It forced the Meet Director to either just use the highest
Lynch Factor available on the Chart, or ―make a guess‖ at a factor for them, either case not being the way it
should be done.
Efforts were made to acquire the original Lynch Formula or extrapolate the current Lynch Factors to higher
bodyweight factors. Both of these ideas were unsuccessful – UNTIL NOW!! I brought this problem up at the
IAWA World Council Meeting in Glasgow, Scotland, and a committee of myself, Chris Bass and Roger Davis
were formed to look further into it and find a resolution. I am glad to say that Roger Davis has found the
original Lynch Formula, which the Lynch Formula creator Ian Lynch had given to him many years
prior. Through the works of Roger, he placed the formula in an Excel Spreadsheet and generated the new,
higher numbers, which are needed to make the Lynch Factor Chart complete. The chart now goes to 180

kilograms bodyweight, with all the new numbers generated from the same formula that the previous numbers
were. For those interested, the mathematical expression of the Lynch Formula is:
=((75-(39.53-(300/BW)-(3000/(BW*BW))))^(1/3))/(BW-(39.53-(300/BW)-(3000/(BW*BW))))^(1/3)
This is indeed a much more complicated formula than I thought it would be originally!! I have expanded the
USAWA Lynch Formula Chart with the new values. It will always be available on the USAWA website –
under the page titled ―Scoring Information‖. I am the type of person who likes to solve problems quickly, and
then immediately take action to implement the solution. So, I presented this to the USAWA Executive Board
for approval, which would allow the USAWA to implement this new Lynch Chart right away. The USAWA
Executive Board, of myself, Denny Habecker, Dennis Mitchell, Chad Ullom, and Scott Schmidt, approved it
unanimously. This means the USAWA, as of now, will use this new Lynch Factor Chart in our scoring. The
IAWA will need a membership vote, which only occurs when there is a World Council Meeting. This means it
may be next year before the IAWA approves this new Lynch Chart, unless a Council Meeting is called for at the
2010 Gold Cup next month. Regardless, the committee of myself, Roger, and Chris will present it for IAWA
approval at the next Council Meeting.
The new Lynch Factor Chart – Lynch Factor Chart
I want to especially thank the efforts of Roger Davis and Chris Bass. Without the efforts of these two, this BIG
improvement in our scoring system would not have been realized.
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Art Montini (center picture) receiving the IAWA Award of Merit. To left is the 2010 IAWA World
Championships Meet Promoter George Dick, and to the right is IAWA President Steve Gardner.

One of the HIGHLIGHTS of the 2010 IAWA World Championships in Glasgow, Scotland was when Art
Montini was presented the IAWA Award of Merit, a Presidential Award presented to Art by our IAWA
President Steve Gardner. This is the FIRST EVER such award ever given on behalf of the IAWA, and it went
to the best eligible candidate in the organization. Art has been to MOST of the IAWA World Championships
since the IAWA was formed, and he ALWAYS represents himself in a dignified, professional manner that
epitomizes the character of a CHAMPIONSHIP ATHLETE. Art competes like he is working a job, always
focused and performing picture-perfect lifts like they‘re just another ―task at hand‖. Don‘t let his casual
demeanor mislead you when he‘s lifting – internally he‘s as fired up as anyone else!!!
Another thing that impresses me immensely about Art is the passion he still has for lifting. Art is now 82 years
old, but when you are around him it becomes obvious that he ―feels‖ like a much younger man. I hope that I
will have the same zeal for lifting that he has when I‘m his age. He is a great inspiration to me and I‘m sure to
many others. He had no idea that he was going to be presented this award, and even when Steve was giving his
intro, Art still didn‘t think it was about him. I was sitting right across from him at the banquet and the look of
amazement and acknowledgment upon hearing his name called was PRICELESS!!
This is for Art – every0ne in the USAWA and IAWA consider you our ―father figure‖ in our organization who
we look up to. We are EXTREMELY PROUD that you have received this AWARD OF MERIT!!!!
Congratulations!!
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Chad Ullom and Al Myers will be the Meet Promoters for the 2012 IAWA All-Round Weightlifting World
Championships.
Another thing that arose from the 2010 IAWA World Council Meeting was that Chad Ullom and myself
submitted a bid to host the 2012 IAWA World Championships – and it was ACCEPTED!! Chad and I will be
co-promoters (meaning that we will SHARE in the expenses!). We plan to have the Championships the first
weekend of October, which is the traditional date for it. It will be held in Kansas City, which has a major
airport to allow for lifters to fly into the meet without much additional travel. We have not selected a venue
yet. We are excited about this opportunity and plan to host it in a ―FIRST RATE STYLE‖. This location
(Kansas City) is the ―center point‖ of All-Round weightlifting in the United States, and hopefully, will
stimulate a big interest in attendance. This is the first time the IAWA World Championships will be held in
Kansas. The entry forms will not be available until after next year‘s Championships, but I wanted to announce
the date now so everyone will have plenty of time to get this date on their schedule.
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by John McKean
As a classic Autumn day, Art‘s big meet started in brilliant warming sunlight, crystal blue skies, trees ablaze in
color, and Art more mellow (well, he growled less!!) upon his 83rd birthday! I was first in, to find Art in his
usual position in the VFW Barbell Club office, ready to dispense the meet t-shirts and donuts that he generously
supplies free to all lifters & guests. We didn‘t have to wait long for our travelers to bound down the steps into
our Ambridge ―cave.‖ First came Denny & Kohl from a delightful trek through the mountains from across state,
then the ever-smiling Scott Schmidt from Cleveland, and, finally, big Ernie Beath and family from the Eastern
shores of Maryland. Ernie is usually the first one to show, but managed to misplace his car keys, AND – big
news – he‘s newly married to a gorgeous gal who attended her first meet with us!!
Art announced that, in addition to our usual self torture, Scott, he, and I would do the lifts for Steve Gardner‘s
World team Postal meet. Wonderful, more pain! But these proved to be a good choice of movements, and gave
us each a shot at a few more records!
Big Ernie and I had been reducing – Ern was down to a meager 385 (marriage will do that to ya, big guy!) and I
was down to my old powerlifting weight of 165 (having just celebrated MY 41st wedding anniversary, momma
has stopped feeding me altogether!! Naw, she baked me a superb apple pie right after the contest – tho‘ I had to
elbow Sean & Rob outa the way!). But the two of us were excited about doing the bent over row for a National
record, and are hopeful that next year the IAWA will reconsider and put it on the international list of lifts. Ernie
did a huge 351 pound pull, and hopes to be the first to row with over 400 for the record books! His big
dumbbell presses were their usual awesome displays of pure power!
Old Art celebrated the onset of his 84th year with one arm hacks & Zerchers, and did a teeth lift with 113
pounds – I still maintain that Art should get extra credit for this event, since he must be pulling with little more
than one remaining tooth!! (I mentioned that once before to him and he BIT me, to prove ALL the old chompers
are still healthy – ouch!! But my subsequent rabies shot hurt worse!!). But the ole guy went on to do all the
Postal lifts with ease, cleaned up the gym, and later attended the usually long barbell club monthly meeting!
And I‘ll bet he still was up for his usual training session at 4 AM this morning (Monday)!

Denny went through with quiet deliberation on 5 new records, to keep a slight, but constant lead over Art in the
race for most USAWA records. Of course, President Habecker always has exciting news and views of AllRound lifting to share with us – only, as yours truly experienced, don‘t plan on getting a bench press signal
from him anytime in the forseeable future when he‘s expounding those views!!
Kohl Hess at 16 years young, and 273 pounds big, astounded us by performing the ―shoulder drop,‖ which
absolutely frightened us older guys! Later, among others, he did a big ―bear hug‖ lift with 115K, which seemed
natural, since the massive young man undoubtably trains by wrestling & terrorizing real local bears in the
Lebanon woods!
Ole Scott Schmidt is the only olympic style lifter I know that keeps smiling while he bangs big lifts overhead!!
Though he found new joy in the Postal events contested and loved the 2 hand pinch grip and Ciavattone
deadlift! It‘s almost too bad that later on in the day his hometown Cleveland Browns had to play our Steelers!!
(tho for this day he was an honorary VFW BBC member and an adopted Western Pennsylvanian!).
Lots of iron was moved and birthday candles snuffed out (next year‘s meet has to have the cake monitored by
the fire department!!), and we hope to have a big crowd for 2011! Train hard, guys!

MEET RESULTS
Art‘s Birthday Bash
Ambridge VFW Barbell Club, Ambridge, PA
October 17, 2010
Meet Director: Art Montini
All lifts listed in pounds except as noted
IAWA International Officials: (3 judges on all lifts) : Art Montini, Denny Habecker, Scott Schmidt, John
McKean
John McKean – 165 pounds, 64 years, Class – 60+, 75K
Trap Bar Deadlift 365#
Ciavattone Deadlift 322#
Bent Over Row 220#
Deadlift 2 Barbells 360#
Straddle 2‖ Bar 302#
Reflex Clean & Push Press 95#
Reverse Curl 70#
Two Hands Pinch Grip 101#
Art Montini – 180.5 pounds,83 years, Class -80+, 85K
Left Hand Hack Lift 98#
Right Hand Hack Lift 98#
Left Hand Zercher 98#
Right Hand Zercher 98#
Teeth Lift 113#
Denny Habecker -191 pounds, 68 years, Class -65+, 90K

Fulton Deadlift 262#
Ciavattone Fulton Deadlift 202#
Bench Press Hands Together 150#
Right Hand Thumbless Deadlift 128#
Two Dumbbells Clean & Press 100#
Scott Schmidt -252 pounds, 57 years, Class -55+, 115K
Clean & Press – 105K
2‖ Bar Vertical Deadlift R – 95K
Kohl Hess -273 pounds, 16 years, Class – 16+, 125K
Shoulder Drop – 40.0K
Clean & Jerk – 79.5K
Bear Hug -115.0K
Straddle Deadlift – 200.0K
Clean & Press on Knees – 62.5K
Ernie Beath – 385 pounds,29 years, Class – Open, 125+
Bent Over Row -351#
RH Dumbbell Clean & Press -150#
Strict Curl -150#
LH Dumbbell Clean & Press -135#
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Is the USAWA a “Retirement” Sport?
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Wilbur Miller is a guy that had a LONG career in lifting, thanks in part to the USAWA!

by Thom Van Vleck
A USAWA member once told me that the USAWA is a good ―retirement‖ sport. You have to admit….there are
a lot of guys that are pretty old in the USAWA! I pondered why that was and what it meant (especially since
I‘m one of them!).
I was at a USAWA meet at Al‘s one time and the great Wilbur Miller was there. We were visiting and he was
talking about all the options the USAWA offered to demonstrate strength. We were also talking about Highland
Games and Strongman as well. He told me that back in his day you either Olympic lifted or powerlifted (he did
both and was very GOOD at both, probably one of the best all time at both sports at the same time). As we
watched the lifters doing the lifts Wilbur said, ―I wish we would have had this kind of stuff around when I was
young…..I think I would have been pretty good at it‖. I don‘t think…I KNOW he would have been! Wilbur
must have been inspired, because he came back after that and did some pretty amazing lifting at the same
USAWA meet the next year and he‘s a CURRENT USAWA member now!
Now, I know some of the old timers will point out that Wilbur and the rest were doing ―odd lifts‖ back in the
day, but today‘s USAWA has many, many more contested lifts.
Most of us started in more mainstream strength sports. I started as an Olympic lifter (and was an abysmal
failure but I did learn how to power clean and squat….two lifts that have served me well!). I then became a
powerlifter (and was moderately successful). Then came strongman & Highland Games (which I found I was
even better at, with Highland Games being my greatest success relative to world class competition). And with
those, also came injuries. Some of those have kept me from doing certain movements and if those were the
only lifts on the table….then you are OUT! But with the USAWA comes hundreds of lifts. If you can‘t do
one, pull out the rule book and search until you can find one you CAN do! How great is that!
Of course, having all the age brackets and age adjustment formulas attract masters lifters, but that is, in my
opinion, NOT why there‘s so many masters in the sport. Most athletes don‘t retire because they are done, they
retire because they are injured. The desire is usually still there, the body just unable to perform. That is why
there are so many masters involved in the USAWA because it allows them to find lifts they can still do and
compete at! That‘s a great thing in my opinion! It also attracts guys like it attracted Wilbur Miller….the
challenge of doing so many things and doing them well and finally finding a place to do it!
….and one last thing…..I ain‘t RETIRED! I‘m just getting started!
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Is the Lynch Formula Fair??
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by Al Myers
There has been ―lots of talk‖ regarding the Lynch Formula recently. Most of this centered around the fact that
the Lynch Formula has just been expanded to contain factors for lifters that weigh over 138 kilograms. Now the
Lynch Chart goes to 180 kilograms. The Lynch Formula has been the ―adopted formula‖ of the USAWA and
the IAWA since the early 90‘s to calculate adjusted points in determining weight lifted to bodyweight
comparisons in scoring. The Lynch Formula creator, Ian Lynch, developed and modified his formula to apply
to the lifts done in All-Round Weightlifting. As far as I know, no other lifting organization uses the Lynch
Formula. So, you could say, that we have a Formula that tailors to our specific lifting sport – All Round
Weightlifting! I have never really heard the reasons how the Lynch Formula was derived. Most other
weightlifting formulas are derived from a data set of numbers, usually records or performances of lifters of

different bodyweights. I know this is how the Sinclair Formula was derived in Olympic Weightlifting. It has
even been changed and modified over time when it is ―re-evaluated‖ using new data, and new factors are
created to maintain the fairest formula possible. However, this is easier to do when you are analyzing only two
lifts (the Snatch and Clean and Jerk) than when you are looking at over 200 lifts, like we have in All-Round
Weightlifting. I find it hard to believe that Ian Lynch used any data involving All-Round Lifts when he
developed his formula. Afterall, what data involving All Round Lifting was available 20 years ago?
The big question always arises, is the Lynch Formula fair? I have several larger lifters in my gym who feel that
it isn‘t, and that the Lynch Formula favors the lighter lifter. But then I hear from light lifters who say it favors
the heavier lifters. And when the fact is pointed out that the past several years the Overall Best Lifter at the
IAWA World Championships has weighed over 105 kilograms, they have a good argument. I always try to be
as open-minded as possible, and I like to have the FACTS before I form a hard opinion on something. This is
why I performed my own self-study on this – to answer that question to myself. In no way is this information I
am presenting you a scientific study that has any statistical significance. I am making that disclaimer
LOUDLY, so my statistics friends like Tom Ryan (who is way smarter than me in matters like this) won‘t point
out my deficiencies in the methods of my study. This study is entirely just a compilation of data that must be
taken on surface value. But it is still VERY INTERESTING and should provide the best factual
support regarding the fairness of the Lynch Formula that has ever been available.

Study – Determining the Fairness of the Lynch Formula
Objective: The objective of this study is to evaluate the fairness of the Lynch Formula in regards to correction
factors for bodyweight adjustments.
Design: The USAWA Record List will be used as the data source of information that will be evaluated. The
USAWA record list has accumulated information on records in various lifts for over 20 years. Twenty lifts will
be selected (the Heavy Lifts will be left out). The lifts selected will be the ones that have the most records
established in them through all weight and age classes. Three weight divisions will be arbitrary selected –
lightweight lifters (80 kilogram class and below), middleweight lifters (85-100 kilogram classes), and
heavyweight lifters (105 kilogram class and above). The best record according to Lynch Formula will be
selected from each weight division. These three divisions will then be ranked according to the best lifts
according to the Lynch Points, and all points will be added up to determine which weight division has the best
ranking, and thus assumed to receive the biggest advantage from the Lynch Formula.
Assumptions: Since individual bodyweights are not known from the USAWA Record List, the weight of the
weight class will be used in calculating Lynch Points. Lifters in the 125 kg plus class will be assigned the
Lynch Correction for 130 kilograms bodyweight. This may be an underestimate of the actual bodyweights of
superheavyweight lifters, and if so, would provide numbers that would artificially elevate the lifts of
SHW lifters in regards to Lynch Points (NOT an advantage for heavy lifters). Also, the assumption is made
that the record lifts are representative of the average lifting ability of all lifters in these bodyweight classes. By
picking the 20 lifts with the most records, it is assumed that these are the 20 all-round lifts that are performed
the most, thus providing the best data base of numbers available from the Record List for evaluation.
Results:
Lightweight

Middleweight Heavyweight

Lift

(80 K class (85 K to 100 (105 K class
and below) kg class)
and above)
Bench Press 320# – Smith 480# -

441# – Meek

Feet in Air (70K)
LP – 320.0
points

132# –
Zaremba
Clean&Jerk

(75K)
Right Arm
LP – 132.0
points

Succarote

(100K)
LP – 406.6
points
160# – Bryan

(125+K)
LP – 327.2
points

175# –
Burtzloff

(85K)
LP – 148.4
points

(125+K)
129.8 points

226# – Hirsh 248# – Bryan

300# – Meek

(80K)

(85K)

(125+K)

LP – 217.2
points

LP – 230.0
points

LP – 222.6
points

220# –
Waterman

248# – Bryan

265# –
Ciavattone

Clean&Press

Heels
together

Cont Snatch

(70K)
LP – 229.9
points

(85K)
LP – 230.0
points

(125+K)
LP – 196.6
points

325#Waterman

380# –
Anderson

385# –
Conners

(70K)

(90K)

(125+K)

LP – 339.7
points

LP – 431.1
points

LP – 285.6
points

287# –
Waterman

320# – Bryan

369# –
Anderson

Continental

to Chest

Continental

(70K)
Clean&Jerk
LP – 299.9
points
190# – Gazda
Cheat Curl

(60K)
LP – 220.8
points

(85K)
LP – 296.8
points

(105K)
LP – 304.6
points

235# –
Anderson

260# –
DelSignore

(90K)

(105K)

LP – 210.9
points

LP – 214.7
points

463# –
McKean
Deadlift

(80K)
2 bars
LP – 445.0
points

610#- Schrock 600# – Myers

(100K)

(115K)

LP – 516.7
points

LP – 473.3
points

560# – Hirsh 605# – Schrock 650# – Myers
Deadlift

Heels
together

(75K)

(100K)

(125K)

LP – 560.0
points

LP – 512.5
points

LP – 491.5
points

369# –
McKean

402# – Ullom

562# –
Ciavattone

Deadlift

(70K)
Rt Arm
LP – 385.6
points

(100K)
LP – 340.5
points

(125+K)
LP – 416.9
points

600# – Hirsh 635# – Schrock 661# – Myers
Deadlift

TrapBar

Hack Lift

(80K)

(100K)

(115K)

LP – 576.7
points

LP – 537.9
points

LP – 520.9
points

670# – Hirsh

605#Anderson

620# – Schrock

(80K)
LP – 644.0
points

(90K)
LP – 543.0
points

(105K)
LP – 511.9
points

702# – Hirsh 601# – Schrock 601# – Spayd
Jefferson

Lift

(80K)

(95K)

(105K)

LP – 674.8
points

LP – 523.5
points

LP – 496.2
points

287# – Hirsh 275# – English 352# – Myers
Pullover

& Press
Pullover

& Push

(80K)

(90K)

(115K)

LP – 275.9
points

LP – 246.8
points

LP – 277.4
points

331# – Crowe

446# –
Anderson

474# –
Burtzloff

(80K)

(90K)

(110K)

LP – 318.2
points

LP – 400.3
points

LP – 382.0
points

127# –
Waterman

160# – Bryan

171# –
Burtzloff

Snatch

(70K)
Rt Arm
LP – 132.7
points
355# –
Fleischer
Front

(80K)
Squat
LP – 341.2
points

(85K)
LP – 148.4
points

(110K)
LP – 137.8
points

441# – Bruner 495# – Meek

(95K)

(110K)

LP – 384.1
points

LP – 398.9
points

325# – Monk 375# – Schmidt 441# – Ullom
Steinborn

(70K)

(100K)

(110K)

LP – 339.7
points

LP – 317.7
points

LP – 354.6
points

120# – Smith 120# – Schrock 150# – Ullom
Swing DB

Rt Arm

Zercher

(75K)

(100K)

(110K)

LP – 120.0
points

LP – 101.7
points

LP – 120.9
points

504# – Hirsh

500# –
Anderson

529# – Moore

(80K)
LP – 484.4
points

(90K)
LP – 448.8
points

(120K)
LP – 408.1
points

NOTES: LP stands for Lynch Points.
Summary: Overall points were scored on placings with 1 point given for first, 2 points for second, and 3 points
for third. These points were then ―added up‖ to give total points for the 20 selected lifts, which would give the
low overall score as being the best. The lightweight division had 40 points, the middleweight division had 38
points, and the heavyweight division had 42 points. The lightweight division had 6 ―firsts‖, the middleweight
division had 8 ―firsts‖, and the heavyweight division had 6 ―firsts‖. Also, the Lynch Points were added for each
division to give another comparison. The lightweight division had 7057.7 points, the middleweight division had
6885.7 points, and the heavyweight division had 6671.5 points.
What can be interpreted from all this??

The ―total points‖ are really not that much different. A couple of points either way could easily be said to be an
―acceptable tolerance‖. All it would take is one of those records broken and it could ―sway‖ back slightly the
other way. The differences between the divisions (in regards to points) are not enough that anyone could make
an argument one way or the other.
My opinion is that Ian Lynch was pretty much ―right on‖ in regards to fairness to all bodyweights using his
formula. Whether he did this using scientific calculations, or merely having ―luck‖ in picking the right
correction factors doesn‘t really matter. The evidence of comparing the Lynch Formula to over 20 years of
collected data in the form of USAWA records prove to me that his formula is very fair and one we should
remain using. Of course, it is easy to pick out certain lifters that obscure the data due to their very exceptional
lifting within their class. Bob Hirsh is a prime example as he greatly distanced himself from the others in the
Hack Lift and Jefferson Lift. His Jefferson Lift record outscored the next lifter by over 150 Lynch Points, the
biggest variation of all the lifts recorded in this data set. But there are other lifters in the middleweight and
heavyweight classes who are ―in a class of their own‖ also. Everything averages out. I was also concerned that
the weight classes on the fringe of the lightweight and heavyweight classes (the 80 K and the 105K) would be
overly represented, and thus tend to discredit the ranges I picked for this study. However, this was not the case
as you can see from the results that the lighter lifters (70K and 75K), as well as the heaviest lifters (the 125+
lifters) were often represented as having the BEST lifts within their division. Only one 60K lifter made the list
(this is not a largely represented class at meets), and he ended up having the BEST Lynch corrected Cheat
Curl. Geoff Gazda‘s 190# Cheat Curl in the 60K class outscored Antonio DelSignore‘s 260# Cheat Curl in the
105 K Class, 220.8 points to 214.7 points. One 125+ K class lifter had the TOP Lynch Score among all
divisions. Frank Ciavattone and his 562# One Arm Deadlift ranks above all the others.
I welcome any comments regarding this study of mine. You can either address them on the USAWA
Discussion Forum or you can email me directly.
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Strength, Speed, and Age
October 22, 2010 | Authored by Thom Van Vleck | Edit

by Thom Van Vleck

Larry Ventress has been a top Highland Games athlete for many years and has had to deal with his share of
injuries.
Here‘s a good quote I read recently:

―You might not get faster when you‘re older, but you can get stronger.‖ (NFL Running Back Lorenzo Neal who
said he added years to his NFL career when he ―lost a step‖ by doing sets of 20 on the squat AFTER his regular
workouts to make up for the speed loss with strength).
I agree, you might not get faster with age, as a matter of fact, you WILL PROBABLY get slower, but you can
offset that with strength. Strength gains can come for a LONG time in my opinion. I remember my grandfather
writing out his work out routine in his 80‘s…he had max attempts written in those goals!!
I was at the McPherson Scottish Highland Games recently and was talking to my good friend Larry Ventress.
Larry was a top ―A‖ thrower years ago and has been a top masters thrower for years and he and I have
competed against one another for many, many years and have become good friends. We were talking about
guys coming out to train with us that were big deadlifters who wanted to try the Weight Over Bar event (you
throw a 56lb weight, or 42lb if you are a master, over a cross bar for height with one hand…greatest height wins
like in the high jump) and how they failed miserably. They were extremely strong…..but slow. However, we
both agreed if they worked at it some, they would be great once they got the speed going. I have also found
guys that were quick, that could generate a lot of speed, do well in the WOB, but couldn‘t lift much at all.
Because in Highland Games, to be a good thrower, you either have great speed or great strength. To be a great
thrower you need SPEED & STRENGTH. Larry and I were discussing that if you are losing speed with
age….you need to amp up the strength levels to compensate.
Lifting is no different in my opinion and especially so in the quick lifts. So, if you feel like you are losing a
step….don‘t worry, just get stronger! It CAN be done!!!!
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by Al Myers

RESULTS of the 2010 IAWA
WORLD POSTAL TEAM CHALLENGE

Scott Tully, of the Dino Gym, posted the highest Individual Total in the IAWA World Team Postal Challenge
in helping the Dino Gym to a first place finish.
The 2010 World Team Postal Challenge was a huge success. Ten teams entered the competition, which
consisted of each team providing three lifters whose scores were added together for a team point total. The
USA had 5 teams, England had 4 teams, and Scotland provided 1 team. This competition is one of three major
IAWA events (the World Championships and the Gold Cup being the other two) held each year. The credit for
this competition needs to go to our IAWA President Steve Gardner for organizing it and compiling the
results. Without Steve‘s commitment to the IAWA, we wouldn‘t have the opportunities we have and the IAWA
wouldn‘t be near as strong as it is. We need to give him the thanks he deserves – often the leadership he
provides us does not get enough recognition. Thank you Steve for everything you do on behalf of the IAWA!!

RESULTS
Meet Director: Steve Gardner
Officials: three certified officials were used on all lifts
Lifts: Snatch – One Arm, Pinch Grip – 2 hands, Bench Press – Feet in Air, Deadlift – Ciavattone Grip
1. Dino Gym 1 (USA) – 1112.1 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

A Myers 44 115.7 72.6 R 62.2 154.3 200 489.1 403.3

C Ullom 38 108.4 68.1 R 57.6 120.2 210 456.0 370.2
S Tully

34 156.1 52.2 R 75.8 167.9 200 495.9 338.6

2. Powerhouse 1 (England) – 1039.4 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

M Price

45 97.1 47.5 R 50

155

140 392.5 358.0

J Gardner 26 89.8 52.5 R 65

105

180 402.5 361.7

S
53 129.7 37.5 R 60
Gardner

110

170 377.5 319.6

3. Ambridge VFW (USA) – 1034.8 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

A
83 81.8 18.2 L 25.4 54.4 102 200
Montini

307.3

J McKean 64 74.8 24.9 R 45.9 58.9 146 275.7 345.2
S
57 114.3 50 R
Schmidt

70

105

185 410

382.3

4. Dino Gym 2 (USA) – 975.1 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

C
40 124.8 59.0 R 57.6 127.0 210
Cookson

453.6 346.6

D
43 131.6 43.1 R 75.8 136.1 200
Barnhart

455.1 349.0

R
74 98.9 20.4 R 44.0 50.0
Bletscher

113.4 227.8 279.5

5. Willies Warriors (Scotland) – 973.8 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

A Tomlin 43 94.8 47.5 R 55

95

170 367.5 333.2

C Ross

26 92.7 50 L

65

105

160 380.0 335.2

G Dick

61 130.0 42.5 R 40

105

150 337.5 305.4

6. Granby Grippers (England) – 968.1 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

D
14 58.8 22.5 R 29.5 37.5 75
Andrews

164.5 232.8

S Andrews 51 70.5 50 R

49.5 85

130 314.5 366.4

F Allen

39.5 85

150 309.5 368.9

68 89.1 35 R

7. Habeckers Gym (USA) - 917.1 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

D
67 86.0 30 R
Habecker

50

K Hess

16 136.0 40 R

87.7 80

A Hess

46 140.6 35 R

87.7 82.5 140 345

92.5 140 312.5 371.3
145 352.7 281.7
264.1

8. Powerhouse 2 (England) - 877.9 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

G Saxton 48 113.6 37.5 R 55

115

160 367.5 317.5

W Smith 18 134.3 45 R

67.5 125

170 407.5 306.5

K
51 73.2 15 R
Gardner

40

32.5 85

172.5 253.9

9. Tiverton WL Club (England) – 701.1 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

G Ell

39 85.0 42.5 L 46.4 127.5 170 386.4 358.3

M
48 65.0 27.5 L 33.9 85
Rattenbury

140 286.4 342.8

10. Frank’s Gym (USA) – 598.2 points
Lifter

Age BWT Snatch Pinch Bench Dead Total Points

F
55 125.0 40 R
Ciavattone

77.5 115

215 447.5 392.4

F
Ciavattone 16 108.0 25 R
Jr

40

115 230

50

205.8

NOTES: BWT is bodyweight in kilograms. All lifts are in kilograms. Points are adjusted for bodyweight and
age.

World Postal – Individual Ranking List
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

403.3
392.4
382.3
371.3
370.2
368.9
366.4
361.7
358.3
358.0
349.0
346.6
345.2
342.8
338.6
335.2
333.2
319.6
317.5
307.3
306.5
305.4
281.7
279.5
264.1
253.9
232.8
205.8

Al Myers
Frank Ciavattone
Scott Schmidt
Denny Habecker
Chad Ullom
Frank Allen
Steve Andrews
James Gardner
Gary Ell
Mark Price
Darren Barnhart
Chuck Cookson
John McKean
Mark Rattenbury
Scott Tully
Chris Ross
Andy Tomlin
Steve Gardner
Graham Saxton
Art Montini
Wade Smith
George Dick
Kohl Hess
Rudy Bletscher
Andrew Hess
Karen Gardner
Daniel Andrews
Frank Ciavattone Jr.

Team Match Winners – Top 5
1. Dino Gym 1 – USA
2. Powerhouse Gym 1 – England
3. Ambridge VFW – USA
4. Dino Gym 2 – USA
5. Willies Warriors – Scotland

Overall Best Lifters – Top 5
1. Al Myers – USA
2. Frank Ciavattone – USA
3. Scott Schmidt – USA
4. Denny Habecker – USA
5. Chad Ullom – USA

Best Ladies Lifter
Karen Gardner – England

Best Junior Lifter
Wade Smith – England

Best Open Lifter
Chad Ullom – USA

Best Masters Lifter
Al Myers – USA

World Title Winners listed by Class and Age Divisions
LADIES
Karen Gardner – 50+75 kilo class winner
JUNIORS

Daniel Andrews – 14/15 yrs 60 kilo class winner
Kohl Hess – 16/17 yrs 125+ kilo class winner
Frankie Ciavattone – 16/17 yrs 110 kilo class winner
Wade Smith – 18/19 yrs 125+ kilo class winner
OPEN DIVISION
Gary Ell – Mens 85 kilo class winner
James Gardner – Mens 90 kilo class winner
Chris Ross – Mens 95 kilo class winner
Chad Ullom – Mens 110 kilo class winner
Scott Tully – Mens 125+ kilo class winner
MASTERS 40+
Andy Tomlin – Mens 95 kilo class winner
Al Myers – Mens 120 kilo class winner
Chuck Cookson – Mens 125 kilo class winner
Darren Barnhart – Mens 125+ kilo class winner
MASTERS 45+
Mark Rattenbury – Mens 65 kilo class winner
Mark Price – Mens 110 kilo class winner
Graham Saxton – Mens 115 kilo class winner
Andrew Hess – Mens 125+ kilo class winner
MASTERS 50+
Steve Andrews – Mens 75 kilo class winner
Steve Gardner – Mens 125+ kilo class winner
MASTERS 55+
Scott Schmidt – Mens 115 kilo class winner
Frank Ciavattone – Mens 125 kilo class winner
MASTERS 60+
John McKean – Mens 75 kilo class winner
George Dick – Mens 125+ kilo class winner
MASTERS 65+
Denny Habecker – Mens 90 kilo class winner
Frank Allen – Mens 90 kilo class runner up
MASTERS 70+
Rudy Bletscher – Mens 100 kilo class winner

MASTERS 80+
Art Montini – Mens 85 kilo class winner
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What Goes Around….
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Arthur Saxon would probably be considered "cutting edge" with most of his training techniques today!
by Thom Van Vleck
Recently, I had a young guy come out to my place to try out the Highland Games. He was in his early 20‘s and
had done some weight training at the local YMCA and in high school, but was not a hard core lifter or iron
game follower. What was funny was I gave him a tour of my gym and he started pointing to things I had like
they were new and cutting edge. As if my gym was equipped with ―all the latest‖. In particular, he pointed to
my Kettlebells and said, ―Wow, you have some kettlebells, I would like to try training with those, I‘ve heard
they are really good to train with‖.
This was in contrast to when my Uncle Wayne Jackson saw the Kettlebells right after I had bought
them. Wayne gained the bulk of his training knowledge from reading S&H, MD, and Ironman in the 50‘s and
60‘s. He said, ―So what are you going to do with those old things‖. As if I had raided the York Barbell
museum! Wayne‘s comments leaned towards how Kettlebells were never us used in his day and you couldn‘t
find those for years and he wasn‘t sure what good they were going to do me.
In 2009, I got to go to the Arnold Fitness Expo. It was there I found out just how ―popular‖ Kettlebells had
become again. They were having a competition that centered around doing all kinds of different maneuvers with

the kettlebells, some of which I could see a lot of benefit, some….not so much…but hey, I swing a hammer in
circles and flip telephone poles in my spare time….so who am I to judge.
I have a lot of stuff in my gym, most of it is pretty old or ―well used‖. It is funny to me how things go in and
out of style. It got me to pondering ―WHY‖? A lot of times exercises and equipment get run out of town by the
―latest thing‖. Usually being sold by some guy looking to make a buck more than he‘s trying to ―revolutionize‖
the fitness industry. He tells us that the old stuff is dangerous, useless, or inferior and enough people buy into it
that it becomes a self fulfilling prophecy and the old stuff falls to the wayside. But form follows function and
eventually, what works is rediscovered and comes back again.
Now, this wasn‘t intended to be an article on the benefits of Kettlebells, they are just an example. I‘m not
trying to sell you on the and I don‘t sell them!!! Just remember, in our effort to get better (whether that be
bigger, faster, stronger at lifting, throwing, team sports, whatever) we need to gain a broad understanding of
what‘s out there. We need to know our history, we need to know what works and what doesn‘t and filter what
comes from the so called ―experts‖ so that we may find the tools we need to achieve our goals. We need to
constantly look at what‘s been used, what‘s on the ―shelf‖ (so to speak) and how can it be used to freshen up
our training and lift us to victory! (no pun intended!).
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by Joe Garcia
Clark‘s Gym was the setting for another record day, today Sunday October 24, one of many over the years
overseen by the man that started all this, Bill Clark. It was a beautiful day outside and a fun one inside. While
we didn‘t have a large number of players, it is always good to participate in the strength game and be around
others who also enjoy lifting. Leading off was the bench master Dave Beversdorf, along with a young protégé
of his, Chris Arnold. I came in to see whom ever showed up, set some records, talk to Bill and of course, go out
to eat afterwards. Though he is physically hurting and really needs to get his shoulder replaced, even Bill
decided to set a couple of records, but was stopped on doing too much because of his right shoulder.
I didn‘t get any pictures, due to having to mess with business in the morning, but Shelly Beversdorf did get
some videos, which will probably end up on YouTube.
Officiating was done mainly by Bill and then myself, and James Foster and I also provided the spotting for the
heavy bench attempts. Lifting was done over the course of about 3 hours, and 21 records were set, not counting
attempts that might be both open and master records. Looks like a good warm up for Thom‘s record event
coming up at the end of the week. Afterwards, we retired to George‘s for a bite and more conversation. Next
on the agenda at Clark‘s will be the Schmidt Heavylift Pentathlon.

Results:
Clark‘s Record Day
Clark‘s Gym, Columbia Mo
October 24, 2010
All lifts and weights are in pounds

Dave Beversdorf – Age: 45, Weight: 299, Class: Hwt
Bench Press – Left Arm: 145
Bench Press – Right Arm: 165
Bench Press – Hands Together: 275
Bench Press – Reverse Grip: 410
Bench Press – Alternate Grip: 410
Chris Arnold – Age: 17, Weight: 180, Class: 85kg
Bench Press – Left Arm: 110
Bench Press – Right Arm: 110
Bench Press – Hands Together: 185
Bench Press – Reverse Grip: 185
Bench Press – Alternate Grip: 225
Bench Press – Feet in Air: 205
Joe Garcia – Age: 57, Weight: 205, Class: 95kg
Bench Press – Hands Together: 185
Continental Snatch: 135
Continental to Chest: 205
Deadlift – Fulton Bar, Ciavattone Grip: 260
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 Bar, 2″, Left Hand: 170
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 Bar, 1″, Left Hand: 225
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 Bar, 1″, Right Hand: 200
Bill Clark – Age 78, Weight 247, Class: 115kg
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 Bar, 2″, Left Hand: 110
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 Bar, 1″, Left Hand: 175
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 Bar, 1″, Right Hand: 105
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The 10 Worst Lifts in the USAWA
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by Al Myers
Ok, I‘m getting tired of Thom getting all the recognition for his ―human interest‖ stories involving his
weightlifting life experiences, while the deep thought-provoking technical stories I write (which require actual
research) get ignored (I actually wonder if anyone EVEN read my last one on the fairness of the Lynch
Formula). It‘s time I step up my game – and put a little controversy in what I write!! The truth is that I really
don‘t like to OFFEND anyone, and thus my avoidance of any story that may seem offensive. On the other
hand, Thom doesn‘t care if he gets hate mail! He even reads it with a smile on his face. That is what makes him
a much better columnist than myself – but TIMES ARE A CHANGING and I‘m going to try to ―stir the pot‖ a
little with this story. Here it goes – and I hope AT LEAST one person gets offended and makes a derogatory
comment about this story on the USAWA Discussion Forum (and that‘s NOT counting YOU Thom).

The Ziegler Clean even makes "The Champ" Chad Ullom look like a clown, despite the fact that he has lifted
the most weight ever in this lift. But who really cares about that? All you see is that silly little plate balancing
on the top of his head.
1. French Press – Definitely the WORST lift in our list of lifts. That is why I‘m listing it first. Whoever
wrote the original rule for this lift must have been a cynic. Why else would the rules of this lift be written in
such a way that it is impossible to perform and COMPLETELY different than how it is performed in the gym
by EVERYONE else that trains it? Judging this lift is even worse. Did the bar touch the neck? Did the elbows
drop? The answers are always NO and YES. I have YET to see this lift performed the way our rules call for it
to be done. Any lift that has rules so subjective that it would require instant replay in slow motion to make an
official judgement needs to be RE-WRITTEN.
2. Press – Dumbbell, One Arm – This lift was just in the World Championships and after what I saw there it
now makes my list of Ten Worse. The IAWA rules require the center of the rod of the dumbbell be no higher
than the clavicle. Obvious the person who decided on this rule knew NOTHING about human anatomy. Do
most lifters know where the clavicle is? From watching the judging, it was obvious the judges don‘t. I have a
copy of Gray‘s Anatomy, I‘ll send you a picture. It is MUCH lower than the top of the shoulder. Practically no
one started the dumbbell this low (myself included!). Also, what‘s up with all the side pressing when doing a
dumbbell press? That‘s not supposed to be allowed – we got ANOTHER LIFT for that one! The bottom line –
this lift is performed and officiated differently than how the rules are written so SOMETHING should change to
―keep it real‖!
3. Deadlift – Stiff-legged - Another impossible lift to judge. Judging is ALWAYS very subjective and lifters
will bend their legs and get the lift passed. And I can‘t figure out WHY sumo deadlifting is allowed in the rules
– it seems to defeat the purpose of a stiff legged deadlift.
4. Ziegler Clean – Come on, this lift is just ridiculous. Balancing a plate on your head while you do a
clean? When I first heard of this lift I thought the person telling me about it must be joking. No one would

really want to train for THAT!?! Lifts like this make a mockery of All-Round Weightlifting, and you got to
know people probably LAUGH at us when we report on the Zeigler Clean.
5. Van Dam Lift – This lift got approved for one reason – us ―selling out‖ for publicity that we never got. Did
we really think Rob Van Dam and his professional wrasslin‘ buddies were going to start lifting in our AllRound Meets? We should be ashamed of ourselves for approving this lift.
6. Inman Mile – Carry 150% of your bodyweight in the form of a bar across your shoulders for 1 mile?? Give
me a break – even the person it was named after couldn‘t do THAT!! This is just another ―official lift‖ that
makes us look like a goofy weightlifting organization.
7. Lano Lift – I respect the fact that lifts are named after someone deserving. I have met Jack, and I wouldn‘t
be surprised if he proposed this lift as a joke just to see if the membership was gullible enough to approve
it. How many different movements are in the Lano Lift? I can‘t keep track of them! Who would REALLY
want to do this? It is the lift with the longest written rule in the USAWA Rulebook. Even Jack has never set a
record in this lift that carries his name. That should tell you something.
8. Phumchaona Lift – Another screwball lift named after a famous USAWA lifter. This lift requires you to
clean and press a pair of dumbbells WHILE doing a Hip Lift!! Like THAT is going to be better than your max
Hip Lift. If I was going to do this lift, I would use a pair of 1/2 pound dumbbells and after doing my MAX Hip
Lift just raise up my arms. This ―official lift‖ is so stupid NO ONE has EVER done it. That‘s right – NO
ONE!!
9. Carter Lift – The only thing more ridiculous than clean and pressing a pair of dumbbells while doing a Hip
Lift is SQUATTING a bar while Hip Lifting. But I‘ll give John credit – the picture of himself performing this
lift in our Rulebook does look IMPRESSIVE, and at LEAST he had the courage to perform his lift in public.
10. Weaver Stick – Absolutely IMPOSSIBLE to judge fairly. The arm is NEVER straight, and it only takes a
tiny little bend to add a few pounds to this lift. The records in this lift really are meaningless. Now STRAP
your arm to a fixed pole and THEN see what you can do in the Weaver Stick. That‘s the way it should be done.
**** The above controversial comments are mine alone, and may not reflect the opinions of the USAWA
membership. Please direct your hate mail to me and not to Thom Van Vleck****
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by Al Myers

MEET RESULTS
THE 2010 DELAWARE VALLEY OPEN POSTAL MEET
BILL COOKSON WINS BY CLOSE MARGIN

Bill Cookson, of the Dino Gym, won the Delaware Valley Postal Meet following his return to the gym from
being overseas fulfilling his military obligations.
I just received the results of the Delaware Valley Postal Meet from John Wilmot, which is one of the four
quarterly postal meets that are part of the USAWA Postal Series. The number of competitors was slightly
down, probably due to the other All-Round competitions that were occurring at the end of September, but the
quality of lifting was high. Bill Cookson made his comeback to the USAWA after being gone overseas on
military duty by edging out Randy Smith. It came down to ONE POINT!! That is as close as it gets. Helen
Kahn competed in her first USAWA event, and was the top woman lifter.
RESULTS:
Delaware Valley Open Postal Meet
September 1-30, 2010
Meet Director: John Wilmot
Lifts: Bench Press – Reverse Grip, Squat – Front, and Continental to Chest
Lifters using a certified USAWA Official:
Helen Kahn – official Randy Smith
Bill Cookson – official Mark Mitchell
Kohl Hess – offiicial Denny Habecker
Andrew Hess – official Denny Habecker
Lifters using a non-certified official:
Randy Smith – official Helen Kahn

Denny Habecker – official Kohl Hess
John Wilmot – official Kay Wilmot
Women’s Division
Lifter

Age BWT CLS Bench Squat Cont Total Points

Helen Kahn 58 156 75 65

75

80

220 271.6

Men’s Division
Lifter

Age BWT CLS Bench Squat Cont Total Points

Bill Cookson 45 212

100 280

286

220 786 720.8

195

255

235 685 719.1

Randy
Smith

55 195.5 90

John
Wilmot

63 215

100 150

180

155 485 516.2

Denny
Habecker

67 185

85

165

110

132 407 486.8

Kohl Hess

16 300

125+ 165

242

198 606 484.1

Andrew
Hess

46 310

125+ 176

176

176 529 405.1

NOTES: BWT is bodyweight in pounds. CLS is bodyweight class in kilograms. Total is total pounds
lifted. Points are adjusted points for bodyweight and age correction.
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by Al Myers

Tags: Bill Cookson, USAWA

Who is this lifter and which USAWA lift is he performing?
It‘s time for another Quiz of the Week!! This one is going to be a little harder than previous ones, and it
requires TWO ANSWERS.
Who is this lifter and which USAWA lift is he performing?
You must provide the answers to BOTH questions! The rules are the same as before – only 1 answer per day,
and the person with the first correct answer wins. Answer must be sent to my amyers@usawa.com email
address.
Winner will receive a USAWA Patch

We have a WINNER!
Thom Van Vleck correctly identified this lifter as USAWA Hall of Famer, and the man of
1000 lifts - John Grimek. He is performing the Kelly Snatch (also known as the Reverse
Swing)
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Dave Hahn
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by Al Myers

Al Myers (left) and Dave Hahn (right) at the 2010 USAWA Team Nationals.
Last month at the USAWA Team Nationals at the Dino Gym we had a surprise attendee – Dave Hahn. I had
previously exchanged a few emails with Dave, but it was a great honor to have him make it to the gym and get
to actually meet him in person. I know several of the ―oldtimers‖ in the USAWA probably know Dave and
competed in meets with him 20 plus years ago. I am always looking back at old meet results and records, and
his name is in ALL OF THEM. Dave knew and mentioned a couple of current USAWA members that he has
fond memories of – Wilbur Miller and Charlie Scott. I enjoyed listening to his stories about these two. Dave
was primarily an Olympic Lifter, but did compete in the early days of the USAWA. His last USAWA
competition was in the early 90‘s at Bill Clark‘s annual Zercher Classic. Before this, he competed in many AllRound Weightlifting Meets directed by Bill Clark, then under the Region IV Missouri Valley
organization. Dave had been a subscriber to Bill Clark‘s newsletters since the early 1960‘s. He commented to
me that most of his early All-Round lifting was done at Bill Clark‘s annual weightlifter‘s picnics, which were
held at a park in Columbia, Missouri.
I would like to mention a few of the records Dave established in the old Region IV Record List: Cheat Curl of
255# at 181# bodyweight in 1962, Strict Curl of 175# at 181# bodyweight in 1962, Right Hand and Left Hand
Dumbbell Press of 115# at 181# bodyweight in 1962, Seated Press of 210# at 181# bodyweight in 1962, and a
Standing Press Behind Neck of 190# at 198# bodyweight in 1961. These are just a few. Dave told me that he
could press almost as much as he could Clean and Jerk, and thus he retired from Olympic Lifting when the
Press was eliminated from competition.

Dave now lives in Overland Park, Kansas but works in Milwaukee. He commutes back home every weekend.
He still trains with weights and looks in great shape.
Dave, thanks for taking the time to come to an All-Round Meet. We really enjoyed meeting you and having
you at the Dino Gym. But next time I‘m going to talk you into competing!
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MEET ANNOUNCEMENT – USAWA Heavy Lift
National Championships and Schmidt’s
Backbreaker Pentathlon
Meet Director: Bill Clark
Date: Saturday, November 6th, 2010
Venue: Clark‘s Gym, Columbia, Missouri
Weigh-ins: 8-9 AM
Entry Fee: None
Entry Form: None
Awards: None
Membership: Must be a current USAWA Member
Lifts: Neck Lift, Hip Lift, Hand and Thigh Lift, Harness Lift, and Back Lift
To enter, a confirmation must be sent to Bill Clark by the Tuesday preceding the meet. Bill can be reached by
phone: 573-474-4510, Fax: 573-474-1449, or mail: Bill Clark, 3906 Grace Ellen Drive, Columbia, Missouri,
65202.
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Calling All Officials!
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by Joe Garcia
I now have officials cards available for distribution. What I don‘t have are addresses. If you wish to have a
card sent to you, please email me your address information to: jgarcia@usawa.com
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Site Downtime – Server Administration
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During the next several days you may experience times that the site may be temporarily unavailable. We are
upgrading the server. My hopes are that the new upgrades will lead to improved site performance. Sorry for the
inconvenience.
Brian
Categories: USAWA Daily News
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MEET RESULTS
JWC SECOND ANNUAL RECORD BREAKER
by Thom Van Vleck
On October 29, 2010 the 2nd Annual JWC Record Breaker meet was held in conjunction with Faith Lutheran
School‘s annual fundraiser. The format was that for every USAWA record broken, there would be a donation
pledged. As a result, over $2000 was raised by the lifters alone and the overall event raised over $12,000! This
was over $4000 more than the previous year and the event was deemed a huge success. Over 500 attended and
were able to watch the lifting!
All of the lifts attempted were record attempts. A total of 125 Open, Youth, and Master USAWA records were
set or broken. Thom Van Vleck, Mike Murdock, Joe Garcia, and Chad Ullom were the Certified Judges for the
meet and also lifted. The other lifters were Morgan and Dalton Van Vleck, Mitch Ridout, John O‘Brien, and
Josh Hettinger.
The event started at 5:00pm with the ―Youth Division‖. Morgan and Dalton Van Vleck took the lifting
platform to attempt some records. By the time they were done they had broken or set 20 age group and open
records.

10 RECORDS
Morgan Van Vleck – Age 13 (12 – 13 Age group) Weight 46.4kg (50kg Class)
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 1″, Left Hand – 80 lbs. (Age and Open Record)
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 1″, Right Hand – 80 lbs. (Age and Open Record)
Deadlift – 12‖ base - 165 lbs. (Age and Open Record)
Deadlift – Ciavattone Grip – 165 lbs. (Age and Open Record – broke record of 155 lbs.)
Deadlift – Trap Bar – 175 lbs. (Age and Open Record – broke record of 100 lbs.)

10 RECORDS
Dalton Van Vleck – Age 11 (10 – 11 Age Group) Weight 44.8kg (45kg Class)
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 1‖, Left Hand – 55 lbs. (Age and Open Record)
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 1″, Right Hand – 55 lbs. (Age and Open Record)
Deadlift – 12‖ Base - 145 lbs. (Age and Open Record – broke record of 130 lbs.)
Deadlift – Ciavattone Grip – 145 lbs. (Age and Open Record)
Deadlift – Trap Bar – 150 lbs. (Age and Open Record)
Then at 5:30pm the Open Class began. We ran until 7:30pm at which time it was estimated we were at 77
records. After the Jackson Weightlifting Club did a strongman show to end the night for the fundraiser, the
lifters returned to the platform to finish the night. At the end we weren‘t sure how many records had been
broken (since some were open and age group) but we were certain we had achieve our goal of 100! A special
thanks to those that traveled up and took part! Your participation was greatly appreciated and when I presented
the money to our principal she got a tear in her eye….and so did I. Thanks!!!!!!

17 RECORDS
John O’Brien – Age 42 (40-44 Age Group), Weight 126.5 kg (125kg+Class)
Crucifix – 70 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean & Jerk – 2 Dumbbells – 150 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Side Press – Dumbbell, Left Arm – 75 lbs. (Master Record)
Side Press – Dumbbell, Right Arm – 75 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean & Jerk – Behind Neck – 245 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Clean & Push Press - 245 lbs. (Master Record)
Squat – Overhead – 140 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Press- from Rack – 210 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean & Jerk – Fulton Bar – 170 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Zeigler Clean – 75 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Clean & Seated Press – 180 lbs. (Open and Master Records)

20 RECORDS
Mitch Ridout – Age 42 (40-44 Age Group), Weight 116.1 kg (120kg Class)
Swing – 2 Dumbbells – 110 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Curl – 2 Dumbbells, Cheat -110 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Snatch – Dumbbell, Left Arm -55 lbs. (Master Record)
Swing – Dumbbell, Left Arm – 75 lbs. (Master Record)
Curl – Dumbbell, Cheat, Left Arm – 75 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Curl – Dumbbell, Cheat, Right Arm – 85 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Clean and Jerk – Behind Neck – 135 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Jefferson Lift – Fulton Bar – 190 lbs. (Master Record)
Press – from Rack – 135 lbs. (Master Record)
Side Press – Dumbbell, Right Arm – 90 lbs. (Open & Master Records)
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 2‖, Left Hand – 128 lbs. (Open & Master Records)
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 2‖, Right Hand – 128 lbs. (Open & Master Records)

7 RECORDS
Joe Garcia - Age 57 (55-59 Age Group), Weight 93.8 kg (95kg Class)
Snatch – Dumbbell, Right Arm -75 lbs. (Master Record)
Swing – 2 Dumbbells – 110 lbs. (Master Record)
Deadlift – Fingers, Middle -250 lbs. (Open and Master Records)
Continental Snatch – 140 lbs. (Master Record)
Push Press – from Rack – 135 lbs. (Master Record)
Continental to Chest – 210 lbs. (Master Record)

13 RECORDS
Mike Murdock – Age 70 (70-74 Age Group), Weight 106,4 kg (110kg Class)
Crucifix – 70 lbs. (Master Record)
Deadlift – Dumbbell, Left Arm – 130 lbs. (Master Record)
Deadlift – Dumbbell, Right Arm – 150 lbs. (Master Record)
Rectangular Fix – 75 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean & Seated Press – 90 lbs. (Master Record)
Curl – Reverse Grip – 125 lbs. (Master Record)
Zeigler Clean – 95 lbs. (Master Record)
Push Press from Rack – 135 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean and Press – Reverse Grip – 95 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean and Press – Alternate Grip – 95 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean and Press -Heels Together, Fulton Bar – 105 lbs. (Master Record)
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 2‖, Left Hand - 88 lbs. (Master Record)
Vertical Bar Deadlift – 1 bar, 2‖, Right Hand – 88 lbs. (Master Record)

25 RECORDS
Thom Van Vleck – Age 46 (45-49 Age Group), Weight 135kg (125+kg Class)
Crucifix – 90 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean and Jerk – 2 Dumbbells – 120 lbs. (Master Record)
Curl – 2 Dumbbells, Cheat – 120 lbs. (Master and Open Records)
Swing – 2 Dumbbells – 120 lbs. (Master and Open Records)
Curl – Dumbbell, Cheat, Left Arm – 85 lbs. (Master and Open Records)
Curl – Dumbbell, Cheat, Right Arm – 85 lbs. (Master and Open Records)
Clean and Jerk – Dumbbell, Left Arm – 85 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean and Jerk – Dumbbell, Right Arm -85 lbs. (Master Record)
Press – Dumbbell, Left Arm – 85 lbs. (Master Record)
Press – Dumbbell, Right Arm – 85 lbs. (Master Record)
Side Press – Dumbbell, Right Arm – 85 lbs. (Master Record)
Snatch – Dumbbell, Right Arm – 105 lbs. (Master Record)
Swing – Dumbbell, Left Arm – 85 lbs. (Master and Open Records)
Swing – Dumbbell, Right Arm – 85 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean & Press – 140 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean & Press – 12‖ Base – 140 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean & Press – Alternate Grip - 140 lbs. (Master Record)
Clean & Press – on knees – 145 lbs. (Master Record)

Deadlift – Fingers, Index – 145 lbs. (Master Record)
Jefferson Lift – 315 lbs. (Master Record)

5 RECORDS
Josh Hettinger – Age 29 (Open Age Group), Weight 141.5 kg (125+kg Class)
Swing – 2 Dumbbells -120 lbs. (Open Record)
Press – from Rack – 135 lbs. (Open Record)
Deadlift - No Thumb, Left Arm – 180 lbs. (Open Record)
Deadlift – No Thumb, Right Arm – 205 lbs. (Open Record)
Clean & Jerk – Behind Neck – 135 lbs. (Open Record)

18 RECORDS
Chad Ullom – Age 38 (Open Age Group), Weight 108.0 kg (110kg Class)
Clean and Jerk – Dumbbell, Left Arm -120 lbs. (Open Record)
Clean and Jerk – Dumbbell, Right Arm -120 lbs. (Open Record)
Snatch – Dumbbell, Left Arm – 110 lbs. (Open Record)
Swing – Dumbbell, Left Arm – 110 lbs. (Open Record)
Bench Press – Hands Together – 225 lbs. (Open Record)
Clean & Press - 12‖ Base – 190 lbs. (Open Record)
Side Press – Right Arm – 95 lbs. (Open Record)
Clean & Press – Fulton Bar – 190 lbs. (Open Record)
Swing – 2 Dumbbells – 150 lbs. (Open Record)
Side Press – Dumbbell, Left Arm – 90 lbs. (Open Record)
Side Press – Dumbbell, Right Arm – 90 lbs. (Open Record)
Snatch – On Knees – 115 lbs. (Open Record)
Miller Clean and Jerk – 125 lbs. (Open Record)
Zeigler Clean – 135 lbs. (Open Record)
Press – From Rack – 135 lbs. (Open Record)
Press – From Rack, Behind Neck – 135 lbs. (Open Record)
Reflex Clean & Jerk – 250 lbs. (Open Record)
Continental to Chest – Fulton Bar – 225 lbs. (Open Record)
* Three Certified Officials used on ALL LIFTS – Thom Van Vleck, Joe Garcia, Mike Murdock, and Chad
Ullom
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by Joe Garcia
The 2010 Schmidt Backbreaker Pentathlon was held Saturday, November 6, 2010 at Clark‘s Gym after a one
year abstinence. Steve Schmidt showed up with his back machine loaded on the truck, Mike Murdock rolled in
from Kansas, and Bill Clark and I rounded out the crew. Bill stayed out of the competition, running the meet

and judging, with the rest of us both competing and judging attempts. After weigh ins, we got started as usual
with the Harness lift. As this was the first time for Mike in attempting any of these lifts, we showed him how
to put on the gear and get into the setup. Wanting to break a few of Bill‘s records, Mike came up a little shy but
managed a nice 1000 lbs for himself. I put in a 2415 and tried a personal best of 2615 to no avail. Warming up
while I was struggling with my lifts, Steve got a fairly easy 2705 and decided that was good enough for the day.
Next up was the Hip lift, so we unloaded the bar for that lift. Mike was able to get 865, showing that with a
little work his Harness would definitely go up. After the Harness, the legs just didn‘t seem to have any push, so
I was only able to get 1485, and Steve put in a 1915, again not really pushing the limit.
Everyone‘s favorite the Hand and Thigh lift was next event. Again, the bar was unloaded, and we showed
Mike the rudiments of doing this lift. Mike picked up 445, Steve had 1105 and I got 1200. This is one event
where Steve did have problems, just couldn‘t get his groove.
Switching to a different big bar, we then proceeded to the Neck lift. Like any lift, there is certain technique
which will aid the lifter in doing the lift and Mike struggled on this one. Rather than letting the legs do the
work, he tried to do the whole thing with his neck. But, with Bill egging him on, he did manage a 200 lb lift,
thereby breaking one of Bill‘s records which made Bill extremely happy. He had threatened to give Mike more
weight on the results even if Mike hadn‘t gotten the lift just to take it off of his own record. Both Steve and I
did a 335 lb lift.
The final lift of the day was the Back lift. Out to Steve‘s truck to haul in the infamous back machine. It‘s not as
smooth as the one at the Dino Gym, but seems to work pretty well for Steve. Mike was able to get 635, with the
biggest difficulty being in getting in and out of the contraption. The least favorite of the five lifts for me, I kept
working on setting the depth and the boards and was finally able to get 1625 which seemed fairly easy, but
someone nailed the 1825 to the ground. Steve worked up to 2425 and once again decided he didn‘t want to
work too hard so stopped at that point.
End results were Steve as the overall winner, with a fun day, and I‘m sure that some records were set. Good to
see Mike show up in the Show Me State, actually two times in two weekends. We all went to Golden Corral
afterwards to partake of their delights.

Results
Lifter

Age Bwt Harn Hip HT

Neck Back Total Points

Mike
70 241 1000 865 445 200 635 3145 3,331.39
Murdock
Joe
Garcia

57 208 2415 1485 1200 335 1625 7060 9,746.00

Steve
55 229 2705 1915 1105 335 2425 8485 10,989.90
Schmidt

NOTES:
All weights in pounds. Points are adjusted for bodyweight and age.

Officials: (3 Certified Officials used on all lifts – Bill Clark, Joe Garcia, Mike Murdock, and Steve Schmidt)
Lifts: Harness Lift, Hip Lift, Hand and Thigh Lift, Neck Lift, and Back Lift
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by Steve Gardner

MEET RESULTS
2010 IAWA GOLD CUP

Group picture from the 2010 IAWA Gold Cup in Walpole, Massachusetts.
After the lifting everyone was invited back to Frank Ciavattone‘s home where his family had prepared a
wonderful banquet. Following the banquet, the presentation of the awards was made. Frank thanked everyone
for attending his event and made some nice presentations to those who had helped him organize and run the
competition, Steve Gardner thanked Frank on behalf of the lifters for putting on a splendid event. The evening
was concluded with an induction to the USAWA Hall of Fame. Al Myers made a nice and thorough speech as a
very worthy Scott Schmidt was inducted amid rapturous applause. A very proud Scott gave a wonderful thank
you reply speech, the whole event ending on a high note!
Results of Gold Cup – GOLD CUP 2010
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Gold Cup Meet Director Frank Ciavattone (left) and IAWA President Steve Gardner (right) directed the Awards
Banquet after the meet.
I am a little embarrassed to admit this – but the 2010 IAWA Gold Cup in Walpole, Massachusetts was the
FIRST Gold Cup that I have attended. Truthfully, in the past I just couldn‘t understand why someone would go
to a meet where ONLY one (or two if time permitted) lifts for records were allowed. It just didn‘t seem to
make sense to me – especially since I could go to a local record day or a meet and set SEVERAL
RECORDS. So I always passed on attending ―the cup‖. But now since I have been to one, I now understand
the significance of this meet and have a completely different feeling about it. The Gold Cup is one of only two
IAWA Events (the World Championships being the other) that is contested each year. It signifies the
excellence of our lifts and recognizes those that are representative of our organization on an International
level. By attending, it shows that you are one of the elite lifters of the organization. The Gold Cup was initially
organized by Howard Prechtel several years ago with the concept that this meet would allow lifters who were
World Champions to come to perform their BEST lifts for records, and in the process have a RECORD DAY
that was the BEST of the BEST, and thus give our organization more exposure by demonstrating the
tremendous abilities of the lifters within our organization.

Joe Ciavattone Jr., at 17 years of age, deadlifting 227.5 kilograms for a World IAWA Record.
What all can I say about the efforts of Frank Ciavattone for organizing this great event??? Frank has been a
National and World Meet promoter for many years, and his experience of putting on a TOP QUALITY EVENT
was evident. Frank had an excellent venue for us to compete in. It was held at the Italian American Club in
Walpole (which is just outside of Boston). Lots of room for lifting and viewing, a great platform to lift on, and

plenty of weights. Our IAWA President Steve Gardner handled the scoretable and announcing and kept things
flowing very well. Judy Habecker assisted with the scoring and does more ―behind the scenes‖ than anyone else
in the USAWA. Thank you Judy from all of us!!! Eighteen lifters competed and set many new IAWA World
Records. I really enjoyed seeing the variety in lifts performed – from deadlifts to presses, to unique lifts like the
Clean and Press on Knees. Some of the lifters were ―seasoned‖ competitors like Art Montini and Denny
Habecker, while others were still teenagers, like Joe Ciavattone Jr, Jonathon Ciavattone, Frankie Ciavattone,
and Kohl Hess. The age of the lifters varied between 16 and 83 years of age.

Dennis Mitchell, at age 78, performed 600 repetitions on the Roman Chair Situp!!
What were the highlights of the meet? That is a hard question to answer because it seemed every Gold Cup
Record was a highlight. Things that really impressed me where: seeing Frank do 160 kg in his signature lift –
the one armed deadlift, watching the wily Dennis Mitchell performing 600 reps in the Roman Chair Situp at the
age of 78, and seeing Art perform a stiff-legged deadlift of 100 kg with ease. Most guys his age couldn‘t bend
over to pick up 50 pounds and he does over 200 pounds with straight legs!! Of course, I really enjoyed
watching Joe Ciavattone Jr. deadlifting over 500 pounds for the first time! I very clearly remember when I did
that for the first time as a teenager. That had to be one of the best lifts of the day. My father LaVerne attended
the meet with me and I talked him into lifting. He did a 187# one handed Ciavattone Deadlift. At the awards
banquet when he was presented his trophy he remarked to the group that it was the first trophy he had won in a
weightlifting meet! And speaking of trophies, Frank went way beyond expectations with the trophies he gave
out. He awarded EVERYONE a large Gold Cup in appreciation of their performances. Just another little thing
that SHOWS why the Gold Cup means just a little bit more than another ordinary record day! Chad and I were
the only ones to do a two man lift for IAWA record. We decided to do a 2-man deadlift, after first wanting to
do a 2-man one arm deadlift (but it is not an IAWA lift). After doing 1000# in the 2-man deadlift, we were
allowed to do our 2-man one arm deadlift for exhibition and USAWA Record. I wanted to do this lift for Frank
– and thankfully (because I didn‘t want to let Frank down) – we got our 800 pounds. Another great
performance of the day was John McKean‘s one arm dumbbell deadlift of 266# (I know his inspiration was that
DINO GYM SWEATSHIRT he was wearing!). This broke a record he set over 10 ago – which shows he is
getting better with age. I really enjoyed getting to FINALLY meet Joe Ciavattone. We always seem to ―just
miss‖ each other by attending different meets, and he is the great lifter and person I expected him to be. His
passion for lifting shows when he is busy coaching his boys.

Al Myers and Chad Ullom performed a 2-Man Deadlift of 1000 pounds, and a 2-Man One-Armed Deadlift of
800 pounds.
Afterwards, Frank hosted the banquet at his house. That is the type of generous person Frank is – opening up
his house to his lifting friends. The food was fabulous!! Frank‘s Mom and his sister Cara prepared an Italian
Feast that had everyone ―licking their chops‖! I know I ate my share. After the awards were given out, I
conducted the ceremony in which Scott Schmidt was officially inducted into the USAWA Hall of Fame. Scott
gave a very thankful response in appreciation. I will have more on that in a future USAWA Daily News story.
Another special moment for me was when Frank presented me with a special award thanking me for my work
and efforts in the USAWA. It meant more to me than the big Gold Cup I received for lifting.
NOW I know what the IAWA Gold Cup is all about, and it is more than just going to a meet to set a record. It
is about being part of an elite competition promoted by the International All-Round Weightlifting Association.

COMING SOON – VIDEOS FROM THE GOLD CUP
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by Al Myers
Between the time span of less than 10 days, 150 new records were established in the USAWA. This has to be a
record in itself – I never remember this many new records in such a short time span. Pity poor Joe Garcia as the
Official USAWA Record Keeper! He will be ―burning the midnight oil‖ updating our USAWA Record List. It
all started with Thom Van Vleck‘s JWC Record Breaker on October 29th, where a goal was established of
setting over 100 records. They achieved this with ease, and then on November 6th, where two USAWA meets
were contested on the same day – the Backbreaker and the Gold Cup – more records fell by the wayside.

I was hoping 2010 would be the YEAR OF RECORDS – where the most USAWA Records were established in
one year. So far – and I have been counting – we are at 561 records for 2010. As I stated in a previous Daily
News story, the most in a year is 702 (which occurred in 2005). We are not out of time yet – so maybe there‘s a
chance?? All it would take is for Thom to host another record day and he could do it ALL by himself!!
But the real question is this – who‘s leading in the RECORD RACE between Denny ―the Prez‖ Habecker and
Art ―the Man of Steel‖ Montini? Denny pulled a ―fast one‖ on Art at the Gold Cup by breaking one of Art‘s
records. Art even commented to Denny at the meet about this ―trick‖ – by not just adding to his total, but taking
away from Art‘s! I can‘t stand the suspense – so here it is!!

#1. Denny Habecker – 378 USAWA Records
#2. Art Montini – 369 USAWA Records

Denny Habecker used a little brains, along with brawn, to stay ahead of Art Montini in the USAWA Records
Race. At the 2010 Gold Cup, Denny broke Art's record of 143 pounds in the Arthur lift with a lift himself of
154 pounds.
On the last count, Denny was at 369 records compared to Art‘s 362 records. So he‘s stretched his lead. That
was a couple of month‘s ago. It is a good thing Denny is not ―just taking it easy on the coach‖ or Art would
have passed him!! I will keep everyone informed of this ongoing saga between these two old IRONSLINGERS who are both showing no signs of slowing down!!
RECORDS THAT HAVE FALLEN – Records in last three events
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Scott Schmidt performing a Snatch in an Olympic Lifting Competition.
Scott Schmidt was born on November 15th, 1952 in Cleveland, Ohio. He has lived in the Greater Cleveland
area his entire life. He has been married to his wife Kathy for almost 33 years, and they have two children, Alan
and Heather, and one grandson Joel. He has spent his entire working career in business, and currently he is
selling Natural Gas and Electric service to commercial accounts. Scott also does a lot of volunteer work for his
church, Unity Lutheran of Cleveland. He has been President of the Church Council for 12 years. His other
athletic pursuit is golf, which he does at least once per week. Believe it or not, Scott is a pretty good golfer as
well as weightlifter, and often scores in the low 80‘s. Last year he received a plaque for his first Hole in One!

One of Scott's favorite All-Round Lifts is the Hip Lift.

Scott started lifting when he was 14 years old. His first competition was in 1967. Scott started his competitive
lifting career as an Olympic Lifter and has compiled a very impressive resume of achievements. He has won the
Ohio Open State Championships 10 times, the Ohio Master‘s State Championships 18 times, American Open
four times, 2 National Master‘s Championships, and 4 American Open Masters Championships, along with 4
Pan American Masters Championships. He has placed in the top 5 in all four of the World Championships he
has been in. In 1993, he missed winning first place in the World Championships due to one missed snatch! Scott
has set over 50 Open and Masters Ohio State Records through his Olympic lifting career. On top of ALL THIS,
his club, the Schmidt‘s Barbell Club, has won 25 team titles!
Scott was first introduced to the USAWA by Bob Karhan, a past USAWA Champion. Scott‘s first USAWA
competition was in 1992 at the USAWA Winter Fest, a winter all-round meet which was held at the Ambridge
Barbell Club. Since then, Scott has been a regular at USAWA meets and always a top competitor at our
National Championships. His specialties are overhead pressing and jerks, gripping events, and the heavy lifts –
notably the Hand and Thigh and the Hip Lift. Back in 1996, he was the first man in the USAWA to Clean and
Push Press over 300 pounds. He is member of the ―century club‖ – a designation given to USAWA lifters who
hold over 100 USAWA records. There are ONLY 20 lifters in this club, which is another accomplishment that
warrants Scott‘s outstanding involvement with the USAWA. In All-Round Lifting, Scott has won 10 National
Championships and 8 World Championships. He has participated in the Gold Cup 6 times. He has placed in the
top TEN among all competitors 4 times at the USAWA National Championships, with his best finish being 2nd
overall at the 2008 Championships.
Scott Schmidt is the perfect example of the type of person and lifter all others should strive to be like. He has
been a leader in the USAWA. He supports his fellow competitors. He demonstrates outstanding sportsmanship.
He has supported local competitions as well as being involved in the major competitions. Scott has more than
earned this USAWA Hall of Fame Award.
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by Al Myers
One of the historic events that occurred at the 2010 Gold Cup in regards to the USAWA was the Official
Ceremony in which Scott Schmidt was inducted into the USAWA Hall of Fame. The USAWA Hall of Fame
Award is the highest honor in the USAWA. It recognizes outstanding achievement as a lifter, and leadership
qualities that are exhibited within the USAWA. Scott is the PERFECT EXAMPLE of a Hall of Famer – and it
was my honor to be able to give his induction speech at the banquet. I am going to include it here so those who
were not in attendance will know WHY Scott was the latest member of the USAWA Hall of Fame.

Scott Schmidt (left) receiving the USAWA Hall of Fame Award from USAWA Awards Director Al Myers
(right).
Hall of Fame Induction Speech for Scott Schmidt – by Al Myers
It is my honor to be able to give this speech in recognizing Scott Schmidt as the most recent member of the
USAWA Hall of Fame. I first met Scott at the 2005 USAWA National Championships in Youngstown, Ohio, and
I could tell right away that he was someone who took his weightlifting serious. I have to admit – I was
somewhat intimidated by him at first. He was all decked out in his official warm-ups, and carried himself like
someone who came to the meet to do business. This was just the start of our friendship. Since then, I have had
the opportunity to compete with Scott at several meets. I have developed great respect for Scott and his
enthusiasm he has for All-Round Weightlifting. He always has his “game face” on during competition but at the
same time he is always giving encouragement and support to the other lifters.
Truthfully, I have to say it is about time Scott is inducted into the USAWA Hall of Fame. Our Hall of Fame
program has been dormant for the past several years. We should have honored Scott with this award before
now. He now becomes the 22nd member of this very prestigious fraternity in the USAWA which represents the
highest award the USAWA has to offer.
It‟s time I tell you a little about Scott and why he is so deserving of this award. Scott was born on November
15th, 1952 in Cleveland, Ohio. He has lived in the Greater Cleveland area his entire life. He has been married
to his wife Kathy for almost 33 years, and they have two children, Alan and Heather, and one grandson Joel.
He has spent his entire working career in business, and currently he is selling Natural Gas and Electric service
to commercial accounts. Scott also does a lot of volunteer work for his church, Unity Lutheran of Cleveland. He
has been President of the Church Council for 12 years. His other athletic pursuit is golf, which he does at least
once per week. Believe it or not, Scott is a pretty good golfer as well as weightlifter, and often scores in the low
80‟s. Last year he received a plaque for his first Hole in One!
Scott started lifting when he was 14 years old. His first competition was in 1967. Scott started his competitive
lifting career as an Olympic Lifter and has compiled a very impressive resume of achievements. He has won the
Ohio Open State Championships 10 times, the Ohio Master‟s State Championships 18 times, American Open
four times, 2 National Master‟s Championships, and 4 American Open Masters Championships, along with 4

Pan American Masters Championships. He has placed in the top 5 in all four of the World Championships he
has been in. In 1993, he missed winning first place in the World Championships due to one missed snatch! Scott
has set over 50 Open and Masters Ohio State Records through his Olympic lifting career. On top of ALL THIS,
his club, the Schmidt‟s Barbell Club, has won 25 team titles!
Scott was first introduced to the USAWA by Bob Karhan, a past USAWA Champion. Scott‟s first USAWA
competition was in 1992 at the USAWA Winter Fest, a winter all-round meet which was held at the Ambridge
Barbell Club. Since then, Scott has been a regular at USAWA meets and always a top competitor at our
National Championships. His specialties are overhead pressing and jerks, gripping events, and the heavy lifts –
notably the Hand and Thigh and the Hip Lift. Back in 1996, he was the first man in the USAWA to Clean and
Push Press over 300 pounds. He is member of the “century club” – a designation I have given to USAWA lifters
who hold over 100 USAWA records. There are ONLY 20 lifters in this club, which is another accomplishment
that warrants Scott‟s outstanding involvement with the USAWA. In All-Round Lifting, Scott has won 10
National Championships and 8 World Championships. He has participated in the Gold Cup 6 times. He has
placed in the top TEN among all competitors 4 times at the USAWA National Championships, with his best
finish being 2nd overall at the 2008 Championships.
Scott – you are the perfect example of the type of person and lifter all others should strive to be like. You have
been a leader in the USAWA. You support your fellow competitors. You demonstrate outstanding
sportsmanship. You have supported local competitions as well as being involved in the major competitions. It is
my honor at this time to officially present you the award that you have spent 20 years working towards. You
have more than earned it.
Appreciation Response – by Scott Schmidt
First of all, let me say it is an honor to be here at the Gold Cup Banquet with the privilege of being inducted
into the USAWA Hall of Fame. After many years of effort, it was truly a warm feeling of accomplishment when I
was chosen this summer to be recognized by our members to join the Hall of Fame. When I consider what the
folks who are in the Hall have done, I am indeed humbled by this award. In addition to all the feats of strength
they have preformed, one incredible common bond is the camaraderie they all share. I believe all our top
performers enjoy helping assist others succeed as much as they enjoy winning themselves. That quality is what
makes me extremely grateful to join the Hall.
I also feel this is a great aura to have in our organization to in-cent new members to join the USAWA as well.
In summary, I wish to sincerely thank all of you responsible for allowing this ceremony to take place. All of our
voting members. All of our USAWA executives. All of our Hall of Famers. My entire family for their years of
support. And most of all, I thank God for enabling me to share all these wonderful strength experiences with
such an outstanding group of competitive athletes, and good hearted human beings. Especially Al Myers, who
organized the Hall of Fame election process, and Frank Ciavattone and his family, who volunteered to put a ton
of effort into holding this fantastic Gold Cup event and banquet.
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Joe Ciavattone Sr. at the 2000 USAWA National Championships performing a 661# Neck Lift, before he set the
All-Time USAWA and IAWA Neck Lift Record of 804.5 pounds in 2005.
Joe Ciavattone Sr. was born July 9th, 1968 in Norwood, Massachusetts. He has lived in Norwood his entire
life. Joe has worked in construction throughout his working life, and is currently a construction foreman and
heavy equipment operator. He has several construction licenses, including a hydraulic, tractor trailer, and
supervisor‘s license. For the past 6 years Joe has been busy working on a 200 house subdivision site. Joe has
been married to his wife Debbie for 18 years. They have four sons – Mike, Marc, Joe Jr., and Jonathon. They
have lived in their house since 1994, which is also the home of Joe‘s Gym. Joe‘s Gym has a very nice set up of
weights and equipment needed for all the USAWA lifts and general weight training. A big part of Joe‘s training
now is involved with coaching and training with his sons.

Joe Ciavattone at age 15 competing in an Olympic Weightlifting Meet.

Joe started weight lifting at the age of 4 in his parents shed with his brother Frank, another USAWA Hall of
Famer. They are the only two brothers in the USAWA who are both in the USAWA Hall of Fame. They
trained together whenever possible. As Joe got older, he started competing in local Olympic Lifting meets
throughout the New England area. He became involved with the USAWA in 1990 at the Strongest Man in New
England Contest which was sanctioned by the USAWA. Joe continued to compete in Olympic Lifting until
1995. Some of the competitions he competed in were the Bay State Games, Salam Open, Atlantic State Open,
Holyoke Open, and various AAU Junior Olympic Meets. He also competed in the Junior Olympics in 1987 in
Syracuse, New York. He trained in Rhode Island under the great coach Joe Mills. Joe still comments that was
one of the best lifting experiences of his life. During this time in his training, he perfected the Split Clean and
Split Snatch under Coach Mills which has helped his weight training through today. At that Junior Olympic
Weightlifting Meet, Joe placed third as a teenager, which he feels was a testament of his quality training. Joe
played football for 5 years, including 8th grade and throughout High School. He was Captain of his High
School football team. He started Varsity as a Junior and Senior at the Center position and was Honorable
Mention for State as a Senior. Since then, he has still been involved in football and has been a youth coach for
16 years, from 1987 to 1995, and from 2004 to 2010. He is very proud to have coached two teams to the Youth
Superbowl with a record since 2004 of 41-15. Joe also coaches weightlifting at his local High School for
athletes involved in the football and baseball program at his gym, Joe‘s Gym. Joe remarked, ―I‘ve always
enjoyed coaching football and weightlifting over the years as all the knowledge I have gotten in lifting in the
USAWA from good friends here in the US and England. The knowledge of competing and training that I have
gotten has made me the coach and champion that I am today.‖

Joe Ciavattone pressing the famous Ciavattone Train Wheels in 2000.
Joe made sure to mention his brother Frank and credits him for getting him involved in lifting at a young age.
Frank encouraged him to pursue Olympic Lifting, and eventually persuaded him to get involved with the
USAWA. The mixture and variety of the various All-Round Lifts fit Joe perfectly as it allows him to get all
forms of lifting within one organization. Today, Joe trains mostly at his home gym, Joe‘s Gym. Since he is
busy with work and family, it is the best fit for his schedule. It also allows him to spend time with his sons, as
they train for weightlifting and football.
Joe has been involved as a meet director within the USAWA. Some of the competitions he has promoted
include the 1997 New England Strongman Championship, the Ciavattone Classic, the Norwood Record

Breakers Day, Joe‘s Gym Record Breaking Day, the Norwood Championships, the New England
Championships, Gardner‘s versus Ciavattone‘s Postal Meet, and the Ciavattone versus Fulton Postal Meet. His
gym has recently been very active in the USAWA Postal Meet Series.

Joe Ciavattone Hack Lifting 454 pounds at the 1998 World Championships in England.
The Neck Lift is the lift that Joe is most proud of. He has held the World Record in it in four different weight
classes and breaking such barriers as 700 pounds and 800 pounds. He holds the All-Time Neck Lift Record for
the USAWA and IAWA with a lift of 804.5 pounds. The other lifts he likes are all the varieties of Bench
Presses within the USAWA. Joe currently has a unequipped Bench Press of 375 pounds. The Ciavattone
Deadlift is also a favorite, and he feels it is a true test of hand and leg strength. When asked what initially
interested him in the USAWA, Joe replied, ―I like the many different type of lifts and training different lifts for
competition, which makes this sport very interesting to me.‖ When asked if there were any meets that meant the
most to him, Joe replied, ―In 1998 I went to the World Championships in Leicester, England. I had trouble in
training for the Hack Lift, and only was getting 300 pounds in training, but got 454 pounds at the
meet. Training for a year as well as saving money to go over seas was hard, but was well worth it to bring
home a Gold Medal. The second meet was the 2005 USAWA Heavy Lift Championships where I Neck Lifted
804.5 pounds for the All-Time Record. The third meet would be the 2005 Gold Cup in Maui, Hawaii where I
saved up money to take a weeks vacation with my wife and break the World Record in the Reverse Grip Bench
Press of 300 pounds.‖
Joe‘s resume of Championships is quite long. He has been World Champion 5 times, National Champion 6
times, and has won 3 National Heavy Lift Championships. He has also competed in 6 Gold Cups. In 1998 at
the USAWA National Championships in Mansfield, Massachusetts, Joe was the Best Lifter of the entire meet!
Joe is a perfect example of someone who can lead a balanced life and still be a Champion Weightlifter. He
spends a lot of hours at work, yet still finds time to be involved with his son‘s activities, and not just in

attendance, but actively involved as their coach and supporter. On top of this, Joe always helps out as an
official at meets and attends as many meets that he can. You can count on him supporting the USAWA through
participation in Postal Meets at Joe‘s Gym. In closing, Joe remarked, ―Being part of the USAWA is a very
important part of my life because of the friends I have made, and the competitions are always of the highest
quality.‖
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by Al Myers

Joe and his sons at the 2010 IAWA Gold
Cup displaying their Championship Trophies. Pictured left to right: Jonathon, Joe Sr., and Joe Jr.

One of the very exciting things that I accomplished at the 2010 IAWA Gold Cup in Walpole, Massachusetts
was interviewing Joe Ciavattone Sr. for his USAWA Hall of Fame Biography. Joe was inducted into ―the hall‖
in 1996. One of my goals for this website was to give recognition to ALL USAWA Hall of Fame members by
including biographies on each of them. So far I have 16 bios out of the 22 HOF members. The ones I still need
are for Ed Zercher, Noi Phumchaona, Chris Waterman, Bob Hirsh, Rex Monahan, and Bill DiCioccio.
I had a great time visiting with Joe and his involvement throughout the years with the USAWA. His passion for
All-Round Weightlifting is evident when talking with him – and just watching him get excited when his sons
pulled out big lifts at the Gold Cup was a highlight for me.
The blog below contains Joe Ciavattone‘s USAWA Hall of Fame Biography. Enjoy!
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by Dennis Mitchell

Maxick demonstrating his "muscle control".
Max Sick was born on June 28, 1882 in Bergenz Austria. As a youngster he suffered with lung trouble,
rickets,and dropsy. At the age of ten he made his own weights and started working out. His parents were
against weightlifting and destroyed his weights. In order to keep working out Max started doing muscle control
exercises. He was very successful and to this day is remembered mostly for his muscle control
ability. Although Max, who later changed his name to Maxick, claimed to have developed his very fine
physique and strength using only muscle control, he did some very excellent lifting, leading us to believe that he
trained quite a lot with the weights. He was capable of a continental and jerk with double body weight. Maxick
stood 5′3.75″ and weighed between 145 and 147 pounds. Some of his other lifts were:
Right hand military press – 112 pounds
Right hand snatch – 165 pounds
Right hand swing with dumbbell – 150 pounds
Right hand jerk (two hands to shoulder) – 240 pounds
Two hands military press – 230 pounds

Two hands clean and jerk – 272 pounds
Two hands continental and jerk – 340 pounds
He was also a very good gymnast and hand balancer, and was unbeatable in ―Finger pulling‖ beating men who
weighed over two hundred pounds. Maxick was also a very good business man. He wrote many books on
muscle control and was business partners with both Monti Saldo and William Bankier (Apollo). His muscle
control courses were still being sold into the 1970‘s under the name of Maxalding. Maxick died in Buenos
Aires in 1961, where he ran a gym and health studio. He was active even on the day that he died. That morning
he had been wrist wrestling with a friend and then rode his bicycle home. He was later found lying on his back
with a note under his heal, that stated, ―My heart is beating rather slow, I feel extremely cold, I think it will be
over soon. Remember the infinite is our freedom manifested through our consciousness‖. Dated, May 10, 1961
22 hours.
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by Al Myers

Howard Prechtel's Obituary
I just received the sad news that longtime USAWA leader and All-Round weightlifter Howard Prechtel has
died. Howard was known by everyone in our organization and was greatly respected by all that knew him. His
funeral will be tomorrow, November 23rd, at 11:30 AM. I know several of us have memories and stories about
Howard and how he has impacted our lifting careers. Please send me these stories, as I would like to dedicate
this week to Howard by features about him in the website‘s Daily News.
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by Al Myers

One of Howard Prechtel's favorite lifts was the Hip Lift. This picture will forever grace the page for the rule of
the Hip Lift in the USAWA Rule Book.
This week is a sad week amongst the USAWA – with the news of the death of Howard Prechtel. I have invited
the membership (especially those who knew Howard personally) to share some stories about Howard. I think
this is the best way to deal with the loss of one of the true pioneers of the USAWA – by sharing stories that
reflect how Howard influenced our organization and us as individuals.
I will go first (and I‘m expecting MANY MORE to follow). I have only been involved in the USAWA for 10
years, and have met Howard only a few times, but each visit was memorable. When I became involved,
Howard was winding down his days of active competition. I will say this – Howard has made a big of impact in
our organization!! Besides being a great lifter (who often would do things other lifters would not even think of
attempting), he was our leader. Howard served as President of the USAWA from 1993 to 2007. That‘s 14 years
out of our 24 year history!! Howard also served as President of the IAWA. He promoted countless meets –

including big meets like the 1994 USAWA National Championships and the 1995 World Championships in
East Lake, Ohio. Howard was the originator of the Gold Cup, and had the vision of developing this competition
into a WORLD CLASS event that would allow lifters to ―showcase‖ their best lifts in the spotlight of a
prestigious World competition. Howard was a ―lifter‘s lifter‖ as I‘ve heard the many stories about him
utilizing his ability and understanding of anatomy and the human body by ―providing adjustments‖ on meet
days to lots of lifters, which undoubtedly helped many lifters achieve the lifts they wanted that day. Everyone
liked Howard. I have corresponded with Howard though letters and he ALWAYS answered the questions I
had. One of Howard‘s favorite lifts was the Travis Lift. He not only established the the maximum record in it
at the time (1815# at a record day in Ambridge in 1990), but he established many repetition records in it. His
letter advice helped me my design setup for the Travis Lift. Now, in his honor, I plan to make the Travis Lift a
big part of my training this coming year.
Howard STILL has many records in our USAWA Record List. I just did a quick count and he still holds 171
USAWA Records. Some of his BEST USAWA RECORDS are:
Lift

Record Age BWT Location

Clean & Jerk, Right
Arm

99

60 105

88 IAWA –
Lecester

Clean & Press, DBs,
HT

150

70 100

95 Art’s Birthday
Bash

Clean & Press, Heels
Together

182

65 110

90 Nationals –
Akron

Continental to Belt

314

70 95

97 IAWA –
Collegeville

Curl, Cheat

154

65 105

91 IAWA –
Collegeville

Deadlift – 2
Dumbbells

344

70 105 96 Buckeye RB

Hand & Thigh

1050

65 105 91 U.S. Inlands

Harness Lift

2218

65 105 93 Gold Cup

Hip Lift

1550

65 110 Ambridge, PA

Neck Lift

408

70 100

98 Nationals –
Mansfield

Pullover & Push

243

65 105

91 Nationals –
Ambridge

Roman Chair Situp

738

65 110 Valley Forge, PA

Snatch, Right Arm

99

65 105

91 IAWA –
Collegeville

Steinborn

259

65 105

92 Nationals –
Walpole

Travis Lift

1815

65 105

Record Day –
Ambridge

Zercher

331

65 105

91 Nationals –
Ambridge

Zercher, Left Arm

220

70 100 96 Gold Cup

All of these records were established when Howard was OVER 60 years of age! Can you imagine what his lifts
would have been in these lifts if he had done them in his 20‘s and 30‘s?? Truly remarkable records – many of
which will NEVER be broken! The USAWA is a much better organization because of Howard Prechtel! He
will not be forgotten.
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by Scott Schmidt
Greetings, All
You may have just read the sad news on our Website that one of the Icons of the USAWA, Howard Prechtel
passed away November 9th, 2010. Al Myers asked that we share our experiences with Howard. This is my
response.
Sincerely,
Scott Schmidt

Tribute to Howard
As a tribute to Howard Prechtel, I would like to offer a few words to describe his accomplishments, and his
influence on my weightlifting career.
I knew Howard personally for over 20 years. I knew of his presence for over 30. He was a legendary Cleveland,
Ohio strongman. Another fellow athlete and good friend, George Yanoscik always would speak of Howard‘s‘
fantastic feats in the all round type events as we trained on the Olympic style lifts. To hear some of his feats,
such as 900 pound Roman Chair sit ups, or repetition Travis Lifts for multi-million pound results was
incredible.
After years of hearing these great stories about Howard‘s abilities, as good fortune would have it, George was
finally able to introduce me in person to Howard. From that moment on, I could clearly see what a genuine hero

Howard was. He gave me so much help in so many areas of training to get strong, and also how to avoid and
recuperate from injury.
Howard had learned the ―secrets‖ of the chiropractic techniques that could get you back to normal as soon as
possible. Over the years, he ‗adjusted‖ thousands of patients, including medical doctors from the Cleveland
Clinic! If that isn‘t a testimony to his ability to heal folks, I don‘t know what better endorsement there is!
In addition to his enormous influence on the sport of All Round Weightlifting, putting on countless meets,
instituting the Gold Cup, and setting countless World Records, Howard was also a World Class Master Olympic
Weightlifter. During his years of competing, he was only 1 title short of being elected into the US Masters
Weightlifting Hall of Fame with 9 victories. He could have easily achieved ten and more, but his ability to
travel to compete became limited primarily due to financial concerns. In my opinion, he certainly deserves the
recognition.
In closing, I will share one quick demonstration of how Howard enabled me to win when I was injured. Back at
the 1991 Masters Pan American Weightlifting Championships, I came prepared to compete, but an old back
injury flared up upon arrival at the venue. I tried with no avail to sleep it off, but the morning of the meet, I had
decided to tell the meet director, USAWA Hall of Famer John Vernacchio, I had to withdraw. But before I did, I
ran into Howard and explained my problem. In a Milli-second, he said ―Lie Down‖ . I did. And you know
what? He fixed me to almost 100% in a few moments. I was able to succeed with about 90% of what I came to
pick up, and was able to take home my first Pan Am Title. That story along with many others is why I want to
pay tribute to the memory of a Great Hero, and I will be forever grateful to my personal friend, Howard
Prechtel.
May he rest in peace.
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Dear USAWA community,
I am Howard‘s grandson and I would like to thank all of you that have recognized Howard‘s achievements
throughout the years. His life was weightlifting. A man on a mission with 110% dedication. It was very
difficult to talk to Howard without mentioning something about lifting. Howard was injured in WWII on the
island of Iwo Jima and started exercising while in the hospital recovering doing repetitions with a broom
stick. As you can see he went from lifting a broom stick to breaking many world records. When I was 15 years
old, he said, ―son if you want to be the best, you have to believe that you‘re the best and work harder than every
other sob out there. No one is going to give you anything. You‘re going to have to sweat for it.‖ I am 49 years
old now, and while visiting him in the nursing home in Cleveland in 2008 he told me the same thing again. He
also added, ―How is your lifting going‖? I said, ―Granddaddy, all you ever talk about is weightlifting.‖ He said,
―I have forgot about alot of things in life, but I never forgot how to lift weights.‖
At 85, he was determined to get back into competition and back into heavy lifting. He said, ―I have to get the
hell out of here. I have to get to the gym, gotta grab some heavy stuff.‖ I said, ―you really need to slow down.‖
He said, ―that‘s the problem, I don‘t have time to slow down.‖ He was still trying to exercise in the nursing
home although the staff was not too happy about him bringing weights into the home for obvious reasons.

Again, thank you all so much for your support. I know that Howard was so proud of this organization and what
you have achieved. When you think about winning competitions, breaking records, or just being the very best
at your skill, you better think about Howard. He gave everything he had to the very end!!
Very Sincerely,
Melvin Lynn Cooler
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Howard at the 2009 Worlds
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by Al Myers

At the 2009 IAWA World Championships, Howard couldn't "resist the urge" to go to the lifting platform one
more time!
One of the BIGGEST SURPRISES of the 2009 IAWA World Championships in Lebanon, PA was NOT any of
the lifting, but the unexpected appearance and attendance of Howard Prechtel. Most of us had not seen
Howard in several years, and we were not aware ahead of time that he was even going to be at this meet. But in
WALKS the PIONEER of the USAWA, Howard Prechtel, which took all of us by surprise! It was a joyful
reunion! Special thanks HAS to go to Bob Geib for bringing Howard to this meet and making it all
possible. For several of us, that was the last time we got to visit with Howard. I spent alot of time watching
him throughout the day – and the ENTIRE TIME he had the biggest smile on his face. It was obvious to me
that he was enjoying himself immensely, as I‘m sure it brought back many great memories to him from his days
on the lifting platform. His Grandson Melvin Cooler commented in the latest Daily News story about a quote
Howard made to him, and it ringed so true at this time, ――I have forgot about alot of things in life, but I never
forgot how to lift weights.‖

Howard is one of three men (in my opinion) that shaped the early days and foundation of the
USAWA. Howard‘s influence on our organization will ALWAYS be there – and without a doubt he will go
down as LEGEND in our organization.
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Other Tributes to Howard
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by Al Myers
I was truly impressed with all the comments made about Howard. It shows what a great man he was and
the positive influence he had on so many people.

TRIBUTES
Howard Prechtel passed away 9/11/10 Those who had the privalege to compete on the same platform would
know he was a great guy, a true lifter of iron, wounded badly in WW2 he had shrapnel in him his whole life. An
early mover in USA all round w/tlifting, he invented the Gold Cup World Record Breakers, he was IAWA Int….
Pres. before myself, I was proud to have known him and followed in his footsteps! - Steve Gardner
A Great man and friend. – Frank Ciavattone
Makes me sad to hear he passed! He was a great guy and teacher! Howie you will be missed greatly! RIP! –
Cara Ciavattone Collins
True gentleman.always there to help you rip howard – Andy Tomlins
I was saddend to hear of Howard passing away..He was an outstanding lifter and a wonderful mentor to all in
the IAWA, he will truly be missed and never forgotten..a kind and gentle soul – Lori Ciavattone
I am very sad to hear the news. He was a star, gentleman and friend. I will not forget him. – Graham Saxton
This really made me sad. I always referred to him as „Uncle Howie‟ as he seemed like that favorite uncle that
everyone has. Even though he wasn‟t a chiro, how many of us did he adjust over the years at the meets with
good results? He also reminded me of Jimmy Stewart, with his gentle, polite manner, and kind of deliberate
thoughtful way of talking with you. I‟ll always remember him and his clodhopper shoes when he went out on the
lifting platform. You always felt good after being around him. Rest in Peace, Howard. – Joe Garcia
I first met Howard at the 1993 IAWA World Championships in Boston. He came up to me after my first
continental snatch and gave me some pointers, and went on to help me throughout the meet. He came over to
England for the Gold Cup that year in Burton England. He used to have a disabled girl come and watch him
train her name was Becky Summers. He said she had more grit and determination than anyone he had ever met.
Sadly she passed away, and Howard created an award in her honour “The Becky Summers true grit award” I
remember him telling everyone about her at the awards ceremony, then to my utter surprise awarded me the
Becky Summers true grit award. That meant SO much to me. This great man, a war hero, a world champion
weightlifter and founder of the IAWA Gold Cup, thought me worthy of this award. This trophy to this day is one
on my most prized possessions. I went on to meet up with Howard at every World Championships and Gold cup
For around the next ten years, and he was always one of the first lifters i looked for when i arrived at the venue,
to both greet him, and also have him adjust my neck. To this day no one has ever crunched my neck as good as

Howard. I have been deeply saddened all day today at the news of Howard‟s Passing. He was a mentor, father
figure, hero, and out and out great man in my mind. - Steve Angell
I met Howard back in 1991 at the worlds and was very impressed with him.At every meet I attended he always
helped me out with any adjustments it would take in a 10 lift meet if you know what I mean.Well my story that
holds allot of value to me is in 1999 I had knee surgery from a falling off a piece of Heavy Equipment in
November and with extensive physical therapy I was able to lift in the 2000 Nationals in May, well my knee was
still bothering me and I went anyway I could only go about 80% out a 90% bend.When I got to the meet I had
told Howard how nothing was working and he said no problem come over here and stand in front of the wall
and put your hands to the wall and push your knees back to stretch out my hamstrings and repeat a few times
well I‟ll tell you the pain was gone and in a few weeks I was felling great.I straddle deadlifted 501lbs and allot
more great lifts and it ended up being one of my best meets for personal records.I use his method all the time
and have past it on to other people with knee problems with great results.He was a great mentor and friend and
will be missed by all.He was always great to me and my family and the USAWA and appreciate everything did
for all of us in the organization. – Joe Ciavattone Sr.
I first met Howard in 1948, and my first impression of him was “The gentle giant”. I‟ve always thought of him
in this way. - Dennis Mitchell
I will always remember Howard‟s friendly smile, and how he helped me and many other lifters feel better by
giving them those miraculous adjustments before they lifted. It was great to see him last year at the world‟s. He
was truly at great lifter and a great man. - Denny Habecker
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by John McKean

Howard Prechtel as a young man, sitting and relaxing as he poses for a picture with over 1000 pounds on his
back!
Howard Prechtel phoned me to describe, in his typical factual but low key manner, his idea for a meet where
IAWA World Champions would strive to set individual world records in their favorite lifts. He was most
pleased to inform that the Wide World of Sports was VERY interested in TV coverage! Of course a large Gold
Cup would be awarded to each successful contestant in this ―World Champions Record Breakers‖ meet (in later
years , Gold Cup meet was easier to say & inscribe on trophies!).
Soon, all lifters were wildy excited about this concept, and planned to travel to Cleveland( Lakewood), where
the meet venue was a large High school, famous for its legendary football teams, and other athletics. However,
as Howard later told me, with a bit of mirth in his normally somber tone, one prominent US lifter wasn‘t too
thrilled. Seems this specialty lifter had not ever entered or won a World Championship, but, in his own ,rather
unhumble opinion, was very worthy of competing ( a legend in his own mind !) in this unique record day event.
He phoned, more than once I believe, and pleaded, begged, and implored Howard to let him appear before the
TV cameras! But Howard was always very principled, and held his ground – ONLY legitimate world champs
would grace the stage!
Another famous lifter was quite excited to demo his skills to a televised international audience. But, though
―sparse‖ of hair,had a bit of vanity to him and often wore an absurdly thick , wavy brown wig when out on the
town. So, in preparation for his network debut, he had his wife, a professional hairdresser, dye his sidehair to
yield a perfect, flowing brown tone to exactly match the shade of the 6″ muffet that was to be pasted to the top
of his bare skull.Only problem was, our boy fall asleep during the dying process, the extra time converting his
remaining real hair to jet black!! The hair piece had to remain at home, and fellow contestants had to bite their
lips to suppress chuckles when they saw their newly done old pal, the darkest haired chrome-dome in history!
During the meet, everyone marveled at Howard‘s organizing skills -the weight set up & appearance of the large
auditorium was spectacular! The Gold Cups on display lit up the room to create added excitement &
atmosphere of a truly important, historic event. The only disappointment, and it really seemed minor at the time
due to everyone‘s enthusiasm with the lifting, was that the filming crews never showed.
Spectator involvement may have been the largest ever -as mentioned this was a Saturday at an athletic based
high school and most student athletes were there for Saturday training. These kids didn‘t even mind sharing
their spacious weight lifting room with competitors; they were thrilled to see real competition style lifters
warming up beside them. One of the bigger football players , a nice,polite young man, couldn‘t help himself but
ask my (then) 12 year old son,Rob, what he could possibly be lifting in what was deemed by them a virtual
―professional‖ weightlifting contest. When Rob described his intent to do a hand and thigh with 800 pounds, the
senior linebacker almost fainted! And when Rob went off to lift, EVERY athlete crowded in to watch a grade
school child pull a hard fought 800 ! In fact, Rob was so intent on this performance that he apparently broke
tiny blood vessels in his cheeks and was red faced for a week!!
In this, and following Prechtel meets, lifters were supplied every comfort and convenience by Howard. He was,
indeed, a Bob Hoffman of all-round lifting, and even looked like the ole ―Father of Modern Weightlifting‖, with
a similar beneficial demeanor! We‘ll miss ya, Howie, your meets and your character were pure quality, and
your hard work & dedication to promoting them will forever remain as ―golden‖ as your cups!
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Howard Prechtel – The Supreme All-Rounder
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(WEBMASTER‟S NOTE: The following was written about Howard Prechtel by Bill Clark in the February, 1990
issue of the Strength Journal. It is the BEST STORY I have ever read concerning the life and lifting career of
Howard Prechtel. It is worth sharing again for those who missed it the first time.)
by Bill Clark

Howard and Noi - an uplifting couple.
An All-Rounder is a person who gets a thrill out of lifting anything that isn‘t attached – and some things which
are. Possibly no individual in the USAWA more truly personifies the all-round mentality than Howard
Prechtel. The 64-year old Cleveland native has been picking up iron for 45 years and seems to be enjoying it
more now than ever before. Training is even made easier by coaching Noi Phumchaona, his wife and fellow
all-rounder. That‘s them in the picture.
When Howard lifted at John Vernacchio‘s Valley Forge open last November 11th and finished off the day with
his exhibition of the Travis Lift, it was simply another chapter in the rather amazing saga of Howard Prechtel
and the iron pile. Howard was born in Cleveland and grew up there, dropping out of school to join the service
when he was 17. He fought at Guadalcanal and Iwo Jima and was awarded two Purple Hearts for wounds that
eventually were the reason he‘s still lifting iron at the age of 64. After war service, Howard returned to
Cleveland, bounced from job to job for a decade, went thru a marriage, and wound up in a hospital with
shrapnel from an old war wound threatening his future.
Along the way, Howard had become intrigued by strongmen, such as Warren Lincoln Travis and Louis Cyr. At
age 31, Howard started to work on the things the old-time strongmen did. Now, 33 years later, he‘s still at
it. At the Valley Forge meet, Howard banged out 108 reps in the Travis Lift with 1027 pounds in 75
seconds. When Travis was at the top of his game, he did 100 reps with 1000 pounds in 75 seconds. And he

was far short of being 64 years old. That effort, which was done under careful scrutiny headed by USAWA
President John Vernacchio, currently is not an approved USAWA record – but the effort is on the table – not
dead.
It also is the extension of a remarkable lifting career. Howard‘s efforts have been aimed at three Travis
specialties – the Roman Chair Sit-Up, the Hip Lift, and the Back Lift. He also has returned to Olympic lifting
and has captured national and international honors. He‘s lifted in two world masters meets and numerous
national competitions. Howard‘s record surge goes back to 1961 – not long after his stay in the hospital. He
came up with a one-hand effort of 1020 pounds in the Hand and Thigh. That was on January 12th, 1961 – more
than 29 years ago. In November, 1963, he broke the mark of Travis which had defied those who tried… he hip
lifted 1025 for 105 reps in 75 seconds. It was 16 years before Howard would beat the mark again. In May,
1979, he did 108 reps with 1109 in 75 seconds. That effort remains his personal record.
In the Roman Chair Sit-Up, he started in 1973 with 713 pounds and today has raised the mark by over 200
pounds to 932. His efforts in the Back Lift border on the frightening. Travis had done 1000 pounds for 3000
reps in 101 minutes, and a total of 5,000,000 pounds in three hours, nine minutes. In 1980, Howard did 3547
reps with 1070 pounds in 85 minutes to erase Travis from the books with 3,795,290 pounds. Then, in June,
1982, he made 5460 reps with 1111 pounds in three hours, nine minutes to obliterate Travis‘ mark with
6,066,060 pounds. Travis had done 1000 pounds for 5000 reps in the same time period.
Who knows what Howard will do next. He still keeps an active schedule as an Olympic lifter. After all, he was
third in the 198-lb class Olympic Trials back in 1956 and loves the overhead lifts. Plus – he has Noi to train in
those lifts as well. He‘s become a leader in the USAWA, both on the platform and in the meeting room. He‘s
the chairman of the Ohio chapter of the USAWA and a member of the USAWA board of directors. he holds
60-64 age group records in the bench press feet in the air (90 kg), RH C&J (45 kg), Continental Clean (100 kg),
RH deadlift (100 kg), Hack lift (127.5 kg), Hip Lift with traditional bar (648 kg), Jerk from Racks (90 kg), Neck
Lift (115 kg), Two-hand DB press (62.5 kg), Two-hand Military Press with BB, heels together (72.5 kg),
Pullover and Pushup (82.5 kg), RH Snatch (45 kg), Front Squat (127.5 kg), Steinborn Lift (92.5 kg), and
Zercher Lift (137.5 kg).
Howard‘s sincerest hopes for 1990 are that repetition records will be approved by the USAWA and that his
mark set at Valley Forge will be accepted by the USAWA as a true record. If the rep records become a reality,
look for Howard to load up the back lift again and see if he can get 7,000,000 pounds next time. If he does,
you‘d best bet on Howard. The barrel-chested, short-haired military determination of the 17-year-old fighting a
man‘s war on Guadalcanal has not diminished one bit.
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Habecker’s Gym is Leading USAWA Club
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by Al Myers

Denny Habecker (left), leader of Habecker's Gym and Art Montini (right), leader of Ambridge BBC relax
together prior to this past year's National Championship. From the looks of this friendly picture, it's hard to tell
that their clubs are in a heated battle for the 2010 USAWA Club of the Year.
As most of you know, one of the new programs I developed last year was the USAWA Club Award Program. I
did this for the main reason of encouraging club participation in the USAWA, with the hope that clubs will
become more actively involved. I really believe the future success of the USAWA lies with clubs. The many
lifts we do are difficult to learn and it takes someone who is experienced in All-Round Weightlifting to be able
to mentor and teach others, which happens in a club environment. It also takes a clubs support to be able to host
and promote competitions. I know I couldn‘t put on the meets I do at the Dino Gym if it wasn‘t for the support
of the gym‘s membership. These guys provide ―the muscle‖ needed to make a meet setup successful. Often all
the work they do is ―behind the scenes‖ – but they know how much I appreciate them!!
I am VERY PROUD to say that this year MORE CLUBS are registered as ―member clubs‖ of the USAWA
than ever before in the history of the USAWA. We have 10 clubs registered! This makes me extremely happy
– because I feel that the promotion of club involvement is working. So I created a Club Award Program to
recognize the clubs that are the most involved. It is a very straight-forward points program and the points can
be calculated directly from information available on the website. The previous year‘s winner is not eligible the
following year, but is responsible for giving out the award to the next year‘s winner at the Annual General
Meeting in conjunction with the National Championship.
Club Awards are determined by adding up club points using this 4-Step System:
1. One point awarded to the club for EACH USAWA registered member that lists the club as their affiliated
club on their membership application. This designation is also listed beside the members name on the
membership roster.
2. Two points awarded to the club for EACH club member that participates in the National Championships,
World Championships, and Gold Cup. Points are awarded for each competition, so if one club athlete competes
in all three of these big meets it would generate 6 points for the club.
3. Three points awarded to the club for EACH USAWA sanctioned event or competition the club promotes.
4. Four bonus points awarded to the club for promotion of the National Championships, World
Championships, and Gold Cup.

Club Award Points to Date (TOP FIVE)
1. Habecker‘s Gym – 26 points
2. Ambridge BBC – 19 points
3. Frank‘s Barbell Club – 17 points
4. Clark‘s Gym – 16 points
5. JWC – 12 points
The TIME is not up yet! Clubs STILL have till the end of the year to add points to their total.
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by Dave Glasgow

CancelledMEET ANNOUNCEMENT
LEDAIG HEAVY ATHLETICS
PRESENTS:

CHRISTMAS EXTRAVAGANZA
USAWA RECORD BREAKERS
18 DEC.-2010 1330 HRS.
RAINBOW BEND, KS, USA
THIS EVENT WILL BE IN A HEATED BUILDING!
FOLLOWING THE EVENT, A CATERER MEAL WILL BE PROVIDED, AS WELL AS LIBATIONS!!
PLEASE MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND. I WOULD ALSO REQUEST AN RSVP.
QUESTIONS? DGLASGOW@COX.NET
SEE YOU THERE!!
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Would you like your records?
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by Al Myers
Joe Garcia, the OFFICIAL USAWA RECORD DIRECTOR, has notified me that he will provide anyone‘s
individual records to them if they want them. This will allow you to see what USAWA Records you actually
have! Joe has worked hard on the Record List lately and has it completely up to date. Please contact Joe
directly at jgarcia@usawa.com to request your list.
Joe also sent me a listing of the prior USAWA events which contain OVER 100 USAWA Records. Of course,
this is the records still on the books. Very likely more records were set or established at the time, but have been
broken since. We have no way of identifying the number of records SET at the time of these old meets. Just
like the old saying goes ―records are meant to be broken‖ – once gone they‘re gone. But it is still very
interesting in seeing which events have the most. To date, over 100 USAWA Records are in the Record List
from 9 competitions – and very fitting the number one competition is the 1995 IAWA World Championships in
Eastlake, Ohio directed by Howard Prechtel!

USAWA Events with Over 100 Records
1. 151 Records – 1995 IAWA World Championships in Eastlake, Ohio
2. 139 Records – 1991 IAWA World Championships in Collegeville, Pennsylvania
3. 125 Records – 2003 USAWA National Championships in Youngstown, Ohio
4. 119 Records – 2004 USAWA National Championships in Lansdale, Pennsylvania
5. 119 Records – 2005 USAWA National Championships in Youngstown, Ohio
6. 113 Records – 2002 IAWA World Championships in Lebanon, Pennsylvania
7. 111 Records – 1999 USAWA National Championships in Ambridge, Pennsyvania
8. 109 Records – 2010 JWC Record Breakers in Kirksville, Missouri
9. 106 Records – 1990 USAWA National Championships in Akron, Ohio
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Meet Announcement
2010 National Postal Championships

Dates: Between December 1st and December 31st, 2010
Entry form must be postmarked by January 5th, 2011
Must be a current USAWA member to be eligible for competition
Entry Fee: None
Official USAWA rules apply as outlined in the Rule Book
Lifts:
Clean and Press – Heels Together
Curl – Cheat
Deadlift – 12” Base
Entry Form pdf – National Postal
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Goerner Deadlift
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MEET ANNOUNCEMENT – Hermann Goerner
Deadlift Dozen plus One
Meet Director: Bill Clark
Date: Saturday, December 4th, 2010
Venue: Clark‘s Gym, Columbia, Missouri
Weigh-ins: 8-9 AM
Entry Fee: None
Entry Form: None
Awards: None
Membership: Must be a current USAWA Member
Lifts: Deadlift – Heels Together, Deadlift – 2 bars, Hack Lift, Jefferson Lift, Deadlift – One Arm (with both),
Deadlift – One Arm, No Thumbs (with both), Fingers Deadlift – Index, Fingers Deadlift – Middle, Fingers
Deadlift – Ring, Fingers Deadlift – Little, and Reeves Deadlift

To enter, a confirmation must be sent to Bill Clark by the Tuesday preceding the meet. Bill can be reached by
phone: 573-474-4510, Fax: 573-474-1449, or mail: Bill Clark, 3906 Grace Ellen Drive, Columbia, Missouri,
65202.
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John McKean

John McKean, at 64 years of age and in the 80 kg class, performed a 120.9 kilogram One Arm Dumbbell
Deadlift at the 2010 IAWA Gold Cup last month. This is the best One Arm Dumbbell Deadlift in the USAWA
Record List, regardless of weight class, for lifters over 60 years of age.
Fierce looking, amazingly muscular, and sullen , the 181 pound powerlifter sat alone in a corner of the
Ambridge VFW gym during one of our 1960s powerlifting meets. Nobody was crazy enough to disturb the
thick thighed monster as he death-stared the warmup platform. Except me, of course; the resident nut!
Surprisingly gracious and talkative, the young (but already bald & fu-manchu mustashed), record setting
squatter explained his very basic leg routine -simply work up in singles from a power rack‘s parallel pin
position, starting dead stop at the bottom (eliminating rebound or ―stretch-reflex‖), going to an absolute limit,
once per week. I‘m sure this eventual all time great altered his approach over the years, yet not long ago I heard
he became the only master lifter over 50 to set an official squat of over 900 pounds!
A similar power rack approach was taken by legendary Paul Anderson. In a story by Terry Todd, who witnessed
the training, mighty Paul had 1050 pounds situated on a below parallel pin position (so low, recalled Todd, that

he himself couldn‘t even squeeze himself under it). Anderson easily got himself up from this dead stop bottom
position, many singles during training, figuring such easy work (for HIM!!) would allow a ―regular‖ squat with
1150-1400 pounds!!
Olympian Russ Knipp, who the astounded Russians called one of the strongest pure pressers and squatters they
had ever seen, described to me his ―2/3 squats‖. Again, these were performed from dead stop in a position just
a hair above parallel. Just over the middleweight bodyweight limit, Russ used to do these for 5 sets of 10 with
515 pounds -and not even pushing it, as they were supplementary exercise for his olympic lifting! Russ told me
after this ―overload‖ work, any regular squat always felt easy & he never had trouble getting up from low 400+
pound cleans!
Of course, based on progress by these true giants of lifting, I, at my powerlifting best – an awkward, small
boned, unmuscular little 165 pound geek- discovered that rack bottom-start squats took my stalled contest lift of
around 450 up to a state record 555 in amazingly rapid time. And this was before super suits, big belts, wraps,
and all the other ―aids‖ were around.
OK, enter All-Round lifting -we have LOTS of quality lifts that build the same core strength in dead start
fashion, as did the rack pin squats, without the need of a bulky, space consuming power rack station. Think
about it – our Jefferson, trap bar deadlift, dumbbell deadlifts, Zercher, and others start with no momentum -on
the floor- and work the same important core muscles. If modern athletes would simply adopt a few of our sheer
strength movements, they would be WAY ahead on FUNCTIONAL power, as opposed to trying to mimic
modern powerlifting‘s super-duper suited/wrapped, enhanced quarter squats and steel spring shirted, assisted
bench presses.
As a long time secondary teacher, I always cringed at the ridiculous weight training that high school and college
football, wrestling, and track coaches offered to their athletes. Many times coaches that I knew would simply go
to the internet and select bodybuilding style programs, as they themselves had no real experience (and their
coaching egos would NEVER have them ask an actual weightlifter!!). I heard of one school‘s ―strength- coach‖
who had senior football players do nothing but curls(!!!!), and another who trained female soccer players, but
not allow anything heavier, ever, than 3 pound dumbbells! Equally upsetting were the athletic departments that
would tell the youngsters to just do the powerlifts on their own -yep, more quarter squats, bounced bench
presses, deadlift injuries, and the ever present assistance gear that easily conned kids bought on their own!
It seems to me that we in the USAWA could maybe initiate all-round contests or, at least, seminars, on high
school & college campuses to demonstrate the superiority of our ―old time‖ training methods. Certainly we
could really help athletic programs that could use REAL strength training for their students, and, who knows,
our base of competition oriented lifters could expand tremendously!
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by Al Myers
I just got confirmation that Bill Clark has CANCELLED the Herman Goerner Deadlift Dozen plus One that was
scheduled for this coming weekend. Word came to me about this news from Joe Garcia. I had made plans to
attend, along with Rudy Bletscher, and we had notified Bill ahead of time about our intentions, but apparently
two competitors is not enough to open the gym for! I don‘t really blame Bill for cancelling this meet at the last
minute, as I understand his frustration in not having (or having low numbers of) lifters show up for his gym

meets. After a while it makes you discouraged when you go to all the work of planning a competition only to
have no one show their appreciation by attending.
The Goerner Deadlift is one of the longest established meets in the the USAWA. Bill Clark first promoted it in
1995 in his gym, and the meet was won that first year by longtime USAWA member Dale Friesz. Since then it
has been won 3 times by Rex Monahan and myself, and twice by Mike McBride and Kevin Fulton. It has been
cancelled once before, in 2007, due to ice.
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by Al Myers

Dale Harder's Latest Book
I just received the news from Dale Harder that he has a new book available – Strong Stronger Strongest. I have
greatly enjoyed all of Dale‘s books to date, and plan to buy this new one to add to my collection. In this book
he covers biographies of over 150 of the strongest men in history. A couple of his previous books that are my
favorites are: Strength, and Strength and Speed. Dale covers EVERYTHING strength related and doesn‘t pick
favorites. You get it all!! In his books Dale has references to All-Round Weightlifting in several areas. You
may even see YOUR name in one of his books. Order instructions are listed in the promo above.
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Run up the Flag
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by Thom Van Vleck

The United States Flag flies with pride above the Dino Gym on top of a 40 foot Flag Pole.
I remember the first Highland Games/strongman contest I promoted. I remember putting a huge amount of work
into it and wondering if anyone was going to show up and thinking, ―Well, if nobody shows, then I won‘t do it
again‖. The meet started at 9:00 and at 8:30 NOBODY was there! Then by 9:00 there were 27 throwers and
about 50 spectators! I remember feeling relieved!
My point, many of us promote meets of different levels. I have never met a meet director that has not gotten fed
up at some point. It‘s a damn thankless job and everybody has a criticism and a gripe…..usually behind your
back. You can charge an entry fee and give a shirt, award, maybe lunch, and let them destroy your equipment
and they will act like they are doing you a favor showing up and they feel like you are going to retire on the
immense wealth brought in by their entry fee.
However, the reality is that MOST guys appreciate the effort. MOST guys understand and get it. What some of
us need to remember is that holding a meet year after year is like raising the flag every morning. Just because
there‘s nobody there to salute it doesn‘t mean that nobody cares about whether it came up or not. Believe me,
when I was in the Marine Corps, Marines always had flag duty and I was on it often. It was the one duty I
volunteered for. Get up before dawn, put on your dress blues, get shined up, do the silent march down to the
flag pole, go through all the rituals of doing it…..and most often there was not a soul around to see it. But it was
a must that everyone know its up and there and waving in the wind to greet the day because if it‘s not, then it
becomes more and more likely it won‘t be there the next day and then the day will come when it‘s gone forever!
Recently, Bill Clark, who has ―run the flag up the flagpole‖ more than anyone in the USAWA cancelled the
Goerner meet. Quite frankly, the guy has done his share. Just like there‘s a Marine running that flag up at the
bases in Pensacola, Florida, Camp LeJeune, North Carolina, and San Diego, CA. I took my turn, now it‘s
somebody else‘s. That flag gets run up because it has a deeper meaning, and it means a lot to those who believe

in it. The USAWA is NOT the USA, but it means a lot to those involved in it and somebody ought to run that
flag up, otherwise accept defeat.
I know someday I won‘t be running the meets I run for lots of reasons (my demise being the most likely at this
point)…..but maybe somebody will grab that flag and run with it. Like I grabbed the JWC flag from my Uncle‘s
and ran with it.
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by Al Myers
It‘s now December and the time to start sending me USAWA membership dues for the 2011 year. I already
have a couple – from Jim Malloy and John Wilmot. I will start the 2011 Membership Roster soon – so if you
want your ―join date‖ to say January 1st beside your name – you have a month to get it done! Membership
dues are still the same at $25 per year, with USAWA membership running from the first of January till the end
of December. No longer will there be any ―rollover‖ memberships like there has been in the past. I will be very
firm with this. Dues are our only means of financial income for our organization and I take that very
serious. Also – $25 per year is a bargain!
A couple of important things to consider when filling out your membership application: make sure you list the
club you are affiliated with because this is important in the calculation for club of the year, and make sure you
include the
SIGNED drug waiver. If not – you will be tested at EVERY EVENT you attend (just kiddin‘). The drug
waiver is part of the application and your membership will not be active until I receive it. If you forget, I will
remind you and it will cost you another stamp.
For 2010, the Dino Gym had the most registered USAWA members with 13, followed by the JWC and Clark‘s
Gym with 6. Habecker‘s Gym was next in line with 5 members. Overall to date, we have 61 members. Next
year I would like to see us over 100 members.
The Membership Application is located on the upper left column of the website under ―USAWA Information –
Forms and Applications‖. You might as well send it in now as it doesn‘t get any cheaper if you wait!!
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by Al Myers

Chris Anderson pressing the two 100 pound Dino Gym Anchors after a hard day of Strongman Competition.
This past weekend Scott Tully and the Dino Gym promoted the NAS Winter Strongman Challenge at the Dino
Gym. It was a great day of competition! Fourteen very strong guys participated in 5 events – the log press, 18″
deadlift, incline log press, farmers hold, and a keg load (more info and pictures will be on the Dino Gym
Facebook Page). After the competition I had a challenge waiting for Chris Anderson. I can always get Chris to
―give a go‖ at any challenge I have waiting on him at the gym! Last year, he conquered shouldering the GIANT
PILL, a 250 pound steel air compressor tank which is shaped like a pill. Of course I have it painted with a slick
black paint to make it a little more challenging. He did it easily. This time I had something even more
challenging waiting for him. I recently made two 100# anchors, of which I attached ring handles. The ―test‖ is
to take both of them overhead at the same time, and then pose for a picture. Chris easily took them to his
shoulders, but had some difficulty taking them overhead. The balance of pressing them is a real challenge as
they want to wobble all over the place (and gouge you in the back!). On Chris‘s first try he missed, but then he
came back to MASTER this challenge. I was quite impressed!!
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John McKean

Recent work on the bent over row shows good
effects on the 65-year-old upper back of that chubby little rascal in front who we know as John McKean!

John Grimek, our FIRST USAWA Hall-of-Famer (I was there when Howard Prechtel nominated him!) once
wrote that the bent over row is a lift where huge poundages are possible, because the movement employs the
arms, shoulders, lats, lower back, hips, and thighs. Big John also stated that the row is the absolute best heavy
exercise for building the biceps, as well as the upper back. I once met a young super-heavyweight at a power
meet who took Grimek‘s advice seriously – the lad ONLY trained the heaving row for biceps, and a few bench
presses for the triceps. Without exaggeration, his well formed upper arms had to have measured 23 inches!!
Famed writer/lifter Terry Todd did a photo filled article of his deadlift training for winning one of the first
National powerlifting contests – yep, the huge poundage-heaving ROW was given prominent mention as his
major assistance exercise. Terry was rowing with over 450, as I recall; those pictures left a lasting impression
on my young mind! Even today the row is king in building other ALL-ROUND lifts!
We in the USAWA have instituted the bent over row as an official lift during the past season. First to ―test‖ it
was Al Myers‘ crew, who raved about the dynamic feeling to pull big weight and the genuine enthusiasm for
officially performing this grand old exercise! As Al mentioned, it is a natural, basic exercise that we ALL
started our weight training with, and requires a unique direction of pull that no other lift fulfills! Later, big Ernie
Beath (who really was the one instrumental in pushing for the inception of this barbell keystone as official) and
I rowed for records at Art‘s Birthday Bash (I think one END of Ernie‘s bar was more than I managed!!). At this
point in time, world-wide, the IAWA has adopted a ―wait-and-see‖ attitude, but I think our more carefully
conceived, clearer version of the rules should tell how simple and direct the bent over row is as a lift.

USAWA Rule for the Bent Over Row
The lift will start at the lifter‟s discretion with the bar placed on the platform in front of the lifter. The lifter will
grip the bar with an overhand grip with the palms of the hands facing the lifter. The width of grip spacing and
feet placement is of the lifter‟s choosing, but the feet must be in line with the bar. The body must be in a bent
over position at the waist. The upper body must not straighten past 45 degrees parallel to the platform at any
time during the lift or it is a disqualification. The legs may be bent during the lift and upon the completion of the
lift. The bar is lifted to touch the abdomen or torso by bending the arms. The bar must touch the abdomen
higher than the belt, or the navel if a belt is not worn. It is a disqualification if the belt supports the bar at the
abdomen upon the finish of the lift. The lift ends by an official‟s command when the bar is held motionless at the
abdomen or chest.
Not only can our All-rounders benefit by direct effort applied to rows, but many who would come to us for
weight training programs will make huge strides in OVERALL strength by utilizing the row as a LIFT. As
such, of course, we can draw these athletes into our fold to display prideful gains on a weightlifting
platform!! But these big bent over pulls can certainly serve wrestlers, martial artists, track and field athletes,
football players, etc. I, for one, would love to see some of these new guys at our record day meets! Of course, it
won‘t hurt our image, either, to start associating IAWA lifters with that huge, old time ―V‖ taper derived from
concentrated, high-powered rows!
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by Al Myers

MEET ANNOUNCEMENT

GOERNER DEADLIFT RESCHEDULED
The Goerner Deadlift has been rescheduled!!! Bill Clark has sent me a letter giving me permission to
reschedule the Goerner Deadlift Dozen plus One at the Dino Gym sometime this month. The problem is that
the month of December is getting away from us!! I want to keep the annual tradition of the Goerner Deadlift
alive, but we are out of weekends in December. On the weekend of the 18th, Dave is having his record day and
then after that we are into the holidays. So after mulling it over trying to find a date for it, I have come to the
conclusion that only one day is workable – December 14th. I plan to hold the Goerner Deadlift in conjunction
with the Tuesday Night workout at the Dino Gym!!

Goerner Deadlift Dozen plus One
Time: Tuesday Night, December 14th, 5:00 PM
Location: Dino Gym
Entry: No entry fee or entry form, but you MUST notify me ahead of time if you plan to attend
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by Al Myers

ARWLWA President Peter Phillips was the Overall Best Lifter at the 2007 IAWA World Championships in
Christchurch, New Zealand.

Recently the All-Round Weightlifting of Western Australia has launched a new website. It has their up to date
schedule, meet results, photos and even some preliminary details of the 2011 World All-Round Weightlifting
Championships, which they will be hosting on November 19th and 20th, 2011 in Perth.
Website for All-Round Weightlifting Western Australia Incorporated
The current officers of the ARWLWA are:
President: Peter Phillips
Secretary: Justine Martin
Vice President: Samuel Trew
Treasurer: Robin Lukosius
Registrar: Samuel Trew
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by Al Myers

Thom Van Vleck, of the JWC, training on his 245# Apollon Wheel Replica.
It‘s about time I start highlighting the rules of the events that I plan on having in the Dino Gym Challenge on
January 15th, the VERY FIRST strongman competition sanctioned by the USAWA. Again – this strongman
comp will be quite different than modern traditional strongman comps as this one will be based on feats of

strength performed by OLD TIME STRONGMEN. The first event that I am going to profile is the
APOLLON‘S LIFT. This event is based on the old-time strongman Louis Uni, aka Apollon. He made famous
the Apollon‘s Wheels – a 2″ axle connecting two railway car wheels. The entire apparatus weighed in at 366
pounds! David Willoughby made this feat well-known when in his book, The Super Athletes, he listed it as one
of the ―Five famous weights and the men who lifted them.‖ Well, I don‘t expect anyone to lift a replica of the
original 366# Apollon‘s Wheels so we will use a lighter set-up. I do expect this event to be held to the basic
dimensions of the original Apollon Wheels so a 2″ axle will be used and a higher bar height will be allowed
(since the diameter of the original AW was 26 inches). The rules for this lift will be very liberal since the object
of this strongman feat is to ―get it overhead in any fashion‖.

The Rules for the Apollon’s Lift:
A 2 inch diameter axle (or Fulton Bar) will be used as the bar for this lift. The maximum starting bar height is
12 inches measured from the platform to the bottom of the bar. Any method may be used to take the bar to the
shoulders or overhead. The bar or plates are allowed to retouch the platform during the lift. If the bar is
placed down or dropped, the lifter may try again as many times as he/she wants within the time limit. A time
limit of 1 minute is allowed. Once the weight is overhead, with arms‟ locked, legs straight, and the feet in line
with the torso, an official will give the command to end the lift.
All other general rules of the USAWA will apply. Each competitor will get three attempts of their choosing
with the best one counting towards their total.
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Sam Cox, of the Dino Gym, takes a 150 pound dumbbell overhead one handed. What makes this even more
amazing is that Sam only weighs 200 pounds!
One of the very popular strength feats done by the Canadian Strongman Louie Cyr was pressing his famous
dumbbell one handed. We are going to honor Cyr and this strength feat by including it in the Old-Time
Strongman Competition at the Dino Gym Challenge. As with the other strongman lifts in this competition,
there are minimal rule restrictions.

The Rule for the Cyr Press:
Any dumbbell with a handle diameter between 1 inch and 1.5 inches is allowed. The dumbbell may be brought
to the shoulder in any manner, but must come to the shoulder before going overhead. This includes using two
hands. Once at the shoulder, the dumbbell is taken overhead with only one hand anyhow. The other arm/hand
is not allowed to touch the lifting arm during the overhead portion. The feet are allowed to move. If the lifter
misses with one arm, the dumbbell may be switched to the other arm during the attempt, but the arm used must
be selected at the shoulder. A time limit of 1 minute is allowed for the attempt. The dumbbell may be set down
or dropped during the attempt. If the overhead portion of the lift is missed, it may be restarted at the shoulder.
Once the dumbbell is overhead motionless with arm straight, the legs straight and feet in line with the torso, an
official will give a command to end the lift.
The only role of the official is to be awake at the end of the lift to give the down command!!
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by Al Myers

Joe Ciavattone is now a Level 2 USAWA Official.
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Joe Ciavattone Sr., the owner of Joe‘s Gym, has just passed the USAWA Official‘s Exam which upgrades him
from a Level 1 USAWA Official to a Level 2 USAWA Official. Level 2 is the highest level of official
certification attainable in the USAWA . This gives Joe LIFETIME CERTIFICATION as an official. To be
eligible as a Level 2 official, an official must have knowledge of the rules (by passing the Rules Exam) and
experience officiating (by serving as an official in over 25 USAWA competitions). There are currently only 11
Level 2 Officials in the USAWA, which makes Joe part of an elite group!

Congratulations Joe!!!
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by Al Myers

MEET RESULTS – GOERNER DEADLIFT DOZEN PLUS ONE

2010 Goerner Deadlift Participants: (left to right) Mike Murdock, Al Myers, and Rudy Bletscher
The tradition of the Goerner Deadlift continues! After a postponement and a change of locations, the Goerner
Deadlift has added another year to it‘s rich history. Bill Clark graciously let me reschedule it at the Dino Gym
after he cancelled it because of low entries, and only one entry was added as the result of the
postponement. That one addition was Mike Murdock. So, overall the Goerner this year only attracted 3 lifters,
which is still a pretty low turnout for a meet of this caliber. Rudy Bletscher and myself were the other two
lifters.

Rudy Bletscher pulled a 265# Heels Together Deadlift.
Because of lack of available weekends left in December, the meet occurred this past Tuesday night. We started
at 6 PM – which is a pretty late start for a meet that has 13 lifts!! We kept after it at a fast pace, and by the time
we finished at 10 PM all of us were starting to feel the effects of the aches and pains in our backs from the
multiple deadlift attempts! The real heated battle was between Rudy and Mike. Both of these guys are over 70
years old and are two tough characters! Together they teamed up at the 2010 USAWA Team Nationals last
September to become the National Champs in Two-Man lifting in the 70 year age division. Who can forget
their 2-Man Trap Bar Deadlift of 585 pounds at that meet??? Both these guys are great pullers – so I knew this
was going to be a close battle between them. It was ―nip & tuck‖ till the finger lifts, then Rudy‘s experience
with the Finger Deadlifts showed and he pulled out a tight win over Mike, and gathered second place overall.
My highlight of the meet was FINALLY officially registering a 400 pound plus One Arm Deadlift! I have
worked for this for very long time, and this NIGHT was the NIGHT! My 405# One Arm Deadlift broke the
record of 402# held by Kevin Fulton in the 40 year age group/115 kg class.
I want to thank Bill for allowing me to host the Goerner Deadlift this year, and to Rudy and Mike for showing
up to make it a competitive event.

FULL MEET RESULTS:
Goerner Deadlift Dozen Plus One
Dino Gym, Holland, Kansas
December 14th, 2010
Meet Director: Al Myers
Officials (one official system used): Al Myers & Mike Murdock

Lifts: Deadlift – Heels Together, Jefferson Lift, Hack Lift, Deadlift – 2 Bars, Deadlift – Right Arm, Deadlift –
Left Arm, Deadlift – Right Arm, No Thumb, Deadlift – Left Arm, No Thumb, Deadlift – Reeves, Deadlift –
Middle Fingers, Deadlift – Ring Fingers, Deadlift – Index Fingers, Deadlift – Little Fingers
Lifters:
Rudy Bletscher – 75 years old & 220# bodyweight
Mike Murdock – 70 years old & 234# bodyweight
Al Myers – 44 years old & 244# bodyweight
Lift

Rudy Bletscher Mike Murdock Al Myers

Deadlift – HT 265

265

551

Jefferson Lift 198

198

551

Hack Lift

198

154

551

DL – 2 Bars

220

265

551

DL – Rt Arm

154

154

405

DL – Lt Arm

154

154

353

DL – Rt, NT

132

132

220

DL – Lt, NT

132

132

200

Reeves

185

185

280

DL – MF

135

115

234

DL – RF

95

45

140

DL – IF

140

95

140

DL – LF

45

45

95

Total

2053

1939

4271

Adj. Points

2367.96

2084.65

3602.44

NOTES: All lifts recorded in pounds. Adj Points are adjusted points corrected for bodyweight and age.
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by Al Myers

Dino Gym member Chuck Cookson lifts 656 pounds in the 12 inch base Deadlift in the 2010 USAWA National
Postal Meet.
I just want to remind everyone that the deadline for the 2010 USAWA National Postal Meet is the last day of
December. If you only do one postal meet – do this one. The USAWA Postal Meet Director John Wilmot
picked three lifts for this meet that ANYONE can do – 12″ base deadlift, heels together clean and press, and the
cheat curl. Make sure you include the signatures of the officials that judge your lifts. For postal meets, you
may use someone who is not a certified USAWA official and your lifts will still count for placings. However,
lifts MUST have a certified official in order to set a USAWA Record (and THREE certified officials for a
IAWA record). This information is recorded on the result sheet.
The USAWA Postal Meet Series has been a big success these past few years. John Wilmot deserves the credit
for this. He really believes in Postal Meets as a way of encouraging participation. And I agree with him!! All
you have to do is do the lifts in your own gym – and it doesn‘t even require any expense!!! It doesn‘t get any
easier than that.
This year I am going to recognize an OVERALL Postal Meet Champion. The scoring for this will be very
straight-forward. You will receive points for EACH Postal Meet (of the four) you compete in throughout the
year. If there are 10 competitors, first will receive 10 points and last will receive 1 point. If there are only 5
competitors, first will receive 5 points and last 1 point, etc. The National Postal Meet will be worth double
points.
There also will be awards for the winners in the National Postal Meet – and you get ALL THIS FOR FREE!!!
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2011 Nationals Venue Set
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by Thom Van Vleck

Historic Rieger Armory, location for the 2011 USAWA Nationals
I have reserved the Rieger Armory for the 2011 USAWA Nationals and I couldn‘t be more pleased with the
location. It is a classic building built in 1938 that has a lot of character and history (I know what you are
thinking….that means it‘s OLD, but it has been very well kept up and has been the location of hundreds of
major functions here in Kirksville over the years).
It is named for Col. James Rieger who is a local war hero. He served in WWI and was awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross, the French Croix de Guerre, and the Purple Heart as well as numerous other
medals for leading the 138th Regiment in a brutal attack that caused the German defenses to fall back all across
the front lines. He was nicknamed the ―Hero of the Argonne‖ and one of his men famously said in an interview
that went national, ―…there wasn‘t one of us that wouldn‘t go to Hell for him‖. The War Department donated
a German Howitzer captured in WWI to Kirksville that is in Rotary Park and Col. Rieger was later tapped to
return to France at one point to locate and document American soldiers buried there. He was given pieces of a
stained glass window from a bombed out French Church that was incorporated in the First Baptist Church here
in Kirksville as a token of appreciation.
Just as importantly, it is a great place to have a weightlifting meet. Centrally located in town, you can see
Truman State‘s campus and the town square from Rieger. It has a large indoor area that used to house the
National Guard artillery unit in town (now a Combat Engineer unit). It also has a large kitchen with plenty of
tables and chairs for our banquet and a stage for a first class awards ceremony! I hope everyone will try and
make this. More info to come so stay tuned! It is located at 500 S. Elson St. in Kirksville.
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by John McKean

John McKean "places his best foot forward" in setting up for a dumbbell deadlift using the modified T-Stance.
Big bellied and bubbly, the kindly, bespeckled old timer reminded me of a favorite uncle. Indeed, he chattered
on endlessly and always treated me as a long lost, cherished relative. But, as a large man, he always stood kinda
funny — his rear foot constantly at a 45 degree outward angle with the front foot‘s heel jammed at its center,
toes pointing directly at you. Seemed narrow and uncomfortable, oddly insufficient to balance a 280 pound
person. Yet, I learned later that if he ever moved that front foot toward anyone while angered, that individual
would become an instant corpse! You see, this absolute MASTER of the Indonesian martial art of Silat was
once written up in a major magazine series entitled ―The Deadliest Man on the Planet.‖ And, as I was informed
from his senior students, during his covert assignment by our government during WW2 many U.S. enemies, as
their final sight on earth, witnessed the lightning like speed and deadly power behind that stance!

The proper foot placement for the T-Stance. It may be used for any lift that requires the heels to be together.
So, years back, from training this art and experiencing firsthand the balance and channeled strength afforded by
its modified ―T -stance,‖ I adjusted it to experiment on certain all-round lifts. Surprisingly, the unusual
footwork gave superior performance in the heels together press, and as the beginning stage (before slight foot
opening for position) of the Jefferson and one arm Hack, among others.
Recently I played around with the one arm dumbbell deadlift in preparation for the Boston Gold Cup meet, and
found my Indonesian stance was IDEAL for that awkward lift. The problem with the big plated dumbbell pull is
that the DB handle is too far out from your body, thus thwarting initial power, and twisting uncontrollably as it
ascends up the thighs. So I began with my right foot jammed in between the plates, shin almost touching the
bar. The foot was at the best angle I could achieve, tho not quite 45 degrees. My left foot would begin at the
outward plate, a few inches from the approximate center of my inner-DB foot, then I would advance it a bit to
allow room for the pull. I discovered that my arm was afforded an absolute straight down position for a perfect
initial deadlift pull, and that it rested within my right thigh so as not disturb the direct path of the big dumbbell
(the weight, not me!). Just a bend of my legs yielded all power from hips and thighs, rather than stress and
twisting of the lower back – really, more of a squat than a deadlift.
The tribesmen living within the highland jungles of West Java, where my Silat mentor was raised and taught,
knew a thing or two about pinpoint balance and exacting body positioning for exerting maximum power. In
their dangerous environment they HAD to! We in all-rounds can also certainly experiment and adapt our own
individual structures as a means to stand solidly and ―kick butt‖ on the record book!
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by Al Myers

Big Al in 2060 (ha-ha)
I fumble my way into the Dino Gym for another workout. I can‘t believe it has been over 70 years since the first
weight was lifted in the Dino Gym, and I‘m still at this obsessive behavior of lifting weights. And especially
now, because the sheer thought of getting stronger is a distant memory, only stirred when my wrinkled hands
grab a weightlifting bar and stimulates the thought of a long ago personal record. But besides the passage of
time, and the fact that I just had my 94 birthday, not much has really changed in the gym. We still lift on all the
equipment we acquired back at the turn of the century, and the same guys are still the core gym members.
Tuesdays nights have become legendary in all of our minds, as this has always been the day that we have our

heaviest workout of the week. These workouts come and go, but there are will always be those that I will never
forget.
As has been the custom, I am always the first one to get to the gym. I like to do this because it gives me time to
―clear my mind‖ and focus on my workout goals of the day without distraction. That is the one thing that I
HAVEN‘T lost – the passion to lift weights and the joy that comes with succeeding in this ongoing battle,
despite the weights I lift are less than my warm-ups 50 years ago. I start my routine, and after several pops and
crackles in my back, I finally get my lifting shoes on. I consider that my first stretching exercise. As I‘m
looking at the pictures on the gym walls, I think about the good ole‘ days, and in walks my longtime training
partner Chad. Chad is still one of the youngsters of the gym at only 88, and walks without a limp. I‘ve always
been envious of Chad‘s natural abilities, and even more now that I refused to get that hip of mine replaced, and
got to use a dreaded cane to move around while Chad walks like a youngster. On top of that, I see now the
benefits of Chad keeping his head shaved all of his life. I counted my hair the other day and finally my age
outnumbers my hair follicles. Ever ambitious, Chad is ready to start lifting! I say, ―let‘s warm up with some
light benches‖. Unbeknownst to Chad, I like to start our workouts out with the bench because that is one lift I
can still get him on. I have always been able to sucker Chad into anything. I lie down on the bench and crank
out 5 solid reps with the bar. I once told myself that when I could no longer bench the bar it would be time to
hang it up. I‘m not so sure about that anymore, as the bar seems to be getting heavier with time. ―Chad, give me
a hand so I can get off this bench before I fall asleep‖. As you get older, workout partners take on new roles
besides just spotting you on a heavy set, you rely on them to help you up when you fall down, and with simple
tasks like helping you put on your lifting belt.
Next in comes part of the Salina crew – Mark, Darren and Scott. Mark is the elder of the gym, and soon will be
the first gym member over 100. At least he has the Super Masters Class to look forward to and the many
possibilities of new age group records. Mark in the old days was the biggest of all of us, but now he barely tops
200 pounds. His wife talked him into liposuction many years ago and now he has the slimmest abdomen of all
of us. He even has a handful of dark hair still left on his head. He doesn‘t look a day over 70! Darren is the next
one in the door, banging his walker on the doorframe to announce to all of us that he made 4 whole workouts
this month! Like THAT is something to be proud of, but some things NEVER change. However all those years
of pacing himself with his workouts has helped him in the end, because besides his four archilles tendon
reattachments he is still in pretty good shape. Scott brings up the rear. I remember the day when Scott was the
first in the gym among the Salina guys, but now he is the last one in, and walks like a zombie on a caffeine
overdose. I told him years ago that strongman was going to eventually tear him up, but he wouldn‘t listen to me,
and he kept competing until he destroyed every joint and muscle in his body. I have always admired Scott‘s
tenacity about training, and marveled at his will to push himself through pain and continue to lift. But he has
paid the price for it! I have lost count of his joint replacements and back fusions. ―Where‘s Chuck?‖, I comment
to the guys. ―Oh, he‘s not going to make it this week, but I did see him squat 200 pounds last week‖, said
Darren. I think to myself ―that‘s Chuck, a gifted lifter who can still squat big weights and miss Tuesday night
workouts‖. I have always wished I had his squatting ability. Finally in walks Big John, and he‘s sweating
profusely. ―That walk from the car was a killer!‖, he remarks. He huffs and puffs a few times as he collapses on
the bench. Even after all these years he still doesn‘t realize that his conditioning is his biggest nemesis! I look at
him and ask how his cardio training was coming along. Big John replied, ―well, I hope to only use a quarter of
tank of oxygen tonight‖. ―That would be an improvement, all that oxygen you use makes me light headed‖, I
respond.
The crew is finally assembled for the workout. It‘s time to get started. I declare to the group, ―tonight‘s gonna
be a big night for us, we got that All-Round Postal Match with the JWC to do, and we haven‘t let them beat us
in over 70 years, and I don‘t want it to start now!!‖
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(Webmaster’s Note: A silent auction will be conducted at the Dino Challenge Oldtime Strongman Contest in
January, with all proceeds going to the Friends of the Salina Animal Shelter. This groups efforts are very
noble, and by having this auction we may be able to help them just a little. Lots of GREAT THINGS will be in
the auction – from some of the Dino Gym‟s unique pieces of equipment to donated items from the Dino Strength
product line. There is no entry fee for the Challenge, but plan on bringing some money for the auction. Fellow
Dino Gym member and training partner Mark Mitchell has shared information with us regarding the
compassionate vision of the Friends of the Salina Animal Shelter. – by Al Myers)
by Mark Mitchell
The Friends of the Salina Animal Shelter was formed in February 2007 by Molly Reusser. Her initial intent was
to spearhead a group of animal lovers who wanted to pet some dogs but was she in for a big surprise-she had
not met Laura Mitchell,Julie Coble,Shannon Kingsley and Trish Hayden yet!! Laura and I have been going to
an animal rescue ranch in Kanab Utah called Best Friends for several years to volunteer taking care of some
5000 plus rescued dogs,cats,horses,donkeys etc… combined and we knew how a first rate shelter should be
operated. Now,we had a chance to do some of the same things with animals in our own back yard! Of
course,my wife and friends never do anything with half effort and we immediately jumped in to socialize the
dogs and cats in the Salina Shelter and pushed hard to get them adopted locally.
Then, we started looking at the figures regarding euthanized former pets and we were astounded. What could
we do to change those numbers? Group member Julie Coble went out on a mission to help solve this. What she
found has become a big lifesaver for some 500 dogs just this past year. It is called the Rescue Waggin and it is
operated through Petsmart charities. Now,one would have thought our local animal shelter staff would have
fallen all over themselves, thanking Julie for this wonderful idea and jumped right on our band wagon(our
volunteer group,though working hand in hand with the animal shelter staff,is a separate entity). Alas,no. We
were met with big resistance. Did this deter us? No,it did not. A few of us decided to pool our own money
together,adopt several dogs we selected,drive a rented cargo van to Denver or Boulder Colorado to Dumb
Friends and the Boulder Humane Society and pay transfer fees there because we had heard dogs get adopted in
huge numbers from these facilities(Rescue Waggin now takes our dogs to Boulder). We spent thousands of
dollars each for quite some time.
Finally,the powers that be saw that we were not a threat and that our intentions were good. It also did not hurt
that we,as volunteers,agreed to do all of the work regarding bringing the Rescue Waggin to Salina(we are the
only shelter in the nation that uses volunteers to coordinate the Rescue Waggin operation). And what a work
load it has been!! From getting volunteers trained and certified to be behavior specialsts,contracting with local
vets to do the health checks to coordinating all of these efforts with the Rescue Waggin personnel(that would be
my dear wife Laura‘s role!!) But it has been worth all of the hassles!! Think of it. Five hundred great lives and
wonderful pets spared and matched with loving families in Colorado just this past year!
Our volunteers put in long hours. We are not just about the Rescue Waggin. We still provide love and care to
the dogs and cats who do not qualify for transport. We are involved in fund raisers,special adoption months,hay
bale giveaways for all of our outdoor furry friends. The list goes on and on. Our group is amazed and gracious
that the Dino Gym has selected us for charitable contributions at the Dino Gym Old Time Barbell Challenge in
January !
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by Al Myers

I'm enjoying my workouts in the Christmas Spirit!!

On behalf of the USAWA, I wish everyone a Merry,
Merry Christmas!
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by John McKean

Bill March pressing 390# in strict style.
During the 60s renowned York Barbell Club weightlifter Bill March set national and world press records, won
major Olympic lifting championships, took a Mr. Universe title, and was even invited to pro football
tryouts. At his most efficient, Bill completed his actual daily power rack lifting in 24 SECONDS! His York
teammate, Lou Riecke, did similar isometric routines, total training time of less than a minute, to break a world
snatch record. Later, Lou took his methods to the NFL as one of the first pro strength coaches – he helped a
then mediocre little team known as – AHEM – the Pittsburgh Steelers to four Super Bowl rings! In this same
time period, a rather large teenage track & field star named Gary Gubner used short range rack moves to build
such phenomenal strength that he established world indoor records in the shot put AND earned himself a spot
on the U.S. Olympic Weightlifting Team.
Unfortunately power rack routines didn‘t quite stick. Sessions seemed over before they began, movement range
was too short, lifts were way too intense when done correctly, and, for the vain, no ―pump‖ created. Well, they
did work very well for me, but even I got bored (and you guys know what a slug I am!). So, some years ago
(long after my original heavy weight power rack experiments) I started placing rubber flex bands over the
barbell, did full range all round lifts thus ―handicapped,‖ and termed them ―moving isometrics.‖ Like Bill
March‘s short range isos, momentum and acceleration were thwarted to yield solid, pure push through every
inch of an exercise. Yet the bands encouraged more SPEED and finish (actually, ―pushing through‖ the top
rather than ―braking,‖ which somewhat discourages total effort). Best of all, maximum results came from
band/bar lifts that were NOT total, all out, explode-your-arteries, max weight killers. In fact, from my findings,

these work best with a comfortable barbell weight of 60-70% of one‘s best single. Even now, as ―early middle
age‖ (65!!!) approaches, these moving isos are giving me substantial gains on most lifts.

Coming Tomorrow
Part 2 of the All-Round Approach of properly using band resistance in your training.
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by John McKean

Positioning for a band/bar deadlift. Notice the stepping on bands to yield initial tautness. Also note the thick bar
for increased grip strength development.
Recently, a friend from England named Eddie Quinn used his long years in martial arts to develop an amazing,
condensed self defense system that he calls THE APPROACH (http://the-approach.com/). Eddie has asked me
to create a strength routine that would benefit his many students around the world. Of course, I‘d like to share it
with our all-rounders as well! I can think of nothing better than a few key all- round lifts using my minimum
equipment oriented, energy conserving band/bar moving isos. I‘ve included some photos to show how I place
the bands over a barbell and how to anchor these strands of stretch rubber by merely stepping on
them. Originally Mr. Quinn requested I make a DVD of the actual lifts, but my grubby face and strained
expression would probably scare off any and all future students – we have much better looking all rounders
demo-ing these mechanics in our ever growing library of You-Tube videos here on site!

Midway into the pull. Note that band tension will increase resistance toward lift completion. Fight this - try to
ACCELERATE!
So, Eddie, here are the lifts to search, off to the right of this main page: JEFFERSON (for all important thigh
and hip drive, to thrust in with authority on an opponent), BENT OVER ROW (immense straight in pulling
power development to rip an attacker right off his feet), CLEAN AND PUSH PRESS (explosive arm thrusting
via leg drive, for major league hammerfists and elbows), and 2‖ THICK VERTICAL BAR LIFTS (absolute
best for gripping strength, when you need to hold-on, to literally tear a limb off!). For each lift, place a medium
strength rubber band (I suggest Jumpstretch.com ―mini monster bands‖) over the bar and perform a set of three
reps, adding a bit of weight to go to a second set of two. Do this every other day, starting with relatively ―easy‖
weight at first – you won‘t FEEL fatigued, but it sure takes a toll on the musculature and requires 48 hours
recuperation. Be dynamic for each rep (which should be done as singles with slight pauses between each
attempt) by starting with control and power then accelerating throughout the movement (try to ―beat the
bands‖). When the weight becomes too easy, be progressive and add just a bit more – over time this builds way
up, with genuine functional strength developing that sticks with you for a lifetime!

Bands doubled and affixed to a Jump Stretch base stand.
Oh, by the way, this routine is not limited to martial artists. Every wrestler, football player, track man/woman,
and all rounder can experience huge gains with this 15 minute workout! And a quick, intensive strength
workout leaves plenty of time for an athlete‘s main skill development training. Just as Eddie Quinn preaches
economy of movement for optimum personal protection, gym time should also hammer directly to the core of
your power base.
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by Al Myers

Scott Tully, of the Dino Gym, reps out a set of 8 with Band Squats (450 pounds on the bar, plus 150 pounds
added band tension at the lockout).
John McKean‘s recent USAWA Daily News story about how he uses bands in training got me thinking about
one of the biggest uses of JumpStretch Bands in the Dino Gym. Bands are VERY beneficial in adding

resistance to many different exercises – but I believe the best exercise they ―assist‖ is the squat. This is nothing
new as Louie Simmons of Westside Barbell has been preaching the benefits of bands for many years
now! However, we have a band set-up for squats that is very unique, and something I would like to share with
other lifters. First of all, there are two DISTINCT ways bands may be attached to a squat bar. One is overhead,
where the band tension is added at the BOTTOM of the squat. The other is at the base, where band tension is
added at the top of the squat, or at lockout. Both have there uses, but after experimenting with both set-ups I
prefer the bands to be attached LOW, so as you ascend out of the bottom of a squat the bands stretch and give
you added resistance at the lockout. I think it is best for the bands to go completely ―slack‖ as you hit the
bottom squat position and ―kick in‖ immediately after initial ascent. I like the feeling of ―pushing against‖ the
bands instead of the bands ―pulling you up‖. I feel good squat technique is ENHANCED when ―pushing
against‖ the bands. By the weight on the bar being lighter in the bottom position, it allows you to maintain
good form in keeping your hips back and shoulders up. By starting in the correct position, you are better able to
maintain good form throughout the rest of the squat. Another reason I like the bottom attachment is that it just
doesn‘t seem right to me to use bands to make an exercise easier!

The top 3-prong hook band attachment, which has three different bar attachment points to adjust band tension
for lifters of different heights.
Much has been written about what is the best tension at the top position, or lockout. I feel around 25% added
resistance (compared to bar weight) with bands is about right. This can be accomplished with two Blue
JumpStretch Bands, one attached on each side. Others have different opinions on this. When I designed a
band attachment set-up for the Dino Gym Monster Cage, several things I wanted to achieve. First, I wanted an
easy set up that could be changed quickly between lifters who may be of different heights while maintaining the
same band tension at the top end for everyone. Second, I wanted a band set-up that would ―roll‖ out with the
lifter as they set up for the squat to make band squatting safer. Most band attachments on cages have a distinct
concrete points where they attach, which makes setting up for the squat difficult. Third, I wanted to make the
band set-up to achieve a 150 pound ―overload‖ at the top position (approximately 25% increase since most of
the guys in the gym squat over 600 pounds). I spent a little time thinking of these problems, and designed a

set-up that solves all of them! We have been using this band attachment set-up for several years now and
couldn‘t be happier!

The bottom band attachment. Notice the roller the band attaches to that "rolls back" as the lifter sets up for the
squat.
The bottom attachment problem was solved by attaching the bands to a roller that ―rolled back‖ as the lifter
steps back with the bar on the back. The problem of attaching the bands to the bar was solved by designing a
3-prong hook which could easily be ―looped‖ over the bar next to the inside sleeves not interfering with hand
placement. It can easily be changed between lifters. Our Monster Cage has bar hooks that adjust with hydraulic
jacks so each lifter can have an optimum start height. This allows all gym members, regardless of height, to be
able to work out together. We can change the bar height and re-adjust the band hookup in less than 30
seconds. The length between each three-prong band hook was initially based on the heights of three gym
members – Lon at 5′7″, myself at 6 foot, and Scott at 6′5″. Lon uses the bottom hook, myself the middle hook,
and Scott the top hook. Each hook set-up yields EXACTLY 150 pounds added band tension at the top! It
couldn‘t work out any better than that!!
I hope these ideas will help others in properly setting up a band attachment for their squat training. If anyone
has more specific questions, please contact me a amyers@usawa.com
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by Al Myers

Dino Gym member Tyler Cookson performs a Saxon Snatch.
Another lift contested at the Dino Gym Challenge will be the Saxon Snatch. This was a popular strength feat
done by the Old-Time German Strongman Arthur Saxon. Even though Saxon was best known for his Bent
Pressing and Two Hands Anyhow, he was quite a grip specialist. Often in his strength shows he would
demonstrate his grip strength by snatching a wooden plank, with both hands or just with one. It is reported that
he could one-hand Snatch a 90 pound 3 inch thick wooden plank! Saxon had abnormally long fingers and
hands for his size, and did several other grip feats to back up this claim.
We are going to honor this great grip feat of Arthur Saxon‘s by including it as our ―grip lift‖ in the Dino Gym
Challenge.

The Rules of the Saxon Snatch:
A wooden plank, of 3 inch thickness, will be used as the apparatus. The plank will be able to be loaded with
plates to any weight desired. The rules of the Snatch apply. The plank must be gripped with an overhand
(knuckles facing away) pinch grip. The lifter will have a time limit of 1 minute to accomplish a legal lift. If the
plank is dropped or not deemed a legal snatch, the lifter may repeat as many times as desired within the time
limit.
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by Al Myers
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Al Myers demonstrating the Dinnie Lift.
This feat of strength is based on Donald Dinnie and the Dinnie Stones. The Dinnie Stones have received much
publicity over these past few years, and most definitely, qualifies as an Old-Time Strongman Event. However,
some modifications had to be made to make this feasible as a event. First of all, we will not be lifting stones but
instead weight loadable Vertical Bars that mimic the pick-height of the Dinnie Stones. Ring handles will be
attached to the top of the Vertical Bars. To keep to the standard of the Dinnie Stones which weigh 321 pounds
and 413 pounds each, one Vertical Bar must be loaded to not more than 75% of the other. Again, the rules for
this lift will not be very ―technical‖ as the end result of actually picking them up is the desired outcome.

The Rules for the Dinnie Lift:
Two weight loadable Vertical Bars with ring handles attached are used in this lift. The maximum height from
the floor to the top of the lifting rings is 21 inches. One Vertical Bar‟s weight MUST not exceed 75% of the
other. Any style of lifting may be used. The lift ends when the lifter is upright and motionless. The lifter may
have the Vertical Bars at the side, or may straddle them. A time limit of 1 minute is given to accomplish a legal
lift. The weights may be dropped within this time limit, and the lifter may reset and try again. An official will
give a command to end the lift. Lifting straps of any kind are NOT allowed!
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by Al Myers

Bob Burtzloff participated in the Goerner Stroll at Kevin Fulton's SuperGrip Challenge several years ago.
This will be the last event in the Oldtime Strongman Competition at the Dino Gym Challenge. It is based on a
unique stage act performed by the Oldtime German Strongman Hermann Goerner. The name of this Oldtime
Strongman Event was not pegged by me – I have heard mention of the Goerner Stroll for many years! How did
it get named? Maybe it was the stage feat in which Hermann Goerner would carry two large suitcase onto the
stage – one in each hand. Once in the middle of the stage he would sit both cases down and out climbed two
young gals in each one! Or maybe it was that memorable day at the training hall in Leipzig in 1920 where he
picked up two bars, one in each hand weighing in at 663 pounds together, and proceeded to walk across the
gym! Either way, Hermann deserves the credit for this feat!!

The Rules for the Goerner Stroll
Two barbells will be used. The lifter must pick up both barbells at the same time, one in each hand, and walk
(or run) a distance of 1 rod (or 16.5 feet). The starting and finish lines must be marked. The plates on the bars
must be behind the starting line at the start, and finish entirely beyond the finish line at the end. The weight
selected on the bars must not be changed during the attempt. Both bars must be loaded to the same weight. A
one minute time limit is allowed for the attempt. If the bars are set down or dropped between the starting and
finish lines during this 1 minute time limit, the lifter may start over, but MUST restart at the starting
line. Strapping the bars to the hands is NOT ALLOWED.
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